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Effect of the Television
Committee's Report
No Change in Broadcast Receivers
HE imminence of the publication of the Television Committee's report to the Postmaster-General has produced a
crop of rumours and speculations as to
the effect which television is going to
have on our broadcasting organisation,
and it has even been suggested that
existing receivers for broadcasting and
new models which manufacturers are
working on at present will be rendered
obsolete.
Such statements and suggestions are
startling and may, in consequence; in
some quarters be regarded as good
journalism, but there is little foundation in fact for such ideas and unfortunately they have a disturbing
effect upon those who, through
ignorance, accept them.
It is, perhaps, just as well to consider
the position briefly and marshal some
of the facts which serve to repudiate any
idea that a revolutionary change in our
broadcast receiving arrangements is
upon us.
First of all, the recommendations of
the report, however promptly they
may be acted upon, will certainly take
some months for the B.B.C. to carry
out. Then the B.B.C. has to get
started with the transmissions and the
public must acquire apparatus for their
reception. The present order of broadcasting on the long and medium wavebands is far too firmly established to
allow of any change to be brought
about as a result of the development
of television in its initial stages.
The change which television might
ultimately bring would be the transfer
of lncal broadcasting to the very short
wavelengths, but common sense decides
that this would come only after tele-
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vision had been accepted as an essential
part of the broadcasting service by the
majority of the European countries,
and, even then, international agreement
would have to be reached first. It is
hardly necessary to point out that
such agreements are not easily consented to, and probably long deliberation and a succession of international
conferences would precede the adoption
of any such scheme.
Again, there is such a thing as the
responsibility of the Post Office and
the B.B.C. towards both the listener
and the manufacturer, and it is quite
absurd to imagine that any step would
be taken which would leave the public
and the manufacturer with sets rendered obsolete by reason of such
drastic changes.
There are good technical reasons for
supposing that ultimately sound for
the television programmes may be
broadcast on channels adjacent to the
television transmission itself as pointed
out in an article in last week's issue,
but this is looking a long way ahead,
and even then this would not affect
the present broadcasting service.
Suggestions have been made that
short-wave convertors may be employed for television, to precede the
existing receivers as an attachment. As
far as television is concerned, this
idea can at .once be dismissed as
technically unsound because for highdefinition television present-day receivers are quite unsuitable in design.
They would not pass anything
approaching th~ frequency band required for the purpose.
There seems little doubt, therefore,
that the present types of broadcast
receivers will still be required for an
unchanged system of broadcast sound
reception, and the television set will be
a separate entity marketed as an entirely independent instrument and
designed for transmissions on independent wavelengths.

Wireless World, Februarv rst, 1935.
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NOISE SUPPRESSORS
Effective and Ineffective Methods Described
LL kinds of devices, ranging from
A
to the simplest form of mains
described as noise suppressors. This

truly automatic and highly developed" Quiet" AVC systems
disturbance filter or " sensitivity limiting switch " are loospfy
artide will help to clear up many popular misconceptions
on the subject.

By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.:\l.I.E.E.
EOPLE who go to Olympia, or any
other place where numerous vvireless sets are to be seen, for the purpose of selecting a receiver, presumably proceed something like this : They
first find out what general type they require, or can pay for, and realise that they
have to choose from among (say) forty
models of that type. They then commence an eliminating process based on the
points for and against each model. That
is the idea, at any rate.
In order to spare tht'ir prospective customers undue brain fag, the vendors of
the said models often draw up their "selling points" into lists, which, naturally,
are made as overwhelming as possible.
One of the star points this season is
'' Noise Suppression.'' The term suggests
an obvious ad,·antage, for the association
of undesirable noise is one of the chief
stumbling-blocks in the way of those who
remain to be numbered as licensees.
What sort of noise is there to be suppressed? \Vhat methods are a Yailable for
suppressing it? And how much of it do
they suppress?
It will be granted that it is a clisadYantage to be deaf. One is thankful for good
hearing. But if it were in our power to
gain still better hearing, our thankfulness
for it would probably be short-liYed. A
normal pair of ears brings in sounds from
a sufficient range to make life quite uncomfortable in some situations as it is;
and the advantages of super-sensitive hearing would be neutralised by the multifarious noises which it would make intolerable.
Much the same applies to radio. Modern
,·alves and circuits haYe increased the
range and sensitiveness of receivers, but
there are electrical noises in great variety
which may turn this into a doubtful advantage. These noises, according to their
sources, fall into three classes.

P

The first is often given the unpleasant
and rather inaccurate title of "man-made
static.'' Most electrical machinery and
appliances--tramcars, transmission lines,
refrigerators, cleaners, signs, motor car
ignition systems, etc., etc.-cause electrical noises that can be heard with a radio
receiver. Most of them can be more or
less effectiwly silenced at the source by an
appropriate system of condensers and/ or
chokes. The difficulty lies in persuading
the owners of the interfering equipment,
who usually are not inconvenienced
thereby, to go to trouble and expense for
someone else's benefit. Still, this class of

Electrical disturbances are likely to prejudice
the accuracy of laboratory work : as a guard
against mains interference, banks of BellingLee Suppressors have been installed in the
power supply circuits in the H.M.V. research
department.
One of the choke units is
shown with its cover removed.

nmse may perhaps be classed as avoi,lable.
The major operations of Nature, however, are less subject to control. "Atmospherics" have worried radio people for
the last thirty years, and they arc still with
us. They arc caused chiefly by lightning,
and their intensity depends on whethe-r the
nearest flash of lightning is taking place
immediately over the aerial or a few thousand miles away. One can count on
thundnstorms somewhere in the world at
all times, and a single flash puts out far
more power than all the broadcasting stations in the \\·orld combined; so a sensitive
receiver is never entirely free from atmospheric noises.
Even if everything from without is excluded, the recein~r. itself makes its own
noise. Often this is due to faulty working
or poor design, but the best receiver is
noisy if it is sufficiently stnsitin. \'alve
hi~s -is a limiting factor.Thus the Yah·es cause hiss; atmospherics ha,·e bctn likened to the ddi\ r 1\
of coals into the cellar; and the ·' marimade " noisc·s are as varied as the human
artivitit·s to which they are due.
The condensers, ch-okes, etc., ~nita bll
for abating the last-named nuisance, fmm
one well-known class of noise supprc.~~or.
With them may be included snch thin~s 3.5
screened aerial down-leads for moving the
collector away from the source ot inkrference.
The last few Radio Exhibitions ha\c includecl a prominent demonstration b\· the
Post Office of how nearly all intt·dnin:.;
appliances may be silenced with .uf·at
succc;.;s. There \vould be little trou!Jk (;ill
to noises under this heading if only existing kmm ledge on methods of snppres~ion
were fully applied. In one sense this is
the trut noise suppression, for thtrf is
nothing lost to the receiver. But--wf have
no power over the other two sorts of noise.
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No:se SuppressorsNobody has presumed to fit filters to a
thundercloud.
Turning from prevention to the inferior
doctrine of cure, we have the types of
no i se suppressor
that apply to the
n•ceiver. In judging these one has to
comider not only
whether they dispose of the chaff
satisfactorily, but
also how much of
the grain is lost
with it.
Extravagant
claims are someR
s
times made for deYiet·:.; to be COIIllected between the
aerial and the reFig. 1. -When the
cnn·r. \Vhilc one
noise-suppressor
would not go so far
switch (S) is opened
it inserts resistance
as to sav that none
R, which increases
of thes~: has any
the bias on the valve
\'aluc at all it reand
reduces
its
sensitivity. The remains to be 'proYecl
sistor R 1
is
to
that anything can
provide the usual
be done in this way
initial bias.
which does not cut
clown good and bad alike, or neai·ly alike.
A filter in the mains connection, and a
screened mains transformer, however, are
sometimes quite useful in keeping out
"man-made" noise, particularly when the
source of the disturbance is beyond one's
jmisdiction.

Suppression-At a Price

could be clone more simply by turning
clown the volume control, without any
ri.eed for an extra gadget; but this is not
so. To see why, refer to Fig. 2. This is
a typical cur\'e showing the relation
between output available for the loud
speaker (milliwatts) and the signal strength
at the aerial (microvolts) necessary to
produce it. " Signal" includes what is
received from desired or undesired radio
stations, and from the first two forms of
noise interference.
A perfect AVC system would gi\"l' the
same output all the time, irrespective of
the signal strength. Actually, of course,
the weak signals are not enough to produce full output; and it is only above a
certain signal strength that it is advantageous for the A VC to be brought into
action to minimise any further rise in
volume. These two conditions are shown
by the two parts of the r;raph: the steeply
rising part which applies when the delay
effect prevents the A VC from being
effective, and the flatter part corresponding to A VC action. The mort• effective
the AVC the flatter it is.
Now programmes that an· -.vorth listening to are generally strong enough to com,·
well beyond the " knee," on to the fb l
part. Cnless the conditions are such .l:i
to make satisfactory n·ception impossible,
the noise is weaker in comparison. Bttt
\\·bile tuning between the stations, when
the A VC action is tempo'rarily suspended,
the receiver becomes fnllv sensitive and
the noises may sound nearly as loud a-;
the programmes. This produces the clis·
tressing effect that noise suppressors arL'
dt>signed to alleviate.
If the ordinary volume control, which
affects the output, were turned down as
suggested, everything, programmes and
noise alike, would be reduced, as shown
by line A. The balance betwc·cn the two
would be unaffected. But the sensitivity
reducing device, instead of shifting th-e
curve bodily downwards, shifts it to the
right: line B for example. Obviously the
\n·ak signals (which we are assuming to

DeYices claimed to ''purify'' reception
a.re not confined to the input end of the
recei\'er; there are others for attaching to
the loud speaker. This sort generally conlists of a fixed condenser in a sealed box,
,;old at a profitable figure. The more irritating and obyious noise-sounds are high
in pitch, and are reduced by the condensers at the expense of the corresponding
frequencies in speech and music. Some
people like '' mellow '' tone and rr======================j!
write testimonials to the makers
10,000
of such appliances.
But the
T
~
I1::::=
Imethod is not for those who want
.1r--b
~ 1,000
natural reproduction.
1/IC tB
:J
- -..J
One of the '' noise suppresr;:-~
A
1.-~
100
sors
that figure on receiver
I I liI I I
specifications consists of nothing
1I
11
:;)
more than an extra resistor (R in
10
D.
I
1:;)
I
Fig. 1), connected in the cathode
0
If I I I
circuit of the variable-mu valve
10
g
or YalYes, and provided with a
86
switch (S) to short-circuit it.
0
When it is un-shorted the sensiINPUT IN MICROVOLTS
tivity of the receiYer is thereby
cut · clown with
regard
to
Fig. 2. -The full line is a normal curve, showing the
noises and everything else alike.
relation between input and output of a receiver.
The effect of ordinary volume control is shown at A ;
Although this sounds rather
of the noise-suppression switch at B ; and of QAVC
futile, the arrangement is not a
at C.
mere pretext for publicity; in
most sets provided with AVC there is an include everything that is undesirable) are
abominable row when one is tuning from senrely curtailed ; but thanks to AVC
station to station, and if the sensitivity can there is very little reduction in those probe temporarily reduced it is a comfort.
grammes that are still able to reach past
One might think that the same thing the '' knee '' of the curw.
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So we have the rather curious result
that although this type of noise suppressor desensitises the amplifier towards
everything that it handles-noise and programmes alike-it appears to cut clown
noise far more than programmes.
One of the chief objects of A VC is to
rountf'ract fading. Suppose the desired
programme has a strength of IOO micro-.
volts. Then (referring to the example·

Built-in mains filter (top left-hand corner)
in a Philips set.

illustrated in Fig. 2) with the noise suppressor out of use it is possible for it h>
fade clown to IO microYolts without noticeable drop in nrlume ; but when the suppressor is in, the fading is just as bad as
if there were no A VC-which is in fact
exactly the situation.
If one were perfectly free to map out
an ideal shape it would be a Yertical line :
C in Fig. 2. The AVC portion remains
unmolested, but the portion corresponding
to noise and to weak and almost worthless signals is completely removed, givin~.
a perfect silence between the tuning points
of the more powerful stations. This ideal
is more or less closely approached by the
various systems of Quiet A VC. Not many
receiyers embody any of these, because
they add to the cost or complication, or
arc otherwise open to criticism. There is
a remarkable amount of scope for difference in method, leading to subtle differences of behaviour; and it is on these
that the pleasure of using the set largely
depends.
Fm instance, it might well be argued
that the correct system would give the
result indicated by Fig. 3· No station
having a strength of less than, say, 100
microvolts would be heard, but, once
tuned in, it could fade clown to the lowt:•!·
limit of the A VC ( IO microvolts in this
example) without being cut off. Some-

ro6
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Noise Suppressorssource there is a choice of several methods
thing approaching this action is actually of noise suppression. Those that act by
accomplished in some systems.
affecting the tone impair the quality of all
Again, the designer may arrange that programmes when in use, and they are
the " Q " is worked from an exceedingly not very effective as suppressors ; aerial
selective tuned circuit, so that the station filters usually reduce sensitivity generally,
is cut in only when it is exactly tuned. and actually increase the proportion of
This makes it impossible for even the~ noise generated in the set itself, but mains
careless listener to mistune it, and avoids filters can be very useful.
" side-band shriek." There are
And on
still other refinements.
10,000
the contrary there are all sorts of
tpossible defects, such as distorttion, fluttering, and reduction in
3: 1,0
:::;
AVC efficiency. So QAVC is a
..J
:E
considerable test of a designer's
00
skill.
tAny system of interstation
:::>
0..
noise suppression may take the
...:::> 1
outward form of a mere switch,
0
1
giving the alternatives of '' On ''
0
0
0
0
g
and " Off" ; or it may allow the
0
0
listener to control-v:ithin limits
. INPUT IN MICROVOLTS
-the level below which signals
are weakened or cut off. Obviously the latter permits one to
Fig. 3- -Ideal QAVC characteristic curve showing
overlap to preserve AVC action intact.
make the best of whatever conditions happen to prevail at the
time ; the noise level is seldom constant.
AVC systems provided with a switch 0r
At the risk of being guilty of re- control to insert extra bias for the prcpetition it is perhaps worth emphasising detector valves are effective in reducing
that the last two methods-desensitising noise, and leave the strongest programmes
switch and QA VC-do nothing to reduce practically unaffected, but restrict the
the noise ze•hen one is actually listening. AVC action on programmes of moderate
If the noise is comparable in strength with strength.
the desired programme there is no true
True QA VC, if skilfully designed and
remedy other than tackling the noise carried out, progressively eliminates noise
before- it reaches the receiver at all.
and weak stations without affecting the
Summarising: the only way to suppress better programmes.
noise without losing something else is to
silence each noise-producing source, or to
remove the aerial from the zone of interference. \Vhen the receiver is so sensitive as to pick 11p an unpleasant amount
of noise that cannot be stopped at the
GOOD many reports of freak recep1/)

..

DISTANT
RECEPTION NOTES

A

Heavy-duty HF chokes in the " Wireless
World " DC Superhet.

tion are reaching me at the present
time.
Most of them are concerned
with the reception of some station or other
with a highly sdective receiving set when
tuned to quite a different wavelength.
Those who experience such happenings are
not a little puzzled that a set, whose tuning may be described as of knife-edge
sharpness, can mislwhave itself in this uncanny way.
Their mystification is increas'ed wl;t'n thev find, as sometimes they
do, that their own superhetcroclynes insist
upon bringing in two stations at O!lC(e, or
one is a background to another, and that
far less selective straight sets belonging to
friends do neitllf'r of the;:.' things.
In genuine cases of the Droitwich or
Luxembourg effect both straight sets and
superlwterodyncs arc equally at a disadvantage since the doubk reception that
then occurs is due to uatural causes and no
kiud of receiving equipment can prevent it.
But there is also what mav be termed a
superheterodyne effect, which accounts for
numerous kinds of freak reception.
Manv supt>rhdnmlynes are distinctly un·
selective in th(' tuned stag('s preceding the
first detector, particulariy those which have
no signal-frequency amplifier. In numerous
different ways either the locally generated
oscillations or the carrier wave of another
station may beat with the carrier of an
unwanted transmission so as to produce
oscillations either exactly on the inter-

mediate frequency or very close to it. \Vhen
this occurs the unwanted station is more
or less strongly heard according to the
closeness of the beat frequency to that o!
the intermediate stages. The big increases
in output power which art' taking place will
make it necessary for designers in futun: to
pay special attention to the sdectivity of
the pre-detector stages in superhetero<lynes.
A considerable amount of heterodyne
interference is observable at the pn"sent
time on the medium waveband.
Few
stations of importance are continuously
affected: but at the same time there 1s
hardly an evening now when some transmissions that are normally good are not
found to be accompanit·d bv unwelcome
whistles. A good many of these lwteroclynes are clue to Russial1 stations, some of
which have rather hazv ideas about wavelength keeping.
Oth~rs are undouht<"clly
caused by harmonics of stations of longer
wavdt'ngth.
Amongst the important stations that ha\·e
been heterodyned on occasion are Stuttgart, Leipzig, Breslau, Konigsberg aucl
Niimberg. K(inigsberg has bt'en the worst
suffenT, for this station is comparatin·ly
sddom to be rect'ived clear of interference.
A new wavt'length plan is urgently JWt·ded,
though, judging from tht' results of the
Lucerne Conference, any attempt to devise
a scheme acceptable to all countries concerned would seem to be an almost hopele3s
task. \Ve must resign ourselves to the fact
that whatevt'r the sensitiveness or the
sc:lectivity of a receiving set the reception
of every important European station on any
evening is not possible, and appareutly IWV<T
can lw. But when all is said and do:JC
each evening provides us with a large number of genuine alternative programmes from
which to make our selection.
The best of the long-wave stations at the
time of writing are Huizen, Radio-Paris,
\Varsaw, Luxembourg, l{alundborg and
Oslo. Zeesen, however, is apt to be none
too strongly received at times, and Luxembourg is prone tiJ heterocln1e interfen·nce.
Of the meduim-wave stations the group
at the top of the band continues to lw wdl
received.
This includes Budapest, Beromiinster, Stuttgart, Vienna, Florence, Brussels No. I and Prague, though Florence is
subjt'ct to certain \·aria1.ions~
The most
dependable stations ou !own wavdt·ngths
are Stockholm, Home, 1\Iunich, Berlin,
Hamburg, Brussels l'\o. 2, the Poste
Parisit·n. Hil\·ersum, Bordeaux and Frankfurt. It should be nott·cl that Radio Tuulonse is now p('rmitted to use greatly in·
cr<'asl'd powl'r, and that this station ,.,
usn;tlly wt·ll rec('i\·ed.
D. EXEH.

NEW LAMPEX RECEIVERS
A Table Model Superheterodyne
and Radio-gramophone
DESIG::-.:ED for operation
from
AC
mains, the Lampex Super het Four is
fitt<·d in a walnut cabint't with birc!seye
m.1ple inl;1ys.
The frequency changH is
coupled to the double-diocle-triode second
detector through an IF filter operating at
473 kc /s, and a high-slope pt·ntude i~ ll't·rl
in the output stage. Tungsram val\"r'S are
used, and the price of the table moclt-1 is
IO gns.
This set is now available, and a
radio-gramophone version ;;.t HJ gns. will L•·
releast·cl shortlv.
Th·e makers are Lampex Radio & Electric
Co., Phantom House, Brewery Roacl, London, N.7.
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First Continental
Single-Span Receiver
THE "VOLKS .. SUPER"
By H. J, WILHELI\IY (Munich)
system of tuning has now firmly established
T HEitselfSingle-Span
as a practical method of obtaining single control tuning
The chassis of
the DC mains
model of tht:

vs

I.

T

HE tir:,t German superheterodyne
in which tuning was carried out
b:.· a single circuit only embodied
don ble-frequency -changing.
It
employed a tir~t intermediate frequency
of 2,200 kc sand a second of 100 kcjs,
and was tuned over the range of ISO to
I, soo kc s by a single small condenser of
approximatdy 120 mmfds. This set is
said to han: given an entirely satisfactory
performance, in spite of the inherent difficulties discussed in The Wireless World, 1
and it was produced commercially. This
set appeared as early as August, 1933, but
is no longer produced to-day, because _of
the large number of valves used and Its
consequently high price, compared with
standard superheterodynes of t·quivalent
performance.
The first superheterodyne of practical
11'/ie H"irde>s ll'urld, July 27th, I!J34.

without invoh·ing either gauging or waveband switching. In
this article is gi·ven a description of a new German Single-Span
recen•er. It is a three-val·ve mains set for broadcast reception,
and one of the chief aims in design has been to reduce the cost
to the utmost.
value to include the principle of tuning by
means of a single circuit was the '' Single
Span" developed and published by The
Wireless World. It works without ganging and wawband-switching, and has a
selectivity and sensitivity quite adequate
for distant reception. This set, however,
is not very suitable for the Continental, or,
at least, the German market. It demands
one or two valves more than an ordinary
superheterodyne of the same perform~n~e,
and the writer believes that Its selectivity
is not so high as is usually expected of a
set having so many valves. In Germany,
for instance, the largest superhetrrodynes
normally sold this year are equipped with
four valves only, and they have the very
difficult task of receiving and selecting

almost every station worth hearing, including the short waves, from 20 to 6o
metres. A Single-Span cannot do this
with four valves, and it was because of
this, therefore, that the writer did not
atte~npt the design of a large Single-Span
n•ceiVer.
It was the extreme economy of SingleSpan tuning that caused the development
of the first German and Continental SingleSpan receiver. The chief advantages of
the new system are '' no ganging '' and
"no waveband-switching" ; these advantages lead to an extremely simple and
inexpensive set, and, in the case of the
German " Volks-Super r," this was the
decisive point. The omission of an accurately manufactured two- or three-

L.OUD

SPEAKER

Fig. I.---The circuit diagram of the AC model of the VS 1 shows that a pair of coupled coils is employed in the IF circuits and reaction is
arplied from the detector. Two wavetraps are included in the aerial circuit -one tuned to the local station and the other to the intermediate
frequency.

IO~

First Continental Single-Span Receiverwhistle-production due to harmonics of
gang condenser, of two exactly matched strong broadcast stations. In addition an
coil assemblies and many trimmers means HF choke Chr was included to prevent
a radical reduction in the cost of such a low-frequency currents from entering the
receiver. Thus, on this principle, it was receiver, and this is sometimes of great impossible to construct the cheapest super- portance in preventing AC hum from being
heterodyne available up to the present introduced by the aerial.
A \"ery
day, and it seems that this new class of efficient valve was employed as a fresuperheterodynes is destined to replace the quency-changer, in spite of the desire to
small straight set and the cheap super- make the receiver as cheap as possible,
heterodyne of to-day.
Thus, extreme because the very small difference between
economy is an outstanding feature of the oscillator and intermediate frequencies
when receiving a signal as low as 150 kc / s
Single-Span tuning, and the writer believes that, hitherto, this great advantage made it impossible to attain satisfactory
of the new system has not been sufficiently results with simple tetrode or pentode
emphasised.
f r e q u e n c yThe
smallest
changers.
The
type of supervalve employed,
heterodyne availthei·cfore,
is a
able to-day makes
triode - hexode,
use of three
which is capable
valves: the first of
of fulfilling its important task withthesc is the frequency - changer,
out any difficulty.
The oscillator and
preceded by a
single tuned aerial
IF circuits arc of
circuit; it is folstandard design,
the band-pass coils
!owed by an IF
band- pass filter
being coupled by
directly connected
their mutual inductance, and not
to the second detector valve, and
capacitively, as in
fitted with reacThe
Wireless
tion ; the third
World Single-Span
valve is the output
rece1ver.
valve.
When
Thcbuffervalve
Single - Span
lS
The IF coil assembly is mounted to .the left of the
1s dropped,
of
applied to this triode-hexod~ ~requency-changer and t~e oscillator course,
as ex.
cot! ts underneath the chassts.
type of rece1ver
tremely critical rethe total selectivity depends upon the two action is possible by the grid ·leak second
The output valve is a
circuits of the IF filter, as there is no · detector itself.
Un- small pentode of o.S watts undistorted outsignal-frequency tuned circuit.
expectedly this simple device could be put, and it is coupled to the second detecbrought to a very satisfactory adjacent- tor by a transformer, in order to attain a
chanlwl selectivity, making possible inter- satisfactory high degree of LF amplificaference-free reception of all European tion. Good bass response is secured by
high-power stations. This result was un- the electrolytic hy-pass condenser of 20
expected, because of the very wide band- mfds. across the cathode resistance.
width of a circuit tuned to a frequency as
high as r,6oo kc / s, but it could be atThe Mains Equipment
tained by the use of modern low-loss components and of critical reaction. The
The rectifier is fed from the AC mains by
sensitivity of such a receiYCT is sufficient a simple transformer and thermionic rectifor the daylight reception of some four or fier, smoothiug being accomplished by a
five stations, even with an indoor aerial,
resistance of 1,500 ohms joined by two conand in the e\·ening it even has to be greatly densers of 8 mfds. There are only two
reduced by a volume control operating different DC voltages taken from the ·mains
upon the input to the frequency-changcr unit: a high Yoltage of Iqo volts, approxiin order to eliminate ilw weak stations mately, feeding the anode circuits of the
which cannot be satisfaciorilv selected frequency-changer and output valves, and
from their strong neighbours. the recep- a low voltage of 72 volts for the screens of
tion of our high~power stations, however,
the frequency-changer and of the output
is entirely satisfactorily and exceptionally valve, and for the second detector triode.
free from disturbance.
In this manner the receiver was designed
as economically as possible throughout,
in order to retain the inherent economy
The Aerial Circuit
of siugk-~pan tuning.
"VS 1 ·' is a midget: it is built on a
The input voltage is t::1kl'l1 from the
slider of a potentiometcr connected across chassis of 250 by T,)U by 6:=; nun. These
a wavetrap tuned permanently to the small dimensions. howenT, arc not
local station. Between the slider and the attaim·d by crowding the components,
input grid of the frequency-changer there as is the case with some American midgets,
is inserted a filter device similar to that of but by the exceedingly low number of
components ami by tht.: small size of the
The Wireless World Single-Span receiver.
Some modifications were made to this, and components themselves. Of chief interest
an IF wavetrap was inserted to prevent is the IF filter, for it has been fitted with
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iron-cored coils, in spite of the objections
which might be raised against their use
at the comparatively high IF of a SingleSpan receiver.
Indeed, the iron core.,
were not provided to get a better performance than with air-cored coils, but to
save space and cost. The iron-cored coib
used are of very small size, and, in addition, may be enclosed within a very
narrow screen (40 mm. diam.); the correct
frequency of the IF circuits is not adju;:;ted by variable condensers, but by a
variable air-gap in the cores. Thus, it is
possible to provide fixed mica-condensers
instead of variable air-dielectric .condensers, this meaning another very important saving. The coils are litz-wound,
of course, and there is no noticeable difference in performance between these coils
and very good air-core types. The oscillator coil, however, is a simple cylindrical
air-cored coil, as it is unnecessary to screen
it or to match its inductance accurately.
Reaction is controlled by a small trimmer
accessible from the rea1: of the receiverthe possibilty of varying selectivity being
thus dropped, as it is not essential for this
extremely simple edition of a "SingleSpan.''
]n spite of its wry economical de~ign,
high quality was maintained from n-cry
point of view. Thus, the first Continental
'' Single-Span '' is not merely an cxtremt:ly
cheap midget, as it might seem at fir;.;t
sight, but a soundly design('d receiver of
an cntirclv new class. ''VS I '' is a set
designed for home-constructors only, but
we may expect that sds of this or similar
circuits will ~oon be produl'ed lry the
radio imlustry. Thus, the mw "Sin;.;lc-

An underbase view of the DC receiver--the
oscillator coil can be seen on the right behind the valveholder.

Span" principle dewloped by The
TV ire less World seems to have found a
wide area for its successful expansion, and,
as we must anticipate that considerable
further progress will be made in the future
this area is likely to increase still more.
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Current Topics
Wireless for the Deaf Fund ?

EVENTS OF THE WEEK
IN BRIEF REVIEW

A

WIRELESS for the Deaf
Fund has been suggt•sted by
a correspondent of the Times.
"There could be no greater
joy," he writl's, "for a deaf
person than to hear-sometimes,
even if imperlt>ctly. :\lany deaf
peoplc could hear broadcast
programnws if tlwv had suitable
n·ct>ivers with suitable telephones.''

Date of Birth
HE
French
PostmasterGeneral has been askt·d in
the Houst· of Deputies why
applicants for radio liu·ncc·s
must state "the place and date
of birth "-an obligation not
waived e\·en in the case of the
ladil's. The official rpp]y explains that thP particula i·s arc
nel'dl'd to facilitatl' idl'ntiftcation.
A disgnntled licTtb<'(' last
week in~istPd on adding tlw size
oi his gloves.
T

Radio in Agriculture
M

KATAEVICH, of thl' Mos• cow Institutc· of Cereals,
is reported to be curving out
experiments
to
determine
wht-ther short waves can lw used
as an artificial manure.
A
twelve-acre farm at Dniepro,;trnl
is being used for thl' i l'Sts.

Music v. Talks
DANISH listr·tH·rs an~ up in
arms at a proposal of th"
Broadcasting Hoard, thl' director of which is l\Ir. Emil Holm,
that lah· musical prngr:tmmt·s

ccivers between January 31st anJ
July _)lst of this ymr. In the
past a number of firms have produced thl' so-called " between
season '' tvpe,; for the Leipzig
Spring Fair, but this year owing
to the sppcial contracts, th,·
firms havt' btTn cotnpl'll('(l to
placP anv new tvpt·s on tht·
markd hdotT ih(· l'lld of Janua IT. Sn·eral new sl"ts ha vc
ap1;(·ared, including an (•ntin·lv
new mic-circuit two-\·aln· sd ll\·
Teldunkl'JI, rl'placing the on.t·
producl'd for tlw Radio Exhibition last Augttst. The "Tefag"

Ultra-short Waves Save
Human Contacts
" TO t-nable students to !war a
lecture without being subjected to mv presence " was Oil<'
of tlw reasons put forward by
Dean E. J. Kilduff, of New York
University School of Conmwrce,
last wet'k, wlwn hP delivered et
talk by ultra-short waves from
an Pas~· chair in his apartment
three blocks a wa \' from the lecture room. The 'tt'sts employed
two-way radio so that the
students could ask questions and
secure immediate re~ponses.
\Vho will l1f' the first clergyman to adopt similar mt·thods
by broadcasting from thl' vicarage to the church next door?

Lord Gainford, elected President
of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association for I935·

Lord Gainford
NO more fitting ~-lwice could
havt' bPPn made hv the
Radio Manufacturers' A~socia
tion when, at thl' eighth annual
general nwt'ting in London last
w<·ek, they elected Lore! Gainford as their president. QuitP
apart from his distinguished
political career, Lord Gainforcl
has won the respt'ct of all intt'restt'cl in wireless progress Jor his
close association wilh broadcasting from its Parliest clav,;. It
was in December, 1922, that
Lord Gainfonl lwcanw fust
chairman of the then British
Broadcasting Companv. \VhPn
tiw pres<'nt Corporation was
formPd in 1927 he W<ls vicechairman of the Board of
Governors.

ARMCHAIR LECTURING BY
ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE. Professors of the New York
University of Commerce have
just
carried out
teaching
experiments with ultra-shortwave equipment, the transmitter
being installed half a mile from
the lecture room. The pictures
show the test in progress.

What Language Was That?

A

STORY is going the rounds
of Europe concerning the
recent programme acldrt'ssed bv
Budapest to Holland.
In
praiseworthy attempt to make
thP proceedings intelligible to
Dutch listeners, the announcer
interspersed thP remarks at the
microphone with brid phrases
in Dutch. A few days later a
c~ulogistic
lt'ttt'r was received
from Amsterdam in which the
writer enquired: " vV!nt was
the foreign language that \VC
hParcl !JPtwePn announcements
111 your own tongue? ''

a

Down on the Farm
THE Riga broadcasting station
now bl'gins thP clay with a
gramophom· record of farm
noises. A cock crow starts the
conc<•rt, followt'cl by thP !owing of cows, a clog barking, and
the grunting of the pigs.

should be abandom·d in order to
provide additional funds for
educational programmes. At a
meeting of representative clubs
a plea has bt>PJI put forward for
a listt'IWrs' plebiscite. It is suggestt'd that lirencl' cards should
carry a ch-tarhabll' slip on which
the listenn could votl' Jor or
against la tc m usica I programmes.

New Finnish Station
FINLAND is to havt' a new
zo- kilowatt
broadcasting
station at Sortavala, in tlH'
Eastc·rn Provinc('S. Tlw wavelength will lw 400.5 metres,
lwing shared with J\Iarsl'illes
PTT.

New German Sets
MUTUAL contracts bind thP
Gt'rman radio industry not
to introduce new types of re-

firm, according to our Berlin
CO!Tl'SjJOnclpnt, makl'S US(' of a
reflex circuit in a standard
thn~,~-val Vl' receiver.

The R.S.G.B. Lounge
ESPECIALLY for till' bem·fit
of nwmbers visiting headquarters at 53, Victoria Strl'd,
London,
S.W.I,
tlw
Radio
Soci(~tv of Great Britain has just
opl'llt'd a lounge whl're amah·urs
can mt·Pt and discuss mutual
prob)erns. Showcasl's of shortwa\'t· apparatus are being installed.

English Talks from Poland
M

R. TlfAD ORDON'S Eng-

lish talks from \Vars:1w an·
being givPll at 9·45 p.m. on tlw
first and third Thursdays of
each month.

Pips in Egypt
FOLLOWING the examplP ,)1
the B. B. C., the Egyptian
State Broadcasting organisation
now transmits a six-dot Observatory time signal at 4.30
p.m. and 11 p.m., thl' hour and
ha'lf-hour being indicah·d by
thl' last of i h(' six dots.

National Radio Engineers'
Association

A

MEETING of thl' new Association is io lw held on
\Vcdnesdav, Fl'bruarv 6th, at
8.15 p.m., at King George's
Hall, Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Carolilw Street, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.C. Copies of
the agenda can be obtainer! on
application to Mr. J. N. de
Gruchy, 48, High Street, London, N.2.
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High-Quality Tech ntque
I

Developing Distortionless Receiving Equipment

THE

design of a recei·ver, as distinct from a low-frequency
amplifier, for the hz:ghest quality of reproduction is a matta
which is greatly complicated by questions of selectivity and inte1jerence.
The essential requirements arc discussed in this article, and it is shown
that, except in local rcccption, some restriction of the high-frequency
rer.ponse is necessary.

By W. T. COCKING
ch•ced at the same strength as a 9,000
c j s note in the desired programme with
a modulation depth of 50 per cent. Suci1
lltcp modulation rarely occurs in practict.:
fnr notes of high trequency, so that the
wbi,otle will actually be louder than similar frequencies in the wanted transmission.
It is Ea:;y to see, therefore, that reproduction up to g,ooo c / s cannot be tolerated
under these conditions, which apply to
the general case of distant reception.

the superhtcrodyne principle is only justified in a long-distance receiver.
It was
decided, therefore, that a three-stage
receiver feeding fw amplifier \Yould give a
performance meeting the requirements of
most users of the amplifier, but it was
Heterodyne Interference
realised that a conventional design would
Now if 1he fidel strength of the wanterl
not be satisfactory from the point of view
station is greater than that of its neighof quality.
Since the ampli- bour the strength of the whistle is reduced,
+10
fier is practically and if the disparity in field strength be
perfect, we need great enough it will fall below the level of
0
..J
-:- .........
UJ
only consider here audibility and no longer trouble us. Th~
ID
the receiver which exact degree of disparity naturally depends
0UJ 10
0
is to feed it, and upon the \"olume level, and increases with
for a close approach volume, but is probably about 6o db., or
~
20
Onlv
to perfection in a lield strength ratio of 1,000-r.
UJ
"'0z 30
quality we require under such conditions can the full rang·,.
0..
a minimum of am- of musical frequencies be reproduced with(/)
UJ
a:
plitude
distortion out any interference.
40
and an overall freIn local reception during daylight such
-50
quency
response a ratio is often naturally present and ne>
0
0
g
g
~
0
0
flat \Yithin very few difnculty is attached to the attainment of
"'
,..:
ci
decibels
between the highest quality. At night, howewr,
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND ·
30 c;'s and 1o,ooo the field strength of distant transmission,;
greatly increases, with the result that ~~t
c. s.
It is quite
F:g. r.~The fidelity curves of an experimental receiver embodying
possible to attain such a short distance as ten miles from
variable condenser tuning show how greatly the quality of reproducthis, but, paradoxi- a local station the 9 kc / s whistle may betion varies over the tuning range.
cal as it may sc::m,
come audible, although it is ne\Tr very
experience shows that the full frequency loud.
from even amplification is so small t:1at
response may actually be undesirable
If these facts be borne in mind it is easy
it cannot be detected by car, and the hum
on account of interference. Broadcast- to occ that the frequency response of the
level is below audibility.
As originally
ing stations are, in
described, the amplifier was most readily
general, spacell by
available for gramophone reproduction,
9
kc; s,
\Yhich
but it is equally suitable for use on broadmeans that if the
casting, and several articles have appEared
dealing with this aspect, while the modi- overall frequency
fications necessary to a particular set-the response of the receiver extends as
Single-Span Receiver-were given in full."
That the discriminating listener can high as 9,ooo c / s
0
0
0
0
appreciate high-quality apparatus is an audible note nf
~
(")
~
~
g
~
0
thoroughly proved by the reception this frequency will
accorded to this amplifier and by the be imposed on th~
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
steadv and insistent demand for a recciwcr :lesired programin>:.
Nothing can be
worthy of being coupled with it. As reFig. z.~When permeability tuning is employed .the fidelity becomes
clone in the regards freedom from distortion, the modimuch less variable; on the medium waveband the changes are so
ceiver, save to use
lied Single-Span Receiver metts all
small that it is difficult to detect them aurally.
directional aerials,
requirements, and can hardly be improve']
upon, but the frequency response is rather to eliminate such a \\ histle \Vithout also receiver must he variable \\ ithin certain
too good for present-day broadcasting con- affecting the quality of reproduction by limits. It should extend to IO,ooo c, ,;
or bfyond to enable the highest standard
ditions. Moreover, many people feel that restricting the upper register.
of quality to be obtained under suitable
If two adjacent station'i arc of equal
conditions, but one should be able to limit
ti.eld strength at the receiver the hetEro1 The Wireless World, May 11th and 18th, 1934.
it to about 8,ooo c/s at will to avoid interdyne note between them will be repro2 The Wireless World, June 22nd, 1934.
T is now nearly a year since The Wireless World Push-Pull Quality Amplifier1 \\"as described-an amplifier
which can truly be said to be perfect
so far as sound reproduction is concerned.
For outputs up to 4 watts the amplitude
distortion is negligible, over the whole
range of audible frequencies the departure

I

(/)
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ference under poorer conditions. If the
receiyer is to be onployed for distant reception to any great extent the response
must be curtailed at a lower frequency in
order to avoid sideband splash.
Now, in designing any receiver, the
problem of the superheterodyne versus the
straight set is one which must be settled
very early. The superheterodyne principle
has quite an undeserved reputation for
causing distortion, and many refuse to
consider it when high quality is required.
This is no doubt due to the fact that many
superheterodynes do introduce distortion,
but the fact that some examples give poor
quality is no reason for condemning the
principle. Actually, it is not difficult to

III

This effect does not occur to the same
extent in the superheterodyne because
selectivity is obtained in the fixed IF amplifier, and the signal-freq ucncy circuits
can be fairly flatly tuned. It is nonexistent in the single-span receiver becanse
there are no tuned signal-frequency circuits. The use of the superheterodyne
principle hardly seems justified in a receiver intended chieflv for local station
reception, however, b~ut, in view of the
serious defect of the straight set described
above, it would haYe been necessary if a
new ckn·lopmcnt in tuning had not ·taken
place.
It can be shown that if ttming be carried out bv means of a variable inductance
instead of a ,·zrriable condenser, and if the
ratio of induc1.ance to
effective HF re~istar,cc he
a constant, then the selectivity, and hence the
quality of reproduction, is
not affected by the wavelength to \Yhkh tht> recci \·er is tuned.
A Yariable inductance of the
requisite type
has only recently · been
produced, and,
since the varia-

The receiver chassis, showing the permeability
tuner and whistle suppressor.

show that, from the point of view of
quality, the superheterodyne, and particularly that version of it known as singlespan, is inherently better than the ordinary straight set !
Up to the present tuning has almost invariably been carried out in straight sets
by means of variable condensers. It is
easy to show that this results in the selectivity varying with the wavelength to
which the set is tuned-being greater the
longer the wavelength-and the extent of
the variation increasing with the efficiency
of the tuned circuits. As a consequence,
the sideband cutting is greater at long
wavelengths than at- short, and the highfrequency response poorer. In order to
ascertain the extent of this effect in practice a rccei,·er was built which compri~l'd
two BF stages using pentode-type vah,·~
and a diode detector followed by a tr<odL'
phase-reversing valve to feed the amplifier. Three tuned circuits were cmploynl
using good-quality Litz-wmmd air-core
screened coils of standard commercial design a:ncl tuned by a three-gang condenser.
From the points of view of sensitivity and
selectivitv the set was very satisfactory,
but it failed in the matter of quality.
Measurement showed the response at
ro,ooo c / s to be -7.0 db. at 1-400 kc / s
and -31.0 db. at 6oo kc(s, while on the
long wawband at 150 kc/s it was too
great to measure accurately, but it was
estimated at -45.0 db.!
The actual
fidelity curves obtained are shown in
Fig. r.

tion is obtained by altering the position
of an iron core relative to the \Yinding, it
is known as a permeability tuner.
If the constant selecti vitv obtainable
with such a tuning system is t'o he retained
in practice, it is necessary for it to be correctly used, and this involved much research. The commercial E'Xample of the

should be used with permeability tuning.
Transformer coupling is definitely wrong
unless the windings are so arranged that
the ratio of tuning coil inductance to
mutual inductance is a constant.
Having obtained a tuning system giving
approximately constant selectivity, and
found out how to use it, the next step was
to decide upon the type of HF amplifier.
Many arrangements were tried out and
found unsatisfactory, including both one
and two stages of amplification with
screen-grid type valves. With two HF
stages the usual difficulties from instability
were found, and even with one valve only
symptoms of incipient instability were
In ordinary receivers these
present.
symptoms would be of little moment, for
a slight tendency to instability merely
means that the amplification and selectivity are increased somewhat. The increase in selectivity, howe\'er, is not constant, but varies with wavelength, thus
tending to destroy the advantages of the
tuner. Of much greater importance, however, is the fact that the feed-back would
be most unlikely to be the same in different
sets. Depending as it does upon the exact
positions of the various components and
connecting wires and upon the precise
values of the components themselves, the
feed-back would vary greatly from receiver to receiver, and the selectivity, and
hence the quality, would vary in like
manner. Thus, although no diffi.culty was
found in obtaining good results by ordinary methods, it was felt that the possibility of reproducing them in different' sets
was too small, and the screen-grid valve
was abandoned in favour of a system
which is inherently stable.
It was recently pointed out in this
journal" that if two triodes be employed
instead of a screen-grid valve for each
stage of amplification, both the stability
and linearity arc much greater, and the

The Push-pull Quality Amplifier, embodying
resistance coupling throughout.

unit which was a\·ailable \\'as provided
with small coupling coils, but these were
found to be unsatisfactory, and a mathematical investigation sho'wed that under
normal conditions only capacity couplings

amplification is of the same order. A
single stage of double-triode amplification
was tried out, therefore, and found to be
such a big improvement over the screen--3-i'iteJfirele.~s

World, January 18th, 1935.
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grid valve that its use was decided upon.
The fidelity characteristics of the receiver
under these conditions are shown in Fig.
2, and the great improvement in constancy is very evident and is to be attributed to the adoption of permeability
tuning.
Various details of design which need
not be described here demanded attention,
and when these points had been satisfactorily settled the receiver 'vas found to
have a sensitivity of the order of I,ooo
p.V. A moderate degree of tone correction
was included to compensate for the small
but essentially constant amount of sideband cutting, and a whistle suppressor
was added to permit the removal of heterodyne notes.
This proved a very necessary feature,

and many arrangements had to be tried
before one was found which would effectively remove the interference without
greatly affecting the quality of reproduction.
Before concluding. it may be remarked
that the receiver is intended chiefly for
the reception of the local station and
Droitwich, and it is designed to do thi;;
with as little distortion of any kind as interference conditions will permit.
In
addition, however, it will giw good reception of many Continental stations at the
somewhat lower standard of quality dictated by the greater amount of interference to which they are subject. Under
all conditions amplitude distortion is very
low at normal volume, for every effort has
been made to keep it as small as possible
at the present stage of the art.

2, 0.1 mfJ., mica

Dubilier B775
('LLt'.)

2, 0.05 mfd., uon-inductiV<-', tuhubr
Dubili.gr 4403
(Orallam Farbh, Peah, T.L'.t'., '1' ..\l.t'.Hydr<l)
Resistances:
2. J.CIJU olrm.". 2 \V;ttb
Claud•J Lyons
2, 1CTJ nlnu:-:, 1 W<ttt
Claude Lyons
~. 1.1{10 oluu .... 1 w;ttt
Claude Lyons
2, fi,OOO olim:-:. 1 watt
Claud·e Lyons
2, lll.fitiO ulnn . . , 1 watL
Claude Lyons
2, 25.0110 oh111~. 1 watt
Claude Lyons
2, 250,W!O uhHi~, 1 watt
Claude Lyons
2, JUl.UIJO nlrm-., 1 watt
Claude Lyons
(JJul!iJi .. t·, Erit-', Ft:IT<tnti. Graium Fari:-.h, \\"atrw-"1)

t 5-pin Plug
(Briti~h

Bulgin
R;1tlio Gn1moplwne Cn.)

3 Ebnnitc shrouded terminals, Input (2), F.arth {1)

Belling-Lee Type " B "
1 Me·tal chassis with valve ho!d('l'", :-.C'n'W:-', nub ;Uitl
\Vt.t:-'ht·r:-:.
C.A.C.
Valves: 2 (J ... J.tm j\fJIJ_ ~: 2 0-..ram PX-J; 1 ()-;nun ~11·u
Ofarcorri).

New H.M. V. Receivers
Table Model, Console and Radiogram. Superhets Incorporating

QAVC.

In Next Week's Issue:-

QA

with ~witeh
Rothermel " Centralab " 62·105
(Erie, Ferranti, t'lnmle Lyo11:-;, l\litgnum)

A Special High .. quality
Radio Unit for the
Push.. pull Quality
Amplifier

D

ISTORTIONLESS reproducLon of
broadcasting demands that no le;;s
care be taken in the design of the
HF circuits of a receiver than in the lowfrequency amplifier, and the problems involved arc, in fact, more difficult of solution. The Push-pull Quality Amplifier
meets all domestic requirements for the
highest quality of reproduction so far as
LF amplification is concerned, but a r-eceiver of equal quality and of moderate
size has hitherto been lacking. This gap
is now filled by the QA Receiver.
The receiver includes a single HF stage
employing the new double-triode circuit
for high stability and freedom from amplitude distortion, while a diode detector
feeds a triode LF amplifier and phasereversing valve. In order to maintain constant quality throughout the tuning range,
permeability tuning is used, while reaction
is fitted to enable a number of distant
transmissions to be received when required. A moderate degree of tone cor:-ection for sideband cutting is included,
and a filter circuit for the suppression of
inter-carrier heterodyne whistles forms an
important feature of the apparatus. It
may be thrown in and out of circuit at
will bv a switch which is linked with an
cffecti~1 c tone control.
THE LIST OF PARTS

in some instances.

wa~lH'I'~

1 Permeability Tuner, three-gang

:-:cr.->w~.

1 Sin. Shaft connector and 6 ins. _tin. shaft rod Bulgit1
t HF Choke
Kinva Standard Typo
2 HF Chokes
Bulgin HF8
1 Whistle suppressor coil, o.~iG lll·nrys (:-'ce tf~\.t)
2 To':'e control chokes ('ce ltxl)
Condensers :
2. 0.01 mftl,
J, 0.001 mf!L

T_C.C.
T.C.C.
T.C.C.
T,C.C.
T.C.C.

5, O.UOOL mt'd.

1, 0.0002 mfd
l, O.OOO:l mt'cL
(!Jul,ilin)
], 0.015 rnfd. tuiJilbtr
:~. (J.Ol mfd. tubular
2, 0.:: mfd. tubular
(Duhilin, Grallatll Far i.-.!1, Pt•:th,

~.

nut'l <Hill

C.A.C.
Varley BPtOO

Three new instrum<'nls are released to-d<J y
by the Cramophone Co., Ltd.
The sanw
baoic circuit is employed in each case,
nan:tly, a four·-stagc superhdl'rodyne for
AC maius. An unclislorled powcr output ot
z watts is aYailahlP, and quiet intC'r-statio:l
tuning is arranged witL an acljustabk
thn•;;!t(;]d controL The ,·olurnc control is
tone compen;;J tcd to give ('Cjllill lnlance at
all levels.
-

"M''
"M.,

"M"
"M"

"1\1"

T.C.C.2£0
T.C.C.250
T.C.C.250
'L~I.LIIydl'a)

1. 50 mfd-.. 1~ volt:-' t·ketrol\"tic
1, 6 mfd.-.. l'lt:('t rnh tie
~
· ( !JuldliPr)
1 Air dialectric trimmer, n5 n1111 f(h,
2 Reaction condsnsers, O.OOIJ5 Ill I'd.
1 Knob fur ahuv'e
Resistanc5s:
~. 500 ohms, 1 watt
1, 2,000 ohm.", I watt
2, 5.000 ohm~, 1 watt.
1, 10,000 nhill:·, 1 watt
3. 50,000 ulrm:-', 1 watt

T.C.C. "AT"
T.C.C.5C2
Eddystcrre 978
Ormond R5(i9
Ormnnd
Oubijier
Otlbilier
Dub!ljer
Dubilfer
Oobii!er
Dub mer

100.000 tdnn:-;, 1 wu1 t
(Amplivn. Eric, Ft·rTanti. (;r;JJI;tm Farisll,
('laude LyolL", \\'atmt·l)

1, 1,000

ohm~.

1, 1,500

ohm~.

i:O watts
20 watt~

Bulgin PR5
Bulgin PRtO
Bulgin SStB
Bulgin S80B

t SPOT Toggle switch
2 SPST Toggle switches
1ft. Shaft rod for nhovt•, 5 ';t~in. di;l.

Bulgin

Bulgin
Bulgin ~~o
1 6·way Connector
Bryce
1 5·way Cable witll t wiu 70 :H; lead" and S-pin ping
Coli one
1 Reducing sleeve for
2 Dial lamps, 4v.

0.~

knob

amp.

6 Ebonite shrouded terminals, A., E. piek-up U), out-

put
~oz.

-Belling Loe " B "

(~)

4 Knobs,

Bulgin K14

~in.

timwd cap(H·r wirf', S

Valves: 2

())-;ram

1\IH4;

lt•ngtil~

1

Sy:-.ioHt"\, \vnod, tit'.

ML·I

O:·;ram

(.i\larenni);

The new H.M.V. "Console Superhet
Five.''

1 Mullartl 21>4A.
AMPLIFIER
1 Mains transformer, primary,

~00

to 230 volt:", 30 t•yclt•:-.;

:-;PCO!Hlarit•:-:, 425-0-42.1 vult:-', 120 m A.; -J volts ~ ..)
:~mp~. centre-t.appt•d; -i yoJt.-; 1 cllllp. ct·utre-CtpJH'd;
4 volt~ 1 <lmp. et·ntre-taplu'ti: 4 \olt~ 7 1"1 ;nnp.

eentre-l:q•ped

Sound Sales Type PP(QA

(B.~.R.,

Hriti:">h Hadio (;ranlophollt• ('o .. Br.Yct·,
t'hallb. llt·ayhPni, Claudt• Lytlll", Parnwko, ILl.,
Rich aad Buutl~·. Yarh•y, Vortexi011, \\'t·;tritt)

1 Smoothinl choke, i 1:1 henry.-; <lt 1~0 mA .. :!.lj olrm-;
Ferranti 82
1 Smoothing choke, 20 lwnry:-; ctt 50 m.-\., -iOU ol11;1-;
R.l. '' Hypercore "
(Aitt>rn.ative.~ ~ame

Aj1er the particular make of component 118ed in the
original model, suitable alternative products are given
RECEIVER UNIT
1 Metal Chassis with valvt> holdn:-:,

1 Tapered volum3 control potentiometer, ~30,000 ulJm::.
Rothermel "Centralab" i2·121
1 Tapered volume control potentiometer, 50tl,OOO ohms
Rothermel '' Centralab " 72·H5
1 Tapenad volume control potentiometer, 250,0fl0 olim:-',

a:; main:;

Tlw table> model (441) is housed in a.
walnut cabinet inlaid with macassar ebonv,
and is priced at 12! guim·as, In the con sol<·
receivPr at 17 guinl'as Ow scale is set at a.
cunYcnient angle, and the controls anmount.od at a le\'l·l which facilitates their
opn.• ti'u from an armchaiL
The radiogramophcne JS fitted with a hea,-y-duty
mdor. and its price is 22 guineas.

tran~rornwr al•tl\(')

CondJnsers :
1, 4 mfd:-;., 450\·. working, cylintlrir:tl cm1taint.r

Dubilier LEG 9104
;), R mfdl"., electrolytic, 500v. pPak
2, 4 mfds., electrolytic. 500\·, pP<'k.

Dubilier 0281
Dubilier 0783

(Fenanti, l'eak, T.CX.)
2, 50 mfd~ .• Plectrolytic. 50\', pPak
2, 200 mfds-, electroi)·tir, IOL peak
(T.C.C-)

Dubilier 3till3

Dubilier fi283

Hcc<'ni orders plaurl bv ilw \\'irl'lt·ss for the
Blind Fund with Burrw-J onps & Co., Ltd., n(
Magnum Houst', 296, Borough I figh Sired,
Londcn' s_ E. I' will bring Uw total of sds supp lied for i!w use of blind ]Wrsons up to some
zs,oou, All thl'SC' rl'ceivers arP provided with
~pccid tuuing dials having Braille charactl'rs.

"!IJ
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
The Wavelength Changes

AS

The Wireless World exclusively predicted on June
23rcl, H!33, and has reminded
readers at intervals ever since,
the B.B.C. is about to carry out
a Genpral Post in wavelengths.
ThP changes, which take plan·
on February 17th, are as
follows:Present New
Metrps Metres
North National 296.z 261.1
Midland
391. r 296.2
~cottish
373.1 391.1
\Vest
307.1 373.1
Belfast
267 ·4 307. r
Newcastle
209.9 267.4
I understand that the Newcastle allocation is a temporary
one, the 267.4-metre wavelength
(as forecast in this journal, together with the above changes)
being intended ultimately for
North Scottish.

A Remote Hope

W

ALES goes on wishing for
a new transmitter, but although there has been some
talk of a relay station to be
served by th-e new Bangor
studio, I think W(' must relegate this idea to the dim anrl
distant future.
Not to mention Droitwich,
the
B.B.C.
engineers have
enough projects on hand to
occupy them for many moons
ahead.
The North Scottish,
North - Eastem
and
H('lfast
stations have all to be got under
way, and there is the promised
Plymouth relay station, which,
I understand, will ha \'e a power

Wireless Military Band, 37.
Midland Orchestra, 35·
Northern Orchestra, 35·
Scottish Studio Orchestra, 8.
Western Studio Orchestra, 9·
Belfast Wireless Orchestra, 32.
Add to this the multitude of
professional musicians who make
frequent appearances at the
microphone.

Gloved Hand
HE B.B.C. had a rough pasT
sage last week, but took
arms against its sea of troubles
very successfully by launching
a public apology.
The censoring hand of the
B.B.C. is usually enclosed in :t

By Our Special
Correspondent
Knife Fight at the Microphone
THE B.B.C. has received an
interesting letter from Mr.
R. Caprara, whom listeners
will remember for his vivid contribution from South Africa to
the Christmas Day programme,
" Empire Exchange."

A Bad Moment
'' A moment or two before
the
compound
item
was
switched in," he writes, " a
knife
and knobkerrie fight
started among the thousands of
waiting
natives.
This
was
quickly quelled by the native
police boys, who are highly
efl!cient in their methods of
dealing with this type of disturbance. It was a bad mol1).ent
for all concemed in the broadcast!"

Order Restored

Medium-wave Droitwich:
Starting Date

RA D I 0 BUDAPEST
has copied Vienna with
its new vertical aerial,
which is nearly 1 ,ooo
ft. high. The chamber
music studio, seen below, shows that Hun.
gary is not lagging
behind Western Europe
in station design and
equipment. Note the
air vents and control
window.

February 17th will also see the
new so- k \V. Midland transmitter
at Droitwich come into operation on the wavelength stated
above.
Some delay has occurred in
announcing these changes in
order to allow for the preparation of suitabfy marked tuning
dials.

Respite for Heaviside Layer
THE unsportsmanlike attitude
which the B.B.C. engineers
recently adopted towards the
Heaviside Layer has been modified ; in fact,
in common
decency, Mr. Ashbridge and his
assistants are no longer blaming
the ionised .regions for the fading
of
Droitwich.
An
off1cial
apology seems called ·for.

" During- the translation of
Chief Mdingi's speech another
disturbance occurred, but was
just as quickly quelled as the
first-so quickly, in fact, that
by the time that Mdingi called
upon the natives to give ' the
salute, which is given only to
kings,' order had been restored_
'' This type of thing is unusual, but, as many different
tribes are located iri the compound, the compound manager
and his police boys are always
ready for action-especially on
holidays.

Question of Resp(msibility
Then· have been some minor
among the staff on
th(' question of the ultimate
responsibility for the design of
the long-wave station.
Heading between the lines, one may
guess that it is not tactful to
mention the famous British spa
in the hearing of a B.B.C.
engineer.
clis~ensions

And Now Midland Regional
And what of the new Midland Regional?
Will it share
the obloquy meted out to its
big brother? I think not. The
B.B.C. experience with longwave stations is, after all,
limited, but of the making of
medit'm - wave
transmitters
there has been no end, and if
experience can teach there must
be little left to learn at Broadcasting House on the probable
behaviour of any station working lwlow 500 metres.

the neighbourhood of 5 kilowatts.
And th('re is also that chain
of ultra -short-wa vc television
transmitters.
JJJ

The B.B.C.'s Musicians
Complaints that Uw B.B.C.
has not done ('nough to encourage British musicians arc not
supported hy an invt'stigation
of facts. I have just been looking through tht· list of staff
musJcJans. There are no fewer
than 353 in continuous employment. The list of players is
made up as follows:-The
B.B.C.
Symphony
Orchestra, II9.
Variety Orchestra, 16.
Theatre Orchestra, 27.
Empire Orchestra, 16.
Dance Orchestra, 14.

vel vet glove. Perhaps this is
why people have been surprised
to karn that a certain dancl'
tune might be broadcast pro.
viclcd that the vocal chorus ·was
omitted. Actually, this mode of
ct>nsorship has been in vogue for
quite a long tinw.
Why Wl'
have not noticed it is because of
the number of broadcast vocal
choruses which still surprise one
by their banality and suggestiveness.

A Thunderstorm
" Chief l\fclingi, who normally
wears the most .immaculate
European clothes, turned up in
full war-paint for this broadcast, supported hy his brothers
and lesser chiefs."
Within a minute of the broadcast a thunderstorm ensued with
such a downpour that natives
fled helter-skelter in all directions. The broadcast was happily timed!
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Designing a

WIRELESS WORLD Receiver
11. Reaction and Selectivity

Concluded from page 80 of last
week's issue

N this article the description of the design of a receiver is continued
and the method of selecting important component values is described.
It is shown that the method of trimming exercises an important influence
on the selectivity.

A trial of this scheme, howenr, pro:r:d
disappointing, for either the react10n
effect:; were inadequate or the system
o~cillated uncontrollably.
No arrange·
ment could be found which \\·as whollv
satisfactory ancl it had to be abandonecf.
The possibility of obtaining reaction in th,:
IF valve itself was' then considered, and
variou~ methods of coupling the anode and
control-grid circuits were tried but none
proved feasible.
Nqw it was beliewd that increasing th,•
grid-anode capacity of the vain: ,,:oulcl

I

H

AVING concluded the design of
the IF stage, the next step was
to choose the optimum value for
the filter coupling condenser C6
(Fig. r) It was known that the coupling
could not be greater than optimum if the
maximum selectivity were to be obtained

been loaded by the HF potentials and ib
output would become just as restricted as
that of a grid detector. It was thought
that this difficulty might be overcome by
adopting the arrangement of Fig. 3· The
reaction coil is connected in the triode
anode circuit and tightly coupled to the

Fig. 1.-The complete diagram of the circuits following the frequency-changer has been repeated here for easy reference.

together with easy trimming of the circuits. Accordingly, the sensitivity of th·~
set without reaction was measured with a
number of different values for C6, _and this
enabled the curve of Fig. 2 to be plotted.
It can be seen that a capacity of about
0.003 mfd. gives optimum coupling, and
a capacity of 0.005 mfd. was accordingly
selected, since it should gin~ slightly
greater selectivity with only- a small loss
in sensitivity.
The next ·problem to be tackled was that
of finding a satisfactory method of obtaining reaction, and it was at first hoped to
make use of the triocle section of the
HDzz. This could be done by connecting a reaction coil in its anodt; circuit in
any standard manner, and connecting :1
small condenser between the diode anode
and the control grid so that HF potentials
were applied to the grid. Unfortunately.
this was out of the question, for it would
have meant that the triode would have

tuned circuit. Reaction is controlled bv
the condenser RC, which permits HI,'
poteutials to be applied to tllC grid of thr~
triode.
The difference betwet:n this
scheme and the ordinary reaction circuit
is that in the latter the HF output of th"
valve is controlled, whereas with the new
arrangement the input is controlled so that
the valve is less heavily loaded.
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-The effect on sensitivity of varying
the coupling capacity C6.

provide go•Jd reaction effects if a suitabk
method \\lTe available. It \\as out of thLc
question to use a v:uiable condL'll~t·r connected between grid and anode, since ~l
satisfactory performance would demand ·t
component with zero minimum capacity,
and a maximum of perhaps only o.r
mmfd. The low inter-electrode capacity·
of a screen-grid valve is due to the presence of the screen-grid, and this must lw
earthed as far as HF currents are coEcernecl if the screening is to be effective.
An inadequate by-pass capacity between
the ~creen-grid and the cathode of a valve
is a well-known cause of instabilitv. The
idea then naturally presented itsl'lf Jf
delib(Tatcly inserting an impedance in tlw
screen circuit, so that the screen-grid
would not be efficiently earthed and mon·
fl'cd-back could exist' in the valw. Ir.
other words, the effective grid-anode capacitv of the valve would be increased.
'Ihe use of a fixed resistance in the
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ance. Having thus found a satisfactory
reaction system, it remained to sec
whether it would function reliably with
different valves, or whether its usefulness
was confined to the particular specimen
employed.
Valves of various makes
were tried, therefore, and although some
req uirecl a greater resistance than others
to pro\·oke self-oscillation, none failed to
opcratt' satisfactorily.
The HF pentode
proved a failure, however, probably
owing to the suppressor grid bt:'twecn tlw
SClTl'n-gricl and <tnodc.
The next step was
to measure the
HT+
HT+
selectivity and to
find the best
method of trimming the circuit;,;.
The Signal Generator was set to feed
I,6oo kc/s to the
grid circuit of t])l·
frequency- changer
and the three IF
circuits were adj ustecl to this frequency without reaction.
Reaction
was then increased
close to the oscillation point and
GB+
the
circuits
retrimmed ; as the circuits came into tunc
with one another,
Fig. 3.--An experimental reaction system which proved
reaction had to bt'
unsatisfactory in practice.
reduced to maintain
which the resistance R3 is included in the stability, as one would expect. In the case
screen-feed circuit and no by-pass con- of C5 and CS, the trimmer settings correck·nser is used. It was soon found that sponding to minimum reaction for just
the reaction effects depended at least as maintaining stability were taken as the
much upon the inductance of the com- optimum, but for C4 the setting requiring
ponent employed as upon its resistance. maximum reaction was taken. It was
With one style of construction a 6o-ohms thought that this procedure would give the
resistance proved inadequate, whereas best performance and the selectivity curves
with another 30 ohms was far too much.
were taken for minimum and maximum
Resistances of small physical dimensions reaction, and are shown in Fig. 4·
were found to be superior to large comThe performance is obviously not good,
ponents on account of their lower induct- for although the selectivity is reasonable
ance, and eventually a component having with reaction for frequencies lower than
a resistance of 50 ohms was found which resonance, it is much lower on the other
would send the valve into oscillation at side, and the selectivity without reaction
about one-half the travel of its slider.
is decidedly poor. The selectivity was,

screen-feed circuit with a variable condenser between the screen and cathode
for controlling reaction was then tried.
The onlv difficulty was found to lie in the
method· of controlling reaction, since a
variable condenser of at least 0.002 mfd.
maximum capacity was necessary. Such
condensers are not readily obtainable, '>0
that the obvious alternative of a variable
resistance in the screen supply was tried.
E,·entually the best results were obtained with the arrangement of Fig. I in

The set was then tried out on signals
and it was at once noticed that reaction
was unusually effective, probably because:
it is really applied simultaneously to both
grid and anode circuits of the valve, awl
so operates on two circuits instead of one.
The only disadvantage was that it affected
tuning to a greater extent than usual, but
this was considered to be of minor import-

A view of the receiver with the laboratory
apparatus employed in measuring its performance.

therefore, measured again, this time
lining up the circuits without reaction,
and the results are shown by the dash line
of Fig. 5· It could be seen from this
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Fig. 4.--The overall selectivity with a value
of 0.005 mfd. for C6 and trimming performed with reaction.

that there was a tendency for a doublehumped resistance curve to be formed at a
frequency 20 kc ,' s lower than resonance.
It was argued that this might be due to
the use of too small a coupling condenser in the filter (C6, Fig. I), and response
cur\·es were taken with values of o.oi
mfd. and 0.02 mfd., and the results are
shown by the full-line and clottcd-Jme
curves of Fig. 5· The sensitivity figures
for these curves are marked against them,
and it can be seen that while there is a
big difference as regards selectivity between 0.005 mfd. and o.oi mfd. coupling
condensers, the sensitivity is only affected
to a small degree.
The use of a condenser of 0.02 mfcl., however, improved
selectivity to only a small extent, but
dropped the efficiency by an appreciable
amount.
A condenser of o.oi mfcl. was decided
on, and the curves of Fig. 6 taken with
the circuits trimmed accurately without
It should be noted that the
reaction.
"no reaction" curve of Fig. 6 should be
the same as the full-line curve of Fig. 5;
it is not, and the reason is that one of
the circuits was very slightly out of
resonance when one of the curves was

tahn. Comparing Figs. 5 and J, it can
be seen that the change of C6 and the
different trimming procedure have effected
a big improvement. Without reaction,
the selectivity has been just about

II6
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Designing a "Wireless World" Receiverdoubled, and although the improvement
is less when reaction is employed, it is
very definite over the range of frequencies higher than resonance by more
than 10 kc 's. The practical improvement in performance was noticeable, for
it was just possible to receive 1\adioParis clear of Droitwich without reaction,
whereas this was previously out of the
question.
The fidelity was the next point to receive attention, and the curws of Fig.
7 were taken and arc self-explanatory.
The curve for " Gramophone," ho\Yevcr,
showed a. far from even response, vvhich
must be occurring in the LF circuits. Investigation showed that this was due to
the use of too high a value for Rs, and
this resistance was accordingly reduced
to zs,ooo ohms. This reducccl the amplification somewhat and increased the
current consumption of the HDzz to I .5
mA., but the frequency response was
very greatly improved, and the curves
now obtained are shown in Fig. 8.

ever, showed that a voltage of the same
order was applied to the oscillator anode.
Now the potentials on these two electrodes
arc in opposite phase, but they both have
an effect upon the electron stream through
the valve. The action of the voltage on
the oscillator anode, thcrcfotT, is to reduce the effect of the grid voltage.
The remedy was obYiously to reduce

The design of the receiver
finished save for hYo most
parts-the aerial filter and the
changer. Little difference was
tweeu the differcn~ valves
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Fig. 5.-The selectivity without reaction for
various values of coupling capacity in the
filter.

provided that the correct operating conditions were employed, and the VHTz
was selected. This valve was employed
with the original type of single-span oscillator coil assembly, and it \\as noticed
that present specimens of the ya]\"e
failed to oscillate owt the whole tuning
range. The number of turns on the reaction coil was accordingly increased,
but it wa3 then found that· the effectiYc
stage gain was only about unity! Th.,
theoretical gain should have been about
6 to ro times, so that something \Yas
obviously very wrong. It \Yas at 'first
thought that the low amplification \Yas
due to the valw oscillating too feebly,
but the potential on the oscillator grid
was found to be about ro volts--the correct figure. A further investigation, how-
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From the foregoing, some idta can be
of the process of designing a
recuver in The vVireless l¥ orld laboratory, and it can be seen how essential
such a process is to the production of efficieut apparatus. A fairly simple receiver
has been chosen for the purpose of illu:;tration, since, \Yhile conring the chid
points of importance, the detail is sufficiently limited to be dealt with i11 tlt·~
course of a comparatively short article.
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Fig. 6.~- The final selectivity curves with a
o.oi mfd. con1enser for C6 and trimming
carried out without reaction

the number of turns on the oscillator
anode coil, for this would reduce its reactance, and so lead to a lower voltage
across it. In order to maintain the valve
oscillating efficiently, the reaction coil
would have to be coupled more tightly
to the tuned winding, and it was accordingly wound directly over it. The effective stage gain was then found to be
very close to the theoretical f1gurc.
The next point to receive consideration
was the aerial filter, and this need not be
gone into at any length here, for the
theoretical considerations involved in its
design have already been dealt with.'
Before the final arrangement was decided
upon, however, dozens of circuits were
tried out. The work on this portion of
the receiver, in fact, took as long as that
on all the rest of the apparatus together!
New Single·Span Aerial .Filter, The Jr irtlt8s

1
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1'he frcquf'ncy changt·r is a

hepto<l<- prl'cedcd bv a band-pass input filtl"r
incorporating a second channel s11ppressor.
Tll<~ single IF stage is followed by a doulJk-

Marconiphone" Jubilee"
radio-gramophone, Model
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Fig. 7.-The fidelity curves obtained with the
selectivity shown in Fig. 6 and a so,ooo
ohms resistance for R5.

climle-triodc second detector arranged to
provide amplified AVC \\ ith silent tuning
between stations. Not only is the th;-<·shol<l
kvd of ihl' "<]uiet " action adjustable, bnt
this part of the circuit can be switclwd out
for distant reception.
In the radio.grarnophone l\Iockl 297 at 22
guineas, tlw tuning sell<: is mountt·cl on the
motor board, hut in the cousole l\Iodel 287
at 17 guineas it is reccsst·rl into the top of
the cabinet. The remaining set is the table
model (264) at rz~ guineas.
All three recei\·ers include a variable tone
control <.md the volume control is tone compensated.
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Scanning

•
Ill

Television

An Attempt to Make Better Use of the

such an extent that, without adding to
the total side-band spread, the improved
definition of each completed picture more
Medium Waveband
than offsets the abnormally low '' repetition" frequency.
THOlJGH television inventors
One is then left with the problem of
have, from time to time, toyed
PROPOSAL to transmit greater
eliminating the unbearable '' flicker ''
with the idea of devising a
definition over important parts
which would result from showing only
svstem of television free from
of the subject which are in motion
four completed pictures on the Yiewing
the compl~xities of sca1~:1ing, no practical
screen in ~ach second. This difficulty
and reduce definition over the pracsolution cf the problem has yet been prois met by the simple expedient of projectduced. Possibly it never will, though it
tically stationary background.
ing each oE the four pictures four times
is hardly safe in these times to place
in succession, at equal intera limit on the march of provals, so that the viewing
grcss.
.·.
screen receives sixteen images
In ordinary scanning the de::
0
per second.
f1nit'ion of the received picture
F
; :
It is claimed that this fills
depends nJX>n the number of
·eo·
the eye of the observer suffiscanning lines used, whilst the
ciently to prevent any sussmoothness of movement, as
picion of ''flicker,'' whilst there
seen on the screen, is deteris no appreciable loss in the
mined by the number of times
A
L
'' smoothness '' of the movthe complete picture is reing effects reproduced. Whatpeated in each second.
ever falling off there may be
Recent developments, parin '' continuity of movement ''
ticularly in cathode-ray reis more than made good bv
ception, ha Ye made it possible
the improved definition 0'£
to use a line-scanning frewhat is seen.
quency as high as 240 in comAs shown in the accombination with a picture-repetipanying diagram, the original
tion frequency of, say, 24
picture F (which may be a
cycles. This is amply sufficicinematograph him), is scanned
ent to satisfy the eye both as
by a rotating disc D, or any
regards dearness of definition
other suitable device arranged
and absence of flicker. But,
unfortunately, when both freto produce a high line-scanquencies
-are
transmitted
ning frequency and a very low
" frame "
or picture frethrough the ether the sideband
'' spread '
becomes excesquency. The resulting signals
stve.
are amplified at A and fed
Assuming the height of the
into a line L or transmitted
picture to be one-third as
through the ether.
Schematic diagram of the scanning system described.
much again as its width, then
At the receiving end the
if the light-and-shade nlues
signals are amplified and rectiare distributed equally over the length on the local centre of interest, and if this fied at R in the usual way, and applied
and breadth of the scanning-line, · the is shown in clearer detail one can put to a Kerr cell K, so as to modulate the
up with some loss of deiinition in the light passed from a lamp S through
maximum "signal" frequency in the
,case given will be just oYer a million more distant background.
associated Nicols N. The modulated rays
The merit of such a scheme is that are then traversed by a mirror drum M
cycles, corresponding to a total sidebetter use is made of the frequencies over a sensitised film P.
band spread of 2,ooo kc / s. Applied to a
carrier-wave of, say, 300 metres, this available for a permissible side-band
The resulting '' photograph '' is passed
would obviously overlap more of the spread. In other words, high definition fu·st into a rapid developing and fixing
aYailable broadcast band than could be is applied more effectively where it is bath B, and then through a cinematowanted than in the usual method of scan- graphic projector Q. The gate of the
tolerated under present conditions.
ning.
latter remains stationary for the interYal
The same problem has also been attacked of time normally occupied by four separA Subdued Background
by deliberately reducing the picture- ate hlms so that each picture is "reThere is, of course, room for such repetition frequency (at the transmitting peated" this number of times on the
transmissions in the ultra -short wave- end) below the point necessary to pro- Yiewing screen V.
It is then rapidly
band below ten metres, bnt attempts are duce the well-known persistence-of-Yision moved to bring the next picture before
still being made to make better use of effect; at the receiving end some form of the lens.
the medium \Yavelengths by improving compensation is applied in order that the
For "monitoring" purposes, and to
what may be called the technique of scan- final result may readily be tolerated by
facilitate adjustment of the synchronisning, as distinct from the type of appara- the eve.
ing circuits, a double-image prism T may
Bn;adly spe:1king, the argument is be used to divert part of the modulated
tus used. It is possible, for instance, to
increase the line-scanning frequency over that what one loses on the swings can be light from the mirror drum M on to a
those parts of the picture where motion made good on the roundabouts. For in- fluorescent screen Y. The material on
is taking place, and to reduce it over the stance, by reducing the picture-repetition
the screen has a perceptible time-lag,
larger background area, which remains freqnmcy from the normal 16-20 to, say,
the persistence being sufficient to give the
practicallv stationary
The observer's four per second, it becomes possible to operator a direct image of the incoming
attent'ion is naturally more closely focused increase the line-scanning frequency to signals.
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Listeners' Guide
Outstanding
CLASSIC COMIC OPERA

AT 6.30 to-morrow evening
(Saturday) Berlin (Deutschlanclscnder) will transmit from
the German Opera Hou~:o
in Charlottcn b urg Aclolphe
Aclam's famt'JUS comic opera,
'' Le
postillon
de
Lont;jumcau." This work was fir~t
produced
at
the
Opba
Comiq ue in 1K36, and within
four years had been produced
all over the \HJdd and translakd into all 1he principal
languages. On account of its
clarity ancl melodiousness the
upcra i;; considered the clascic
c·xample of the French comic
opera.
DANCING THROUGH AGAIN
THE WEEK AHEAD

To sum up the programmes
for the next seYen days calls
for more effort than listening
to certain of the items, which
is saying much. The quality
curve rises spasmodically, only
to fall again, like the toes of
a Dancing Daughter.
And vet who would have it
otherwise? If perfection were
attained and maintained there
would be 110 "feature " programmes.
l'OUR HANDS: ONE PIANO

LAST week two dance bands
shared the same studio ; this
week two artists, Alec Rowley
and Edgar Moy, share the
same pianoforte. On Thursday
evening (National, IJ) they will
play three of Grieg's works
arranged for four hands.
I
wonder whether they will
actually use the same instrument? It should be Yerv difficult to detect the use of two
properly tunecl pianos ... and
there are so many at Broadcasting House.
OPERA ABROAD

To-MORROW (Saturday) at
eight Rome is relaying Mozart's
" Don Giovanni " from the
Royal Opera House.
On Sunday afternoon at 2.30
Kalundborg is broadcasting
Offenbach's opera, "The
Drum-major's Daughter," and
on Monday his operetta, "La
vie parisienne," in a concert
version, can be heard from
;foulouse at nine.

BOXING AT THE EMPIRE POOL, WEMBLEY. At 9.30 p.m.
on Monday next (Regional) Mr. Lionel Seccombe will give a running
commentary on the heavyweight contest between Jack Petersen and
Waiter Neusel.

Radio-Paris is broadcasting
Ibert's "Le roi d'Yvctot" at
8.0 on :Monday, February 4th.
On Tuesday, Paris PTT is relaying Boicldieu's "La dame
blanche '' from Marseilles at
8.30, while Leipzig broadcasts
his two-act operetta, ''Jean de
Paris," the same evening
at 7.10.
The list of opera broadcasts
can be concluded bv Moscow's
ver~ion of" Djamileh," Bizet's
opera, on Tuesday, February
5th, with Orlov conducting.
CYRIL SCOTT'S MUSIC

MoDERN musicians consider
that the great Bach himself
\vould to-day fail to obtain a
l\Ius.Bac. at any of our Universities. This view may have
fostered the common notion
that celebrities are duffers at
exams. So far as music is concerned, Cyril Scoit " debunked '' this legend last year
when his "Festival Overture"
took first prize in the Daily
Telegraph competition. The
qualities which won him this
triumph (all competitors were
anonymous) should be evident
in to-night's programme
(National, ro.zo) (\f Cyril
Scott's music. The composer
and Estht·r Fisher \\'ill be at
the pianofortes, Elcanor Kaufman (mezzo-soprano) being
the soloist,

GERMAN MUSICAL COMEDIES

J:<EALI.Y effective samples, as
opposed to mere snippds, of
new musical comedies :md
operettas are promised f ron1
Leipzig at six on \Vcclncsday,
February 6th. The same evening we can attend a l{adio Ball
from eight to ten at Kalundborg. Alternatively, there is a
varied programme of music
and drama on Radio-Pctris, in
which Marguetite Pifteau sings
songs by Schumann and others.
And if this fare is not qnite
light enough, we can spend the
evening in the music-hall to
which Paris PTT invites us
from half-past eight to eleven
o'clock.

GEHALLJO is one of the few
dance band leaders who have
initiated programme feature,.;
other than the usual string of
"hi b." In the second edition
of '· Dancing Through Again ''
on :\Ionday· (National, 8)
Gcraldo ami his Orchestra will

" BERKELEY SQUARE "

THE dramatic event of the
week is '' Berkeley Square '' by
John L. Balderston (in collaboration with J. C. Squire).
This romantic play is to be
broadcast on Thursday (l{cgional, 8), with Lydia Sherwood in the part of Kate.
Th~ spirit of the play, which
is based on a story by Henry
James, is conjured up in tbe
introductory lines: ''There
are still (tdventurcs . . . inconceivable
adventures . . .
Perhaps Time, real Time,
with a capital T, is nothing
but an idea in the mind
of God."

THE " INDIA " TALKS will
be wound up by the Rt. Hon.
Stanley Baldwin on Tuesday
next in a speech on the
National wavelengths at ro p.m.

give us another pageant of
popular music during the past
Jifteen years. Soloists will include \Vynne Ajcllo, Eve
Becke, and Peter Bcrnard,
with the Rente Chorus.
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1 HIGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK
{

Broadcasts at Home and Abroad
LEONARD HENRY'S NIGHT
LEONAh~D
Hn:RY always
seems to enjoy himself at the
microphone just as much as
his listeners. Anyone who has
watched him broadcasting will
con:irm this.
Tuesday is
Leodard':; night, for he brings
a crmcert part v of his own to
the studio -(National, S),
assisted by the Dancing
Daughter,; \Yith Harrv s_
PepptT and Doris Arn~ld at
the piano,;.

Abroad.
Strasbourg, 8.30, Albert Roussel
Festival Programme.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd.
Nat., 7.30, "The Road to St.
David's," by Filson Youno-.
8.30, "Music Hall," with Evelyn
Laye, Parry Jones, RonaH
F rankau. Ann Penn and others.
Reg., 7.55, " T osra " (Puccini)
Act I, relayed from Sadler ·s Wells.
95, B.B.C. Orchestra (Secti:m C),
conducted by Julius Harrison.

Abroad.
Radio Paris, 8, Oper<tta : " Viktoria
and her Hussar" (Abraham).

" INDIA"

Two illustrious ~peakers
bring the "India" talks to a
close, Yiz., the Et. Hon.
Gcorge Lan~bury, :\I.P. (tonight, National, ro) and the
Rt. Hon. Stanlev Balclwin
M.P. (Tuesday, N;_tional, ro):
That the series has been a success has been eYidcnt from the
fact that no two of the speakers
ha\'e been in entire agreement.
BACH AND HANDEL
VERSARY

ANNI-

THE
comm<·moration
of
music s
an11us
mirabilisI(J85 --is uow in full swing, and
the German stations offer a
good choicL~ of Bach and
Handel programmes.
Berlin
(Funkstuncle) has scenes from
the life of .ilach to-night

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1st.
Nat., 7.30, B.B.C. Orchestra (Sect!on D), conducte:l by Joscph
Lewis. 8.45, Ord Hamilton and
10,
his 20th Century Band.
" India," by the Rt. Hon. George
Lansbury, M.P.
Reg., 750, Harold Ramsav's
" Symphony in Rhythm." 8.30,
" The Queen of Cornwall."

"THE WIRELESS MILITARY BAND, condccted by B. Walton
O'Donnell " is one of the most familiar items in the B.B.C. programmes. Here is an unusual glimpse of the band in full blast.

(Friday) at eight; and Leipzig
will broadcast Bach's Harpsichord Concerto in D minor,
played hy Li Stadclmann and
the Leipzig Symphony Oreht•stra on Sunday evening
next at 8_30 p.m.
·?

-?

next (National, S-30). Adrian
Boult will conduct. Elgar's
"Introduction and Allegro ·'
for the unusual musical combination of string quartette
and string orchestra will also
be played.
.:--.

.-,_

B.B.C. SYMPHONY CONCERT

\\'ALTER GJESEI..:Ii\l; is solo
piani,;t in Bectlwvcn 's Concerto No. -tinGattheBJ3.C.'s
Symphonv ConctTt in !he
Queen's Hall on \Vednesday

"BREAKFAST
DRESS"

IN

EVENING

CHARLES BHEWEn's sentimental comedy, "Breakfast in
EYening Dress,'' should proYicle agreeable light mtertainment on \''ednesday (Regional, 8). The music is by
Alan Paul. The l\_evuc Chorus
will assist with the B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra, conducted
by Mark Lubbock.
LIGHT MUSIC

HENRY HALL'S GUEST NIGHTS are now a regular feature. At
I I p.m. to-morrow (Saturday) the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra will aaain
welcome distinguished visitors to No. Io studio, where this picture
was taken a fortnight ago.

LISTENEI<S may wander from
Kalunclborg to -Barcelona for
light entertainment this week,
and find it all the way. Listen
to the concert from RadioParis at 8.o on Sunday evening (February 3rcl).
The
orchestra is conducted by
l\Iauricc And re, and there arc
many gay songs on the programme.
As usual,
this
station proYidcs dance music
throughout the \\-eek at halfpast-ten in the e\·ening.
On Tuesday, February sth,
at 6. 15, there is a concert by
the \\'arsaw Prison Guards'
Band, \Yhich does not sound
too lively-but Fihaps it is
better to guard than be
guarded.
THE AUDITOR.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3rdNaL, 1.30, Violin Recital bv Oscar
Lampe_
5.30. Griller - String
Quartet. 9, Albert Sandler and
the Park Lane Hotel Orchestra.
Reg., 4.30, B.B.C. Orchestra (Section C). Soloist: Foster Richardsan (bass)_ 5.30, Medvedeff's
Balalaika Orchestra. 9.20, B.B.C.
Sunday Orchestral Concert. Conductor : Sir Landon RonaH

Abroad.
Kalundborg, 7.15, Rmsian Ballet
Music by the Radio OrchestraMONDAY, FEBRUARY 4th.
Nat., 8, Geraldo and His Band.
10, London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Pedro Morales.
Reg_, 8, B.B.C. Orchestra (Section
E), conducted by julius Clifford.
9, Students' Songs by the Wireless Male Voice Chorus with
Thorpe Bates (baritone).

Abroad.
Cologne and Hamburg. 8.30, l"vlicrophone Report relayed from the
Rheingold E~press_
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5th.
Nat., 8, Leonard Henry's Concert
l 0, " India," by the
Party.
RL Hon. Stanlcy Baldwin, 1\!f.P.
Rcg_, 7.15, Henry Hall and the
B.B_C. Dance Orchestra. 9,
The RB.C. Theatre Orchestra.

Abroad.
Paris (PTD, Opera : " La Dame
Blanche "

(Boieldieu).

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6th.
Nat., 7.30, The Wireless Military
Band. 8.30, B.B.C. Symphony
Concert.
Reg., 7.30, Concert of Scottish
Music by the Scottish Wireless
Singers and the Reel Players_
8, "Breakfast in Evening Dress-"

Abroad
Poste Parisien, fl.l 5. Programme by
the Colonne Concert Society_
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 7th.
Nat., 8, Pianoforte Duets by Alec
Rowley and Edgar Moy. 8.30.
Variety programme: .. Who is
It?"
Reg_, R, "Berke!ey Square." 9.15,
Su!livan and German programme

by the 13.B.C Theatre Orcheslra.

Abroad.
Kalundhom, 7.1 0. Seventeenth
Thursday Concert by the Radio
Symphony
Orchestra.
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MURPHY

RADIOGRAMOPHONE

MODEL A24 HG

A

Cabinet of Outstanding

Acoustic Design

FEATURES .-Type.~Superheterodyne radio-gramophone for AC main'

Circuit.--

Triode-pentode frequency changer --- variable-m<J pentode IF amplifier- duo-diode-triode
second detector-pentode output valve. Controls.--(!) Tuning. (:!)Volume. {.1) Tone.
(1) Wm•erange and on-off switclz. (5) R.adio-,gram.-swilclt. Price.-C~Ii. Makers.~
Mnrphy Radio Ltd., \Velwyn Garden City, Herts.

space in conjunction with the thin threeply walls of the cabinet form an evil alliance for the production of bass resonances.
It is because of this long-standing convention in cabinet design that the first
comment of most people on becoming
acquainted with the Murphy Radiogramophone is related to its comparatively
small size. Actually the dimensions are
approximately 39in. X 19in. X 15in., the
area of the top being dictated, of course,
by the size of the gramophone turntable.
The designers decided, however, that
these dimensions gave a depth of cabinet
from back to front which was far from
ideal from the acoustic point of view, and
the cabinet-maker's solution, though
unconventional, is undeniably practical
and at the same time agreeable to the ey.~
when the cabinet is viewed, as it normally
is, from the front.

T

HERE is a tendency in some
quarters to assume that a radiogran~~lphone_ must of necessity b_e
an
1mposmg pwce of furrntun'." Umlerlying this assumption is the
belief that to command ready sales th,;
impression must be created that one is
n:ceiYing "a lot of set for a little mmwy _'·'
Consequently, it is common to find many
low-priced radio-gramophones in which
only a small proportion of the interior
volume is occupied by the chassis and
loud speaker.
The remaining empty

Simplified circuit diagram.

Solid Construction
Not content with reducing the depth ot
the cabinet, and supporting the overhang
at the back by pillars, the makers have
reinforced the side and front panels with
thick Celotex sound-absorbing material,
and in addition the back and base of the
cabinet are left entirely open.
Walnut
and Indian laurel are the woods employed,
and the generous scantlings of the component members give an extremely rigid

assembly.
The front panel is relieved
with pear wood inlays and the finish ;.,
matt.
A large B.T.H. energised loud speaker
is employed, and the results from the
point of view of quality of reproduction
amply justify the precautions which have
beeu taken in the design of the cabinet.
There is not the least trace of cavity or
wood re,;onance, and at first the reproduction appears to be deficient in bass. This
is only because the ear has become accustomed to bass resonance in commercial
receivers of all kinds, and after a time
the true quality of the bass becomes
apparent. There appears, however, to be
some masking of the bass by a rather
over-generous response in the region ,)f
2,500 and 3,500 cycles, but this is easily
corrected with the tone control. The top
cut-off is at 5,000 cycles, and this has
been made sharp by a specially designed
filter preceding the output stage. The cutoff frequency has been happily chosen, as
it permits the reproduction of most of th.;
frequencies which are to be found on
modern recordings and at the same time
eliminates the pick-up resonance and \\'iti1.
it most of the needle scratch.
The pick-up is of the needle armature
type, and the gramophone motor has a
higher torque than usual to ensure freedom from pitch variation on loud passages. The motor-board is flush-mounted

The input band-pass filter incorporates a whistle-suppressor circuit and a two-stage low-pass filter follows the second
detector valve.

12l
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Mumhy Radio-gramophone, Model A24 RG-

to facilitate the rcmoYal of the n:::·edlr"
should they be dropped accidentally, and
the m·cdle cups. as well as the inside uf
the lid, are lined with felt to avoid the possibility of rattles.
The amplification succeeding i.he pickup has been carefully adjusted to cnstm·

over-biasing these Yalves. The low-pass
filter in the anode circuit of the triode portion of the second detector functions both
on radio and gramophone, as do the
volume and tone controls associatt·d ,vitll
the pl·ntode output YahT.
Both wa Ye bands arc free from selfgenerated heterodyne whistles, and there

VENTILATING PANELS

FREQUENCY
CHANCER
VALVE

AC!T P

VENTILATING
PANEL

that the selectivity was unusually uniform
over the medium waveband.
The automatic volume control works
well, and in London there is no perceptible
change in volume when the receiYer b
tuned successively to the North and 1\liclland transmitter~ and on!\· a slight increase when tuned to London Regionalthe manual volume control being untouched, of course.
To sum up, the make1s have succeeded
in producing a solid and compact instmment, in which the bugbear of cabinet
resonance has been completely eliminated.
The reproduction, particularly on gramophone records, reaches a Ycry high standard, and the radio performance is capable of bringing in all the foreign programmes which are likely to be of the
slightest programme Yalue. The set is
easy to handle and the effective automatic
volume control relieves the operator of the
necessity of continual manipulation of the
hand volume control.
Models arc available for AC mains J.t
frequencies other than 50 cycles at an
additional cost of £r, while there is also a
DC version at £27.

MORLEYS SHORT-WAVE COILS

THE
short-wave
115, I3orough

coils made by 1\Iorleys.
High Street, London,
S.E.I, ;Ire available in two types, viz.,
the MSWI and the TRSWz.
The type
MS\VI is a two-range coil wou11cl on an
eight-ribbed ebonite former z}in. in diameter and 3in. long. It is intended for use
as an aerial coil, and COibists of two grid
windings, well spaced so that short-circuiting
one section has negligible effect on thc:
othn, an aerial and a reaction winding.
A tuning condenser of o.ooozs mfd. is recommended, while one oi o.ooo2 mfd. will
'ervc for reaction control. Using these condens('f values and assembled in- a straightforward circuit, the tuning ranges Wl're found
to be I 2 to 37 metres and 35 to 100 metres
respectively. If the tuning condenser is
reduced to o.ooo15 mid. the two ranges do
not overlap.
H.:action is smooth and CJUitP satisfactorv
over the entire wave-range, and the ;wri;;l
coupling is nicely adjusted for both bands.
A wavc·-range switch is included, and the
price is 6s. gd.

OPEN SIDES
AND BASE

Rear view of cabinet with chassis back panel removed. The lower half of the cabinet is !eft open.

that with the volume control at m<,,imum
overloading of the output stage and loud
speaker is a ,·oided.
On the radio side the chassis of the A2.t
receiwr is employed with minor modifications. The frequency changer is a triodepentocle preceded by a band-pass input
filter incorporating a second-channel
whistle suppressor. Both the frequency
changer and the IF amplifier are controlled by amplified AVC bias, and the set
is silenced when using the gramophone by

is littlc doubt that tllC sensitivity is as high
as it can be made with a four-stage superheterodyne circuit. The selectivity is sufficient to give clear reception of the
Deutschlandsender on long wa,·es except
for occasional side-band intetference from
Droitwich and Radio-Paris on deeply
modulated passages.
On the medium
waveband only one channel was lost on
either side of the Brookmans Park transmitters with the receiver operating in Central London. Incidentally, it was noted

Morleys two-range and three-range
short-wave coils.

The type TRS\V z cove-rs a widl'r wave·
range, ami in three steps extends to 200
metres. One coil Iormn is identical to the
type l\ISWf coil, and the extra range is
provickcl by a coil un a se para tc furnwr.
A three-position switch is embodied in the
b<be of the metal chassis, and the price is
I 5s.

t:ii
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Foundations of
Wireless
Part X.-The Magnetic Effects of a Current
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, IVJ.Sc.

T

HE concluding instalment of the purely theoretical section of
this series : succeeding articles will show the direct application
of the ideas already discussed to practical zvireless circuits.
(Continued from page 98 of January 25th issue)

W

E have already dealt with the
magnetic effect of a current so
far as this provides the factor
of inductance, but the treatment was very sketchy. To get an insight into the working of transformers and
loud speakers we shall need to go a little
deeper.
It is conventional to represent a magnet,
as in Fig. 48, as being the source of lines
of " magnetic force," which leave the
magnet by the North Pole and re-enter it
by the South. The lines trace out the path
along which a north magnetic pole, if free

straight wire carrying 'a current sets up a
magnetic field, though this is usually inappreciably small. Coiling the wire enables the fields of successive turns to reinforce one another, thereby enhancing
the effect; that is why an electro-magnet
or an inductance is made up as a coil.
The magnitude of the field depends upon
the number of the turns and on the current
through them. Ten turns carrying one
ampere give rise to the same field as a
hundred turns carrying one-tenth of an
ampere; ten ampere-turns are available in
either case to set up the field.

Terrestrial Magnetism

Fig. 48.-Conventional representations, in
terms of " lines of magnetic force " of the
fields round a magnet and a coil of wire
carrying a current.

to move, would be impelled by the field,
and are as real, or as unreal, as the parallels of latitude on the map. The field
is at its most intense in the neighbourhood of the poles, but theoretically it extends indefinitely in all directions, dying
away rapidly in intensity as we retreat
from the magnet.
By sending a steady current through a
coil of wire this becomes, as we have seen,
a magnet, and remains so as long as the
current is maintained. Even a simple

Everybody knows that a compassneedle will point to the north. The needle
itself is a magnet, and turns because
its own field interacts with the magnetic
field of the earth. Put differently, the
north magnetic pole of the earth attracts
the north-seeking pole of the magnet while
the earth's South Pole attracts its southseeking pole. This is the only known
case of" Two North Poles" or two "South
Poles'· attracting one another, and is
simply due to convenient, but muddled,
nomenclature; the earth's "North" Pole
has the same polarity as the '' South ''
Pole (more correctly, south-seeking pole)
of a magnet. By bringing the two poles
of a bar magnet, in turn, towards a compass needle it is very easy to demonstrate
that, as in Fig. 49, iike poles repel one
another and unlike poles attract.
Now suppose we hang a coil in such a
way that it is free to rotate about a verticaJ axis, as suggested in Fig. 50. So
long as no current is passed through the
coil it will evince no tendency to set itself
in any particular direction, but if a
battery is connected to it the flow of
current will transform the coil into a magnet. Like the compass needle, it will then
indicate the north, turning itself so that
the plane in which the turns of the coil lie
is east and west, the axis of the coil
pointing north. If the current is now reversed the coil will turn through r8o degrees, showing that what was the North
Pole of the coil is now, with the current
flowing the opposite way, the South.

The earth's field is weak, so that the
force operating to turn the coil is small ;
when it is desired to make mechanical use
of the magnetic effect of the current in a
coil, as in the milliammeter illustrated
in Part Ill, an artificial field of the highest
attainable intensity is provided by a
powerful magnet arranged to be as near
to the coil as possible. The same principle
is found in the galvanometer. in the
electric motor (in essence Fig. 50, with a
powerful field and automatic reversal of
current) and in the moving-coil loud
speaker.
Since the loud speaker is the only
N
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Fig. 49.-·Defiection of a compass needle
by a magnet, proving that like poles repel
and unlike poles attract. The N and S poles
of the bar magnet may be found by suspending it like a compass needle and marking
as N that pole which turns to the north.

piece of wireless apparatus embodying
the principle of movement of a coil
carrying current in a magnetic field we
will stop to examine its mechanism.
Fig. 51 shows the cross-section of an
energised speaker, in \Yhich the magnet
is provided by passing a current through
the winding A.
Through the centre
of this winding runs an iron rod B,
the purpose of which is to guide the
lines of magnetic force due to the
current. This it does because the perme·
ability of iron to the lines is very high,
and they therefore pass through the iron
in preference to the air in much the same
way that an electric current passes through
a copper wire, and not through the air
around it. The analogy is not complete,
because the air does carry some lines;
there is no "insulator" for magnetic
lines, but only materials of very high
"resistance." The high permeability of

.......:--$

(a)

(b)

Fig. so.-A coil, free to rotate, sets itself
in the orientation indicated when a current
is passed through the winding.
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Foundations of Wirelessiron as compared with air results in the
iron core enhancing the intensity of the
field as well as directing it, much as a conductor of low resistance will carry a larger
current between two points of different
electrical potential than will one of high
resistance.
The outer shell of the cylindrical magnet
is also of iron, so that except for the small
annular gap at G there is a complete ircJ!l
circuit. The lines arc thus guided r,'lP~d
the iron and are all made eo C()]nplctc
their path by jumping the gap, in which
there is, in consequence, an extremely
concentrated magnetic field.

Production of Sound Waves
In this gap is suspended the coil of
wire C, wound on a former firmly attached
to the paper diaphragm D. If we lead
a current through C the coil will tend
to move along the gap, driving D tmYards
or away from the face of the magnet
according to the direction of the current.
By a series of rapid reversals of current
the diaphragm could be made to jump
violently in and out. Going a step further, we could pass an alternating current

Fig.

sr.

Cross-section of a moving-coil
loud speaker.

through the coil, whereupon this \Yotlld
take up a rhythmic to-and-fro movement at the frequency of the current.
If the current supplied had a frequency
of zs6 cycles per second, the diaphragm
would vibrate at this frequency, clri\'ing
the air in contact with it back and forth
as it moved. As we saw in the introduction to this series, such a rhythmic mm·ement of the air travels outwards fn,m it,;
origin as an air-wave and is recognised
by the ear as sound; in this particular case
we have generated, by electro-mechanical
means, an audible note corresponding to
middle C on the piano.
The same mechanism \voulcl operate if
the current supplied were an extremely
complex ever-varying one, compounded
of many simultaneous frequencie,;; given
the perfect speaker, this would be converted into an exactly corresponding airwave. The loud speaker thus serves as
· the link between a wireless set, in \vhich
music exists as electric currents, and the
listener's ear, which can only appreciate
it in the form of air-waves.
The fundamental effect upon which the
loud speaker is based, the movement of a

?'!
I -J

coil carrying a current in a magnetic field,
is reversible. That is to say, if a coil is
moved in a magnetic field a current-or
more strictly, a ,·oltage which \Yill drin~
a current if the circuit is closed-is set up
in it, the direction of the voltage depending upon the direction of motion and upon
the polarity of the field, \Yhile its magnitude depe!lds upon the amount by \\ hich
the intensity of the f1eld passing through
the coil is changed, the speed w1th which
th~ change is effected, and the number
of turns in the coil.
The action of the loud speaker itself
can tl1erefore be reversed; by moving the
coil to and fro in the magnetic field voltage' which in their rise and fall picture
the movements of the coil are generated. Thus the speaker can be used
to convert som~d-waves into equivalent
electric voltages-in other words, it forms
a microphone. Not a very perfect one,
perhaps, and certainly not much like the
microphones used by the B.B.C. Nevertheless, it will serve to show what the
microphone does and, approximately, how
it doe~ it.
A change of magnetic field round a
coil can be effected by other means than
mechanical movemen;, of the coil or of
the magnet. Suppose we have t\Yo coils,
wound over the same iron core in such a
way that as far as possible all the lines
of force generated by passing a current
through one coil will be led through the
other. \Ve then have a transformer, the
;:ymbnl for which is seen in Fig. 52. The
lines between the coils represent the iron
core: an air-core transformer, consisting
of two coils in close juxtaposition, \Yould
be indicated by the same symbol without
these lines.
If alternating current is supplied to the
primary winding P, the current through
it is continuously rising and falling in
alternate directions, with the result that P
is surrounded by a continuously varying
magnetic field. In the secondarv winding'S there is consequently set UI; a voltage, rising and falling, i~' step \\i th the
changes in the field. With such close
coupling between the coils that all the
magnetic tlux from P passes through S,
the voJtages across p and S \Yill be c·qual
if they have the same number of turns.
If S has more or fewer turns, the voltage

·{]Ill[}
TURNS-RATIO n:l

(a)

[}·
(b)

Fig. 52.-- Iron-cored transformer drawing
current from the generator E and delivering
it, at a voltage equal to Ejn, to the load R.
From the point of view of loading the
generator, diagram (h) represents an equivalent circuit (assuming a perfect transformer).

developed across it \vill stand to that
across P in the ratio of the turns. There
may be z,ooo turns in P and 40 in S;
then if P is connected to zoo-volt alternating mains S will deliver 4 volts A.C., and

may be used to light the filaments of 4volt valves. In practice it is not uncommon to have several secondary windings,
delin·ring different voltages for different
purposes, on the same iron core, all
energised by a single primary.
In addition to their use in supply-fre-

Fig. 53· , High-frequency transformer, with
secondary of dynamic resistance R, tuned
to the frequency of the generator. This
represents a stage of HF amplification,
where R, is the AC resistance of the valve
and E/ 1-' is the signal voltage on its grid.

quency circuits, transformers are employed
ior handling speech-frequency currents in
amplifiers; the general design is much the
same as for power transformers.
In a high-frequency transformer it is
usual to omit the iron core, but if it is
included it no longer consists of laminations but of finely pulverised iron dust
supported in an insulating '' binder.''
Further, it is usual to tune either one
or both windings to the frequency of the
current to be handled.

Transformer Losses
In all calculations in \Yhich transformers enter, the relative voltages and
currents in the two windings have to be
computed on the basis of equal power,
allowing, if necessary, for the small discrepancy due to losses in the transformer
itself. If we have a step-down transformer giving 1 oo volts at r amp. on the
secondary side, the power output is roo
watts. The useful power input to the
primary is also roo watts, so that from
zoo-volt mains the current taken would be
t amp, The load on the secondary in this
case is very clearly roo ohms; the equivalent load on the primary, to take i amp.
at zoo volts, would be 400 ohms.
In
general, if the turns-ratio of the transformer is n, a resistance R connected
across one winding has the same effect on
the other as if there were connected
across it a resistance of n"R or Rln", according to whether we are steppir;g down
or up.
Applying this to a circuit such as that
of Fig. 53, which represents a step-up
high-frequency transformer fed, in series
with a resistance, from the high-frequency
generator E, and having a tuned secondary of dynamic resistance R, we can
find the voltage across both primary and
secondary quite easily.
The impedance of the primary, which
is untuned, is usually minute compared
with the dynamic resistance of the tuned
secondary ; the effective primary impedance at resonance is, therefore, due
almost entirely to the transferred load
from the secondary. It will be Rjn".
The voltage across th.e primary will there-
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Foundations of WirelessE.R/n"
ER
fore be
2

Rjn"+Ro =R+n R 0 •

Since there

is a step-up of n to r, the voltage across
the secondary will be n times that across
I n prac.
ma k'mg R ERn'R
t 11e pnmary,
+n- o
tice, lower voltages are found at both
points, since the coupling between
primary and secondary is not infinitely
close. This lessens the effective resistance
of the primary, and hence the voltage
across it, while at the same time
making the voltage on the secondary less
than n times that on the primary. But
the result so simply found is, nevertheless, a very good approximation to the
truth in this important case, which re·
presents a stage of high-frequency ampli·
fication.
We can go farther yet, and calculate
the effect of Ro in flattening the tuning of
the secondary. Ro is, from this point of
view, connected in parallel with the
primary; it is therefore equivalent to a
resistance n"Ro connected across the tuned
secondary. By. comparing this with the
value of R for the undamped circuit, an
estimate of th€ decreased sharpness of
tuning can be made, or if preferred, first

R, and then the resultant of R and Ro
in parallel, can be converted into equivalent series ohms and the two corresponding m-values directly compared.
Looking at a single coil as being
simultaneously primary and secondary of
a transformer, we have a view of the
meaning of inductance which differs a
little from that already put forwardthough, needless to say, the firt1al conclusions arc the same. If we think of
the rise and fall of the magnetic field
surrounding a coil carrying a current, it
is clear that this field must induce a voltage in the coil itself.
We may regard the reactance of the coil
as clue to this property of producing an
induced voltage which is at every instant
in opposition to the voltage driving the
current. The reader is recommended to
apply this conception to the curves of Fig.
28 (Part 6); it would be an interesting, if
difficult, exercise to 'fit the physical interpretation to the curves.
This instalment concludes the " purely
theoretical" section of this series; from
now on we shall be chiefly concerned with
making use of the ideas so far discussed
in studying the working of circuits of
more direct and obvious wireless interest.
(To be continued.)

Random Radiations
By .. DIALLIST "
Still Going Strong
WHEN the V24 valve first made its
appearance I can't quite remember,
but if it was not a war-time product it must
date from very shortly afterwards, for I
used it in a home-built set of the 1920 or
rgzr vintage. It is surprising to learn that
a demand for it still exists after all those
years and that it is yet to be obtained by
those who care to plank down twenty-five
shillings.
The V24 is a most interesting relic of the
past, for it represents the valve designer's
first serious attempt to cut down interelectrode capacity. It was the first of the
" test-tube " Yalves, so called from their
long narrow bulbs. Instead of pins, the
cylindrical bulb had four small metal caps,
which formed the contacts for the holder.
The filanwnt was connected between the
pair at the ends of the bulb, whilst the grid
and plate leads were taken to the caps on
the walls. There was also a special detector pattern, the QX, and some time later
dull-emitter counterparts-DEV and DEQmade their ~ppearance.
Amongst other staunch old friends which
are still available one finds tlw DER, the
LS5 series and the S6ro, the original screengrid valve of sausage-like shape.

......

Car Radio Facts and Fancies
coming of car radio has led-as is
T HEso often
the case with wireless innovations-to not a few misleading suggestions
or statements in the lay Press. Recently it
was hinted that the Road Traffic Advisory
Committee had been asked by our highpote-ntial Minister of Transport to inquire

into the subject of car radio, the idea being
that it might be banned by legislation were
the case against it sufficiently strong. As
Mark Twain wrote, after reading his own
obituary notice in a certain paper, the report is much exaggerated. There is no evidence that the use of car radio lessens the
safety of the roads and no " anti " legislation is contemplated.
Another wild statement that should have
been scotched at birth, if not sooner, was
that insurance companies were to demand
an extra pn·mium on cars provided with
wireless. The implication was that such
cars were regarded as more prone to accidents. The facts are simply these. A car
radio set is an accessory of much greater
value than those normally fitted to motor
vehicles; owing to its nature it is naturally
less robust than most other parts of the
equipment. Where an extra premium is required it is to cover not increased driving
risks but loss or damage of the set itself.
May I mention one further point about
which there has been some misconception?
Your household receiving licence covers the
use of a portablt• in the .car, hut if a set is
built in so as to form part of the car's
equipment an additional licence is n'quired
for it. Instead of an address, the number
of the car appears on this licence.

......

A New Use for the Wireless Valve
VERILY the applications of the valve,
inventf'd originally for the transmission
and reception of wireless, are legion. ReCE'ntly, for instance, I acquired a book on
the applications of the valve and of e-lectron
tubes that are its lineal descendants to

industry and manufacture. This runs to
nearly sou pages and describe-s, amongst
ether marvels, its use for controlling the
SJ.ll"ed of conveyor belts, for counting with
almost incredible spe-ed and accuracy, for
measuring lhe thickness of materials and for
maintaining 1.cmper<.~tures.
I knew that radiations of very short wavelength were employed hy the medical profession for treating a variety of ailments,
but a recent pronouncement· of Dr. Arthur
H. Ring, of Arlington, .Massachusetts, seems
to open up an entirely new field. " Radio
wave therapy," says -he, "can be used to
warm up tlw walls of the stomach, causing
them to relax ancl bring comfort to the
patient and to eliminate the craving for
strong liq unr. ''
Use a Blue Ribbon receiver and Ct>ase to
worry about the bass!

......

The Monthly Revues

THE first of the B.B.C.'s monthly revues,
the January edition, was undoubtedly
a huge success and listeners are looking forward to those to be staged during the coming months. Revue is a type of entertainment admirably suited to broadcasting. It
is topical and it gi\·es tine opportunities for
delicat<· satire on ev(-nts o£ our everyday
lives. The monthly revues should be made
a permanent part of the programmes. They
are widely appreciated and they do provide
a most W<'lcouw relief from the slapstickS(·asidt'-la nclbdy -mother- in-law- kipper kind
of tosh.

.. .. ..

The Television Dog Fight
£VEN before the report of the Television
Committee reached the P.M.G. it became clear that there was going to be no
small struggle for the televised programmes
in this country.
At the moment of writing the report has
not been made public, but it is generally
believed that it will recommend that the
control ol television in this country should
be in the hands of tlw B.B.C. at ·anv rate
during the 1l·rm of its present charter, -which
expire~ at the end of next year.
This has
roust>cl the cinema people to arms. They
claim to Jw the right and proper people to
undertake· the job and they say that they
have forgottt'n 111ore than the B.B.C. ever
knew a hou t the transmission of talkie films.
On the otlwr hand, it is contendf'd, and
with sonw show of reason, that the film
people derin· their n·venue from the movie
theatn·s and that if thev were in charge
tlwy would not be likely to emptv their own
houses by tcl<Tising tlw best entertainment
available.

.. .. ..

The Crux of the Problem
The matter bristles with difficulties. So
far as I can sec television would be a poor
thing if it were not accompanied by sound.
And the broadcasting of sound is without a
shadow of doubt the prerogative of the
B.B.C. You could hardly have one concern
~ending out the images and another rt'Sponsible for the appropriate sounds!
Then again, the addition of visual transmission would he so obvious an improvenwnt to programme~ of the type which the
B.B.C. conducts. It is admirably adapted
for linking with such items as plays, rt>vues,
music~hall entertainments, "In Town Tonight '· descriptions of important events and
running commentaries on races, boxing
matclws, football matches and the like.
Some broadcasting artistes are no doubt
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better heard than seen, but television is
unquestionably a most desirable concomitant
for any item of a spectacular nature. Not
all items, though, arc spectacular.

Programme Difficulties
As a matter of interest examine· to-day's
programmes and ask yourself just how much
of tlw1n you woul(l like to SPe as wdl as
to hear. · Do you want to st•e Profcs,;or
Mugwump reading his paper on the " Courtship of Earthworms," or Mrs. Guffin giving
htr discourse on " Twenty-four \Vays of
Ccoking a Brussels Sprout ''?
Udinitely no.
Thl"n there is somebody or other at the
organ, ~omebody else giving a song recital,
a concert by th· studio orchestra, and so
on and so forth. If you mark with a pencil
those items that you would like to have
te!r:vised-except possibly just once as a
matter of curiosity-you will find that there
is not an enormous amount left.
It follows that unless the television sen·ice
i-; to be confined to an odd item here and
there something besides the ordinary broadCJ.st programmes will be required.
That is where talkie films might come in.:
but will th(oy?

Short-wave
Broadcasting
Re,radiating Empire
Programmes in Malaya
N important addition to the already
lung list ul Empire broadcasting stations is P"'nang. Thl' Penang 'Vireless Soc;ety's own broadcasting station has
!wen assigned the call-sign ZHJ, and works
on 49·4 11ll'tres. One of the aims of the
Society is to re-radiate the Empire programn:es through this station, and to
dcvl·lop inc•xpensive receivers capable of
giving satisfactory service on these " local "
tranc:missions.
This, of course, is no new development,
but the principle of re-radiating short-wa\"le
transn1issions, again on the short \vavcs, is
interesting. Most other parts of the Empire
re-broadcast lJavcntry on the medium
waves, but the writer has always considered
that a re-broadcast on the 49-metre banrl
would have a definite value and probab;y
a better service-area.

The schune of entrusting re-radiation of
this kind to a local wireless society is also
one that seems to be increasing in popularity. The Malayan Amateur Radio Society
of Kuala Lumpur has been doing similar
work for some time, and it is understood
that for the past six years this society has
put out three trans1nissions a week.
Incidentally, the Kuala Lumpur station
has now changed its wavelength from 48.g
to 7 5 metres.
It is belif'ved that special facilities will
be given to amateur transmitters in out-oftht-way localities, where they are preparnl
to undertake the regular re-radiation of the
Empin: programme.
Here, again, short
waves will probably be used exclusin·lv.
The whok point of this, of course, is that
local inhauitants will be able to obtain satisfactory programme value on much more
simple apparatus than thev would require
for the direct reception of. Da \·entry.

What are "Average " Conditions?
The reliable service area of the Empire
Station is bt-ing steadily increased, but then'
mmot inevitably be large areas on·r which
Jcally J1rst-class reception is extrenwly difficult, and it is in these circumstances that
local low-power relay stations, tlwtm;l"!n·s
t-quipped with first-class receiving apparatus
beyond the reach of the averag~ liskner, cm
carry out really valuable work.
Conditions continue to maintain the kn·l
generally de,;cribed as "average "-tl:ough
one's idea uf " average " conditions, whr·re
short waves are concenwd, is apt to vary
considerably! All the high-powered Anwrican transmitters seem to ha n• sl"ttkd clown
to a kind of regular routine.
Thai is io
s:ty, tlwy are alway5 to be iound ai the
sanw times, and the fade-out occurs at tlw
1 inws one ,·xpects, :o.lthough the lc\Tl ot
;;ign:d-strcngth may vary con~idera!Jiy from
day to day.
Easily the most consistl·nt-aparl from
i he many stations on the 49-nwtre handi,; \VtlXK 0:1 FJ.72 metres.
This station
IH'VlT seems to let one down, and really
n:aclws an amazing strength at times. The
bout of rapid fadinr> and distortion to which
the I9·llll'ire stati~ns were subject a few
weeks ago seems to have come io an end.
The number of regular broadcasting stations \\ orkiilg outside the official ]Jroadcast
bands is increasing weekly. The• part of tlw
spectrum in greatest demand svems to brc
that between the ji- and 49-mC'tre bands.
Most of the stations concerned arc in Central
or South America, but we also have Rabat
on 37·33 metres and Rome on 37.4I. Tokio,

JYR, has also been reported by many
listeners in this country; this station is now
listed as working on 38.07 metres.
Probably there will be a drastic revision,
sooner or later, of tl:e whole distribution of
short-wave broadcasting stations. At present
the so-callf'd " broadcast bands " can only
be regarded as areas in which a concentration of stations occurs!
Commercial
demands upon short-wave space are increasing daily, and acute congestion is bound to
ari<.Oe suonlT or later.
l\1EGACYCLE.

GoE.C. "Droitwich
Super 5"
A New AC Superheterodyne
Band Pass Tuning
THE circuit of the latest addition to the
range of G.E.C. receivers comprises a
lwptode frequency changer, variable-mu
pentode IF, double-diodr:-triocle second detector, and pentode output Yalve. The power
n;ctifier is a full-wa\·c vah·c, all(! the mains
transformer is designed for mains from 190
to 250 volts and 40 to 100 cycles.

G.E.C. "Droitwich Super S·"
Dl·layed and amplified AVC is inclucled,
a variable sensitivity control serves to
reduce background nois.c betwepn the more
powerful stations.
A self-containPd extensible a<~rial is a useful feature which should
appr·al to Jlat dwellers.
The figured walnut cabinet houses a large
diameter l'nergised loud speaker which is
Jii tr:d with a silencing key.
A shadow
ttming indicator is included, and th~ large
horizontal tuning scale is calibrated in wavelengths and station names.
The dimensions of the new receiver arc
2o~in. x 15Jin. x <Jtin., and the price has been
fi:'l.cd at 12~ guineas.

;llHI

AN '"EMPIRE STATION"
IN DENMARK

Masts and station buildings of " Danmarks Kortbolgesender," which relays the Copenhagen
programme to Greenland. The station has been heard in all parts of the world, as its museum
of QSL cards amply testifies.

DEN:\IARK'S principal short-wave station
is at Skcunlclnl'k, a picturesque village
in the north-we ..;t of Sel'land, some 70 miles
from Copenhagcn.
The station (OXY)
tran,mits nightly from 6 tu rr p.m., relaying
the CojwnLagen programme on 49·5 metres.
Th.: power is 500 watts. It is interestim;
to note that Greenland, for whom the shortwavt• transmissions arc intended, prefers
lcng-wave Kalundborg during the winter
mcnths.
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The Difficulties of Obtaining
True Musical Value
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FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND.

Diagram showing curves where the loudness
is the same at all frequencies. When the
volume is small, a much greater proportion
of low frequency sound is required than when
the volume is great. This shows that bass
accentuation is necessary when sound is reproduced at less than its original volume.

From this indictment present company
may, very justly, be excepted. The
term " ordinary listener " must be understood to refer to the people who buy
ordinary mass-produced sets, and not to
those who either make their own or who
exercise knowledgeabk discrimination in
their purchase. This qualification, by the
way, is not the prelude to a violent condemnation of the depravity of the masses.
That is the easy explanation. There must
be something more in it than that.
'' Each wrong step leads to another."

I do believe that if equipment giving perfect reproduction, or e\"en the existing
nearly perfect but very expensive apparatus, were universally available, few people
would demand "boom." To sell superbets with AVC, visual tuning, noise
suppression, and a host of other features
~t a mer_e dozen guineas-a really arilazmg achievement when one compares
values of four or five years ago-it is not
possible to include a ten-guinea loud
speaker.
Cntil somebody Yery clever
comes along, we ha\"e to make the best
of a reproducer that gives an impression
of "top" by a peaky resonance at 2,000
or J,ooo cycles, and an impression of bass
by another peak of about roo cycles
(added to, no doubt, by the resonance of
a thin plywood cabinet).

Watts and Loudness

'

I
I

. The ear, mercifully for the designer,
remarkably tolerant of these fakes.
Except to the trained listener, the effect
is a very fair balance of tone. But a less
obvious result is that the reproduction
sounds unpleasantly loud when it is still
well below "life-size." One reason why
high-quality equipment provides for so
many watts output is that the listener can
stand far more volume when the reproduction is true than when it is false, even
although the ear is not conscious of the
falsitv as such.
This works in two ways. When the
volume is raised the high tones sound
strident, and the listener is glad to be abk
to cut them clown with the tone control.
And because the volume even then is
really less than that of the original performance, the low tones appear relatively
less prominent. This is a well-known
characteristic of the ear. As the volume
is reduced the low tones seem to disappear
first. The only way to get enough depth
and sonority is to use the tone control.
There
other reasons.
Few ami
favoured are the listeners vvho have absolutely no extraneous '' mush '' or other
noise to mar their programmes. Generally, when tone is adjusted to the maximum brilliance, there is enough back- ·
ground disturbance to be distracting. New
listeners are far more sensitive to this
than we more experienced folk who seem
to be able to tune it out from our consciousness, if it is not too severe. Mr.
(and Mrs.) Everyman soon finds out that
when the tone control is turned to
'' Low '' the noises fade out to a very
large extent, and this cure is so much
simpler than filling up Post Office interference complaint forms.

These reasons, if they reflect discredit
on anyone, do so on the engineer rather
than on the general public. That is
assuming that if true noise-free reproduction were generally available the
public \Yould haw it. In his more cynical
moments the engineer strongly suspects
that they would not. He joins with Sir
Thomas Beecham in deploring the popular acceptance of a mechanical danceband-thump cum cinema-organ-bellow
form of background to life, of no cultural
value. In this case, of cours(', the fact
that the sound coming out of the loud
speaker is not music is quite beside th·~
point ; and the duty of the designer is to
make the machine supply the sort of noise
the people like most as a substitute for
rest and thought. There are always the
minority, thank goodness, who know real
music when thev hear it, and who will
continue to derri'and a closer and closer
approach to perfection in reproduction.
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By "CATHODE RAY "
HE commercial designer with
ideas about high quality reproduction is constantly being
shocked and grieved to find, or
to be told, that the sort of reproduction
that the public likes is what he knows to
be bad. His pearls of brilliant " top "
are rejected in favour of baser matter;
and he is constrained to draw the conclusion that the public are the proverbial
swine. If they prefer to go after the big
bad " whoof," let them suffer the consequences. So he provides a tone control
with which they can ha\"e thumping and
booming to their silly hearts' content.
I have been trying to get to the bottom
of this mystery-for it is surely a mystery
that the majority of ordinary listeners
should turn the tone control round to the
low tone position, where the reproduction obviously bears little relationship to
real speech or music. The present-day
receiver, when accurately tuned to a
station, gives reproduction which is
already sadly shorn of the upper tones.
yet the usual type of tone control starts
at this point and proceeds to cut them
down more. It is like a barometer marked
at one end of the scale "Wet" and af the
other end ''Very Wet.''
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The common type of tone control has only
the power of removing the top frequencies.
There are more elaborate systems providing
also for increase of top frequencies to compensate for loss in the tuning circuits.

It would require a very widespread survey to determine what proportion of each
of these views goes to make the truth of
the matter. What do you think yourself?

i\IULLARD

A

OL'TPUT

PENTODE

NEvV output valve for A.C. operation

rs announced by Mullard; this is the
Per1.4VB, which is pro\'ided with a heater
consuming r ·95 ampere at the usual 4 volts.
The vah;c has a mutual conductance of no
less than 10 mA /V, and is rated for screen
and anode potentials of 250 volts; the grid
bias should be 5.8 volts, obtained through
the use of a cathode biasing resistance of
145 ohms. A seven-pin base is fitted.
If ro per cent. total harmonic distortion
be permitted, the output in the optimum
load of S,ooo ohms is 3,8oo milliwatts, and
the input need be only 3.6 volts RMS. If
the distortion be restricted to the usual 5 per
cent., however, the output is 2,6oo milliwatts for an input of 2,5 volts RMS. This
distortion is made up of some 4.2 per cent.
third harmonic and about 3.2 per cent.
second harmonic-the fourth and higher
harmonics being below 1.5 per cent.
Although technical details of the valve
have been published; it is understood that
supplies are not available just yet.
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New Apparatus
Reviewe·d
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
GOODMANS ENERGISED LOUD
SPEAKER

JN small
these clays when the performance of
moving-coil loud speakers tends to
conform to a stereotyped average, arw effort
to improve the response, within the limitations of the class, is deserving of support.
The majority of 7in. diaphragm units hztn·
their iundamental resonance in the region ot
Joo cycles with a sharp cut-off bc·low, but in
the new Goodmans l\lodd E8, Tqw B,
spt'akc·r the resonance h<Js been lowered, by
using <1 speci<Jl diaphragm with a very
llexiblc corrugated surround, to 7S cycl<'s.
Furthermore, the rcsunanct: is well damped,
with the result that the region from 1ou
down to so cycles is adequately fllled.
The energised field magncl is constructed
cf high-permeability steel, and the sensitivity is appreciably higher than cquival<,nt
permanent magnet types, even those with
nickel-aluminium alloy magnets.
The new Goodmans
Model E8, Type B,
energised loud speaker
is notable for its
sensitivity and improved bass response.

fitted \\"ith as-amp. two-pin plug for inscrtiug into a wztll socket. On the front is a
socket of the same rating to take the receiver mains plug, or that of any electrical
apparatus that it
Js cl e s i r e d to
silence. There is
alsc1 an insulated
terminal for an
earth cO!lli('Ct ion.
lt contains two
o.25 mfcl. cClnclcnsns
joined
in
serie.s across the
supply point with
the junction of
t hc
condensers

Bulgin model Pso antiinterference unit for
fitting in a mains wall
socket.

brought to the extcrnztl mrthing terminal.
This device is efficacious in rpducing most
types of mains-borne interference, a ncl 111~1 y
even be used with AC sds for elimina t i11g
modulation hum. The condensers are rated
for 250 volts AC or DC working, and the:
price of the 111odd Pso is
6d. It should
have a part.icubr appeal to all who wish tu
install a Jlltcr unit and require one that is
simple ~tnd convenient to fit.

Potentiometers of from 7s,ooo ohms to one
megohm are available with or without a
built-in mains switch, the price being 3s. 6d.
plain and 4s. 3d. with switch.
The specimen tested was quite silent in
qJnation and the action perfectly smooth,
and its measured resistance was within 4 per
cent. of the marked value. A spun metal
dust cover i~ fitted which, if earthed, would
serve as an c:lectrostatic shield for the n:sistance should there be likelihood of hum pickup from nearby mains leads.
The component, which is of American design, is now made in this country by Claucle
Lyons, Ltd., 40, Buckingham Gate, London, S.\V.r.

" REGULAR" EARTH TUBE

THE
importance of a good earth connection cannot be overstres,cd, as a noisy
background, hum and sometim<' instabilit)arc often traceable to a high-resistance earth
connection. In order to lower the resistance
:1t the point of contact vvith the ground, Polchar·s, Ltd., 20, Bridge Street, Rristcl, r,
has introduced an earthing dt>vice cmsisting
of a short rwrforated copper tube, the centre
of which is filled with a chemical aftc r it has
been buried. A liberal quantity cf water is
then poured on to the surrounding soil.
The clwmical percolates through thr: holes,
thus providing a lower n·sistai1ce con1.act
than would be obtained normally.
\V,~ Jind that when a small qua11t.ity of "llw
chemical is aclcled to a beaker of wilier the
electrical resistance of the solLJtion is somr,
forty times lower than the water alone, so
Polchar's "Regular"
chemical earth tube.

ss.

LYONS-ST ACKPOLE POTENT IOM ETE RS
volume control potcntioSTACKPOLE
mctcrs arc made as high-resistance unib.

Apart from a moderate peak at 3,ooo cycles
the output is aurally uniform up to 4,750
cycles, and a hove this frequency it drops
fairly rapidly. On the pure tone "tests some
Jrcqucncy doubling was noted below 100
cycles, but this could not be detected when
listening to broadcasting. Under these conditions the performance, particularly in the
hass, gives the impression of a much larger
unit, and there arc many loud speakers in
the {S category which would be hard pressed
to show any points of superiority.
The price complete with mitput transformer is 3ss., and field windings oi
r .soo, z,ooo, z,soo, 6,.')00, 7 .son, S,ooo and
ro,oco ohms resistance are available. The
makl'fs are Good mans (Clerkenwdl), Ltd ..
Broad Yard \Vorks, Turnmill Street, London, E.C.1.

BULGIN

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR
MODEL PSO

model P5o mains interference supT HEpressor,
recently introduced by A. F.
l3ulgin ami Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex, i~ assembled in a neat bakelite
case measuriug z!in. x r~in. x 1in., and is

and the dcnwnt fitted is a moulded ring of
resistance material similar t.o that. employL'Cl
in the manufacture of B.A.T. fixc·d resistors.
Tlw resistance is not uniform throughout,
but. is graded to follow a logaritbmit: law,
and it is spPcially treated to give a glass-hanl
surface. Since a very prevalent cau!'e of

that while the soil is mmst an exceptionally
good earth connection should result. The
price is 2s. complete.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
LyonsStackpole
high
resistance
volume
control.

I

N cur

issu~·

of .January

U)~h tl-~·l'rt·ncc \\'a:-;

to the Jact that sal<:!\· fuses, wh<"a
Uct'd to protect maios-opual<"d n·cciver,,
ml1si. non:1allv hav~ a considPrablv high<·r
<"lllT< nl-carrying capc1city than the ralt·d conSilllljltion o[ tlw s.-t; ollwr\\·isl' tlH·\· will ill' in,-ap:cuk cf coping with the h .. a,·y surg .. s which
i;li<e place, particularlv at lht· monH·nt uf
111adc

switching en. \Vhik this i~ trup of ordinarv
fuS< s. l\l<·ssrs. :\. F. Bulgin & Cn., Ltd., rc·min~l

noise in a variable resistance when the :'lickr
is rotate<..! is clue to oxidisation of i lw contact
stud, the Stackpole is fttted with one made
from pure nickd-chrome and the contact
face is ground perfectly smooth and then
polished. The sliding member is in,;ulatcd
from the shaft and from the Jixing hush.
This i·; a single-hole pattern ~in. diameter,
and a " Shakeproof " washer is provided b
ensure secure ftxing.

us that tlwy ha ye <volv<·<l a S]>t·cia\ tqw of fuse
(the Bulgin "Pak" cartridge fLJS<·) with a
thnmal Jag, which l"naiJ]f's it to wilhsLin<l
monwntary curn·nt surg<".S which \\lllli<l lJlnw
im'<'S of tlw ordinary type. The obvious a<lvanlagt> nf such

fus(·s in conferring

("."~tra

pro-

ltclitn llc<d 1wt Le stre-ssed.
Piiro, Ltd., mak('rs c,f 1lw Piko Rnl:tmd('r
and AC-UC Radiometer, de., h;l\.,. dc-cid<·d to
"l'l"'int agf"nh in Africa, Indi;-,, China, Japztn,
Canada, and Amrrica. l\Ir. Alfred n. \\'<·bbr·r,
]Jir<Tior and C<·nc·ral Managl'r of i he firm, has
juct ldi. J:ngbnd on this misc.ion.
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Problems
Variable Selectivity
THE perfect method of obtaining variable
selectivity control has yet to be devised, and we fear that a suggestion made
that it might be brought about by applying
reaction to one of the IF circuits of a conventional superheterodyne does not bring
us much nearer a solution.
Although reaction does, in some cases,
provide an excellent control of selectivity,
this only applies where the inherent selectivity of the circuits is initially not too high.
The selectivity of a circuit of ordinary
intermediate frequency (e.g., IIO kc (s) is
distinctly high, and that is why it is usually
necessary, in the interests of quality, to
use band-pass couplings.
Unfortunately,
any attempt to apply reaction to such a circuit is almost cert;i.in to bring about an
asymmetrical resonance curve, especially if
the coupling is adjusted to covPr thP lxtndwidth necPssary for a wide range of selectivity.

ing this wiring, even though the " toucher "
may be very imperfectly connected to earth.
A good earth connection, as indicated by
dotted !ines in the diagram, would impose
a complete short-circuit across th(: mains
switch, which would thus be inoperative.
But the built-in receiver switch would still
work.

Mechanical QA VC System
READER who has a st>nsitive relay
asks how this piece of apparatus may
be used as a '' quiet'' A VC control in his
superheterodyne, which already includes
ordinary amplified AVC.

A

R
HT+

RELAY

I

oO

~+

D.C.

MAINS

MAl~

SWITC~

B

TO AVC
LINE

' Readers requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to " The
Wireless World" Information Bureau, ofwhich
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
found at the foot of this page

,)1.

,_ )1.

Fig. 2.·--Connections of a QAVC relay, which
automatically renders the receiver dumb in
the absence of an incoming signal of predetermined strength.
Connections usually rPcommenclt>d fur a
mechanically operated QA VC system are
givl"n in Fig.· 2. Thl' rt'lay, shu-nted by a
variable rpsistance R, is insertt·d in tht>
anode feed lead of one or more of the valves
controlled by the AVC system. When the
anode curn·nt rises to a predetenni1wd
value, eithPr in the absence of an incominu
signal or in the absence of a signal stron;
enough to !Je worth while listening to-the
rday contacts are closed and a short-circuit
is im [Xlst:d across whatever part of the receiver circuit the leads marked A, B, are
conm·cted. In practice it will generally be

:
/
:
:
:

.

''------·------------------------------------------~

convenient to connect these leads acroos
the grid load of th<" LF or output valve.
To save our yuerist from possible disappointment, it should be emphasised that,
for satisfactory operation, the relay should
be a high-grade instrument capable of opt>rating consist(ently on small changes of
current and fret' ±rom backlash. Tht' rheostat R, which mav have a maximum value:
equal to about t;;_,ice the ohmic resistance
of the relay windings, provide;; a convenient
means of adjusting operating conditions so
that the opening and clo;;ing of ttH· rei ay
contacts coincides with the desired minimum
level of signal str<'"ngth.

Metallised Valves

THE

00"'~

An Ineffective Switch
T will normally be found that the
switches of a domestic electric wiring
system are interposed in the '' live '' (or
unearthed) side of th(' mains. The opposite
practice is indefensible, but, nevertheless,
it is by no means uncommon to fmcl
switches in "dead" leads, ("Specially in
buildings that were wired some time ago.
This, we think, probably provides an explanation for a rather puzzling effed noticed
by a correspondent. His DC mains receiver
is fed through a wall fitting with its own
switch, and it has been discovered accidentally that, even when this switch is
"off," a mild shock is obtained by touching the intprnal wiring of the receiver. A

i THESE columns are reserved for the publication i
: of matter of general interest arising out of i
i
problems submitted by our readers
:

liS<T of an AC supt,rlwterodynl", designed some two years ago, has n·plau:d
the original first-det~·ctor \"a)vt> hv a new
Jilt' with a nwtallisl"d bulb, and fionds as a
result that reception is slightly impaired.
1\Ion·over, signals are furtht-r wt·aken•:cl lJy
touching ilH· bulb.
It SC('ms probable that the s(~t is o[ <t
rype wherl" oscillations an' in cl uned into till"
first-ddedor grid circuit by means uf a
" pick-up" coil in the cathodt· circuit of
the valvt·. The (·xtra capacity to earth 0f
tlw ml"iallic shit>ld (connected -intemallv to
the cathode) will thus be efft·ctivel}, in
parallel with this pick-up coil, and is undoubtedly rt'sponsiblt- for a certain amount
of dc·tuning of the oscillator circuit. This
dduning dl<·ct is, of course, increased wlwn
the bulb is touched.
It is ask<·d whether n·-trimming will !)("
nt"l"C"ssan;.
In all probability it will, but
our corrl'spondent may pr>ssiblv be able to
avoid this b\· n·moviug the nwtallising from
thC" IH"\\" vain·. It is not gennallv known
that this coating can, in soml" t:a;;t·s, !J,:
removed with amyl-acetatP solvl"nt.

.

A ~ew Batterv Receiver
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Fig. 1.-A mains switch wired in the earthed
lead gives a false sense of security ; when
it is " off,'' the receiver wiring may still be
at full mains potential with respect to earth.
test of the switch shows that it is working
propt>rly, and our corr<·sptmdt·nt, who asks
for suggestions, is sure that tlw dft·ct is
not cluP to a residual cllargt' in one o£ the
condensers.
\Vhat is probably happening is illu~tratl'd
in Fig. I. Ev(·n though the maiw; 'witch
(which is incorrectly inserted in tlw eartht•d
main) is" off," a ditft'rt'nct· or pot<·ntial will
still exist lwtwt>t'n most of the wiring of the
receiver and parth, and it is not surprising
to hear that a shock is obtained by touch-

INFORMATION BUREAU

rfH Enwctmg
service is intended primarily tor readers
'' 1th d1fficultws
connection
m

with receivers described in Tl;e Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
trom time to time are reviewed in the pages of
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Television

SO
•

Comments on the Report

far so good. Now that the
first excitement of the publication of the report of .the Television Committee has died down,
it may be of interest to consider what
effect it may be expected to have in
bringing about a broadcast service
of televisivn of high definition.
The Television Committee has carried
out an extremely diffcult task with
most commendable thoroughness. The
report is not only an unbiased estimate
of the present stage of development
of television, but it has the merit, in
addition, of being frank in its recognition of some of the difficulties.
It has certainly come to us as a
surprise that the Committee recommended that the degree of definition
at the outset should correspond to
240 lines with a minimum picture
freqnency of 2:) per second. This is
indeed a high standard to demand of
the service in its initial stages, but
if the Committee are satisfied that it
can be satisfactorily carried out we
can only commend their enterprise
in not being content with less.
The report states that it is undesirable to abandon the present facilities
of 30-line transmissions until " at
least a proportion " of the observers
have the opportunity of receiving a
high-defmition service, and they therefore recommend that the low-definition
broadcasts might reasonably be discontinued " as soon as the first station
of a high-definition service is working."
The cost of maintaining a 30-line transmission must, of course, be taken
into account, but it seems to us rather
unsatisfactory that these transmissions
at present receivable over a wide area
should be discontinued because a higher
definition service is working for the
benefit of those in the London area.

VoL. XXXVI.

No. 6.

COMME!V~T
It depends largely, of course, on how
many observers of the present 30-line
transmissions there are beyond the
probable range of the high-definition
service in London.
On the question of patents we are
sorry that the Committee did not find
it possible to take a firmer line. In
the report they state that they have
seriously considered whether they
should advise the Postmaster-General
to refuse to authorise the establishment
of a public service of high-definition
television until a comprehensive Patent
Pool· had been formed on terms considered satisfactory by the Advisory
Committee. They explain that they
came to the conclusion that the formation of such a Pool at an early stage
would present extreme difficulty.

The Real Problem
It is only natural that the publication of this report should have
awakened a great deal of interest
in television, if only on account of the
amazing scientific achievement which
it represents. There seems to have
been created, however, an idea that the
Committee's report actually heralds
a television service as essential to sound
broadcasting as sound now is to the
film. Such a view is, we think, premature.
When the first high-definition station
is set up in London what, in fact, we
shall have is a service which is an
improvement upon the present experimental television broadcasts in so far
as the pictures will show very much
greater detail, and the broadcasts will
be more frequent. Before the public
is likely to maintain enthusiasm for
television something more than this
must be achieved. The greatest problem of television has yet to be solved,
and this, in our opinion, is devising
programme material rather than overcoming technical difficulties.
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The Acoustic Side of
Broadcasting
What Happens to the Sound Before the Transmitter
and After the Receiver
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

O

NE of the two chief objects d
It seems quite clear that as the ear is
broadcast listeners is to hear the common to all listening, whether direct or
programmes as well as possible "mechanical," it can be left out of
(the other object being to secure account and attention concentrated on prothe choice of as many of them as possible; ducing an effect at the threshold of the ear
but just now we are not going to argue which is as nearly as possible the same as
about that). So there is much discussion that produced there by presence at the
about the faults and merits of various original performance. As it happens.
types of receiver, loud speaker, and so on, however, the behaviour of the ear cannot
and how to avoid distortion. And thus be entirely disregarded.
The reason for this is obvious if one
we tend almost to assume that if our
apparatus were perfect our listening would takes an example, say, the performance
be perfect-apart from the substance of of a full orchestra or military band. This
is meant to be heard in a suitable auditorthe programmes themselves, of course.
ium, or, perhaps,
In the early
r--------------------------------------------------· out of doors. If
days of broadcastI
I
by the working of
ing the imperfecREVERBERATION in studios and
a miracle all the
tions of the equiplistening rooms plays such an imperformers
and
ment were so gross
their instruments
that there was
i portant part in modify£ng the sound
could be accomgood reason for
which eventually reaches the ear through
modated in one's
dealing with
the medium of broadcasting that investisuburban sittingthem. This has
gation
of these effects should take
room and still
been done so well
I
leave room for
that now it is
precedence over further ejfo1·ts to obtain
to
the
family
possible to make
: " straight-line " characteristics in trans:
listen, the result
a
very
close
mitting and receiving apparatus.
not
be
would
approach to perpleasing.
Thc
fection. One could
room being probbuild - at a price
-a receiver that treats all audible fre- ably about one-hundredth part of the size
quencies of any importance equally, of a public hall, the intensity of sound
within close limits, and which is practic- might be about a hundred times as great,
ally free from harmonic distortion. And and the listening ear could not fail to
notice it. This would, emphatically, not
yet . . .
Having become accustomed to broad- be a perfect re-presentation of the
cast listening, on a real "quality" re- original.
Very well, then; the obvious thing to
ceiver, maybe, go and hear a programme
in the concert hall or studio. Then, if do is to install a loud-speaker system that
you have any critical faculty at all, you reproduces everything exactly like the
will come away wondering what it is that original, with the one exception of
makes such a difference. Radio experts volume. In other words, do for the sound
may know all about ''straight-line ampli- what a photographer does to a picture
fication" and "linear detection," but when he reduces it. Ewrything remains
everything outside the apparatus itself in perfect proportion, true to the original,
they are apt to term vaguely '' acoustics.'' but on a reduced scale. This, surely,
It is gradually being realised that attempts would give exactly the same effect in a
to smooth out tiny hollows in the amplifi- small room as the louder original heard at
cation curve are like straining at a gnat, a greater distance and in a bigger space?
when all the time many camels are unThe answer is-no. The process of
consciously being assimilated. The am- hearing is much too subtle and compliplification curve A in Fig. r looks much cated for that. And so are the acoustic
better than B, with a 10 per cent. peak. effects that exist at both transmitting and
Yet acoustic effects, seldom considered receiving ends. The proud owner,. in a
by the technical enthusiast, commonly in- burst of enthusiasm, may declare that it
troduce peaks of hundreds per cent.! And is just as if the orchestra ,\•ere in the room;
what about the ear, which itself produces but he knows perfectly well that it is not
almost every known sort of distortion?
-if he has C\'er heard a real orchestra.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~1

Things that can be measured on a footrule, or even a voltmeter, are easy to study,
and to arrange just as we want them; and
one expert can get others to agree with
him as to the results of hi~ work. But
things that depend on personal impre~
sions usually lead to nothing more enlightening than endless arguments. So the
acoustical and physiological aspects of
broadcasting seem to be less definite than
the dectrical. The distribution of sound
by films and radio is becoming so important, howe\'er, that these things are now
being reduced to something more like an
exact science.

What is a "Good Transmission"?
A few of the problems that are left over
after everything has been done to the receiver-and transmitter-will now be considered ; some of them refer to the recei ,._
ing end, and may help the listener to improve his reproduction. Others refer to
the transmitter, and are beyond his control. As they are being actively looked
after by competent people, perhaps that is
just as well. But a certain degree of cooperation would be of advantage, and it
is to be regretted that the B.B.C. does not
take us more into its confidence in a practical sort of way by explaining over the
microphone what it is doing.
l\Iere
written publication is no substitute for
actual demonstration.
Even an unobservant listener has probably noticed that a particular sort of programme can sound differently in a way
that be finds difficult to describe, and
which cannot be put down solely to the
receiver. A good orchestra may sound
12~,-------~------~--,
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Fig. I.-Curve B, with a ro per cent. peak,
looks very much worse than A. But to the
ear the imperfection is negligible ; very
much larger departures from a straight-line
characteristic are inevitable in
sound
transmission, but are seldom taken into
account, owing to absence of '' curves.''

dull and lifeless from a certain building.
A speaker is surprised to find that a comparatively small auditorium swallows up
his voice, and is more trying to speak in
than a larger one. A violinist, perhaps,
who broadcasts from one particular place
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achieves a reputation which he finds difficult to sustain when he moves elsewhere.
When listening, part of the sound that
is heard comes direct from the thing that
is making it and part is reflected from the
surroundings.
The latter has a longer
journey, and so it smites the ear a short
time after the original. Take as an extreme example an enormous empty cavern,

Fig. 2.---Some of the paths taken by the
sound from a speaker (S) to a listener (L)
in a rocky cavern. In addition to the
sound directly received, a much larger
volume comes as reflections, but as these
arrive later the speech is confused.
l

with smooth rocky walls everywhere, and
someone a hundred yards away trying to
talk to you (Fig. 2). The sound of his
voice is reflected from the walls in all
directions and comparatively little comes
direct. So any particular syllable is still
arriving \Yhen the speaker has passed on
to the next, and causes confusion. It is
quite easy for him to give you a large
volume of sound, but it is not clear. It
corresponds exactly with a badly focused
photograph in which the light from any
particular part overlaps other parts.

The ordinary small living room naturally does not impart this sense of spaciousness to any sounds coming out of the receiver; consequently, if it is to exist at all
it must be put in at the transmitting encl.
Outside broadcasts from concert halls are,
of course, coloured by the acoustics of the
buildings, which are generally reasonably
good. In the early days of broadcasting
the studios were very small. It was found
.that the reverberation in a small room is
bad. Although it may be possible, by
having bare hard walls, to ensure a considerable amount of echo, the ear is sensitive to the time element ewn although in
the largest hall the sound takes only a fraction of a second to travel from end to encl.
You can very easily test that by being
led blindfolded around an unfamiliar
building. Not only is it instantly apparent
whether the room is bare or furnished
(judging from the amount of reflection or
absorption respectively), but the approximate size of the room can be estimated
provided that absorption is not so complete as to allow little reflected sound as a
clue.
Or when one is holding the line during
a telephone call and there is a background
of sound from the distant end, one can
judge of the sort of room in which the instrument is placed.
There is another room characteristic
besides the amount and the distance of
reverberation; the room itself resonates to
one or more frequencies and over-empha-

used for broadcasting. Any general noise
in the room tends to cause a sound of this
pitch, and unless the room is very large the
effect is generally undesirable.
So the studios were thoroughly padded
with sound-absorbing materials to remove
the " boxy " effect that disclosed to the
listener their smallness.
The resulting
absence of reverberation was unpleasant,
both for artist and listener, so the next
stage was to introduce synthetic reverberation by means of an ''echo room,'' entirely
bare save for loud speaker and microphone. The programme was reproduced
from the loud speaker, and picked up, plus
echo, by the microphone.
The result
could be mixed in any desired proportion
with the echoless programme taken direct
from the studio.

Sound Absorbing Materials
For reasons which have already bee::~
given, this fake is not equivalent to the
desired acoustics of a large hall. So the
present practice of the B.B.C. is actually
to use a studio of a size appropriate to the
type of programme, and to aim at a desirerl
amount of reverberation by means d
carefully selected materials. This is not
merely a matter of using a material with
the right percentage absorption; the behaviour of any material depends very
largely on frequency, as we observed in
our felt-lined- cavern. Certain sorts Ctf
building board are fairly uniform. Fig. 3

Controlling Reflections
The acoustics of a cave arc hopeless for
speech, but a broad, slow organ piece
might sound very impressive. The detail
would not be sufficiently fine to be obscured by the echoing, while the augmented volume would be grand.
For speaking purposes the reflection of
sound might be reduced by lining the cave
with felt. Then your friend would hav'?
to :speak much more loudly. The sp2cch
would still be difficult to follow, but for
another reason. It would sound '' wool! y, ''
\Yithout life or crispnrss. Felt absorbs
the high voice frequencies that com·ey the
"intelligibility" and clearness, and leaves
the lower-pitched sounds that merely make
a boomy noise.
One could go a stage farther and provide a more elaborate lining to absorb
sounds of all frequencies. The speaker
would then have to shout to be heard at
all ; it would be just like talking in the
open air, but his voice would be heard
clearly.
·
It may be human perversity, but it is an
established fact that things sound more
pleasing with a certain amount of £'choor reverberation, to use the correct term.
Very little is enough for speech, and slow
music needs most. Probably the effect of
distance, associated with spaciousness and
grandeur, underlies the preference.

One of the small and heavily draped studios used in the early days of broadcasting.

sises them. Next time you are in a bathroom, or other scantily furnished apartment, try humming a continuous note, brginning as low down as you can manage
and gradually rising in pitch. It is more
than likely that you will find a note to
which the room seems to respond, and at
which there would be a pronouncetl peak
in the frequency characteristic if it were

gives a number of examples, which show
very clearly how the frequency characteristic of broadcast transmission-and
reception, too-can be utterly altered by
acoustic effects alone.
It is really remarkable what a change•
in the acoustics can be produced by a relatively small alteration in the surface of a
roon1. Everybody knows that it is quite
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The Acoustic Side of Broadcastingdifferent walking into a previously empty
room when a few articles of furniture have
been pushed into it. Some foreign studios
are provided with means for changing the
exposed material on the walls; and it has
even been proposed to make use of a
device something like a gigantic roller
towel for varying the acoustics during the
performance of a musical item to get the
maximum effect (Fig. 4).

that. It hears a sound a little earlier or
later than the other (unless the sound is
equidistant from both), and from this the
brain is able to judge the direction of the
sound. Precisely the same principle is
employed in certain submarine-locating
devices u se cl on
ships with two
microphones spaced
apart.
Binaural
hearing, as it is
called, can be provided ; but as it
Microphone Position
necessitates dupliThe B.B.C., however, prefer to use a
cating the entire
broadcasting
special studio for each job. The position
system, from microof the microphone obviously has a lot to
do with the matter. If it is very close to
phone to receiver,
NONthe source of sound, the reflected sound is
and applying th1~
~~~~~Cf,RBENT
separate outputs
:sURFACE
negligible in comparison, and no reverI
each to a telephon,;
beration is apparent. So when announceearpiece, the
ments have to be made during a prosystem is not likely
gramme in a large studio there is no need
to
be generally
for the announcer to speak from another
adopted, even alplace ; all he has to do is to murmur gently
though the result,;
into the ear of the microphone. As a
arc very remarkmatter of fact, it is possible to provide
Fig. 4· -Device fitted
in wall recesses for
able. In a test carthe illusion of a speaker walking away by
obtaining rapid variaried out, a whole
gradually fading from a nearby microtion of room echo.
audience of people
phone to a more distant one. The inThe rollers are operwas made to jump
crease of echo giws the effect.
ated by motors, and
it is proposed that
r o u n cl sudcleniy
Have you ever happened to have a loud
they should be conwhen a voice apspeaker bawling loudly in a distant part
trolled by the musical
of the house~or someone else's housepeared to shout into
conductor.
one ear.
The
and then turned on another near you doing
speaker was actually in the studio. This
the same programme very faintfy? If so,
you were probably surprised to get an form of amusement is exactly analogous to
the illusion sometimes provided by supplyeffect like that of walking into a lofty hall.
Although the local speaker seems to con- ing an audience with special coloured
tribute negligible sound, it reproduces '' glasses'' ; people wearing them cluck in
artificially the conditions of direct and alarm when missiles appear to be coming
straight for them from the stage.
reflected sound in an " cchoey " room.
The effect of distribution of the players
Another subtle shortcoming of loud
speaker reproduction is that the benefit m an orchestra, or of movement of actors
on a stage, can be
conveyed only by
100
TWO 1-INCH
binaural
hearing.
LAYERS OF ROCK
WITH 13,A
1.------ WOOL
Another and rather
90
I NCHES AIR SPACE
V
unexpected benefit
J
is that owing to the
80
ability to concen~ 70
trate on a sound
i=
coming from a par~
g 60
ticular
direction,
JUTE FELT
"'"'
there is less distrac3 INCHES THICK
w
tion caused by other
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sounds and disturb"~ 40
CARPET ON
ances.
w
CONCRETE
0
There is another
a:
w 30
directional
effect
that
causes
fre~
20
CELOTEX
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quency distortion.
A
Most microphones
or--UNPAINTED
receive equally well
BRICK WALL
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from
all directions
0
WALL
256
512
1024
2048
4096
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at low frequencies,
FREQUENCY
but as the frequency of the sound
Fig. 3.--Curves showing the degree to which various surfaces absorb
rises the reception
sounds of different frequencies. A characteristic such as B would be
is confined m o r e
unsuitable for lining a studio, as it would weaken the high tones in reand more to the
lation to the low. Something more like A is now generally favoured.
direction straight in
conferred by Nature of having two ears is front. Microphones have now been developed which are either directional or
lost. It might be supposed that the second
non-directional as desired, but in either
ear is just a spare in case one gets
case treat all frequencies alike. The clirecdamaged ; but it does much more than
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tional types are useful for special purposes; for example, in a film studio, where
the noise of the camera is not desired ; or
on a stage, where the vapourings of political maniacs in the audience, or even
coughs, form no part of the legitimate
programme. This technique app~:a:rs to be
more deeply t>xplored in America than
here.

Directional Effects
At the receiving end it is quite easy lo
detect a noticeable difference in tone clue
to the directional effect of the loud speaker.
At the side the tone is woollier, speech less
distinct, and hiss or gramophone scratch
less apparent than straight ahead of the
cone. One reason why radio-gramophones
sound less brilliant in tone than the corresponding table models of receiwrs is thai
the loud speakers are pointing at the legs
of furniture, people, etc., which absorb
the high notes considerably, and direct
radiation at upward angles is comparatively weak. A particularly effective way
of introducing top-note loss is b~, Jittinic~
·the loud speaker in the base of the
cabinet pointing towards the floor. For ;1
good dance-band "thud" it is. of com-st-,
superb. But announcem~1ts sound as if
the speaker "muttered mumblingly and

Fig. 5.- Very simple type of tone-corrected
volume control circuit.

low, as though his mouth \Yere full (d
dough.''
A contributory cause is one acoustic
effect that has received quite a lot of popular publicity~cabinet resonance. If yon
put your hand partly over your ear in :1
sort of deaf-man attitude, you \Yill notic<.:
that a certain moderately high note in
music is over-accentuated owing to the
resonance of the hollow of the hand. The
pitch of this note can be Yariecl by moving
the hancl. The hollow formed by the cabinet, being larger, accentuates- a much
lower tone. The remedies are, in ascending degrees of. effectiveness, using good
solid timber for the cabinet in place of the
plyboarcls commonly employed, leaving
as much as possible open to the air, lining the interior with suitable acoustic
materials, or adopting a proper box baffle
filled with slag wool or similar absorbent
matter.
But the most troublesome problem
standing in the way of producing a perfect
miniature of a large volume of assorted
sound is that the behaviour of the ear is
hopelessly complicated with regard to the
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the volume of sound in the air is doubled,
it sounds twice as loud, and that is an
end to the matter. There is room for a
good deal of argument as to whether the
fondness increases twofold, or by some
other amount. But that is relatively unimportant.
The real difficulty is, first,

tones appear, but, of course, they sound
relatively weak.
They increase more
rapidly than the high notes, however, ~o
that the nry large difference that existed
at low volume gradually becomes levelled
out. At nry great intensities, verging on
the loudest that the ear can tolerate, the
rate of increase for nearly all frequencies
except the wry highest is reduced.

An example of modern studio design-the Small Orchestra Studi) at Konigsberg. The walls are
movable and the area covered by draping is adjustable to give the required acoustic characteristics.

that by whatever amount the loudness
appears to change at one frequency, it is
different for another frequency. And, as
if that did not complicate matters enough,
the whole loudness-frequency characteristic alters as the loudness alters. When
one goes abroad the coinage problem is
exasperating enough as it is.
But if the
rate of exchange varied widely according
to the particular coin used, and also
according to the number of them involved
in any transaction, things really would be
difficult.
The outstanding features are that only
moderately high frequencies (I,ooo-s,ooo)
are audible at very low intensities of
~ouncl.
As the intensity rises the lower

Some receivers try to compensate for
the relative weakness of low notes at low
volume by means of a "tone-compensated" volume control.
The simplest
method is illustrated in Fig. 5· When the
volume control is set low, the high frequencies are weakened by the condenser
so that the low tones are given a reasonable look in.
There are plenty of other acoustic effects
that help to thwart any attempt to get
perfect reproduction by electrical means
alone. \Ve have onlv considered some of
the more important oi1es. It is interesting
to interpret the results one gets from broadcasting, in the light of what has been discovered about acoustics.

In the past a frequency in the form of a
musical note of a value of r ,ooo cycles per
second has been gt'nerated at the National
Physical Laboratory as a ''frequency of
referencE·," and it has been emitted as a
modulation of a carrier wave by the B.B.C.
On the last occasion, in March, 1934, this
was done on two carrier frequencies from
different stations simultaneously, which
enabled their mode of arrival to be compared. It was found that there were distinct differences in the steadiness of the frequency arriving by the two routes. At
distances of 400 km. to iloo km. there was
a slight variabilitv of the modulation
frequency arriving J)y the lower carrier frequency, zoo kcjs.
The variability was
much more pronounced with the higher frequency, 877 kc/s.
Obsnvations of differenn·s in mode of
arrival can be made without requiring a
local source of steady frequt-ncy. A comparison of the modulations arriving by the
two carrier frequencies can be made by
means of a low-voltage, cathode-ray oscillograph supplier! from radio-receiving apparatus. which must be free from distortion.
On the occasion of the next emission (on
the night of March 12-r3th), the B.B.C. will
modulate Droitwich and the Scottish
Regional and Scottish National stations
simultaneously with the frequency of r,ooo
cycles pt,r second. A great part of England
will be in the "fading" area of the Scottish sbtions, and it is for physical observations, among which "fading " is an important phenomenon, rather than for quantitative measurements, that the two Scottish
stations are being provided.
The main
emission will last continuously for an hom·
and a half, preceded and followed by shorter
ones for subsidiary purpost-s.
The National Bureau of Standards, \Vashington, U.S.A., is co-operating by a special
emission of a frequency of reference of five
million cycles per second. This is expected
to be accurate to one cycle per second, and
to be of sufficient intensity to bP ren·i,·ecl
satisfactorily in Europe. ·
In order to make the best use· of this
opportunity it is requestt-d that persons and
institutions having suitable oscillograph apparatus will assist by making observations.
More detailed information can be had
on· application to Dr. E. H. Rayner,
National Phvsical Laboratory, Tt·dclington.
Middlesex. -

A New Bush Receiver
Model SB4 Battery Superheterodyne

Internatioital Frequency Checking
B.B.C. Co-operation in Beat Note Tests· on March 12th-13th.

T

HE Scottish B.B.C. stations will next
month combine with Droitwich in a
frequency nwasurenwnt test con(!uctt,d by arrangement with tlw International Union for Radio Research, which
has organised special radio t·missions for
the international comparison of standards of
frequency.
The growing extension of radio transmission demands continually incr<'asing accuracy and steadiness of frl'qut·ncy, anc\ it is
important that the stanc\arcl apparatus of
different countries used for measuring frequency should agree to a high order of

accuracy. An emission of a frequency of
great stt·adiness also t·nablt-s information to
lw obtaint-d on the physics of radio propagation by observing the changes introduced into the wavt-s by their passage to
receiving stations at various distances.
The intercomparison of standards of freqtwncy is made by sl'nding out a vE·ry
stt-acly frequency from a radio transmitting
station, the value of which can lw measured
at any plac<· equipped with the llt'cessary
apparatus.
The actual measurement is
made by observing " beats" between two
frequencies which are very nearly equal.

AN ingt-nious fL·ature of this receiver is the
tuning scale, in which the pointer moves
diagonally across the rectangular scale. .By
this means a longer travel is provided without restricting the space available for marking station nanws and without incn·asing
thP size of the dial unduly.
The fottr-,·alve circuit comprises an
octode frequPncy c hanger preceded by a
band-pass filter, a ,·ariable-mu pentode IF
amplifier, dou ble-diode-triode second detector with A VC, and a pPntode output
\alvP. Automatic grid bias is included, and
it is claimed that the normal HT consumption of 9 mA is independent of the volume
used or the input signal strength.
Tlw
price,
including
batteries,
is
{1 r IC)S. (;d., ami tlw makers are Bush
Radio, Ltd., \Voodg<·r Road, Shepherd's
Rush, London, \V.rz.
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High .. Fidelity Tuner

By W. T. COCKING
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The HF stage is of the double-triode typ~'
described by Colebrook in a recent
article, 1 and it is employed in preference
to a screen-grid or pentode valve owing
to its inherent stability and a marked
absence of non-linear effects. The major
portion of the amplification is given by
the second of the two valves, and a gain
of 30 times is obtained on the medium
waveband-the gain being consta~1t with
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wavelength. Although the coupling between the two HF valves is nominally resistance coupling, it is actually chiefly
capacitive, the capacity being the inter
electrode valve capacities and the inevitable stray wiring capacities. Consequently, the load on the first HF valve
varies with wavelength, so that the gain
of this stage varies from 2 times at zoo
metres to about 4 times at 550 nwtres.
The overall HF amplification thus n.ries
from 6o times to 120 times. As already
explained, however, the efficiency of the
input circuit has been arranged· to vary
in an inverse manner so that the sensitivity of the receiver is approximately
constant. It is, in fact, much more nearly
constant than usual and does not vary at
all from the I,Ioo p.V mark between. zoo
and 300 metres. At longer wavelengths
it falls slightly, but never below 1>400 1N.
The third tuned circuit acts as the
coupling between the second triocle and
the detector, and it is this portion of the
receiver which differs most from com·entional practice. The cathode of the LF
valve cannot be at earth pote_ntial, since
it pro\-ides the phase rc,·ersal necessary
for feeding the push-pull amplifier, ancl
the cathode varies in potential just as
much as the anode, but, of course, in
opposite phase. As no point on the input
circuit to this valve can be earthed, the
50.0000
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Quality Amplifier

coupled together in the manner of a bandpass filter-the actual degree of coupling,
however, being slightly sub-optimum. The
aerial coupling is unusual, the change
from normal practice being dictated by
the requirements of permeability tuning.
It will be seen that the aerial is connected
to the junction point of two condensers,
Cr and Cz, which are joined in series
across the first tuned circuit. The net
result is to make the @fficicncy of the
whole input circuit rise as the wavelength
falls, and this almost exactly compensates
for an inverse effect in the HF amplifier.

T is generally accepted that a receiver
designed primarily for high-quality
reproduction must introduce a minimum of amplitude distortion and
have an overall frequency response tlat
within very few decibels for frequencies
between some 30 c5s and Io,ooo c; :i. 1t
was shown in last week's issue, however,
that questions of interference may often
render a poorer response desirable, so that
within limits it should be readily adjustable by the operator. It was shown
also that if a straight set be used variable
condensers cannot be employed for tuning, since the selectivity would increase
so greatly '·vith wavelength that it would
seriously affect the quality of reproduction.
Because of this, permeability
tuning, which leads to approximately
constant selectivity, is employed in the
receiver which has been designed to do
justice to the excellent characteristics of
the Push-Pull Quality Amplifier.
The circuit diagram of the receiver appears in Fig. I, and it will be seen that
a single HF stage, embodying two triode
valves, is used, a diode detector, and a
triode LF \'ah·c. Two tuned circuits arc
employed before the first valve and are

I

for the Push .. Pull

T

HE attainment of the highest standard of reproduction
of broadcasting involves the 1·eduction of all forms
of distortion to a minimum, not only in the purely LF
circuits, but also in the HF and detector stages. The
matter is greatly complicated by the necessity for avoiding interference, and the receiver, constructional details of
which appear in this article, has been designed to approach
perfection in local reception while giving an acceptable
compromise between selectiz:ity and quality on more distant
transmissions.
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Fig. x.-The complete circuit diagram of the receiver in which permeability tuning is used with a single HF stage embodying two
triode valves for stability and linearity.
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ddector circuits cannot be earthed either.
The difficulty is usually got over by employing transformer coupling between the
HF valw and the detector, but this cannot be clone \Yith permeability tuning at
the present time owing to the absence of
a suitable component. Apart from this
question, a step-up transformer or its
equiYalt·nt is necessary for coupling the
HF valve io the tuned circuit, for the
AC rc~istance of the vain· is on!:'/ some
13,000 ohm~ und<::T working conditions.
It clot·s not seem to be generally knmYn
that the equi\·alent of a transfonnt·r can
be obtained by feeding the tuned circuit
through a crmdenser. The circuit, in fact,
is identical with that of the tuned grid
coupling so widely used, and the differ-

_:net· lies on!.\· in the value of the coupling
condenser, which is made much smaller
than usual. Referring to Fig. I, an HF
choke Ch r is included in the anode circuit of the Yalw, and the coupling to the
tum·d circuit is provided by C8 and (IO
in series. CIO has a value of 100 mmfds.
(o.ooor mfd.), and in this case optimum
coupling i,; secured when CS is about 40
mmfds.
Normally, of course, only one condenser
would be -used, but by using two in the
manner shown we can feed the tuned circuit \vith full efficiency, and :ret have
neither side at earth potential. The detec·
tor circuit itself is entirely conwntional,
and a duo-diode with Its two anodes
strapped acts as the detector with a load
resistance R7 of wo,ooo ohms, shunted
by a o.ooor mfd. by-pass condemer CII,
and the LF potentia\s appear across

this resistance. Now thes2 LF potentials
must be applied between the grid and
cathode of the following valve, but as regard,; high-frequency currents both tt·rminals are live with respect to eatih. It is
necessarv, therefore, to include filter circuits in ·both leads, and two HF chokes,
Chz and Ch.), are used \Yith two by-pass
condensers of o.ooor mfd. each, C12 and
CI3.
When the S\Yitch Sr is clo~Pd the LF
potentials are applied through the cmttlensers C15 and C r() of o. 2 mfd. to the

The diode detector is
seen immediately behind the two valves
on the right which comprise the double-triode HF
stage.

o. 25 megohm volume control resistance
R9, from which the voltages are applied in
a conventional manner to the triode LF
valve. As the volume control resistance is
considerably higher than the diode load
resistance, its presence introducE·,; negligible distortion. When Sr is open, however,
the parallel-resonant circuit Lr Cr4 is included. Thi:-; circuit, which is tuned to
9,000 c / -:., has a very high dynamic resistance and provides an attenuation of about
30 db. at its resonance frequency for the
purpose of suppressing the heterodyne
note between adjacent stations. A tone

control :ircuit ts also connected in this
portion of the set and consists simply of
the 0.25 megohm resistance R8 and the
0.015 mfd. condenser Cr7. This resistance
and the switch SI are linked together and
operated by a single panel control ; when
this is fully rotated in an anti-clockwise
direction S r is closed and the whistle suppressor is in circuit, but otherwise the full
high-frequency response is secured. A
small clockwise rotation of the control
closes the switch and thrmvs the filter out
of circuit, so that the upper rcgisti'r is fully
reproduced. For the rest of its rotation
the control acts as a tone control to give a
progressin· reduction of the high-frequency
response.
The triocle usecl as the LF amplifier is
an l\IH4, and it cleri\'C's ib grid bias from

till' voltage clrop across the
z,ooo ohms resistance Rro
in its cathode circuit; this
resistance is shunted by a
50 mfds. electrolytic condenser Cr8. The coupling
resistances are the two
50,000 ol11ns resistances Rr2 and Rn in
the anndl' and cathode circuits respectiYC!y, dt-coupling being provided by the
50,000 ohms n·sistance Rr3 in conjunction
with the R mfds. condenser C19. Now,
in spite of the HF filtering included in the
diode output circuit, a small HF input
may be applied to the triode; in order
to prevent this from having an a<h·erse
effect upon the performance it is necessary to provide by-pass condensers in the
output circuit. As regards LF potentials,
the condensers Cr2, Cro and C8 can be
regarded as being effectiwly in parallel
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with the cathode coupling resistance, so
that we must use an anode by-pass
capacity Czo approximately equal to their
sum in order to retain a balanced output
circuit at high audible frequencies. This
condenser, therefore, has a value of
o.ooo3 mfd.
In spite of the
moderate
selectivity
of the tuning system,
a certain degree of
sideband cutting takes
place, and a tone correction circuit is accordingly
connected

in the output of the LF valve. This comprises the two identical chokes Lz and L3,
and the o.oor mfd. condenser Czr; the
combination resonates at 8,ooo cjs, and
gives a rising characteristic to the LF circuits, thus maintaining the responsive
curve flat within about 3 db. up to 8,ooo
c j s. Such correction is not needed on
gramophone, and the switch S4 is accordingly used to throw it out of circuit and it
is linked with the radiogramophone
changeover switch S3 and the switch Sz
which removes the HT from the HF valves
on gramophone to prevent any possibility

of interference from broadcasting statiOns.
As already stated, this receiver is designed primarily for very high quality
reception of the local stations; it has been

The tone correction chokes are
situated between the electrolytic
condenser and the LF valve, while the whistle
suppressor is in the extreme right hand corner.

felt, however, that most listeners like to be
able to receive a few Continental transmissions on occasion. With a good- aerial
the sensitivity is actually sufficient to permit this, but to give some factor of safety
reaction has been included and it is applied
to the grid circuit of the first HF, or l'1uffer,
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Fig. 2 . -The overall fiflelity curves of the receiver and amplifier for
various signal frequencies. The small amount of variation with tuning
is a direct result of the permeability tuner.
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WITH WHISTLE
SUPPRESSOR
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5ives an adequate range. \,y'here the set
is used with a good aerial within about
15 miles of the local station, however, its
use will usually be essential in order to
avoid overloading.
The performance of the receiver as regards fidelity is shown in Fig. 2, with the
tone control set for full brilliance and the
whistle suppressor out of circuit. The
three curves for the medium waveband

10

~ ..JJd kc/s

..J

valve. The quality naturally deteriorates
somewhat when it is used, but in general
it is only needed for those stations upon
which interference does not permit the
retention of the full high-frequency response. The pre-detector volume control
takes the form of a
variable
resistance
Hr connected across
the first tuned circuit.
In many districts this
will not be needed, for
the HF stage and detector
will handle
quite a large input
'lnd the LF control

I\Ws

1,000

'

I

'
'

I
I
I

10,000

FREQUENCY c/s

Fig. 3.-The response at I,ooo kc/s. is illustrated here together with
curves showing the effect of inserting the whistle suppressor and the
tone controL
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show how well the high-frequency response
is maintained and how little it varies with
the tuning. At 30 c / s the loss is under
2 db., and for a signal frequency of
I ,ooo kc, s the response does not fall
below -3.0 db. until the modulation frequency exceeds 8,ooo c/s. Even at Io,ooo
c;'s the loss is only 8.o db. At IAOO kc/s
the loss at 8,ooo c' s is sni.aller, and is only
o.8 db. The fourth curve shows the perfonnancc at 250 kc s on the long waveband. The degree of sidebancl cutting is
somewhat greater than on the medium
\\'awlengths owing to the ratio of L/R
in the tuner being higher and giving a
higher degree of selectivity. This is little
disadvantage, for stations are spaced
rathn more closelv on this waveband, and
in general do not· themselves transmit the
high frequencil's so fully.
The action of the tone control and
whistle suppressor is shown in Fig. 3 at
I ooo kc 1 s. It will be seen that the introd;Iction of the whistle attenuates a frequency of g,ooo c/s by 30 db., thus effectively removing the heterodyne note between adjacent stations: a note of 8,ooo
c: s, howevei', is reduced by only 7 .o db.,
so that the use of the filter causes very
little deterioration of quality. The tone
control permits the high-frequency response to be reduced to any desired va~ue
between the limits shown by the full lme
curve and that marked '' Deep.''
(To be continued.)
THE LIST OF PARTS
After the particular m.ake of tompo11ent 11sed in the
o>riyinal model, suitable altenwtive prod·ucts are gwen
i1t 8ume 'iu(jtauce8.
RECEIVER UNIT
1 Metal Chas£is \viU1 :--rn·w~. nub ami wa:--llt'rs C.A.C.
1 Permeability Tuner, thn-·t•-gaug
Varley BPtUO
1 Tapered volume control potenttometer, ~GO,flnll ohms
R9
Rothermel " Centralab " 72-121
1 Tapered volume control potentiometer, fiO(I,OfiO ohm:-1!1
Rothermel " Centralab" 72-105

Va!ves:

:!

1

Cf•PP~'l'

wirt•,

O..;ram

:\JI-I-1;

~

lt•nglh:--- Ky:---tofkx, wood, {'tr.
1

~11.-1-

().._r;tm

(\'l<Jr(·oni);

~lilll;~rd ~IJ4A.

AMPLIFIER
1 Mains transformer,

prim;~t·.v. ~GO

to

~:Jo volt~.

50-(•yeh·;..;

;..t'l'ondarit> ... , 4~:l-0--1~:1 \'o\1:--, 1:..:11 111A.; -l ,-ult:--- ~.[,
amp::-. ~'t'Htn•-tappt·d; -1- \'nlt . . 1 <llllp. l't>lltn·-tappP<l;
4 volt--.. 1 alllp. CPntn·-t:lppcd; -1 volt;., i/K amp.

('Plttrt·-t:tppt·d
Sound Sales Type PP/QA
(B.~.l~ .. Kriti:-;h lLHlio Cr·;nllnpholll' ('n .. Bl)Ct•,
t 'h:tllt.", 1-h·ayl•t·rd, ('bud!' LyoJb, P:! l'llld:o, H. I.,
l:!ch aud B111Hl.Y. Varl('\, Yort~''\idll, Wt•ttJ'ilt·J
Smoothing choke, I; 1J lwnry . . at 1~0 m A., ~1:~, oltrn~.
Ch2
I' err anti 82
Smoothing choke, ~0 lH-'ury:-- at .}0 m A., -100 11ltJ11.:;, Ch1
R.l. u Hypercorc"
( Alt r·rnat ivt·~ . . ;nnt• a ...; mailb trarr ... fnr'lllt'l' ahovp)
Condensers:
1. -1 mid.-... . .JJOv. workiitg, cylindrit'.!l cnrtt;Jillt'l', C12
Dubilier LEG 19204
:;.

~'-

mfd:--., eh-'drolytic, sonv. Jll'ak, C9, C10, C11

Dubilier 0281
2. 4 mfd .... , t•lertJolytie, .lOllY. Jh'<tk, C5, C6

Dubilier 0283

;} :,n
·>

(Ft·rranti, P1·ak, Po\;rr-\'.:--;.F., T.t'.t'.)
mfd:-.., l"kl'tl'olytic. ;JOV. twah., C13, C14

~OH

mt-.1:-... , l'it drolytic, !lh

Dubilier 3003
JH'<Ik. C3, C4
DubWnr (,283

2. 0.1 mrtl .. mit·a. C·7, CS

Dubilier B775

1'1'.1'.('.)
~.

0.('.", rnfd .. Jlcllt-indndi\'J•, tniHtLll'. C1, C2

((;•·al!:tm

Dubilier

4~03

Far·i ...,Jt, Pt•ak. Pol;tr·-\'.;.:..F .. T.t'.('.
T.:\l.l'.H.rtlr·a r

Resistances:
l,fHill ohm...;.~ \\':dt". R15, R15
loo 1•\lm-.. : wottt. R13, R14
I,OIHI o!tm ... 1 watt, R3, R4
S,OOH ol1111~. I wat 1. R11, R12
~- 111,000 ulLrn..;, 1 w<ttl, R7, RS
2:. :t:,,oon oltn!.", 1 \.vatt. R5, R6
2:, ~;)f1,01HI ol11n--., 1 wntt, R9, R10

Clau!!e
ClaudJ
Glaud.o
Claudo
Cb.ude
Claulle
Claudc
Claude

,)

"'

~.
~.

~. i"iOO,OI)() ohm~. 1 wall,

Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lym15
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons

R1, R2
( 1•11hi]i1·r. Erit•, Fj•JT:tnli. (iralr:lnl F:n·i:--h,
Polar-~.X.F., \Yatnll'l)
7 Valve hol:ters, 5-pin Clix Chassis Mounting Standard

Battery and AC Mains
Superheterodyne
THE announcl'ment that receiving s<:ts arc
to be marketed by the Every Ready
concern will be received with more than
u~uctl interest.
Two superht'tt·rodyncs are
contemplated at the moment, and ad van cc
details reveal that the main,; l\1odd 5002
will have a three-valve circuit employing a
triodc pt>ntocl\' frcqueucy cbanger with
!Jancl-pa" input, a variablt·-mu pentode IF
arnplifit·r, <~nd a double-diodP-pt·ntodt· cornbined st·cond detector and out put valve.
An intt>n·sling feature will be th1· tuning in.
dicator, which consists of a pilot lamp
mounlt·d above tllf' tunin;; sc:dt·. Thl' circuit Ins bt·t•n so arranged that this lamp is
extinguished when thl' station is accurately
illtlt'd.
The battery 1\Iod\'l 5001 has a gl'm·rou,;
specification which includt's an HF stagt·,
m todc
fn·yuency changer,
variahl<--mu
pt·Jttoclt· TF, two " \Vesl('ctors " fur \h·tE·l·tion and AVC, a clri\'l·r stagP, and Cbs:.;
''B'' output.
Tllt' address of the company ts Ever
Ready Radio, Ltd., H('rcnlPs Plau·, Holloway, London, N.]. Prices will l>t· annonnc('d shortly.

Type
Bulgin P3

1 5-pin Plug

1 Br·iti:--h H:1din (;r<llllt)jlllnn•' ('.->.)
3 Ebonite shrouded terminals, Input (~'). Earth (1)

Belling-Lee " B "

1 Metal chassis with <.;f'rr·w ...:. ntH:;. an•\ ....-:o..;JH·r:-- C.A.C.
Valves:~

EVER READY SETS

0:--rnm \HilA;:!

()..,r<llll

JlX.~;

1 O..,ram :\'1\'14

( .\lan•ori)

LOUD-SPEAKER EQUIPMENT.
Loud~speaker, fit'ld r·r:---i"Lt!H'P. 1,:?:)0 ollm .... without tran . . !'llrntt r
Magnavox Model 6SW W
Piezo~-al~ctric Tweeter
Rothernn~!~Brush R155
Push-pult output transformer, J'atio ~:1: 1
Sound Sales PP8
2 x 1 mtd. condensers
T.C.C.SO

At

t h ('

_, Tlw Wirde,;s World" Index and
Binding Ca,;c
THE Index for Volnrnt' XXXV, July to
D,·cember, 1q34, is now n·ady and may
br· obtained from iht' publishers at DorsE;t
Houst', Stamfonl Strf't·t, London, S.E.I
prin· 4rl., po;;t fn•f', or with binding cas:.'
3s. HI., pmt fret'.

Scanning End

1 Tapered volume control potentiometer, ~f)O,OUII ohm~.
'' ith .. witch, R8, &1 Rothermel "Centralab" 62-121
tErit•, Ft·rranti, ('IHHdt• L~ou..;, Magnum)
.
1 fin. SI'Klft connector and Gins. ;iin. shaft rod Bulgm

1 HF Choke Ch1
2 HF Chokes, Ch2, Ch3
1 Whistle suppressor coil,
2 Tone control chokes \ ,,.,.
Condensers:
~-

Kinva Standard Type
Bulgin HF8
L1

ll)·;i'S IH·nry~ (."t't' tPxt ).
t<•\t), L2, L3

T.C.C. "M"
T.C.C. "M"

lUll mt'd .. C3, C6

1. H.lllll mfd., C21
G. o.OiiOl lllfd .. C1, C10,

C11, C12, C13

1. n.ouo~ mrd., C2
1. H,Ulltn 111ld •• C20

T.C.C. "M"
T.C.C. "M"
T.C.C. "M"

tl>nhilinl
1. rUlLJ mr'd, tnhnlar. C11
::. 0.1 mfd. tuhu\;11'. CS, C7, C9

T.C.C.300
T.C.C.250

~- o.~ 111fd. t nhu\ar, C15, C16

T.C.C.250

1
~Dul•ilit>r. (;raham F;~ri:--h, Pt·ak, 1 nlar-X.S.F.,
'1'.\l.l'. ll.rdra)
1. :)!1 mrd". 1:! volt ... t•lcrtrol.rti<', C18 T.C.C. "AT"
1. :-. mid:--. t'l!·t"'trolytie, C19
T.C.C.502
( Dllllilit·r. Po];:r-X.~.F.)

Air die!ectric trimmer, li:-1 mmfd:--., C8

Eddystone 978

Reaction condensers, O.OOH!'i mfd .. C4, C14

1 Knob 1·1,r :ll•t>\"t·
4 Valve holders, .J-piu

Ormond R509
Ormond
Clix Chassis Mounting Standard
Type

Resistances:

~- SOU ohm~.

Dubilier
Dubilier
Oubilier
Dubilier

1 \\·;ttt, R4, R6

~.000 ollnl:--, 1 w;ttt, R10
1. 5,000 uiiiH'-', 1 watt, R3

1,

1. 111,000 ohm:--, 1 watt. R2
!lO,OOO ohm:-;. 1 watt, R11, R12, R13

:~.

~.

100.000 ohm~. 1 watt., R5, R7
(Amplion, Erit•, Ferranti, (;ralwm
t'laut!t•

Lyoll:--,

Pnlar-:\.S.F ..

Oubilier

Oubilier
Fnri~h.

\\'atnwl)

1. 1.000 ohm>, :?0 watt-. R14
Bulgin PR&
1. 7.Gno ohm~. ~u watt~. R15
Bulgin PR10
1 SPOT Toggle switch, 53
Bulgin 581 B
2 SPST Toggle switches, 52, 54
Bulgin S80B
1ft. shaft rod for aho\'P, fi, :t~in. db.
Bulgin
1 Reducing sleeve fOI' knoh
Bulgin
2 Dial lamps, 4v. 0." amp.
Bulgin 420
1 6-way Connector
Bryce
1 s-way Cable with twin 70/~6 leatl; nntl 5-pin plug.
Goltone
6 Ebonite shrouded terminals, A., 1:. pi<'k·np (2), <>Ut·
put (2)
Bellin&-Lee " 8 "
4 Knobs, lin.
Bul&ill K14

The mirror drum scanning apparatus used for the 30-line television transmissions from Broadcasting House. This apparatus, it has been decided, will continue in use until high definition
tests are well under way.
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New Circuit for
Resistance Tuning
A Development with Interesting
Potentialities

wE

ha·ve become so generally accustomed to regarding both capacity
and inductance as essential constituents of a tuned circuit that a
new de-velopment which dispenses with the need for inductance comes as
a surprise. An interesting new development along these lines is described
here and mention is made of possible applications

T

HE issue of The Wireless World
dated July 27th, I934, contained
a description of a receiving circuit, suitable for the reception of
broadcast transmissions, in which tuning
was accomplished by the variation of a
resistance instead of by the usual method
of varying a capacitance. 1 The basic circuit was that shown in Fig. I, and the
essential principle involved was the
balancing of a negative 'resistance, the
magnitude of which depended upon frequency, against a
variable positive resistance, just as the
ordinary t u n i n g
process is essentially the balancing
of a positive (i.e.,
inductive)
reactance against a negative (i.e., capacitive) reactance. The
negatiYe resistance
required for this
circuit was realised
by the well-known
Fig. I.-~ The fundamental circuit for
'' dynatron '' mode
resistance tuning is
of operation of a
shown here. The retetrode valYe. The
sistance R 1 controls
the tuning and the
as
arrangement,
negative resistance
described, was due
~ Ra is actually a
to S. Cabot, who,
dynatron valve.
howeYer, acknowledged his indebtedness to Van der Pol,
who had earlier called attention" to
the possible applications of negative resistance in this connection.
The principal interest of this circuit lay
in the fact that it presented, for the first
time, a possible alternatiw~ to the hitherto
uniYersally accepted practice of reactance
tuning, suggesting that even in this field
finality had not yet been reached. This
new arrangement, however, was still

1 •· Resistance Tuning:
A New Development."
Tlte Wireless World, ,July 27th, 1934, p. 58.
'"A New Transformation in Electric Circuit
Theory." Van der Pol: Proc. Inst. Rad. Eng.
.Feb., 1930, Vol. 18.

linked up with reactance tuning, inasmuch
as the variation of the effective negative
resistance with frequency was, in part, due
to variations of positive and negative reactance with frequency. In a more recent
development, now to be described, Van
der Pol, in collaboration with a colleague,
]. Van der Mark, has arrived at a system
capable of sine-wave oscillation, retroaction, and selective tuning, all controllable by resistance variation only, in
which, moreover, inductance plays no
essential part at all. Triode (or tetrode)
valves, condensers, and resistances are the
only elements involved.

By F. M. COLEBROOK, B.Sc.,
D.I.C., A.C.G.I.
multi-vibrator oscillation. Such a waveform is very rich in harmonics, and the
name "multi-vibrator " arises from this
fac!. The most important technical applicatiOn of this circuit is to the precise
measurement of frequency. The fundamental frequency is determined by the
coupling condensers, anode resistances and
valve AC resistances, and can be set to
u.bout I,ooo cycles/sec. by suitable choice
of components. This frequency can be
controlled by a I ,ooo c Is fork and the
various harmonics up to very high orders
can be picked out for comparison with
frequencies to be measured.
Va!1 der Pol had already shown that by
a delicate adjustment of the couplings the
multi-vibrator circuit could be brought to
a "just oscillating" state, and that in this
condition a sine-wave oscillation was
generated. The adjustment is, however,

1-

z

Basis of the System

"'"'
..,0~----~~----~~----~----a:

::J

The starting point of this new system
is a well-known resistance-coupled, pushpull oscillating circuit called the multivibrator, illustrated schematically in
Fig. 2. Here we have already a circuit
which oscillates without inductance, but
the kind of oscillation which is produced
by it is fundamentally different from that
given by the ordinary tuned-circuit oscillator. It is of the type to which Van der
Pol has given the name "relaxation oscillation," implying the sudden swinging
over or '' relaxing '' from one state of
quasi-equilibrium to another. The waveform is consequently very different from a
sine-wave. Fig. 3 illustrates the typ:: of

Fig. 2 . - The basis of the system. A circuit
which will oscillate without inductance.

0

0

z

"'
Fig. 3.-Wave form produced with the
circuit of Fig. 2.

very critical, and the degeneration to the
very distorted relaxation oscillation of the
type ~hown in Fig. 3 occurs very rapidly.
He _ha~ since found that by the simple
ackht10n of a third stage, similarly constituted and coupled, as in Fig. 4, oscillations
of very nearly pure sine-wave form are
produced over a wide range of retroaction
value, and that, on the stable side of the
oscillation adjustment, the network behaves like a selective tuned circuit.
The reawn for this marked difference
in beha,·iour between the two- and threestage systems cannot be very simply explained in all its completeness, but is approxnnately as follows: Each valve, considered as a separate amplifying stage,
produces a certain phase change as between the input and output \'Oltages, the
am~unt o~ this phase change nrying fairly
r~p1dly w1th frequency. There is, for any
g1v_cn set of equal values of the coupling
res1stances and condensers, one frequency
for which the phase change is exactly
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One very interesting possibility of the
arrangement is the generation of frequencies \Try much lower than those obtainable by means of the ordinary types of
oscillating circuit. For example, if C is
15 11F. and R is 10 mcgohms, the periodic
time is approximately 28 minutes! This
is a frequency of 1 ,· 6o x 28, or o.ooo6
cycles per second. It appears that such
low frequencies can actually be realised.
In his published description, Van der Pol
includes a photograph of an oscillographic
record, taken over the interval from 9 a. m.
to 8 p.m., of an
oscillation having a
period of about 6.5
minute,;.
It took
p r a c t i c a 11 y the
who 1e
of
the
eleven-hour run to
build up to a final
steady state.
A Iter natively,
very high frequencies can be generated. Thus, with
~------------~------------~------------Jt-.-ae
( = IO fljLF.
and
R · go,ooo, T is
approximately oneFig. 4.-Van der Pol's circuit which produces oscillations very
m i 11 i o n t h of a
nearly of sine-wave form.
second, i.e., the freIn the three-stage case this condition of quency is about one million cycles per
maintenance will tend to be sensitive with
second.
For such radio frequencies it
respect to frequency, for, apart from any would be necessary to use tetrode (screenother consideration, any departure from grid) valws in place of the triodes shown
the postulated 120 deg. will be amplified in Fig. 4, chiefly in ordl'r to minimise the
three-fold in the passage of the oscillation vain· capacitances in shunt to the grid
through the network. In the two-stage resistances R.
circuit the phase change per stage is 180
Conditions for Oscillation
dcg. This is inherently less sensitive to
frequency than the smaller value, and any
Before lmving the oscillator aspect of
departure from it is only amplified twothe system, it may be mentioned that the
fold. For two reasons, therefore, the
analysis shows that the alternating anode
three-stage network is likely to be far more
currents h<n·e the same amplitude in each
sensitive to frequency in its state of oscillation or in its amplification in a stable
state than the original two-stage or
"multi-vibrator" circuit, and it is this
sensitiYity with respect to frequency, i.e.,
selectivity, that the network resembles a

valve. Thus, they are equal in amplitude
and symmetrically distributed in pha~
(i.e., 120 deg. apart), and constitute what
the electrical engineer refers to as a '' symmetrical three-phase system,'' .and could
be used, if desired, to produce a uniformly
rotating magnetic field.
As already stated, oscillation will only
be maintained if the anode resistances r
are adjusted to a value greater than g I 2,
i.e., about I,ooo ohms for ordinary small
receiving valves. If they are just less than
this, oscillation will not be maintained,
but there will be a tendency to oscillate.
That is to say, the system will behave like
a tuned cir-cuit, with retroaction controllable by adjustment of r, which adjustment, incidentally, does not enter, to a
first order, into the expression for the
tuned frequency. In this condition the
system should respond to a radio transmission in the same way as would a sharply
tuned circuit of ordinary construction. It
appears from Van der Pol's account that
a suitably adjusted network has actually
been used in this way, though no detailed
description is given of this part of the experimental work. The only reference is,
"Considering the higher range of frequencies, it was thus found possible to construct
a sharply tunable radio receiYer without
any inductance coils whatever."
There is clearly a wry interesting field
for further experimental work in this connection-~in particular, the shape of the
resonance curve and the possibilities of
producing a band-pass effect by modifications of symmetry in the three-stage. l\'lore
detailed investigations in this field mav
form the subject of a later article, but,
apart from any such possibilities, the circuit as it stands is of sufficient practical
and theoretical interest to justify the
present brief description.

tuned circuit.

rfllE ordinary type n[ pdpt·r-Jidt·ctric coa-

Mathematically, the system has, in fact,
the interesting feature that the equation
which describes its oscillating state is of
the same form as that describing the oscillation of a simple tuned circuit, and it
may therefore be expected to behave as
a tuned circuit would behave. Van der
Pol has shown by analysis that, assuming
the anode resistances r to be small compared with the internal AC resistance;; of
the valves, and small also compared with
the grid resistances R, then the condition
for maintenance of oscillation is:r. g=2
where g is the mutual conductance of the
valves (assumed to be substantially the
same for each). and the frequency of oscillation f is giwn by : -

dt·IJ:il'r is lw.rdh' sufllcit·lltlv robtbl !or
fitting as a supprc~snr of intefff'rence on a
motor car.
TIH· Tc·legraph Condens<·r Co.,
Ltd., of \Vales Farm Ho<Hi, ='lorth Acton,
London, \\' . .J. draw our attention to the fact
that t!H·\" are producing for this purposl' a
nH·t:d-shiddt·tl tubular condenser, which is
~tY:libldt· in capacitit·s of o.j or I n1fd.

vntirdv to the 111anufaci..ure of Ft~rranti radio
<q>par;tlus (incluuing valvt·s), and is aln·adv ill
an advance·<! state uf construction.
·
·

deg., i.e., one-third of a complete
oscillation. If, now, we assume that a
small oscillation of this frequency is applied to the grid of the first valve, then in
its passage through the remaining two
valves and back to the first grid it will
have been changed in phase by exactly
3 x 120 deg., i.e., 360 deg. In other words,
it will return to the first grid exactly in
phase with the initial oscillation, and will
reinforce and thus tend to maintain the
initial oscillation.
120
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f

I

2.,!3xr.xCR

This gives
T = IICR
as the approximate value of the periodic
time of the oscillations.
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Thf" Co-pag(' catalngne just issued by \\'ani
and <;oldstont', Ltd., P("ndletnn, l\lanclwstl"r,
deals 11·ith cmnpmwnb, anti-intcrfpn·nct· d<'viCl'S, and a1so with Pleclrical accf'SsnriPs, wire,
de., tha l an:> diffi.cnlt to obtain from ordinary
sourct-·s.

!11 orclt-r to popu·
hli-..;t· classical Inusic,
al),ums of 11.:\l.\"_ rl"Ct)n!s will lw giv{'fl
<i\'.:1\" "·ith "llis '\];,.,_
tt·r' s Y oict~ "
radiogr;tiiH>I >lH)Jlt•s
during
tlw pn·sent
jubikc:
}Tar.

It

"'

anticipait'd

1 h;tt tht· ne\1" Ft'rranti

!actory at :\Ioston
(aiHmt· a mi!C' from
tht· pn·st·nt w or k s)
will gi1·e (·mploynwnt
to a l I (' a s t 3 , o o o
people. The building,
which has a floor
spact' of z6o,ooo sq.
ft., is to be devoted

A general view of the new Ferranti factory at Moston, Lancs. The
enormous size of the building can be gauged by the fact that it ex:tends to the right-hand side of the picture almost as far as to the left.
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UNBIASED
Light on the Subject
who recently attended a
A READER
demonstration of telearchics in which
a model electric train was caused to stop,
start and go through all manner of other
cvolutions at the word of command
uttered into a microphone, asks me how
it was done.
The answer is, of course, that not b2ing
in the confidence of the demonstrator, l
haven't the faintest idea. Different people
employ
different
would
doubtless
methods, but there are at least half a
dozen ways in which it could be clont:,
and one of the simplest methods is no
doubt the one which I should employ myself if I desired to mystify my friends.
The noteworthy part of my scheme is that
I cause the trains to go through their drill
at the word of command without employing any microphone whatever.

How I would have done it.

Since this is the party season and there
may be many disciples of Maskelyne who
want to add a fresh trick to their reper-·
toire, I will give brief details. In the first
place the model railway is set up on a
large-sized table in the middle of the
room. At the far end of the room is another table containing the necessary electrical gear for producing the remote control effects. The demonstrator should
take up his stand between these two tables
when he is ready to give his little performance.
When doing remote control by word of
mouth all I do is to take up my stance
in the position indicated and address my
trains in the same manner as I would if
coaxing a pet clog to go through some
tricks ; in fact, the only difference between
the trains and a pet dog is that they are
ten times more reliable.
How is it done? Black Magi,c? Not on
your life. Concealed microphones? Nothing of the sort, for you can whisper or
merely think of your commands without
giving them utterance, and the results are
just as good.
On the main table I have a couple of
photo-electric cells controlled by a similar

number of invisible rays emanating from
the control table. By moving my body
slightly during my lecture-dE\1110!1:-itration
I am able to cut either one or both of
the,;e rays at will, and it is this which does
the con trolling through the customary
"sequence " rotary relay. By a little ingenuity it can be arranged to work with
one ray only, but I use two ancl sometimes more, chiefly because I sometimes
like to elaborate my little performance by
causing the trains to go through their
evolutions by appropriate gestures of
beckoning, etc., using my arms, of
course, in such a way that the requisite
ray is cut.
I must once more make it quite clear
that I have only given one possible explanation. I may not have answered my
reader's question as to how it \\·as done,
but merely how I would have done it.

to another. I can, so it happens, personaiiy vouch for the truth of this assertion, as the following incident will show.
Quite recently when I was paying a visit
to a few friends who have sought to dodge
the English winter by hibernating in a
yacht in mid-Atlantic, we tuned in to hear
a certain political talk by Mr. Winston
Churchill. vVe were amazed to fincl that
alternate sentences of his speech were
givm by 2\Ir. Thomas and could not
account -for serious statesmen indulging in

By
FREE CRID
such un::;ecmly levity as to engage in a
kincl of Alexander and Mose dialogue. It
was not, in fact, until well after the port
hac! gone round for the last time (the
beverage I mean, not the cabin window)
and we were about to retire to rest that
the true explanation occurred to me.

Certain Kind of Fading

Aforse

T is very seldom that new inventions
fail to bring certain disadvantages in
their train and nowhere is this fact more
strongly exemplified than in the case of
wireless.
One of the most striking wireless innovations of recent vears has been AVC,
which has been universally acclaimed. It
has not, however, been an unqualified
success, its chief disadvantage being that
it does not compensate for the distortion
which accompanies a certain type of
fading. The result is that when fading
of this kind is troublesome it is manifested
in the loud speaker, not by any fading
of the signal, but by transitory distortion.
Thus, if one is listening to a B.B.C. station
from some place in the wilds of Europe,
this form of fading will cause the
announcer·s voice to become temporarily
even more unctuous than usual.
There are, however, more serious consequences than this which can be brought
about by the indiscriminate use of a
modern A VC receiver.
According to a
certain technical journal there is a type of

I

the worst forms of humbug is
O NEthe ofpretence
on somebody's part to

fading distortion which takes the ronn of
a transposition of aspirates i'rom one worcl

knowledge that they do not possess. Usually
it is the B.B.C. or its announcers vvhom
I find guilty of such conduct, but on
this occasion, by some strange chance, it
is not so. The thing that is getting my
goat at present is the lordly pretence of
et·rtain salesmen to a facile acquaiHtanceship \\·ith the l\lorse code, whereas, in
reality, they scarcely know a dot from a
dash. It is not so much their ignorance
which gets me down-although Heaven
knows this is blameworthy enough in the
case of those who call themselves radio
experts-as the lordly air of superiority
which they adopt when demonstrating to
an ignorant and gullible public.
I have recently come across innumerable
in't"nces of this sort of thing in the big
stores, and it is time, I think, that a stop
was put to it.
To anybody who is
acquainted \Yith the Morse code it is, of
cour~c, only necessary to listen fer a few
moments to the absurd manipulation of
the key by these s::tlesmen, in their endeavours to sell the ;\Iorse code practice sets
to ,.:choolboys and others, to g!ean the
knowledge that they are completely
ignorant of it. They rattle off their dots
and clashes at an incredible speed and in
such a clipped and slovenly manner that
it would disgrace even an American wireless operator.
If further proof were
needed of their utter lack of knowledge
of the code it is only necessary to seize
the key and send out a clelibcratcly
provocative remark.
When I did this at a well-known store
the other day, not the slightest sign of
recognition came to the salesman's face
nor indeed to that of any other person in
the department, even though I repeated
my morsed o~servations many times very
deliberately and slowly.
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Noise Drowns Noise
BABY carriages fitted with
broadcast receivers are now
on the U. S. market.
It io;
clainkd that a restive child
makes no further trouble when
dance music is switched on.

The Russian Ladies

B

RiTISH
listeners to the
Radio
Centn',
Moscow,
transmi,sion on January 28th
heard an interesting statement
in connection with the voting
competition to decide the co:-rect designation for ft·mal(' an!IOUncer,. In future they are to
be known in Russia as '' lady
announcers.

Radio and Paris Show
't 1 TIRELESS is to be used on a

V V large scale to herald the
opening of the great Paris Exhibition of 1937. Besides keeping listt·m·rs supplied with a
thousand and one facts concerning the exhibition and its conit·nb,
the
authorities
will
arrange [or frequent broadcasts
from the exhibition grounds, ena hling listt·ners to hear the work
ot construction going on.

Swiss Amateurs

swlrlsllsl.'t~dradbiyo
L

amateurs are
the U.S.K.A.

Society, the headquarters of
which are now located at NeuAllschwil, nei,lr Basle.

!
:,

EVENTS Q F THE WEEK
IN BRIEF REVIEW
High-power from
Normandy

fornll'd in Aberdeen. Enquirit·s should lw addressed to
l\lcssrs. G. Cormack and G. \Vill
(Czl\IJ). 8, Tanfidd An·nue,
\Voodside, Aberdeen.

'fHE new 120-kilowatt French
Hegional station at Renr1es,
Normandy, has been re-christened. Originally the title was
'· Radio-PTT Ouest." It is now
to be known as Radio-Brctagne.

A SHOH.T-WAVE club is to be

Trolley Buses and
Interference
HEAVY coppn coils carried as

More Power from
Heilsberg

static stoppers on the roofs
of London Transport trolley
buses ha \'e been found to u psct
the !Jalanct' of thl' vt>hiclc·,
especially on steep cambers.
Tesb are now !wing madt·
tc e\·ol n· more satisfactory

HEILSBEHG is the last remaining high-power station in Germany which has not
incn'<lc~ed its power to the interrution;tlly permitted limit, Yiz.,
roo kilowatts. \Vork has now
started on tht· high-power trans-

Nations now broadRADIO
casts 1\Ionday talks at

High Definition Television
Y the B.B.C.
I l\1:\IEDIATEL
begins broadcasting high defi-

nition tdevision, Electric <·n<l
Musical Industries, it is stated,
will lw n ady to market television reccivii1g sets. Although
it is too earlv to say what the
price of these sets will be, tht•
company believes that the pnce
mentioned in the committee's
report, viz., .<so to £So, will b<•
mon· or less correct.
" W' p quite agree," continues
the E .l\1. I. st;l tement, " that
radio sound Lroadcasting will
still, for many a year to come,
dominate
the
B.B.C.
programmes. Moreover, we do not
bdieve that television will in
any way interfere with developi'nents in radio sound broadcasting, with its ever increasing
entertainment value. Therefore
our company, as well as all
other manufacturers in the radio
industry, art> going right ahead
with tht· development of the
·manufacture and sale of radio
sets for sound."

Switzerland Buys British
THE new roo-kilowatt transmitter for Radio SuisseRomande is to Le built by a
British fmn, Standard Telephones aud Cables, Ltd. The
approximate value of the order
b £jo,ooo. The new station will
Lcgin operation in the autumn.

The Radio Premier
'[HE residence of the French
Prime Minister in Paris is to
lw e(ptipped wilh a transmitting
a~ wdl as a receiving station to
t·nable the chief Minister to communicate with French represt·ntatives abroad.

Progress in Norway
BLESSING A RADIO
STATION. The inaugural ceremony at
Torun, Poland, where
a new 24 kW transmitter has been installed. Torun is the

League Morning
Broadcasts
S.IS a.m. dealing with the
actiYities of the League of
Natiuns. The wavelength during this month will be as follows:
February IIth, 20.64
metres; February rSth, 24.94
metres: February 2Sth, 3I.Z7
n1etres.

il
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Short Waves in Aberdeen

~

I

I

THE year HJ35 is to break
records in Norwegian broadcasting, according to a statement by the Norwegian State
Broadcasting Company. A programnw of station extensions includes ro-kilowatt transmitters
at Vigra, Tromso and Stavanger. 'the Bergen transmitter is
to be raisPd to a power of zo
kilowatts within the next few
months.

Broadcast Advertising

mt•thods of preventing interferwith broadcast reception.
Meanwhile Nottingham listeners are hi tterl y protesting
against the alkged apathy of
the
Corporation
Passenger
Transport DPpartnwnt in the
matter of eliminating trolley
bus interfvrence.
It is stated
that on! v six vehicles are fitted
with sul;pression coils, and thest·
have been lent by the Post
Office.
•
It is urgecl that, since the agitation has gone on for more than
twdvt• months, the Transport
Departnwnt should conclude its
'' experiments '' and come to a
decision.
niCt·

Ten Years of Transmission
QNE of the oldest amateur
radio societies in Europe,
tlw Reseau Emetteurs Fran<;:ais,
celebrates the tenth year of its
foundation in I93S·
It is
organising a celebration transmitting contest, c'pen to all, in
which one point is scored for
every contact made with a
French amateur. The contest
runs from midnight on March
23rd until midnight on March
31st.

third European station to adopt
the Blaw-Knox type of aerial as
now in use at Vienna and
Budapest.

mitter, however, and Heils!Jerg
programmes are now radiated
by a 17-kilowatt stand-by installation.
The alterations and thf; erection
of
an
anti-near-fading
aerial will be completed by the
end of April.

The Modern Composer
~(J NKNOWN

modern
composers are to be given a
chance by the German broadcasting stations every second
Thur~day,
beginning on February 14. Modern music will be
broadcast from r r till midnight
(local time).

THE suppression of publicity
broadcasts in France has
met with praise in Italy, and
a similar measure is demanded
for the Italian organisations.
The M essagero is of the
opinion that if the private
Italian broadcasting company
(the E.I.A.R.) tails to abolis!1
advertising,
the
programmes
will be abandoned by listeners.
The E.I.A.R. is raising the
power of the Rome (Santa
Polomba) station from so to rzo
kilowatts. There will be a total
power advance in all its stations
from 190 to 450 kilowatts.

1935 Car Radio in
America
WITH
two
million
cars
already
equipped
with
radio, United States car manufactun·rs an· now without exception including radios as
standard equipment, or making
suitabil, provision for radio connections, writes our Washington
corn·spondent.
For the most
part aerials are concealed in the
roofs of the cars, but the new
sted-turrct-top botlies and roadsters and conn'rtible models
have necessitated hiding the
wireless
elsewhere - usually
under the running board.
All cars ha Ye proper shielding
of the ignition system.
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REPORT OF THE TELEVISION CoMMITTEE
Technical Recommendations Summarised

T

HE long-awaited report of the Television Committee was published towards the end of last week. It will
be remembered that thi; Committer~
was appointed by the Postmaster-General in
May, r934, with the following terms uf
reference : "To consider the development of Television and to advise the Postmaster-Gent>ral
on the relative merits of the several systems
and on the conditions under which any
public service of Television should be provided.'''
The report naturallv goes into a good deal
of detail which it io scarcely !lt'CCsSary to include in a summary here. There <HP, however, several points of outstanding interest
contained in the report which will be: briefly
referred to.
The Committee makes it clear that the
present 30-line broadcast television system
is not suitable for a regular pubhc snvJet',
although it is acknowledged that it has
served a useful purpose so far. The recommendation is therefore made that the existing low-definition broadcast should be maintained if practicable for the presclit but that
it might reasonably be discontinued as soon
as the first station of a high-definition service is working. It should then be a matter
for an Advisory Committt'e, which it
recommends should be sd up to guide the
development of television broadcasts in the
early stages, to recommend whether or not
low-definition broadcasting should con~inuc
in addition.

High-quality Transmissions
It had been generally supposed that _r8o

lines might be recommended as a startmgoff point for the new sen·ice. It is interesting, therefore, to fine! that the Comnuttt·e
recommends that a beginning should be
made with 240 Jin,·s per picture, with a minimum picture frequency of 25 per s:cond, and
that the possible use of an even h1gher order
of definition and a frequency of so p1ctur<""
per second is not excluded. It is st~ted
that the price of receivers to the pubhc l'i
expected to be between £so and £8o at the
start, although when receivers arfc' ma~le on
a large scale under competitive co11(1Itwns
this price may be expected to come down
substantially.
The Committt>e has been quite definite on
the point that the proper authority to undertake the transmissions should be the B.B.C.,
giving as one reason the fact that sound is
an essential adjunct to television and th<Jt
sound broadcasting is already a B.B.C.
monopoly.
It is, however, stated that
whilst it is thought that the British Broadcasting Corporation should exercise control
of the actual operatioiJ of the teltvision service to the same extent and subject to thr'
same broad principles as in the case of sound
broaclcast.iug, the initiation and <early development of this service should be planned
and guided by an Advisory Committee, to
be appointee! by the Postmaster-General.
Since the repo{t appeared, the PostmasterGeneral has appointee! such a committee,
which is to be composed as follows : ----

The full text of the rPport c,,n be u btained
from H.M. Stationery Office, price 6d. net.
1

Lord Selsdon (chairman).
Sir Frank Smith, secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(chairman of a technical sub-committee).
Col. Angwin, Assistant Engineer-in-Chief
of the Post Office.
Mr. N. Ashbridge, Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C.
Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Carpcnclale, Coctroller of the B.B.C., and
Mr. F. \V. Phillips, Assistant Secretary of
the Post Office.
Secretary, J\lr. ]. Varley Robcrts, of the
Post Office.
The report explains the necessity for the
use of ultra-short waves for high-definition
transmissions, and points out that at present
there should be no cliffJculty in the choir-·~
of suitable wavelengths in the spectrum between 3 and ro metres for public tt~kvision,
although in allocating such wavelengths regard must be paid to the claims of other
services.

Limitations of Range
The transmitting stations should he situated at elevated points, and it is mentioned
that the mast at present used in Bl·rlin is
about 430 feet high, and the question ,;f
employing masts of even greater height i3
under discussion in Germany.
It is stated that experience both here ancl
abroad seems to indicate that these ultrashort wa n•s cannot be relied on to be effective for a broadcast service much beyond
what is commonly called "optical range."
Generally speaking, it is at present assumed
that the area capable of being effectively
covered by ultra-short-wave stations is a
radius of approximately 25 miles, whilst in
hilly districts this may be considerably n:duced. But, m·vertheless, it is thought that
with the erection of ten stations it should
be possible to provide a service for 50 per
cent. of the population.
The Committee is quite emphatic in
recommending the P .l\LG. that there should
be no delay in starting a service, and that at
first a station should be set up in London,
and other stations as quickly ·as possible
thereafter, each new station to take advantage, as far as possible, of any new developments which may take place in the mean-

time. Having examined the systems of all
those who were prepared to- demonstrate,
the Committee recommends that in the first
instance the Haird svstem and the l\farcouiE.l\1.1. system shct~lcl both be sr:t up to
operate a London transmitter altcrnat~ly.
and that thr: natuw of the transmissions
should he such that the same receiving
equipment should be suit,tble for the reception of both with minor, if any, adjustments.

No Receiver Monopoly
Tht· Cummilt,,c considerc:cl that the e-stablishment of a Patent Pool which would include all television ,patents, so that the
operating authority could be free to sl'lcct
from this I'oc;l wh:ttcver patc·nts it w;ts
desired to lbe for transmission, would be thtc
ideal solution, but the Committee· explain
that they were compdlc-d to abandon the
idea tint the formation of <J comprehcn~ive
patc"nt Pool shoulcl be a condition precedent
to the establiohment of a public service,
although thcv maintain t!Bt. in the intcrc5t
of the trade·" itself and the public such a
Pool should lw forn~t·d. They express the
hop,; that cH·nts will shape themscln·s in
such a wav as tu Lad to the fnrm<•tion of a
satisfactor)· Patent Pool at no distant elate.
Having agreed tl:at the 13aird Company
and the 1\Iarconi-E.:\I.I. Company should
both he given the opportunity of ~upplying
apparatils for the London station, it is
recommended that lwsides any other conditions imposed, acceptance of offers ~houlcl
be subject, in each case, to the following
conditions prccc:cknt:(a) The pricf' demanded should not, 111
the opinion of the Advisory Committee, be:
unrcasonabk.
(b) The~ Hritish Broadcasting Corporation
to be imlunnificd against any claim for
infringement of patents.
(c) The Company to undertake to grant
a licence io any responsible manufacturer to
use its existing patents, or any pattnts hereafter held hy it, for the manufactme of
teln·ision receiving sets in this country on
payment of roy·
(d) The terms
d standard form of such
licence to he agreed upon by the Company
with the Radio Manufacturers' Association,
or, in default of agreemc'nt, to br: settled
in accordance with. the provisions of the
Arbitration Acts, r88g to I934· or any
statutory modification thereof, either hy a
• single arbiter agreed upon by the Compan;'

The Television Committee. Left to right: Sir John Caciman, Lord Selsdon (chairman), Mr. F.
W. Phillips, Mr. ] . Varley Roberts, Mr. 0. F. Brown, Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale,
Mr. Noel Ashbridge, and Col. A. S. Angwin.
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the Television Committee-

and the H.adio Manufacturers' Association,
or failing such agreement, by two arbiterseach of the parties nominating one-and an
umpire nominated by the PostmasterGeneral.
(e) The Company to agree to allow the
introduction into its apparatus at the stations of devices other than those claimed to
be covered under its own patents, in the
event of such introduction being recommended by the Advisory Committee.
(f) Transmissions from both sets of apparatus should be capable of reception by the
same type of receiver without complicated
or expensive readjustment.
(g) The definition should not be inferior to
a standard of 240 lines and 25 pictures per
second.
(h) The general design of the apparatus
should be such as to satisfy the Advisory
Committee, and when it has been installed
tests should be given to the satisfaction of
the Committee.
The Committee recognises that in the
ckvdopment of the service constant change.,
at least in detail, may be necessary as improvements are made, and they point out

that a more difficult situation will arise if
a completely new system, requiring ·a new
type of receiving set, should be evolved.
It is suggested that no drastic change in the
system, necessitating a change in receivers,
should be made without reasonable notice
being given by the B.B.C .. and that in the
initial stages this notice should not be less
than, say, two years.
The report discusses the finance side of
the problem and recommends that there
should be no special television licence, nor
any increase in the present amount of the
broadcast receiving licence, but that the
revenue from this licence should, for the
present at least, meet the requirements of
the television service.
The report concludes with the Committee's hope that every encouragement will
be given to experiment and research in television, both by firms and by private persons, indicating that in their view the
establishment of a broadcast television servict> should not interfere with the granting
of licences by the Postmaster-General for
experimental transmissions in addition to
the regular service suggestt>d by the Committee in its Report.

Random Radiations
By

H

DIALLIST "

The New Wavelengths
posSIBLY a scare of som,e kin cl will
be got up when the B.B.C. makes the
wavelength exchanges between its stations
which will shortly be necessary. All that
will happen, of course, is that the dial settings for certain stations will be a little cl ifferent, but that's quite sufficient to provide
the mort> irresponsible writer with all the
material he needs for an article of the "yourSl't-will-become-useless" type.
Like the
Fat Boy, he wants to make your flesh creep
-and Aoesn't much mind how he does it.
Actually. the B.B.C. was faced with a
ratl1t'r pretty problem when it was found
that what we now call the little Nationals
(5o kilowatts !-and we used to class 5kilowatt stations as powerful) could not be
dispensed with after the opening of Droitwich.
Since their wavelengths will be
needed in the near future for the NorthEastern and North Scottish stations, the
only thing to do is to synchronise the
London, West, and North Nationals. This
will involve certain other changes, the most
important of which is the reduction of the
Midland Regional's wavelength from 391. r
to 296.2 metres.

......

Rejuvenating Bakelite

\,Ye don't use nowadays large ebonite or
bakelite panels that once used to be a feature of receiving sets; but modern receivt>rs
contain small panels, escutcheons, mould,
ings, or knobs made of this material. Though
it is less prone than ebonite to reflect the
passing of years in its outward appearance.
bakelite does become to some extent dull
and discoloured as time goes on.
Here's a very useful tip that I discovered
accidentally some time ago. During the
overhauling of a set some vaseline was somehow smeared on a small bakelite panel. It
was removed by hard rubbing with a duster,
and to my surprise I found that the rubbing
readily produced a wondrous effect. The

panel. in fact, " came up " just like new.
If you have any bakelitc parts that have lost
their school-girl complexion, just try the
effect of vaseline plus elbow-grease.

.. .. ..

Wavetraps for Droitwich

l\II ANY complaints reach me from listeners,

particularly those living in the Birmingham area, about the enormous spread of
Droitwich on the long-wave band. So grt>at
is the spread in some instances that no other
long-wa\·e station is receivable clear of
background.
The only satisfactory means of preventing
a somewhat unselective set from being
swamped is to make use of a wavetrap and
several good designs are on the market. The
employment of a wavetrap seems rather like
a reversion to the bad old days, but
desperate
diseases
demand
desperate
remedies. A well-designed wavetrap can
be surprisingly effective.

........

Why Not Use the Inverter?
WE are accustomed to regard America as
a country in which almost every house
is supplied with alternating current at standard voltage and frequency. This is by no
means the case. Large areas of the United
States still have DC, and there are thousands upon thousands of homes in the more
remote districts that have no outside electric supplies at all. Many of the farms have
their own 32-volt lighting sets.
Several American firms have developed a
most useful piece of apparatus known as
the inverter. This, on being connected to
a 6-volt, 32-volt, or I 10-volt DC supply, delivers AC at I Io volts 50 cycles, which is
the standard alternating current over there.
The AC receiving set, with all its big advantages, thus becomes available for.use irt
any home.
Apparatus of this kind is confined in this
country almost entirely to car radio. Inverters for domestic use are made, but they

are not widely knqwp. Here su~dy is a
fine field for some enterprising manufacturer. An inverter designed to deliver 220
volts AC at 50 cycles, and for operation from
a 6-volt or r2-volt accumulator, should meet
with a big demand if its existence were made
widely known.

Some Advantages
The advantages of the system are many.
By no means the least is that that worry
of the battery user, the HTB, passes out
of the picture. In its stead there is one
accumulator-or, rather, a pair-one in use
and one at the charging station-long-lived
and easily and cheaply rechargeable. One
imagines that most charging stations would
be only too happy to make special rates for
the regular " refilling" of such batteries.
And not only the HTB departs but also
the battery type of valve, which, good as it
is, can never equal its AC mains counterpart.

..........

Tired Transmitters

M ANY

readers must have noticed the
curious way in which certain transmitting stations make a splendid start when
they are first brought into operation, maintain their fine performance for a few months
or even years, and then show unmistakable
signs of growing feebleness.
The classic instance is Motala, which for
some time after its inauguration was receivable all the year round, both by daylight
and after dark, at enormous loud-speaker
strength with even the rather inefficient
three-valve sets that we used in those days.
Motala's output power was then, as it is
now, 30 kilowatts. To-day it is not easy
to rt>ceive at loud-speaker strength (I am
speaking of times when it is not heterodyned) with a good superheterodyne. Then
there was Radio Iberica, a 4-kilowatt
Spanish station, which flashed out like one
of the astronomers' novm with a sudden
blaze of glory, lasted for perhaps a couple
of years, and then pretty well disappeared.
Other examples are Zeesen, Madrid Union
Radio, Niirnberg, Stockholm, and Oslo.
Some of the stations mentioned are still
fairly well received, but their strength is
nothing like what it was a few years ago.

What is the Cause ?
There are several possible explanations.
One is that when few stations were using
more than 4 or 5 kilowatts, a 4-kilowatt,
such as Radio Iberica, might be well heard,
especially as there was in those comparatively early days no great need to sacrifice
sensitiveness for selectivity in the receiving
set. Then, as other stations increased their
output power and receiving sets became
more selective, the 4-kilowatts were, so to
speak, elbowed out.
There is probably something in this, but
it does not explain the performances of highpowered stations such as Stockholm, Oslo,
and Motala.
What seems to me to be a much more
reasonable explanation is that the soil surrounding a transmitting station may undergo an actual change in character owing to
the effects of t>lcctrolysis or something very
like it. The plant itself does not deteriorate,
for careful measurements prove that stations
which show a falling-off, so far as reception
is concerned, are genuinely radiating all
their original power.
That changes in the surrounding soil are
to blame is a view strongly supported by
the fact that no falling-off in the range of
ships' traP~mitting sets has ever beeu
observed.
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A Sensitive Superheterodyne with Many
Points of Originality
FEATURES.- Type.-Table model supcrllelcrotiyne for AC mains

QAVC.

inc~rporating

Circuit.-Triode-pentode frequmcy chmzgcr-variablc-mu pentode IF

amplifier- triple-diode-triode second detcctor-pcnl9de oulput valve.
valve rectifier. Controls.-(1)

Tunin.~.

Full-wave

(.!)Volume and on-off switch. IJ) QAVC

threshold control. {1) \Vavcrange SlVitclz. (-i) Tone control Price.-Jij guineas.
Mahers.-R_adio Imtnzments Ltd., Pzzrl~y \Vay, Croydon.

THOUGH this receiver falls into
the four-valve class of superheterodynes, its specification and
performance definitely place it on
a plane above the majorit)' of low-priced
receivers in this category. It is fitted, for
instance, "·ith genuine valve- operated
QA VC for suppressing background noise
between ;;tations, the !en·! at "·hich the
suppressor action comes into operation
being under the control of the user. Tlh~
quality of reproduction is also distinctly
abo\'e tht: a\'erage, and it is interesting to
note that a ten-inch moYing-coil loud
speaker has been included.
The feature which first attracts attention,
howeYCr, is the design of the cabinet ;me!
the disposition of the controls. The latter
are mounted on a subsidiary panel recessed
into the right-hand side of the cabinc·t, thus
relieving the front panel of nnsi,.;htly
knobs. The loud speaker grille takes the
form of a number of horizontal slits which
are carried some inches round the cides

of the cabinet. This not only gins the
set a striking and original appearance,
but also has some acoustic value. The
loud speaker baftle is set back sc\:cral
inches from the front panel of the cabmet,
and this permits a much greater radiation
of sound energy ai the sides than is usual
in th::: majority of set~. The lollll speaker
itself also appears to ;·in~ lc;;s focusing of
the high frequencies, and the quality on
a line at right angles to the axis of the loud
speaker differs yery little from that on
the axis itself. When !iskning to this
r::'cei\·er the instinct to mo\·e one's chair
opposite the Ioucl speaker does not make
itself felt.

Good Tone
The g~'nera! tone of the: instrument is
very good indeed. It is smooth and full,
and \Yhilc there is plenty of top this is not
accompanied by hardnc·ss.
Another
attractive quality of the reproduction ~s

that it appears to be more than usually
free from harmonic distortion, en·n with
the Yolnnw control at maximum. Furtht rmorc, the action of the automatic volume~
control does not introduce overloacling uf
the early :-;tagcs when the set is working
at full power from the local station.
The freqncncy changcr is of the triodcpentodc typ'', and is preccclecl hv a ban clpass filter with a combination of high and
low potential capacity coupling. The IF
sta;.;c is straightforward and make~ u;.:c
of a variable-mu pentode. The thrcslwid
control for the QA \'( action takes the
form of a ,·aria blc bias rtsistancc in the
cathode of this vah·e. This controls th<
sensitivity of the IF stage ancl so limit-'
the numbe;· of stations capable of generating the input voltage to the detector
required to remove the silencing bias from
the grid of the triode portion of that valve.
The third diode in this stage is used solely
as a DC conductor in the QA VC circuit.
l{esistancc coupling follo\Ys the sccm1d

T

Complete circuit diagram.

The triple-ciiode-triode in the second detector stage provides automatic noise suppression between stations.
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R.I. Ritz Airflodetector stage and the output valve is a
power pentode.
The overall sensitivity is much above
the average for a set of this type, and the
numerous Continental stations which are
available on the medium waveband in
"daylight come through with a remarkably
· low le\-el of background noise even with
the OA VC control out of action.
Of
cours~, as soon as the tuning dial is moved
away from the station the background is

Central London, occupied bands a little
under 40 kilocycles. In other words, two
channels would be lost on either side
under these conditions. With the exception of a fairly energetic second chimnel
whistle, due to the London Regional
transmitter, and one of somewhat lower
amplitude from the National, the set was
free from all self-generated interference.
The long-wave range showed no trace of
whistles due to oscillator harmonics.
This is a set which will undoubtedly

IF AMPLIFIER V
AC/ V P 1
FREQUENCY CHANCER VALVE
AC/ T P

which results from. insufficient bias. The
valve is, in effect, acting as a grid detector
-:-a ll}ost undesirable state of .affairs.

Not to Blame
SERS o£ superheterodyne receivers can
rest assured that their apparatus is 11ot
to blame for the production of heterodyne
interference whistles Of which the pitch is
unaffected by alterations in the tuning adjustment. Whistles of which the pitch remains constant (although the intensity
varies as tuning is alteredr are due to outside causes, such as heterodyning between
adjacent stations. An excessive number of
such whistles may indicate exceptionally
good high note response, but that is hardly
a fault.

U

A Clue
J\S a general rule there is considerable
rt latitude in the value of resistances used
for grid-circuit decoupling. As often as not,
one can halve or double the accepted values
without noticeable efrect.
\Vhen the use of an abnormall:· high value
of decoupling resistance is found to be
definitely prejudicial to quality, we have
a fairly certain indication that current is
flowing in the grid circuit of the valve concerned. A reader who finds it necessary in
the interests of quality to nse a low v~lue
of grid decoupling resistance would therefore be well advised to assure himself that
sufficient negative bias is applied.

TUNING
CONTROL

QAVC
THRESHOLD CONTROL

'"'Wu-eless World
COPYRIGHT

VOLUME CONTROL AND ON-OFF SWITCH

With the exception of the tone control, which is mounted at the back, the main controls
are fitted at the side of the chassis.

excessive unless the threshold control is
properly adjusted. The A VC itself has a
wide range of control, and its performance is much above the average at the
top end of the range.
The selectivity on long waves is sufficient to keep the Deutschlandsender programme free from all but occasional
sidebancl interference from Droitwich,
and the volume from the German station
at all times of the day is unusually good.
On the medium waveband the two Brookmans Park transmitters, when received in

attract a large number of prospective
buyers on account of its original cabinet
design, and there is little doubt that those
who finally decide on this set will be more
than pleased with the quality of reproduction. The high sensitivity, in conjunction
with the automatic control of background
noise, will provide a choice of stations of
good programme value which is much
wider than one would normally expect
from
a
four- valve
superheterodyne
receiver, while the selectivity provided is
quite sufficient for most needs.

Variable Tone Correction
WE are asked to supply a diagram of a
vanable tone-correction circuit for
addition to a resistance-coupled amplifier.
It is required that the correcting system
shall have sufficient scope to con:tpensate for

HT+

READERS' PROBLEMS
Valve Symbols
EFERRING to the svstem of stable HF
amplifrcation with triode valves which
was described in our issue of January r8th, a
qm·rist, rdening to the fact that directly
heated battery valves are shown in the diagrams illustrating the article, asks whether
the system is applicable to AC valves.
There is no reason why this circuit
arrangement should not be used with any
type of triode valve. Although there is no
accepted convention, it is usual in diagrams
illustrating principles rather than practice
to use the simpler symbol rt>prest>nting a
battery-heated valve in preference to the
mort> elaborate representation of its in-

R

directly heated counterpart. Failing any
~tatement or obvious reason to the contrary,
It may be always assumed that arrangements illustrated in this journal by battery
valve symbols are applicable to mains
valves and vice versa.

Grid Current Flowing ?

A QUERIST

notices that the anode
current of the intermediate' LF valve of
his resistance-coupled amplifier tends to fall
during loud musical passages. It is asked
whether this symptom is to be taken as an
indication of excessive negative bias.
On the contrary, the effect in question
would indicate the flow of grid current,

Fig. I.-A simple tone-correction circuit to
compensate for high-note loss.

the high-note loss likely to occur in " a very
sharply tuned circuit." As such drastic control is required it will be virtually essential
to employ an extra valve ; this is apparently
realised by our querist.
In the circumstances, we suggest the
circuit shown in Fig. r. As is usual in such
arrangements, proportional amplification of
high notes is increased by attenuation of
the lower register, and thus the desired
correction is achieved.
Tone is progressively raised by increasing the value
of the 2-megohm resistance.
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Listeners' Cui de

*

Outstanding
TWO BANDS, ONE
CONDUCTOR.

"THE 1\HY"JIBIIC Snnol\'ADEHS" and the "NoHity
Accordion Band " coniribut~
tu the popular series, ''One
Baud to Another," on TuL·,;clay
next, February 12th, it~ the
Regional program me (!) p.m.).
A. \V. Han,;on, \\"ho is responsible for this series, place,; the
two bands in the same studio.
In this way the suggestion of
competition between t h c
player,; is emphasised. The
Nhythmic Serenaders will provide the "sweet " music in
contrast to bright novelty
"SCRAPBOOK " RECALLS
WRITTLE DAYS.

A ·' ScRAPBooK'' programme gives colour to any
week's programmes, such is
the abiding vitality of Lcslie
Baily's idea. This week it is
"Scrapbook for 1921 "-not a
year that stands out in the
memory, but representative of
the fairly gay period after the
\Var which preceded the onset
of depression and disillusion.
To readers of The Wireless
World the most interesting
episode, perhaps, will be the
appearance of Captain P. P.
Eckersley, who will recall those
great days at Writtle when
British broadcasting was finding its feet.
The Writtle broadcasts were
picked up by a handful of experimenters on Tuesday nights,
the programmes being provided by the engineers themselves.
No one who heard ·
them could forget Captain
Eckersley's "one-man" performances of Italian opera.
"Scrapbook of 1921 " has
been devised by Leslie Baily
and Charles Brewer, and \vili
be broadcast Nationally on
Tuesday next, February 12th
(8 p.m.), and in the Regional
programme on Wednesday
(8.30 p.m.).
CHOPIN.

LovEHS of Chopin's music
have two treats this week. On
Tuesday, February 12th, at
8 p.m., Brussels No. I will
give an exact repetition of
Chopin's last concert, which he
gave on February r6th, 1848.

On the following evening at
8 p.m. there will be a Chopin
pianoforte recital by Smidowicz
from \Varsaw.
By the way, listeners who
miss this recital might like to
tune in a record of it which
will be rebroadcast at 9.30 the
same evening from l\lunich.
ELGAR 'S MUSIC FOR
CHILDREN.

THE greatness of Elgar is reflected in the manner in which
his music can serYe simple purposes.
If he could write a
"Falstaff" suite, he could also
compose "Land of Bope and
Glory" and "The Starlight
Express." The last-named is
one of his Pieces for Children
which will make up a special
programme at 10.15 on Thursday (National), v.ihen the
B.B.C. Orchestra (Section E)
will also play ''Dream Children" and the "\Nand of
Youth '' suites.

! THE

BAND OF H.M. ROYAL HORSE GUARDS (The Blues) will be

l heard in a programme of Ketelby's music, to be relayed to-morrow
l (Saturday) from the Kingsway Hall (National, 7.30). The composer

lI

take the part of Crcssida, with
J\Iargaret Rawlings as Cassandra. The male cast includes
J. Fisher White as King of
Troy, while the four sons,
Hector, Troilus, Paris, and
Hclenus, will be taken respcc-

numbers by the Nowlty AcBoth bands
cordion Band.
will bt~ under the direction of
Harry Bidgood.

L------------------------------------------------------------------------~

BARBARA BUHNHA~r produce,;
the Shakespearean broadcast
on Sunday next (National,
5.30), when "Troilus and
Cressida '' will be giYen in the
studio. Angela Baddeley will

GERMAN VARIETY

A CIIA:\CE to hear a rol
Rhincland Carnival occurs on ·
Monday at ro p.m., when
Cologne and Stuttgart arc to
broadcast a programme of this
description with the promising
titll', "Jolly Sounds at a Late
Hour.'' Earlier in the evening
(7.15) Stuttgart will be relaying a "Great Variety Evming '' from the Municipal Hall.
OPERA AND OPERETTA.

" WRITTLE CALL I N G I "
Captain P. P. Eckersley, formerly Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C., who conducted the early
broadcast tests from Writtle,
Essex, fourteen years ago. He
will take part in " Scrapbook
of 1921 "on Tuesday and Wednesday next.

. ~>-

SHAKESPEARE ON SUNDAY.

J

lI will conduct part of the concert.

BEETHOVEN'S "MISSA
SOLEMNIS."

COPENHAGEN's "Thursday
Concert " on February 14th
should be tuned in by lover,;
of Beethoven, for it will comprise the '' l\lissa Solemnis. ''
The conductor will be Fritz
Busch, aP ·1 the soloist Kolaman von Pataky (7 p.m.).

i

!

tivcly by Ion Swinlcy, Eric
ITerry, Kenneth Villicrs, and
Harry Ferguson.
The recent broadca~t of
·• The Winter's Tale" brought
a large post bag of appreciations.

ITALIAN, French, German,
and li.ussian opera can be had
for the asking this week. Tonight at 7, Beromunster relays
Venli's "The Force of Destiny" from the Municipal
T h cat r.e, and to-morrow
(Saturday) Prague offers Bellini's "Norma," relayed from
the State Opera House. On
the same C\Tning at 8.30 Strasbourg relays "Waltzes from
Vienna" (Strauss) from the
Metz Theatre.
There should be fun for
those who can follow German
dialogue in the "N car-Operetta " which Berlin (Funksnmdc) will broadcast on Sunday at 5 p.m. It is called "He,
She and the Others.''

Bro
and
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the Week

tdcasts at
Abroad

I

mGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK 1
I

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8th.
Nat., 8.15, "Berkdey Square."
10, "The Tuppenny ha'penny
Opera."
Rcg., 7.15, The Wire:ess Military
Band. 8, "Transatlantic." an
a'l-Amcrican Variety Bill.

Home

Abroad.
Milan, 8, Symphony Concert.
Soloist : Wanda Landowska (herpsichord).

B.B.C. ORCHESTRA IN
BRISTOL.

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 9th.
Nat., 7.30, Ketelhy Concert by the
Ban:! of H.M. Royal Harse
Guards. 8.30, " Music Hdl,"
with Geraldo and His Gae~cho
Tango Orche3tra. I0, "1\hcabre."
Rcg., 7.30, The Serge Krish Septet.
8.30, Pianoforte Recital by Arthur
Rubinstein.

FRo~r

all accounts, Bristol
is fiercely excited over the approaching visit of the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchc,;tra on \Vedncsday, February IJlh, when
Dr. Adrian Boult and the II9
players will take the slag~~ at
the Colston Hall. Actuallv. the
Orchestra is the biggest permanent musical combination
in Europe.
The conG·rt, which will be
broadcast (National, 7-45
p.m.), includes Berlioz's ovcrturc, "Le Carnival Romain, ·'
Beethoven's Symphony No. 8
in F, and the Dclius Rhapsody, "Brigg Fair."

I
I
I

Abroad.
Strasbourg, 8.30, "Wa:t.:es from
Vienna " (Strauss).

" TRANSATLANTIC "- an All-American variety programme to be
broadcast to-night (Friday) at 8 on the Regional wavelengths, includes
Buddy Rogers and June Clyde. The photograph shows them in
"De.nce Bmid "- -a forthcoming B.l.P. picture.

MUSICAL JOKES.

KING DAVID IN MODERN
MUSIC.
Ho:-:Ec;t;m's S y m ph on i c

MuNICH should enhance its
reputation for playing musical
jokes at 7-45 on Wednesday in
a programme entitled ''Sonny
Boy.'' There are to be amusing variations on the theme of
this notorious scmg with more
than an attempt at burlesque.

Psalm, "King David," must
be accounted one of the most
signiticant of modern oratorios,
and, whether we can appreciate its nmsical idioms or not,
it should be worth an attempt
at listening at g. zo on Sunday
e v c n in g (Hcgional).
The

Psalm comprises the cntir~
'' Sunday Orclwstral Conc(-'rt.' ·
Soloists will be
Isobd
Baillic (soprano), Enid Cruickshank (contralto), and Frank
Titterton (bass). Stuart Hibbcrd will be the narrator and
the B. B. C. Orchestra (S~ction
B) will be conducted by Dr.
Boult.
PRIZE WINNERS.

PHIZE-WINNING works in the
recent Polish Hadio 1\Iu~ic
Competition are to be broadcast from \Varsaw at 8 p.m.
on Tuesday, February 12th.
A RADIO DETECTIVE PLAY.

PLAYS written speciallv for
broadcasting are still · rare
enough to be events of importance. " Roundabouts," a
straight dctectin play by
F. W. Bcasley, is to be broadcast Nationally on Thursday
next (8 p.m.), with Lance
Sievcking as producer. The
play, which won the first prize
in the Popular Wireless Radio
Play Competition, has most of
its 1 scenes laid in the general
office of Bannister and Co.
It should, therefore, have
the added
glamour that
mystery gives to everyday
surroundings.
KEEPING YOUNG.

" BARCAROLE,'' a new UF A film, will be featured in songs and
choruses in the Leipzig programme on February IIth at 7.10 p.m.
Here is a model of the Venetian scenery used in "Barcarole."

THE week's best title is
offered by the EmDe Orchestra at Leipzig, broadcasting in
the variety programme this
evening at 8. The title is
"Stopping Time's Tooth."
THE AUDITOR.

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY lOth.
Nat., 2, The B.B.C. Northern
Orchestra. 5.30, "Troilus and
Cressida." 9, The Bournemouth
Municipal Orchestra. 10, Fred
Hartley and his Noveity Quintet.
Reg., 4 30, The B.B.C. Orchestra
(Section C). 5.30, The Wireless
Military Band, conductd by B.
Walton O'Donnell. 9.20," King
David ...

Ab mad.
All German stations, 8.30, Master
Concert.
Soloist :
Wilhelm
Bacl<haus (pianoforte).
MONDAY, FEBRUARY IIth.
Nat., 8, Songs from the FilmsVIII.
9, Violin Recital by
lsolde Menges.
Rcg., 7.15, The B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra. 8, " For it's my
Delight " (from Lincoln).

Abroad.
Warsaw, 8, Concert of Lithuanian
Music.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12th.
Nat., 8, " Scrapbook of 1921 ."
9, A Programme of Gramophone
Records, arranged by Francis
Tcye. 10.15, The Boyd Nee:
String Orchestra.
Reg., 6.30, Andrew ]ames and His
String
Rhythmic
Orchestra.
7.15, The Wireless Military
Band. 8, Recital by Alma Moodie
(violin) and Erdmann (pianoforte).
9, "From One Band to Another."

Abroad.
9, Brussels No. I, Concert commemorating the crowning of
Pope Pius XI.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13th.
Nat., 7.45, The B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra (from the Colston Hall,
Bristol).
Reg., 7.30, Organ Recital by G.
Thalben Ball (from the Concert
Hall, Broadcasting House). 8.30,
"Scrapbook of 1921."

Abroad.
Munich, 7.45, Burlesque variations
on "Sonny Boy."
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14th.
Nat., 8, " Roundabouts "-a radio
8.50, B.B.C. Theatre
play.
Orchestra.
Re.,., 6.30, Parade of Northern
Music Halls. 8, Cafe Colette
Orchestra in Continental and other
Dance Music.

Abroad.
Toulouse, 8.15," Faust "-Opera in
5 Acts by Gounod.
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New Apparatus Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
Pf.RTRIX 60-VOLT HT BATTERY
THE specin~en battery that was sent in for
test: by Bntanma Battenes, Ltd .. Britannia Worl{s, Union Street, Redditch, vVurcestershire, was a 6o-volt unit of the Yellow
Carton series or standard capacity type, the
normal discharge rate being between 7 and
ro mA. Following our usual custom, the
battery
was discharged
intnmittcntly
through a fixed resistance for periods of four
hours with similar time intervals for rest and
recuperation.

pillars. The coil formers are of two types,
one a bakelite and thP other an Isotex
moulding, and both arc fitted with base
pins to fit American-type valve holders.
The bakelite former is r!iH. in diameter ami
2in. long; the walls are thin and good
quality material is used.
The Isotex former measures I~ in. across
and has eight ribs, the winding le;1gth being
2:}111. The walls are comparatively thick,
bu_t as the mate~·ial hits good HF properties
th1s should not mtroduce undue losses. In
bakelite the price is rs. 3d. for a 4-pin and
IS." 6d. for a 6-pin style, whilst in Isotex the
prices are zs. and 2s. 6d. each respectively.
Of the ~WC: HF chokes, one is a plain
solenmd wmdmg on a ~in. bakelite tube 2in.
lo~g. It has a measured inductance of 135
microhenrys and is suitable for use up lo
about so metres. The other model consists
of f?ur honeycomb sections wound on a porcelam~type rod ~tted with metal end-caps
and wire connectmg leads. Its inductance is

One of the new style Magnum multi-contact
switches.
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Discharge curve of
P e r t r i x Yellow
C a r t o n 6o - volt
HT battery.
TIME

On the graph, however, only the actual
working hours are given, while the curve
shows the mean battery voltage during the
discharge periods.
From this a reasonably good idea of its life
:;an be obtained, for if we decide to keep it in
use until each cell drops to o.7s volt the endpoint can be placed at a battery voltage of
30, which state is reached after 37S hours of
use.
It is apparent from the curve that the battery is far from exhausted, nor does it show
any tendency to cut-off on its own accord.
The output continues for some 300 hours
more at a fairly constant level, but below
the theoretical end-point voltag£'.
The total capacity up to the assumed endpoint is Ss watt-hours, and as it contains 40
cells each contributes 2.I2 watt-hours. For
cells of the size used in this batterv a watthour capacity greater than two is ~ery satisfactory indeed.
The" battery is tapped every six Yolts, and
the price is ss. 6d.

RAYMART SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS
EVERAL new items that should interest

S the short-wave experimenter have been
placed on the market by The Radio Mart,
19, John Bright Street, Birmingham. Th<y
are mostly of American origin and consist
of roil formers, HF chokes and insulating

NEW MAGNUM SWITCH
TilE multi-contact swiich("s made by
. Burne-J ones & Co .. Ltd .. 296, Borough
H1gh Stn·d, London, :i.E.1, hitherto were
fitted with gold-sil\"er contacts, and this firm

(wORKING HOURS)

2,100 microhenrvs, and this model should
have a useful r;{ngt> of IO to 200 metres or
so. The standard model costs gd., and the
super type, as it is tt>rmed, zs. 3d. The
various sizes of stand-off insulators range in
price from 6d. to Sd. each, whilst a flintglass aerial insulator costs 6d.

has now in'troduced a cheaper versicn for
which are employed contacts of nickel-silver.
The springs are riveited to a bakelite strip
With 1.he ends projecting and shaped to form
soldering tag:;.
The body of the switch is of l.>ox-tvpe construction, and contact springs cari: be asscmbkd on each side of the spindle which
carries 1.he operating cams. In quite a small
space, thcrdore, a switch with as many ag
thirty-two pairs of contacts can be obtained.
\V e ha vc tested a sa m plc and find the
switch perfectly reliable. The contact points
''make'' with a slight wiping action which
appears to be quite sufficient to maintain a
clean surface, I or the contact resistance did
not chang<· within a measurable amount during our tests.
Prices range from 4s. for a switch with
five pairs of contacts to ss. 6d. for one with
nine pairs, and three-, four- or five-position
moch•ls are available at the same price.
A Ql\IB switch for mains use or the like
can ])(' incorporated, which will add IS. 6d.
to tlw price.
Selection of Raymart shortwave components comprising
coil formers, HF chokes and
insulators.
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By Our Special

BROADCAST
The P.M.G.'s Television
Party
lH KINC;SLEY WOOD inS
fused a rare sort of l'xpectancy among the party of hardboit"ed jounwJists who met in a
!louse of Commons Committee
Hoom last week.
The excii.<.:·
ment was natural, for the subject of tdevision is outside the
Pressman's
usual
range of
topics.
\Vhen, with pardonable pride,
the P.J\1.(;. had made his statc:ment on the findings of the
Television Committee, he invited questions. One could tell
from the questions that television is still suspect. No one
really knows where it may end,
and though Sir Kingsley raised
a laugh, it was \\Tll that he did
say that the art does not confer
the ability to look into otht·r
people's lioust·s.

New High Frequency Cable
One of the more important
announccu1cnts
was that a
special new Post Ofti.ce cable
would permit the transmission
of sutliciently high frequenci<'3
to link up the various ultrashort-wave stations which will
eventually comprise the television chain.

The Provincial Transmitters
No decision has been takctt
regarding the position of the
provincial si.<ltions which will
follow the initial experiml'nts
in London, hut we may assume
without doubt that all the
natural vantage points in the
neighbourhood of large cities
will be utilist>d. Height is the
1irs t essential.

The 30-line Tests
It is gratifying to know that
30-line experimenters are not to
be left in the lurch. The Bainl
process tests from Broadcasting
House will definitt>ly continue
until the hoary pimie('rs of today have a chance to acquire
more ambitious gear.

The Pioneer Television
Producer
\Vhcn
high-ddinition
tcl•···
\'J:;lOn tl'sh real! v g<'t gomg
I hope that we shall not forget
the pioneer work of Eustacc
Hobb, who has done miracles
with the material at his disposal in providing programn1es
of real entertainment value on
the 30-line system.

Mr. Robb's Future
The list of artists who have
built up these television programmes includes some of the
most famous in this or in any
other country ; and the fact

BREVITIES
that they were induced to make
appearances in the flickt:ring
30-line scanning beam must be
largely ascribed to the vigour
and optimistic outlook of :\Ir.
Rob b.
If he could make such a succt~ss of low-definition television,
what could he not do with
240-liue scanning and a larger
picture?

When We Look
By the way, the man at the
recci\'ing <'nd at last has an
ofticial designation.
On page
22 of the Television Committee's report, reference is made to
a "tdt>vision looker's licence."
As Sir \Valforcl Da\'ics will
say: "Good l'\Tiling, television
lookcrs all ! ''

Mr. J. H. Whitley
SIR JOHN HEITH'S tribute
to the late l\Ir. J. H. WhitIcy \Vas notable for its deep :,:inceri ty. The association between
the Chairman and the DirectorGeneral was more than that ordinarily subsisting between the
chiefs of large organisations;
they had great interests in common, and it is realised that Sir
John will feel the loss acutely.
l\Ir. Whitley, after the conclu-

ADHIA~

BOULT who
just rdurnccl ' from
America, .cu\·t·n·d himself and
the B. B.C. with glory while
iu Cambridgt', Massachusetts,
where he conducted the Bost:m
Symphony Orchestra.
Sairl the Boston Eu.:11iug
Trauscript : " The performance
of the symphony, Elgar .No. 2
\\·as warm and passionate."
AIHi the Bostoll Post : " Dr.
Adrian Boult, who led the
Boston Symphonv Orchestra as
guest, can say ' I came, I conducted, I conquered '
Tall, erect, spare, moustached
and quite bald, Dr. Boult is
characteristically
British
of
a:,:pt>ct. His light waistcoat and
dark cut-away kni. him a smart
and worldly air.
Of von
Bm·low's two kinds of conduct~rs: those who have their
heads in the score aud thm;e
who have the score in thcir
heads, it is the st·umd to which
Dr. Boult belo!lgs.
He concl ucted ~!gar' s Symphony from
memory.
lF\3

the B.B.C. engiuens
A RE
growing cocksure? For
tht~

first time they arc launching ~L
station without preliminary public tests. Midland Regional \\ ili
take the air on February 17 an<l
Davcntry sGB will close down
completely.

A Helping Hand
Just in case the new wa \'l'lcngth of 296.2 metres causes
some difficulty among inexperienced listeners the B.B.C. has
i~sued
a booklet, " The New
Midland Regional Transmittcr, ''
which can be had on applicatio:1
to the Corporation at Portland
Place or Birmingham. It is emphasised that this book is purdy
for J\lidland listeners.

tlic completion
A LTHOUGH
of the North-Eastern broad-

THE resignation of Colonel
Alan Da wna y from the Controllership of Programmes at
Broadcasting House has arous('d
real regret among the staff.
Those with whom I have spoken
on the subjt•ct s:lv that Colonel
Dawnav '' ;voulcl ha\'t• bec:n just
the man for tl1l' job '' if his
h•:alth had permitted it.
He never ust·cl his plk'itiun of
authority to embarrass his suhordin<ttes, and had a cheery
word for cveryont'.

DR.

No Public Tests for Midland
Regional

Newcastle in Fancy Dress

Colonel Dawnay

Americans and Dr. Boult

Correspondent

THE RIGHT HON. J. H.
WHITLEY, P.C., whose death
occurred on Sunday last. Mr.
Whitley had been Chairman of
the B.B.C. Board of Governors
since 1930.

of his long and honoura hl0
political career in 1928, when he
had been Speaker of the House
of Commous for seven vear",
cheerfully assumed the btirdens
attaching to the chairmanship
of the .!3.B.C., and at all times
was ready to plac<' his unique
cxrwrience at the disposal of his
fellow govemors and tlw staff.
lt is probable that the Yiccchairman, 1\ir. R. C. Norman,
will be his successor.
SI Oil

Breakfast Broadcasting
QNLY the fact that another
shift of engiiwt·rs would be
required is staying the hand of
the B. B.C. in the Ill<< Her of
early morning broadcasts.
I would direct the attention
of the B.B.C. to France, Holland aud Germany, where morning broadcasts are considered,
like the morning milk delivery,
to be part of civilised life

casting station seems a long \Y<ly
ofi, the Newcastle studios ha ,.e
been completely refurbished to
bring them up to the status of
an Arl'a headquarters.
The
entrance hall and studios IM\·e
been refitted from tlesigns by
l\Ir. \Vdb Cuatl's, of LoudoJt,
who was responsible- for scvnal
studios in Broadcasting House.
There arc thrt'L' studios, an
echo room, listening room, control room, bat terv room an cl
machine room.
.The control
room is somewhat like a signal
box at a railway junction, for
it is t'lluipped for handling all
programmes pas:;ing to and fro
between England, Scotland and
Northern Irt'land.
In the listening room a
quality check can be made on
the transmissions as they pass
through.
If necessary, Newcastle co.n give a boost to a
wilting soprano not(' on its way
from Portland Place to Queen
Street, Edinburgh.

The Trudge to Work

LONDONEHS
who
pass
through Trafalgar Square at
8.15 a.m. on February 27 may
be forgi\·en .for a touch of selfr:on~ciousll('SS,
for l\[r. J. C.
Canncil will be perched on fhe
roof of St. Martin 's-in-theFields, giving Empire listeners
an cyt:-witness impression of
London going to work.
Mr. Canndl, who will haye an
excdlcnt view r;f the Sguare and
Charing
Cross station,
will
dPscribe the mighty tide of
workers.
Many a Colonial listener in
fly-infested mud hut, on hearing
this broadcast, will thank his
lucky stars.

ISO
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Sound Reinforcement in Theatres
Acoustic Deficiencies. Remedied Electrically
By A. T. SINCLAIR
Basically, sound reinforcement equipment consists of a number of microphones
grouped near the stage and coupled
through suitable mixers to an amplifier,
the output of which is fed into suitably
positioned loud speakers. A typical installation i:, shown below.
Considering the apparatus in detail, we
have first the microphones. Various types
are used, the main requirements being
high quality and reasonable sensitivity
combined with a strong compact construction. J:hc "velocity " or ribbon microphone has proved particularly satisfactory, for not only has it an excellent frequency response but its highly directional

TEADY advances are being made in improving audibility
in theatres by means of amplifying apparatus. It is now
claimed that there is no technical reason why speech from the
stage should not be heard with ease and clarity from every
seat in the auditorium-even when conditions are poor from
the acoustic point of view.

S

I

N recent issues of Th.e lt'ireless World sented by the "talki"es," and it was mainattention has been drawn to the tained that as the theatre had succeeded in
apparent lack of application of sound the past without artificial aids to hearing,
amplifying apparatus to the rein- so it could continue to do so in the future.
forcement of the speech and music in
During the last few years the public has
theatres. Apparatus specifically designed become " sound conscious" and critical,
for this purpose is now available, and it thanks to the steady improvement and
is thought, therefore, that some details of
widespread use of wireless receivers
such equipment may be of interest to
and talking pictures, and in consereaders.
quence is less inclined to go to a
Up to a year or two ago the applica- theatre where, in the less favourably
tion of sound reinforcement in theatres
situated seats at least, they have to
was not seriously considered for a number strain to hear the dialogue, and freof reasons. First, the theatre patrons
quently miss important words in the
themselves, prior to the advent of talking
play.
pictures, did not realise the limitation of
Recently, considerable attention has
the human voice and took their inability been given to this problem in America,
to hear distinctly in certain parts of the
and it has become common practice
theatre as a matter of course. Secondly,
for sound reinforcing apparatus to be
the quality of the reproducing apparatus
included in the specification for new
available but a few years ago was poor at
theatres in that country.
best-certainly no
better than the
radio sets of the
same date-and the
Loud speakers inconspicufew isolated early
@----ously installed above the
installations g a v e
proscenium arch.
so u n d reinforce@----- ;;l
z -----1.....___,
ment a bad name.
characteristics renAUDITORIUM
I@~----- ~
Thirdly,
the re
der it largely im------cJ:::]
LOUD SPEAKERS
0 -----1.....___,
still exists some
mune from '' feedCID----- :;
trace of resentment
back'' troubles.
3.gainst the mechIn the majority
I
[ID----I
I
anisation of the
of installations the
entertainment mmicrophones are set
@----I
LOBBY
dustry, as reprein the footlights
: :
LOUD SPEAKERS
L _ __,.....-,
trough where they
TO DYNAMIC :·
~
LOUD SPEAKER•
are fa nmrablv situFIELDS
:
1
ated for picking up
WALL TYPE
0 LOUD
TO ADDITIONAL
the stage sounds
LOUD SPEAKER SPEAKERS
IN MANAGERS
and yet are conOFFICE
cealed from the
new of the audiElectrical arrangement of a typical sound-reinforcing installation.
("IlCe.
To provide
Suitable apparatus is now available an even pick-up from all parts of Uv~
from a number of manufacturers in this stage, they are usually placed about 8 feet
country which, when correctly applied, en- apart, and hence on a large stage there
ables sound from the stage to be rein- will be from five to eight microphones in
forced and distributed in the most '' diffi- the footlights. Occasionally, these are
cult " theatres so as to give entirely satis- supplemented by additional microphones
factory volume and intelligibility in all located in the orchestra pit, in the wings,
parts, and-most important-without the or on the lighting bridge oyer the stage,
audience being conscious of the artificial according to the shape of the stage or the
aids employed.
It has also been found nature of the production.
that such apparatus appreciably increases
In one system each microphone is
-the scope of the musicians and stage coupled via a jack panel to a microphone
artists by enabling them to put over effects amplifier and thence to a mixer panel,
A microphone installed in the footlights
and subtleties previously impossible.
where the signals from the microphones
trough

-----Q::J

I

r---o::::J

I

S@-
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are combined at the desired relative
values and thence transmitted to the main
amplifier. In other systems the individual microphone amplifiers are omitted,
the signals being mixed at a low signal
level and subsequently passed through a
'' booster'' amplifier before reaching the
main amplifier input.
The main ampiifier usually has two or

Sound

control

console, showing mixer panel
speaker controls.

three stages of'" voltage" amplification,
terminating in a povnT 'lage of a size
dependent on the ,,eating and cubic capacity of the theatre.
An approximate estimate of the power
of the amplifier may he obtaim:d by using
the figure of IO ,,·atts maximum undistor~d power output per r ,ooo seats. This
figure assumes the use of high-efficiency
directional loud speaker:; and average
acoustic conditions.
The amplifiers follow modern talking
picture amplifier practice, and are entirely
mains operated, suitable rectifiers being
incorporated in each amplifier assembly.
All-steel construction is employed, and
elaborate precautions arc taken to keep
hum and other extraneous noises at a very
low level. The microphone amplifiers, in
view of the number required, are more
economically feel from a central rectifier
panel, and are therefore of somewhat
simpler construction.
Electro-dynamic loud speakers arc used
in association with short horns or directional baffles to project the sound in the
required directions. They arc preferably
located at the sides or abon~ the proscenium arch, concealed from the view of
the audience by ornamental grilles or
other devices according to the nature of
the theatre. In new theatre~. of course,
it is possible to incorporate the loud
speakers in the general scheme of decoration.
An example cf the <Jclclition of loud
speakers to an existing th.catrc is shovvn
in an accompanying illustration.
To obtain the best results from the more
elaborate installation, all of the reinforcing
apparatus is placed under the control
of a supervisor vvho is seated in a suitable position at the rear of the auditorium
where, although screened from the view

mg main amplifiers in order
to centralise the installation.
In theatres not already
equipped with talking picture apparatus, however,
the position of the amplifiers, etc., may be varied to
suit circumstances, and in
some instances they ar.::
grouped entirely back-stage.
Some of ths larger cinemas
in this couni.ry, where stage
turns arc provided as part
of the regular programme,
have
already
installed
modern stage" reinforcing
The control console, at the rear of the theatre
equipment, and it is hoped
balcony, may be closed up like a roll-top desk.
that the excellent result;
of the audience, he has an that are being obtained with such inuninterrupted view of the stallations will induce our more enterstage. He is provided with prising theatre managers to provide
equipment in the form of a this overdue improvement in their
sound control console which theatres. An interesting example is that
enables him to adjust the of the open-air theatre in Regent's Park,
degree of sound reinforce- where the success of the venture depends
ment according to the action to a large extent on the skilful employment of sound reinforcing apparatus.
proceeding on the stage.
In those theatres already
Thus it may be seen that with the satisequipped with talking picture factory equipment now available there is
and loud
no reason why-even in the largest or
apparatus it is usually possible to use the "talkie"
in acoustically defective theatres-speech
amplifins for sound reinforcing pur- from the stage should not be heard \\ith
post'S, but as the stage is occupied ease and clarity from every seat in the
by actors and scenery the normal cinema auditorimn.
Once the theatre-goer has
loud speakers cannot be used, and realised the possibilities of this, \Ye may
it is necessary to have additional units hope that perfect speech audibility in the
arranged around the front of the pro- theatre may become an accepted fact.
scenium arch as described above. In such
Thanks are due to Messrs. R. C. A.
instances the microphone pre-amplifiers Photophone, Ltd., for permission to puband power supply units are installed in lish the photographs illustrating this
the projection booth adjacent to the exist- article.

Twenty Years Ago
Extracts from The Wireless World
of February, 19!5
Lcttcr /,J tltt' Editor front a reader sentenced
!Jy court nutrlial lo six IILOlll!ts' IJilprisonnJeut:·· I \\Otdd likt· tu thank you, sir, for giviug
dut' prominence to mv unf;1rtunate casP, as l
hope it will sl'rve as a~ warning to other cxpPrimcnl<-r' to havc e-very particle of their apparatus ren1ovcc..l, sl'alt:Ll. or obtain a pern1it to
kc<'p c"ntptnKnt parts of apparatus on their
premiH·'· "' part uf llw apparatus nwntioll('<l
in mv case was simply a buzzer set with which
my wile and I hat! been k<·t·ping up our morse
practice. I, thcrclore. tremble to think what
would happcn to any unforlunalP amateur
who was found by u·rlain Territorial officers to
have in hi" po"''"""ion a practice set as described
by 1\lr. Cyril C. Barnard in your 1'\ovcmlwr
1:-;:-;uc.

"

Apologi~i·1g

25 ohms. which is again armed with another
microphone t•xactly simil:-<r to that un the (J,ooo
ohm, which in ib l urn works a receiver of 10
ohms fitted with a trumpet.
" I get all FL signals very clt·<,rly; they can
he heard nearly all over the house. 1 have had
KAV, but ln he able to be·certain of getting
him evny limP I am making a sound-proof
box so that the microphones will uut pick up
outside noises.''
From "ll"ir<'icss Tclegmphy ill lite ll'ar"
"Caqwnlier, the famous Fn·nch boxer. is
serving with the French Armv as wirdess
operator :-;ignalling to aeroplanes: For a vv<·t·k
he was t·ngaged with the 3rd Siege Battery, when, at ~ois"ons, one of its guns was put
out of action through it C~rman shc·ll smashing thP axle of O!H; o[ 1ht· wheels. Shells \H·re
falling all around, and one of them smashed
the apparatus with which CarpenliC'r had !wen
ft'Ct>iving ITlH·:sagt's fron1 the tH:ruplancs telling
\lw battery t.hc r<lllgP."

for t;d.:ing up your Yalu;tblc

space, 1 an1,

"Yours faii.hfulh- (sgd.) - - . "

COSSOR MODEL :369

A Loud Sp ..·ahing Tdepltonc, /Jy "L. TJ". P."

A New Universal AC/DC Mains Receiver

( l'u;npuillte, France).
" I h,i\'l' now complded a loud ']waking
i.l'!cphonc.
. . I look a thin copper ltrbe and
soldered it to !he centre of the diaphragm of a
(J,ooo ohn1 n·ce:-·ivt·r, taking greJ.t care not to
nvcr!wa ( l he diaphr~gm, and so deform it. In
th!" l fixed llw 1<-ad of an llll pt·riCi! and approaclll"d a snnll block of carbon armed with a
copp<'r spring -i!J mm. x r mm.
This microphone is connected to another receiver of about

to ctppcal to the man of modc·rale
D ESI<;:\ED
means, tins latest addrtron (o the Cossor
range t·mplo\·s '' Supcr-Ferrodyrw " iron-corC'd
coils in a '' :-;ir~tigbt " circuit co1nprising a
\·ariahle-mu l" ntode !IF amplifit r. HF peut<Hll'
<ktectc;r, and· a p:hvcr !W:ntode output valvP.

Th(' ~pt·citic;:.tion includvs a JWn-:1ant·nt n1agnt~t
moving-coil loud speaker, and the r•rice has
lwen fixed at the. very attractive -frgure oi
£8 r8s. 6d.
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Reception in Simplest
Terms

'

PARTICULARLY helpful exposition of the essentials
of wireless communication. Readers who have missed
the purely theoretical section of this series may rom•eniently
start at this point

.--~~------------------------------------------------------------J''

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

(Continued from page 124 of February 1st issue)

~
.

mentioned at the end of Part X,
we have now covered with fair
completeness the basic theory
that forms the foundation of
wireless. But the bare bones of theory
certainly do not take us very far towards
a comprehension of the performance of a
wireless receiver. Valves, for example,
have hardlv been mentioned; there is no
"theory o( valves" in am: absolute sense,
but th~re are plenty of experimentally
determined facts about valves to which no
particular meaning
can be attached,
AERIAL
and from which no
useful information
can be gained until
the theorv we haw
discussed. is applied
to them.
But before we
can make anv useful progress "alonr.;
EARTH~
such lines as thesr~
we must digress, for
Fig. 54.- Schematic
this one Part, from
diagram showing how
a wireless wave origithe main path, and
nates at the transapply our theory to
mitting st:ltion. The
a fuller elucidation
coil Lz is tuned by
of the nature of the
the capacity (shown
in dotted lines) existsignal received from
ing between the aerial
a wireless station.
wire and the ground
This will mean gobeneath it.
ing over, to some
~xtent, the ground covered in the introcluc:ion to this series, 1 now making concrete
dnd definite sewral poinb tht'IT touched
upon only in the vaguest and most general
terms.
\Ve haYe seen that a simple high-frequency current consists of electricity surging back and forth an enormous number
of times per second. If we imagine that
high-frequency currents are generated, in
some unspecified way, in the tuned circuit
LrCr of Fig. 54, then if Lr is coupled to
Lz, as the diagram suggests, similar currents will appear in the latter coil. If
this is connected between earth and an
aerial, the capacity between the aerial and
the ground beneath it can br used to tun·-~
Lz to the frequency of the cnrrrnt. as in·
dicated by the dotted condcnst·r which
represents the aerial-earth capacity.
This means that the aerial will be
charged and discharged at high frt'quency
exactly as was the condenser in the simpler drcuit described at the beginning of
1 ''Broadcasting
in Outline, ··-----ri,-;;- Wireless
Trorld, November. 9th, 1934, p. 3GO.

Part IV. An aerial which is charged and
discharged in this way radiates some a;
the energy supplied to it out into space in
the form of a wireless wave. In this Part
we shall consider the way in which this
carrier wave is made a vehicle for carrying music and speech to the listener, and
how the receiver disentangles from it the
message it has brought.
We have already had occasion to represent the high-frequency current in an
o~cillating circuit by a sine-wave, as in
Fig. 55· If this currmt is conveyed to
the aerial in some such way as suggested
in Fig. 54, the aerial and earth system will
send out into space an electromagnetic
wave consisting of varying electric anrl
magnetic fields which travel outwards from
the aerial with the speed of light. At any
point to which these fields reach on their
travels, their intensity varies with time in
exactly the same manner as does the current ii'! the aerial. Fig. 55 will therefore
serve to represent this wave, although the
curve is in no sense a physical picture of
it; it is simply a record of the \Yay in
which the intensity of the field nrics with
time.
If a continuous wave of this type were
sent out from a transmitter it could convey
no more information than a steady beam
of light from a lighthouse. Lighthouses
are accustomed to announce their idcntity
to the naYigator by periodic rhythmic interruption of their light, sending out in
this way a sort of "call-sign" of long
and short flashes. In just the samt: way

'

'
I'
I
I
I
I

To convey speech and music, something
more elaborate than simple interruption
of the transmission is required, though the
continuous carrier wave is still the basi~
of this more advanced type of transmisSIOn.

Modulating the Carrier

vVe will imagine that it is desired to
transmit a pure note of 1,000 cycles, available in the form of an electric current
derived, ewntually, from the microphone
before which the note is being sounded.
This cnrrent will also haw a form like that
of Fi;.;. 55, but the time-scale will be profoundly different from that used when tlw
curn· represents a radio· wave. If the
wa Ye corresponds to 300 metres, each
audio cvck \Yill extend oYer a thousand
radio C'.~cks. To enable the musical note
to be com·eyed by the carrier \Ya \"C these
hm oscillrl.tfons l~a\·c tn be combined to
make a single whole. It is essential to
grasp the character of the resulting camplcx oscillation, becausL· it is this, as picked
up by the receiving aerial, that forms the
raw matnial with which the receiver is
designed to deal.
In Fig. s6a is depicted the "waveform'' of a high-frequency carrier wave,
while b shcnYs, t.o the same scale, the
musical note which we wish to combin.~
with it. At first sight it might seem that
it would be sufficient to add the two currents together anti allow them both to flmv
in the aerial. Such a mode of combining
them results in the \\·an·-form shown itt
full-line in Fig. 56c.
Examination of this
figure will show that
the two currents, although they are flowing simultaneously in
the same circuit, ar<~
still independent, the
whole consisting of
the original high-frequency
c u r re n t
0
4
2
3
" wrapped round"
TIME SCALE
the original low-fre·quencv current b.
which1s
shown
Fig. 55. --Curve representing rise and fall of current in LI, CI (Fig. 54),
rise and fall of voltage on aerial, or rise and fall in strength of field
dotted.
due to radiation. If f
I,ooo kcjs 1.-' -- 300 m.) the unit of time
Successive peaks
is one-millionth of a second.
of the high-frequencv
a wireless transmitter can conve\· mesvol1;1gc arc still alike, as in a; the onl\'
sages by periodically interrupting it~ wave, ch;wgt• lies in replacing the straight zerobreaking it up into the short and long liw· of that runT by curn· b. In view of
bursts of transmission that represent the the known fact that an aerial will not
clots and dashes of the Morse code.
radiate a low-frequency voitage to any

FEBRUARY 8th, 1935.

r·~
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frequency output from the generator \Vould
also rise and fall, this rise and fall being
strictly in time with the audio-frequency
voltage we wish to transmit.
The result of this more elaborate mean~;
of combining the two curves, which
amounts to multiplication of the one by
the other, is shown at d in Fig. s6, \YhCT(·
it will he seen that the amplitude ot th.?
high-frequency voltage is now actually
changing at audio-frequency. Excq:Jt a:;
an impress on the total amplitude of s\\'in~
the audio-frequency voltage has disappeared ; it is now represented b~_· the en-

Foundations of Wireless-

appreciable extent, it is clear that if an
attempt were made to send out c as a
signal, the high-frequency component
would set up its usual wave, as at a, in
which the low-frequency component would
not be represented.
It is clear, therefore, that simple addition of the currents will not provide us
with a resultant current of a suitable type
for radiation; we will therefore try multiplication.
Let us suppose that the amplitude of
the high-frequency voltage in the aeri<d
1
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Fig. 56. --Diagrams a and b shows a high-frequency current and a musical note to be combined with it for transmission. Mere addition of the currents results in c, in which the currents
remain separate so that only the HF component would be radiated. Diagram d shows the
modulated carrier resulting from multiplying the curves as described in the text : it is radiated
complete from the aerial.

depends upon the DC \'Oltage used to
drive som2 part of the apparatus generating the oscillation. The height of cur\'C a
might then be lOO volts if a SOO-volt
battery were used, but might rise to I so
or drop to so volts if the battery wete
suitably increased or decreased in \'oltage.
We might now introduce the audio-frequency voltage we desire to transmit in
series with this imaginary battery; then
the total voltage reaching the HF generator would swing about its mean value, th·~
audio-voltage alternately adding to and
subtracting from the battery voltag2. In
consequence the amplitude of the high-

complete high-frequency cycles in the
place of c\·ery one
shown.
A JittlP
imagination must
therefore be applied
to Fig. 56 before it
can gin· a correct
impression of a
m,rmal broadca;;t
wave.
B
X
E\'C!l so, d represt·nb nothing mon·
exciting than a
tuning-in note; for
Fig. 57·- Showing
mmjc or speech
how the modulated
carrier (Fig. 56d) is
the form of b is ex" coliected " t:y the
tren•ely complex,
aerial in the form of
and this complexity
currents of the same
is faithfully reprew a ve-form
and
passed to the tuned
sented in the encircuit LC as the first
velope of the modu·
stage in reception.
la tecl
carrier d.
Nevertheless, the diagram gives a wry
fair mental picture of the modulated carrier which flows, as a current, in the transmitting aerial, and is radiated outwards
through space as a wireless wave.
At the receiving aerial, this wave sets up
currents which, apart from any distortion
they may have suffered in their journry
through space, are an exact duplicate in
miniature of the currents in the aerial ,,f
the traHsmitter. By some simple circuit,
such as that of Fig. 57, they can be collected and caused to flow, in magnified
form, round a tuned circuit. The function
of even the simplest receiver is to conwrt
these electric currents into sound so th;1t
the programme may be enjoyed.
Why Detection is Necessary
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a wavelength of 30,000 metres.

a 1,ooo-kcjs (300-metre) carrier in its correct relationship to b there should be 100

vel ope (Jotted) of the cutTe as a \vhole.
A curve such as d represents a modulated high-frequency current or voltage. Jt

is fairly evident that if this is allowed to
flow in an aerial the radiated \V a ve will
follow, in its rise and fall, the rise and fall
of the current, since the whole is now a
high-frequency phenomenon.
The observant reader will have notice:l
one important inaccuracy in the diagram :
it does not bring out clearly enough the
enormous difference in frequency betwr:c·n
the carrier and the modulation. If, <o.s
suggested, b shows a r,ooo-cycle :r kc/s)
note, a represents a ro-kc/s carrier, i1aving

If telephones vvere connected to the circuit, either by inserting them at X to allow
the circulating current to flow through
them or by joining them across A and B
so that the voltage on C would drive a
current through them, no sound would be
heard. The reason for this can readilv
be appreciated by considering Fig. 58a.
which repeats the diagram of the modulated carrier. Any two consecutiYe halfcycle.; of the current arc approximately
equal (in a practical cas<>, much more
nearly equal than in the diagram) and so
neutralise each other so far as the t2kphow·
diaphragm is concerned, it being understood that this cannot possibly vibrate at
the frequency of th:c carrier. The a veragr~
current through the telephones, even
measured over an interval as short as ·l
ten-thousandth of a second, is therefore
zero.
But if we could find some means r·t
wiping out one-half of the wan:, so that it
took on the form shown at b, we should
have a current to which the t:.'lephoncco
could respond, for the average currc:1 t
\Voulcl then be greater at A than at B
While unable to follow the carrierfrequency alternations individually, th·:
teleptone diaphragm would then rise and
Li; ut the rate of their variation in ampli-

I
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Foundations of Wirelesstude. Since these variations are due to the
r,ooo-cycle note modulating the carrier, it

...J:

will be seen that for 0.25 volt in one direction the current is 95 microamps., whereas
for the same voltage in the other direction

·--

--

A

A

current through the crystal will vary, as
Fig. 6o shows, between IS and 75 microamps. as the carrier rises and falls.
The
current through the telephones will follow
the curve of Fig. 6zb, and will have an
average value, as read by a milliammeter
reading DC, of about 45 microamps.
Fig. 6zb thus represents the sum of twu
currents ; a direct current of 45 microamps.
on which is superposed an alternating current of frequency I,ooo cycles and peak
value 30 microamps. This last, it will be
observed, is the modulation-current that
the carrier-wave has conveyed from th~
transmitter to the listener's ear. The whole
process can be completely studied with
the aid of the voltages and currents addecl
to the curve of Fig. 6o.

Fig. 58. -Modulated HF current (diagram a). Over any period of time appreciably greater
than an HF cycle, the average current is zero, and so is inaudible in telephones. The same
current, rectified, is shown in diagram b. The average current now rises and falls at
modulation-frequency and can now be heard in telephones.

is this note, which we want, that would be
heard.
The process of suppressing half of a complete wave, thus converting alternations of
current into a series of pulses of unidirectional current, is called by the general term
rectification. The particular case of recti100
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it is only IS microamps. If an alternating
voltage of the same peak value is applied
the current will vary rapidly between these
very different limits in the two directions,
so that there will be an average current
derived from the differences shown. The
curve of Fig. 6o shows how the average
unidirectional current varies with the valnL~
of the AC voltage applied.
If we make up a receiving circuit ;1s
shown in Fig. 6I, putting crystal and telephones in series across the tuning condenser, we shall apply the modulaterl

1- 1I'

,-0'3 -0'2

-0'1

0

0'1

0'2

Fig.

61.~-Circuit

diagram of simple crystal
receiver.

The condenser bridging the telephone,;
in Fig. 6r is inserted so that the high
impedance that the windings of the telephones would offer to the high-frequency
currents may be effectively short-circuitecl.
The capacity must be high enough to offu
a reasonably easy path to high frequency,
but must not be so high that the currents
of modulation frequency find it an easier
path than the telephones.
We have only discussed the reception of
a carrier-wave modulated by a single
The microphone-curI,ooo-cycle note.
rents rep~:esenting a whole orchestra are of
a complexity almost infinite in comparison,

0'3

DC VOLTS

Fig. 59· ~Current through crystal detector
for various values of applied DC voltage.
Note the marked difference in current for
equal voltages in opposite directions.

fying a modulated carrier in such a way as
to reveal the modulation is known, in this
country, as detection, and in America as
de-modulation. It can be performed by
any device which conducts current, or
responds to a voltage, in one direction
only, or, less perfectly, by any device
which has a lower resistance to currents, or
a greater response to voltages, in one direction than in the other.
For the purpose of a simple set a crystal
detector has been very widely used, this
:onsisting of two dissimilar crystals, or one
:rystal and a metal point, in light contact
with one another. Curves (based on data
from Morecroft's "Principles") of a
'' perikon '' (two-crystal) detector an;
shown in Figs. 59 and 6o.
In the first of these is plotted the current
through the crystal for various applied
potentials from ~ 0.25 to + 0.25 volt. It

0'3

0'4

C VOLTAGE

MODULATED ENVELOPE OF
APPLIED CARRIER VOLTAGE

Fig. 6o.-Curve shows direct current through
crystal resulting from application of AC
voltage. It represents difference between
average positive and average negative
currents. Also rectification of modulated
carrier.

carrier voltage to the crystal, and the resulting unidirectional current will ftow
through the telephones.
If we suppose
that the voltage across the crystal was due
to the unmodulated carrier is o. IS volt.,
and that when the I ,ooo-cycle modulation
is applied it \'aries between o. I and o. 2
volt, as suggested in Fig. 6za, then the

PEAK AUDIO
CURRENT

--T.../
30mA

---LT
45mA

Fig. 62.-Rectification : Diagram a shows
voltage across tuned circuit (Fig. 61)
and hence voltage applied to crystal. Highfrequency cycles shown by shading only :
there should be some thomands of them.
Diagram b shows rectified current through
telephones resulting from a. Figures taken
from Fig. 6o. Note that current consists
of 45 /LA. DC, plus 30 /LA. (peak) of modulation-frequency current. Compare Fig. 6o.
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lation-frequency currents from the received
but the processes of modulation, transmis- carrier. In addition, of course, telephones
sion, and detection apply just as well to a or loud speaker are needed to convert
complex modulation-envelope as to a these currents into air-waves.
simple one. In discussing our r,ooo-cycle
We may add more tuned circuits to innote we have therefore covered, in prin- crease selectivity, and amplifiers operating
ciple at least, the whole problem of trans- on the signal either before or after cletecmitting music and speech.
tion (or both) to render the set more scnsiThe circuit of Fig. 6r is that of a simple tive.
But all these additions are only
receiver but it contains the kernel that '' frills '' ; the crystal set described contains
every r~ceiver must have. The two es~en- the centra_l nucleus of tuning plus detection
tials are tuning, to select the reqmreJ upon which every set, no matter how
signal, and detection, to extract the modu- ambitious, is ultimately dependent.
(To be continued.)
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Frequency Separation
THE letter from 1\Ir. A. H. \Vick_ham, in
your issue of January 18th, IS not a
good example of clear reasoning._
First he savs that to transmit up to 13
kc 1s would c;ll for a station separation of
26 kc 1s ; later he says that we can, in practice, get reception up to 6 kc Is from stations 9 kcls apart! He can't haYe it both
ways: if the latter statement is true, only
20 kc j s S<"para tion is required for reception
up to 13 kc j s, so only half the transmitters
need go.
Next he implies that the "top octave,"
containing only " the feeble higher harmonics and hiss" (in his own words), IS
not important. Hasn't he yet realised that
i ~ contains the " colour " which distinguishe~ the upper notes of a Yiolin, an
oboe, and a piccolo from one another~
.
He postulates, as a test, the cuttmg m
and out of filters on a really good transmission bdore an audience of ordinary
pt>ople. Is he really unaware that this was
clone by the Bell Telephone Laboratory
:o;ome years ago? The published record of
the tests gn·es all the data, showing that
the audience had no clue as to what changes
were being mad~; and the result was concl u~i n: that response up to 10 kc Is was
wanted for music, and up to 14 kc Is for
" effects " noises.
P. K. TURNER, M.I.E.E.,
Hartley Turner Radio, Ltd.
Isleworth.

"W.W." Sets-Single Span AC
\VELC0:\1£ the suggestion of your correspondent that readers should report on
the rt>sults obtained with Wireless World
teceiYers in their own localities.
My present receiver is a Single-Span AC
model entirely home-constructed. The recei,·er chassis is built exactly to specification, with home-made coils, but the power
unit has been modified to the extent that
choke capacity output has replaced the
transformer, so that an inductor speaker on
hand might lw used. A fairly good aerial
and earth are used.
As far as can be judged with a speaker
deficient in " top "· this set gives better
quality than any I have yet handled.
(Incidentally, it giws a good clear image
on television-always an acid test of frequency response.) The sensitivity is sufficient to enable many medium-wave foreigners
to be received at good strength in daylight,
and A VC work~ well.
The selectivity is

I

entirely adequate on all strong stations, but
as it depends on a combination of reaction
and A VC it sometimes allows one station to
pass right cut and another come in when
fading is bad. I am a little troubled by
what appears to be modulation hum when
using critical reaction. The only complaint
I can make against this excellent set (and
this is no doubt clue to some as yet undiscovered fault) is that most transmissions
(locals as. well as foreign) are accompanied
by a faint high-pitched whistle.
This
applies to medium waves only after dark,
but at all times on Droitwich. Experiments
with wave-traps and re-trimming at different fre<juencies have not enabled a cure to
be made, and I should be very interested to
learn if other readers are troubled in this
way, and should welcome any suggestions
as to its cause and cure.
To my mind this set is the ideal one for
all who desire a medium-range, high-quality
rect>i\·cr, and I am only waiting the
suppression of the above-mentioned whistles
bP!ore building the W.W. Quality Amplifier
and obtaining a speaker more worthy of the
splendid quality available.
JAMES F. NOAKES.
Tunbriclge \Veils.

Pitch Distortion
JN your first issue of this year, under
" Broadcast Brevities," I found a small
note entitled " Key Distortion," which explained the difference in pitch of the various
contributions to the National Anthem
symposium by the Empire as clue to
" atmoo;pheric distortion."
By " atmospheric distortion " I presume
that the radio link between relay and receiving station is referred to, as it is inconceivable that the Canadian chorus, for example, was receding from the microphone
(or vice versa) at a speed of about roo
m.p.h., as would be required to account for
the Doppler effect in dropping the pitch Ly
nearly two tones, as we all heard.
\Ve must presume, then, that the distortion occurred in the reflection from the
ionised layers and took the form of an
approach of the sidebands of all the modulation by about 0.05 k;c to the carrier, and,
moreover, remained steady (within audible
limits) during the performance.
I should be very much obliged if your
Special Correspondent (or any ingenious
reader) could enlighten me on this matter,
as hitherto I have been under the impression
that, although practically everything else

in the modulation is distorted in longdistance transmission, the pitch remains
true.
What about those transmissions of standani frequency?
E. F. PO\VELL.
Sutton Colclfield.

I

WOULD like to point out that the probable cause of " Key Distortion " was
that the various countries concerned in the
simultaneous broadcast of the National
Anthem commonly use a different " pitch."
As is well known, new Philharmonic is in
common use in this country, with C at 522
cycles, or near, per sec. "Continental " is,
I believe, nearly a semitone lower, and, as
every musician knows, military bands use
a slightly higher pitch.
Although all the singers used the nominal
key of G it does not follow that they were
all singing in the same actual key.
D. H. WALTON.
West 1\Iolesey.

Reception of Droitwich
THE report published by Mr. l\Ieunier, of
Bourg, France, may give a wrong idea
of the strength of British stations. I am
living only 8o miles from 1\Ir. J\Ieunier, and
with my New 1\Ionoclial AC Super (built
exactly to specification, except that I replaced the American heptocle by an octocle)
I ca!l tune in Droitwich at noon every clay
<1t full strength, without background noise.
This station comes in stronger than Zeesen,
which is probably clue to the AVC system
and deep modulation of Droitwich.
Since December I have been able to tune
in \Vest Regional, Brookmans Park, and
North Hegional, from I p.m. There is a
st'rious background noise at noon on these
stations which gradually decreases; at
1 p.m. reception is quite good, and at 3
o'cluck the strength of North Regional is
the same as Sottens, which is only 30 miles
from here, <J.ncl yet it is quite clear of that
station.
May I suggest that Mr. Meunier tries a
directional aerial, as this has resulted in an
improvement in reception to several friends
who were anxious to receive English programmes.
R. BOULLA Y.
Pontarlier, Doubs, France.

German Television Receiver

The new Telefunken television receiver for
ultra-short waves. It gives reception of both
sight and sound, is synchronised by wireless
impulses superimposed on the "picture,"
and makes use of " hard " cathode-ray tubes.

Wireless World, February 8th, 1935.

PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_ta_ti_·o_n._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Kaunas (Lithuania) ..
Brazov (Romania)
Huizen (Holland). (l'nlil3.40p.m.)
Kootwijk (Holland) L4nnounwl Huioen).
(3.40 p.rll. li/111'(1/'ds)
Lahti (Finland)
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Berlin ( Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(8.->r. Sins., 16.89, 19.73, 25.51, 31.38 and
49.83 m.)
Droitwich
Minsk, lt\VlO (U.S.S.R.)
Reykjavik (Iceland) ..
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
Motala (Sweden). ( l?elays Stockholm)
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.I
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland) ..
Ankam (Turkey)
Luxembourg
Kharkov. R\\':!0 (U.S.I'.R.) ..
Kalundborg (Denmark) (8.-u·. Sin., 4!J.5 m.)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
Tashkent. ltWll (F.S.S.R.)
Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2. RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Tifiis, R\\'i ( l-.s.s. H.)
Rostov-on-Don, HW12 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Sottens)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voroneje, H\\'25 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Oulu (Finland) ..
Ufa, R\\'22 (U.S.S.R)
Hamar (Norway) (Relays Q,ln)
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
Ljubljana (Yugo•lavia)
Viipuri (Finland)
Bolzano (Italy)
Wilno (Poland)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary)
Beromi.inster (Switzerland)
Athlone (Irish Free State)
Palermo (Italy)
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany)
Urenoble, P.T.T. (France)
Riga (Latvia)
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Itabat (Hadio Maroe) (:Nlorocco)
Sundsvall (Sweden). (l;!elays Stockholm)
Florence (Italy). (Relays )Jilan)
Cairo (Aim Zabal) (Egypt) ..
Brusscb,Ko. l (Belgium). (French Programme)
Lisbon ( BararPnn) (Portugal)
Trondelag (Xorwa!') ..
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, I'.T.T. (La Voua) (!<'ranee)
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany)
North Regional (Slaithwaite)
Sottens (l{adio Suisse Homande) (1-iwitzerland)
Belgrade (Yugoslrtvia)
Paris, P.rt.T. (E('nk ~t! p~··rif'HrP) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Rome, No. 1 (ital-·1! (8 .If'. stn., 25.4 m.)
Kiev, It\\'!) (l-.S.S.H.)
Tallinn ( Eothonia)
Madrid, EA.J2 (Radio Espalia) {Spain)
Munich (Germany)
l\!arseilles, P.'J'.'l'. (France) ..
Katowice (Poland)
1\lidland Re?:ional (Daventry)
Toulouse, P.'l'.T. (France)
Leipzig (Germany)
Barcelona, EAJI (Spain)
Lwow (Poland)
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
Milan (Italy) ..
Bucharest (Romania) ..
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) ..
Berlin (Funkstunde Te;el) (Germany)
Bergen (Norway)
Sofia (Bulgaria)
Valencia (Spain)
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)

,~_l~~~iW~;.~!__n'•tres.[~\lj-________s_t_a!-io_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l_~~~5:n:~~ Metres.~~
151)
160
160
!nO

.......... '
..........
..........
..........
1

166
174
182
187.;,
191
200
208
208
215
216
217-ri
224
230
230
232
238
245
256.4
260
271
280
355
375
401
401
413.5
431
436
519
519
527
527
536
536
546
556
565
565
574
;,8:{

583
592
601
tiOI
(iO\)

620
(j20

629
629
638
648
658
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677
686
695
704
713
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731
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749
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767
77!i
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82:J
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~)0
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Strasbourg, P.T.T. (l<'rance)
Poznan (Poland)
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
Gruz (Austria). (Relay~ Yienna)
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
Helsinki {Finland)
Hamburg (Germany) . .
Toulouse (Radio 'l'oulouse) (France)
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
Brussels. No. 2 ( Bel~[inm). (Flemish
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Al~[eria)
Gi:iteborg (Swerl.en). (Relays Stockholm)
Breslau (Germany)
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
West Regional (Washford Cross)
Cracow (Poland)
Genoa (Italy). (Relays .ll!ilan)
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kiV. till 6.40 p.m.)
Bratis!ava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
North National (Slaithwaite)
..
Barcelona, EAJ 15 (Radio Asociacit)n) (Spain)
Konigsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) (Germany)
Parede (Radio Club Portugu[•s) (Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW70 (lJ.S.S.R.)
..
Scottish National (Falkirk) . .
Bari (Italy)
..
..
..
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.)
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (Fran"c)
Zagreb (Yugoslavia) . .
Falun (Sweden)
Madrid, I~A.J7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvia)
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
1\oJora.vska.-Ostrava (Czechoslovakia). .
Alexandria (Egypt) . .
Belfast . .
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
Hi:irby (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Turin, ~o. I (Italy). (Relays Milan)
London National (Brookmans Park)
West National (Washford Cross) . .
..
Kosice (Czeehoslovakia). (Relays l'mguc)..
Monte l'eneri (Switzerland) . .
..
Copenhagen (Denmark). (lfrl11ys 1\a/undborg)
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High Quality Sound
Broadcasting
Possible By-Product of Television
HEN broadcasting started
in I922 there was, for a
short time at least, sufficient
ether accommodation to
give stations the frequency spread that
we now know to be necessary and which,
in present conditions, simply cannot
be obtained. But in I922 we had distinctly loose ideas of what frequency
band was really necessary for good
reception and, even if we had known,
neither transmitters nor receivers were
then capable of handling it. We now
know that frequencies up to I5 or IG
kilocycles arc involved, although IO
kilocycles give very good quality of
reproduction of speech, music and most
noises. But this involves sidebands of
± IO kilocycles and separation between
stations of at least 20 kilocycles (or
proportionately more if we aim at the
IS or I6 kilocycles). With the present
distribution scheme this simply cannot
be obtained, so we have to be content
with an average station-separation of
9 kilocycles, and trust to geographical
location and receiver selectivitv to
give us immunity from interfei'ence.
The result, which has often previously
been discussed in our columns, is that
we cannot have as good broadcast
reception as we could or might have,
certainly not as good as broadcast
transmitters could be made to send out,
or as good as receivers could be designed
to receive.
In the 7-metre band things are
completely different.
In the first
place there is little ·crowding in that
region at present and room both for
station allocations and for adequate
frequency width. The limited range
and lack of interference at any great
distance mean that the same wave-

W

length could be used for local broadcasting, say, in London and in Manchester without mutual interference.
In the second place it is relatively
easier to get sufficient width of frequency response in our apparatus,
since the sideband spread is such a
very small percentage of the carrier
frequency.
In addition, there are no " Heaviside layer effects " such as fading,
and the limitation of range means
that neither by day nor by night
need reception be spoiled by interference from distant stations which
come up in the hours of darkness.
An increase of this " optical-path "
range can, of course, be obtained by
elevation of the transmitter and receiver, but for purposes of local broadcasting in the 7-metre band-eitlier of
sound or of sight-a restricted range is
implied.
In a recent article on television
reference was made to the arrangement
of having the sound and sight carriers
dose together in the 7-metre region,
receiving both on one aerial and beating
from a common oscillator to give two
intermediate frequencies. The intermediate frequency amplifier for the
picture channel requires a band width
of over I megacycle, and 1t is known
that amplifiers of this performance
have been made.
Thus in the ultra short-wave band
there is plenty of room for really high
quality sound broadcast, but it is somewhat of an irony that we have to wait
for the television to give us a lead.
The present broadcasting scheme
on longer wavelengths is so firmly
established that any general changeover to ultra-short-waves must be
regarded as a very remote possibility.
The only likely development seems to
be in the direction of short wave~
for the sound associated with television programmes, leaving the present
brC'aJcasting scheme unaffected.
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Constructing and Adjusting
the Tuner Unit

The QA Receiver and
the Push-Pull Quality
Amplifier.

ETAILS of the construction and operation of the QA Recei·ver,
D
u·hich has been designed for use with the Push-Pull Quality
Amplifier, appear in this article. The apparatus is designed for the
highest standard of quality of reproduction, and as the issues in which
the amplifier was originally described are now out of print, all the
essential information will be repeated next week.

T

HE apparatus comprising the receiwr unit is assembled on a
metal chassis which is obtainable
· with all holes drilled and with
valve holders ready mounted. Care should
be taken to see that all fixing screws are
well tightened, and it should be remembered. that the resistance R 15 must he
mounted before the permeability tuner,
otherwise its fixing holes will be inaccessible.
Since the chassis is cellulose
finished the paint must be removed
around all holes at which a connection to
the chassis is desired-these are chiefly the
mounting holes of the tuner, the electrolytic condenser C1g, and all mrthing
ooints.
The two tone correction chokes L2 and
L3 are mounted above the chassis on
brackets, but the whistle suppressor coil
L 1 is mounted by its centre spindle and itself carries a bracket which supports its
tuning condenser C14. The spindle of this
condenser is live, so that an insulated
support is used, as shown in the drawings.
As far as possible the wiring should be
carried out in the manner of the original
receiver; that is to say, not only must the
same points be connected, but as far as
possible the various leads should lie in the
same relative positions. Any convenient
gauge of wire run in insulating sleeving
may be employed, but No. 22 tinned
copper is particularly suitable since it is
small enough to handle easily and yet

possesses a fair degree of rigidity. If this
gauge be used for the heater wiring, however, it will be necessary to run a separate
pair of leads from the terminal block to
each valve, since it cannot carry more than
about one ampere without an excessive
voltage drop. If a single pair of wires be
used for the first three valves, as shown
in the drawings, these wires must be of
No. 16 gauge.
The various coils used in the tone-correction circuit and the whistle suppressor
can readily be made, but can doubtless
be obtained ready made if desired. The
drawings of Figs. I and 2 show the construction: and it is unnecessary to make an
attempt at an even layer winding. It
suffices to run on the wire haphazardly,
maintaining the general level evenly, and
the operation is greatly facilitated if some
form of simple winding machine fitted with
a revolution counter be available.

The Preliminary Ad.iustments
When setting up the receiver the voltages
and currents should be checked to make
sure that all is in order. The waverange
switch should be rotated in an anti-clockwise direction to the medium waveband
position, the pre-detector volume control
set at maximum and reaction at minimum.
The intervalve coupling condenser CS
should be set at the position indicated by
the sketch of Fig. 3. and any further
adjustment of this component should be

(Continued from page 137 of last
week's issue)
unnecessary. The local station shoulJ
then be tuned in and the preliminary adjustment of the ganging carried out.
Each section of the tuner is provided
with two concentrically arranged trimmers
-one for the medium waveband and the
other for the long. The medium wave
trimmers are all adjusted by means of
screws, and a narrow-bladed screwdriver
should be used. In the case of the rear
trimmer it is important that the o:crewdriver have an insulated handle, and it is
desirable that the metal part be wry
small, for this circuit is not earthed. It
should be noted that with these trimmers
an anti-clockwise rotation of the adjusting
screw gives an increase of capacity. The
long-wave trimmers are operated by nuts,
for which a o.BA box spanner must be
used ; these operate normally and the
EBONITE
%'THICK

Fig. 1 . -The construction of the whistle suppressor is clearly shown in this drawing ;
the condenser C14 is carried by the bracket.
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capacit.v is increased by a clockwise rotation of the control.
Having tuned in the local station, adjust each of the three medium wave
trimmer,; for maximum signal strength,
progressin·ly reducing volume by means
of the LF control if necessary. Then set
the tuning control so that the dial sPiting
agrees with the \Vavelength of the station
ancl readjust the trimmers for ma\:imum
volume. If the readjustment of th' main
control is to give a lmn·r dial setting, the
capacity of each trimmer must be increased, which means an anti-clockwi~e
rotation of the adjusting scre\YS, and vice
Yersa. A \Wak station on a lower wavelength should next be tuned m and. each

general, the setting will be about one-third
of the way from the maximum position of
the control, and is usually fairly critical.
\Vhen used with a good outdoor aerial
no difficulty should be found in obtaining
good reception of the chief Continmtal
stations, and sen·ral should giw· adequate
Yolume without reaction. The chief purpose of the receiver, howenT, lies in local
reception, and ewn \Yith a poor aerial full
\'olumr should be obtained in most district; from the local medium wave transmitter,; and Droitwich. The set is much
more sensiti\'e than most local station recciHrs, but it cannot be expected to gin'
good volume from distant transmissions
unle:.;s the aerial is reasonably good.

taneously, and for local reception reaction
should normally be set at zero and Yolurne
controlled by the LF control, the HF resistance Rr ·being really a type of localdistance switch, and not meant for providing a smooth \'ariation of \'olume. For

Operating the Receiver

Fig. 2. -Two identical coils, Lz and LJ, are
needed for the tone correction circuit, and
this illustration gives full winding data.

trimmer very carefully read j u~ted for
optimum signal strength. The ear will
ha n· to be used as the indicator, for there
is no circuit giYing a suitable change of
direct current to operate a tuning meter.
\Vhen satisfied with the rneclium-wa vc
ganging the long waYeband should receive
attention, and here only the three nuts
require adjustment; the medium-\\·avc
adjusting screws must not be touched.
The simple~t course is to set the dial to
read r,soo metres and tune in DroihYich
by the adjustment of these three trimmers

The quality of reproduction obtainable
when a snitab1e loud speaker combination
i~ employed is of a wry high standard indeed. The departure from an e\'en frequency response of the combined rcceiYer
and amplifier are undetPctable by car
except in the extreme upper register where
they arc necessary under present broadcasting conditions in order io avoid interference. The presence of the 9 kc / s heterodyne nok would mar reproduction far
more than does tht• loss of frequencies of
this order. As regard,; amplitude distortion, the equipment i:; hscntizdly linear
provided that no attc·mpt is made to obtain
eXCPSSi\'e \'O]ume.
Before concluding this article it may be
as well to make some mention of the
\'arious pane·! controL. for although th':
purpose of the tuning control, \Yaverangc
switch, and radio-gramophone S\Yitch arc
ol)\·ious, the h\o \'olunw controls and reaction mav cause some confusion. It it;
not intend~'d that these be cmplo}·cd sirnul-

Fig. 3.-The coupling condenser C8 should
be set so that its vanes overlap to the degree shown in this drawing. No further
adjustment will usually be needed.

everything but local reception, Rr should
be at maximum, and it should only be used
on local stations if it be found that with
the LF control at maximum oYerloading is
se\'ere. In general, Rr should be at as
high a setting as possible without severe
oYerloading occurring when the LF control
is set for iull volume. The extent to which
it is used, therefore, will depend upon the
efficiency of the aerial and upon the distance from the local station. It may be
remarked at this point that a form of
motor-boating may occur when oYerloading commences, and if this effect occurs it
should be taken, not that there is anything
wrong with the equipment, but that the inpnt is too strong, and Rr should be accordingly reduced. This effect does not occur
until the full 4 watts output of the amplifier
is obtained, and is rather an ad,·antage than

only.

'i'he only other adjustment necessary is
to the \Vhistle suppressor condenser Cr4,
ancl naturallv this can be clone onlv when
a station is ·found suffering from ·,Yhistle
int<'rfercnce. The filter is intended to pro\'idc maximum attenuation at g,ooo c j s,
and when it is so adj nsted it greatly
attenuates all frequencies higher than
about 8,500 c,·s. It will not, ami is not
intended to, cut out whistles of lower frequency; it should, therefore, be adjusted
on the medium· waYebancl on a station
\\hich is knmm to be separated by 9 kc/s
from each of its neighbours, and \Yhich is
consequently accompanied by a \·ery highpitched hcttToclyne whistle. The medium
\Ycn-eband is preferable to the long for
thi:; purpose, ~ince stations on the latter
are sometimes separated by IL'ss than
q kc is and the filter cannot be expected
to remow these. The adjustment is simple
'llld consists merely of turning Cq to the
point at \Yhich the whistle disappears; in

An underbase view of the receiver showing the wiring and layout of components.
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otherwise, since it gives a timely reminder
that one is attempting to obtain excessive volume.
When receiving stations other than the
local, Rr should always be at maximum,

and if the strength of the signal be sufficient volume can be adjusted only by Rg.
If the volume is not enough, reaction must
then obviously be employed, but it is
sometimes advantageous to use it on
stronger signals and to reduce the ampli-
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I A full-size blue print of the wiring dia,gram of I
I Ihz receiver, combined with the Push-Pull Q11alitv I
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fication by Rg in order to maintain the
desired volume. for the sclecti,·itv can in
this way be increased some\Yha(
The use of the tone-control and whistle
suppressor was dt·alt with in the previous
article, but it mav be as well to nmember
that when the kllob is rotated in an anticlockwise direction to a position just short
of that at which the switch opens, the full
high-frequency response is obtained. A
further rotation in the same direction
throws the whistle suppressor into circuit,
while rotation in the other direction reduces 1he upper register. 0\Ying to the
particular taper of the resistance employed, it will be found that the major
portion of the control occurs towards the
end of the travel.

WIRING PLAN FOR RECEIVER

The LF Unit
The Push-Pull Quality Amplifier \Yhich
is employed with this receiver is built as a
separate unit, making it suitable for use in
conjunction with other special circuib, including those for teleYision purpose::;.
This amplifier was described in The Wireless World for l\Iay rrth and r8th, 1934,
but as these issues are now out of print,
the tsstntial detaiL will be rt>peated next
week, together with some notes on the
choice of a loud speaker.
.·1 specimen rerei<•er built to the speri(icati,,"
descrihe,Z in this article is availa/J/e for insf!dtion by readers at II0, Fleet Street, lo.C.J.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
ELLINC AND LEE, LTD., of C:unbridgl
:\rtcrial Hoctd, Enfield, :\!iddlt·s<·x, arc
planning intt·n:::-;ting \vorkir1g dernnn~tra
tions ot tht- functioning of clisturbanc(·-supprcs~- ..
ing dt->vicc:-; at tbc· lorthcorning British Jndu~1rit·s Fair, which O)'<·ns u11 FeiJruarv 1Kth. Tlw
lJenefici~ll t·Hl·CL.; uf conn('cting supJ)n-·~:-~nr~ \\·ill
i>e made visii>l<- ll1· nll'ans nf c;, thodc·-r;l\apparatus and "ill itlso i>c attdilJle through ;t
loud ;op<'a ker.
In tlw Olympia se-ction the
stand nnrniH·r is Cjll, and at Birmingham C; j().

B

It is probable that a numbPr ol n-arln·,; Cl!"<'
unawar<" that, in addition to manufacturing
broadcast n·cl"i\"l·rs, the firm of E. h. Cuk,
Ltd., nf Soutlwnd-on-S<·a, also engage in rhe
production of ('quip1ncnt for receivt·r tE·~tiug
and rkn·lnpnwnt work. A leaflet d,.scribing a
heat-frcqut·ncv oscillator, t\'pe TF195, is now
available; the instrunwnt is mains-o1wratcd and
has a low-frl'quency output continnously
variable from Io to Io,ooo cycles.

RECEIVER
PLUG

0

Full details of the construction and wiring of the receiver are given in this drawing.

The Tele-graph Condt"nser Co., Ltd., \\'al<c>s
Farm Road, .:\orth c\cton, London, \\'.J, are
now producing a new series of high voltage
condenSt·rs specially <IPsigned for us<: in large
amplit!eno aiHJ cathod<:-ray telcYision apparatus.
The condens('[s are of the p<Lper type, but
petroleum jelly impregnation is Pmploycd; this
is clainwd to give an appreciable increase in
protection against hrc>akdown and ;1 much
longer lile than the ordinary wax impr<egnation.

r6r
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Tone- Compensated
Volume Control
A Method of A voiding Attenuation of the
Higher and Lower Frequencies
the ear must be the final Judge of the quality of reproduction some justification might be
S ISCE
found for the use of a tone-compensator that corrects for aural imperfections. The
for
reason.~

a corrector of this nature are

I

T is \Yell knmYn that to obtain anything like realism from a first-class
recein·r adequate volume is necessary, quite apart from fidelity of reproduction. That is why those who haYe
a keen appreciation of music usually like
to listen, sa~·. to an orchestral performance over the radio, \Yith a consiclcrablt'
output Yolume. They realise that \\'hen
the Yolume is turned down below a certain
len·l something is missing in the reproduction. Though the melody and general
rendering may be unaffected, the correct
balance of tone~ is lost. Similarly, speech
that is quite clear at normal Yolume becomes indistinct \Yhen the Yolume is
lowered, and it often requires an effort to
follow what i:; being said.
These effects do not arise through a fault
in the recein:r performance but are due
to the characteristics of the normal human
ear. The loudness of a sound as a ppreciated bv the car depends on the pressure
and frequency of the air Yibrations reaching the eardrum. \Vhe11 the Rl\IS air
pressure is lmwred the loudness is diminished, but the effect is not the same on
sounds of all frequencies. If the air pressure is reduced by a gi\·en percentage the
loudness of km·-pitched and very highpitched sounds is reduced to a greater extent than for medium-pitched ones. This
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discussed by the author and details given
compensated ~·olume control.

By S. 0. PEARSO:'l, B,Sc., A.I\I.I.E.E.
the highest frequency treble notes and harmonics become inaudible, only a narrow
band of middle frequencies being heard.
This simple experiment proves conchisively that reducing the volume in the
ordinary \Yay does result in a loss of the
highest and lowest frequencies as far as the
ear is concerned, e\·en though the Yolume
control lowers the amplitud(,s of all notes
by the same percentage.
The various groups of instrunwnts in a
symphony orchestra arc placed in positions giving the best blending as far as the
majority of the audience are concerned.
When the performance is broadcast the
microphone is placed where the balance is
best and the overall effect most pleasing.
Obviously then, for the best quality of
reproduction the intensity of sound reaching the ear of the listener must be about
the same as that at the microphone, because changing the volume to any extent
upsets the balance. Although the human
ear has a wonderful power of accomoclation and automatically compensates for·
many faults in the reproduction the process entails mental fatigue after a short
time. In truth one can listen to good
reproduction more restfully at full volume
than at greatly reduced volume when an
ordinary volume control is used.
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Variable Correction
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Fig. I.-Threshold of audibility-air pressures required to produce just audible
sounds at various frequencies.

is the n·al n·ason fnr the apparent loss of
quality \\·hen the yo]nme control of an
c,rdinar~· g;>od receiyer is turned down. By
a good rccciwr it is implied that the overall frequency response, \Yith the loud
spl·akcr incluclcc\, is nearly uniform.
As the YoiL:mc is progressin·ly lowered
there corm·s a time when bass notes and

But in spite of this there are occasions
when it is desirable to reduce the Yolumc
to quite a low ]eye\, if only out of courtesy
to others in the room who may be engaged in some occupation such as reading,
or for other reasons do not wish to be
compelled to listen to the wireless programme. In these circumstances it is a
great· boon to he a hie to retain the high
quality and realism to the full extent when
the volume is considerably rcclucccl. Fortunately it is qt!itc possible to do this without much clifhculty, and some high-cla:;s
commercial receivers arc actually proYidcd with such a refinement. The cle,·icc
consists essentially of a compensating
filter, \Yhose influmcc is automatically in~
creased as the volume is lmYcrccl.
-

of a suitable tone-

The tone-compensated volume control
described here is designed to give, as far
as possible, complete correction for the
effect referred to above when the volume is
turned down, but to have no influence on
the fidelity curve of the receiver when
turned to full volume. The c~esign is based
upon a curve obtained by Dr. Harvey
Fletcher, showing the Rl\IS air pressure
\·ariation required to produce pure tones
just auclible to the normal human ear at
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Fig. 2.-(A) Curve derived from the
pressure curve of Fig. I and giving db
values for threshold conditions.
(B)
Estimated intermediate curve for lowest
operating volume.

various frequencies. This curve, shown
in Fig. I, gives what is referred to as the
"threshold of audibility."
Now, in dealing with a radio receh·er
we arc concerned with the amplitudes or
the RMS values of the electrical variations,
and so the first step is to deriw a second
curve in terms of these electrical \'ariations. For a given amplitude or vibration
of the loud speaker diaphragm the air
pressure is proportional to the square of
the fn·quency, but for a given loud speaker
current the amplitude of vibration is itself
inversely proportional to the frequency
(for a theoretically perfect loud speaker).
So in the radio-electrical link between
microphone and loud speaker the relative
values of LF amplitude for threshold
audibility can be found by multiplying the
t.hreslJold pressures by the square of the
frequency and then di\·iding by the frequency, that is, merely by multiplying all
the Yalues gi,·en by thP curve of Fig. I by
the corresponding frequencies. ''he new
cun·c is then plotted to a decibel scale as
at A in Fig. 2.
This moclifted Cllr\'C shows the relative
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Tone-Compensated Volume Controllevels required in the receiver to produce
just audible sounds over the whole frequency range. But the volume will never
be reduced to this low level, and so, in the
absence of exact data, it is necessary to
make an estimate of the response required
for a comfortably low volume, taking the
curve A as a guide. At full volume the
response curve must be as nearly as possible a horizontal straight line, and so for
any intermediate volume a compromise
must be made between the full volume line
and the threshold curve A of Fig. 2.
From results obtained bv Fletcher the
threshold of audibility at I:ooo cjs occurs
at about 6o db below the average volume
level of the male singing voice, and experience shows that a normal volume control
has a range of 30 or 40 decibels between
full volume and minimum operating
volume settings.
This gives a rough
guide to the position of the intermediate
curve, for the lowest operating volume,
relative to the threshold curve A of Fig. 2.
As the curve is raised it becomes gradually
straighter until at the full volume position
it becomes a horizontal straight line. The
curve of estimated values is shown as 1
broken line B in Fig. 2, and this curve
represents approximately the relative response the receiver should give with the
volume control set to minimum. 1t
should be observed that the lowest response must occur at about I,ooo cycles
per second.

Circuit Values
The ordinary potentiometer type of
post-detector volume control, shown in
Fig. 3 (a), reduces the amplitude at all
frequencies to the same percentage of the
maximum. If R, and R 2 are the resistance values above and below the sfiding
contact, the amplitude is reduced
R R2
1

+ J<"

x 100 per cent. at all frequencies.

With this form of volume control set to
minimum operating position the apparent

(a)

compared with the middle frequencies; in
practice, notes represented by frequencies
at the two extremes actually become inaudible at low volumes.
Now to eliminate this effect the ampli-
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Fig. 4.-Curve A indicates the aural effect
with uncompensated volume control, and B
is the response curve of the compensated
control when set to minimum. The overall
effect is shown in Fig. 6.

tudes in the neighbourhood of I,ooo c;'s
must be reduced to a greater extent than
those at the upper and lower ends of the
musical scale, and it occurs at once to make
use of the principle of resonance. What
is required is a filter circuit with a response
curve like R in Fig. 2 when the volume
control is set at minimum, but so arranged
that it does not aifect the fidelity of the
receiver at full volume. As a first approximation towards the fulfilment of these
conditions, a coil Land a condenser C can
be connected in series with the lower end
of the potentiometer resistance, as at (b)
in Fig. 3· Minimum impedance occurs at
the resonant frequency I/ 2-. , 1 LC cycles
per second and for this to be I,ooo the
product LC must be about 0.025, L being
in henrys and C in farads. So C could
conveniently be made o.51LF and L about
o.os henry.
Using these values, if the response owr
the whole frequency range is calculated
with the control set to give, say, 35 db
reduction at I,ooo cjs, it would be found
that the clip in the curve is too pronounced, the resonance being too sharp.
The effect would be a complete suppression of the middle frequencies! So, to

(b)

Fig. 3.-(a) Normal potentiometer type volume control. (b) The coil and condenser reduce the
output at the resonant frequency relative to other frequencies.

response of the receiver would be as indicated by Fig. 4 by the lower curve A,
which is merely the reverse of curve B of
Fig. 2. It shows clearly that the upper
and lower frequencies will sound weak

flatten out the response curve to the right
degree, a fixed resistance of suitable value
is connected across the coil and condenser
part of the circuit, giving the arrangement
of Fig. 5, which is entirely satisfactory

when the constants are well chosen. It
comprises the ordinary potentiometer control with the resonant circuit LC connected
across a fraction of the total resistance :11
the '' earth '' encl.
Having cleciclecl upon the -values L=
0.05 henry and C=o·SI"F, calculations
are made to find the values of R, RI and
R2 giving a response curve as nearly as
possible the same as B in Fig. 2. In the
first place RI must be considerably greater
than the AC resistance of the preceding
valve to avoid undue loss of signal
strength at full volume.
On the other
hand, if the volume control is to feed into
the primary winding of an intervalve
transformer, its impedance must not be
too high. :RI could be made about 30,000
ohms to satisfy these conditions and this
figure has been adopted as a suitable value
for a volume control which can be used
with <.:ither capacity or transformer
coupling. This point is referred to again
later.
At the resonant frtquency the impedance of the by-pass circuit LC is equal tc

Fig. 5.---The compensated control. L =
o.os H, C = 0.5 11-F., R 1 = 3o,ooo Q,
R 2 = 6,ooo Q, R = soo Q. If higher
total impedance is required all resistances
may be trebled, X.: and C remaining the
same.

its total rtsistance R, the reactances -balancing out.
Thus at I,ooo c;'s the
impedance between P and Q is equal to
the resultant resistance of R and R2 in
parallel. Now, reducing the amplitude
of the LF variations to 1.5 per cent. of
the full value corresponds to a reduction
of about 36.5 db, and this is roughly what
is required at I,ooo cycles per second. It
calls for 450 ohms between P and Q.
J\'laking R and Rz equal to 500 ohms and
6,ooo ohms rtspectin·ly gives a resultant
resistance of 46I ohms, and this combination is found to be the one which gives
the correct degree of reduction not only
at I,ooo c/s but also over the remainder
of the frequency scale.*
The resistance R of the by-pass circuit
LC comprises the resistance of the coil L
and sufficient added resistance to make a
total of 500 ohms. With the values given
the response curve of the compensated

* At minimum volume the ratio of output to
input voltage at any frequency is given by
Z/y"Z'+2RR'+(R 1 ) 2 , where Z is the impedance
of the by.pass circuit LC, and l/R 1 = ljR 1 l/R 2 •

+
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volume control, set to minimum with the
slider at P, is shO\m at B in Fig. 4, and
it will be noted that this closely resembles
curve B of Fig. 2. The two curves of
Fig. 4 show, on the one hand, the apparent attenuation of the upper and lower
frequencies due to the reduced volume,
and, on the other, the strengthening of
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Fig. 6.-Curve indicating approximately
the overall effect on the ear when the
compensated volume control is set to
minimum.

them by the compensated control. By
combining the curves A and B we obtain
the curve of Fig. 6, which gives all
approximate indication of the reproduction, as appreciated by the normal ear,
when the tone-compensated volume control is set to minimum. It will be noted
that there is not more than 4 db variation
from the mean level bdween 50 and 7,000
cycles per second! But it must be remembered that from the outset it has
been assumed that the receiver has a level
response curve at full volume
If this
is not the case the curve of Fig. 6 means
that the minimum-volume curve of
apparent response would not differ in
shape from the full-volume overall response cun·e of the receiver by more than
4 db bet\veen 50 and 7 ,ooo cycles per
:;econd. Consequently, in all circum,;tances, the reproduction will have very
nearly the same quality at minimum as at
full ,;olume
BOBBIN WOUND WITH
1,900 TLIRNS NR 38 DSG

\

_j [.vu.J
}{;' /2

'

Fig. 7.-Details for constructing a o.os henry
air-core inductance.

The compensation applies equally well
to intermediate volumes, for, as the control slider is moved from P to S (Fig. 5),
the influence of the circmt LC becomes
progressively less, until at full volume the
30,000 ohms resistance RI effectively
swamps the relatively small variation of
imoedance between P and Q, as far as
th~ input to the succeeding valve is concerned.
The great advantage to be gained from
the use of such a compensated volume con-

trol must be experienced to be realised,
but, of course, the set must be a good one
in the first place. It could be added to
many an existing receiver with very little
diffi~ult~'· Fig. 5 shO\vs the arrangement
for choke-capacity coupling, but it is
equally effective with resistance-capacity
coupling, and can be applied to transformer coupling. In the last case the
'' parallel feed '' method of connection is
essential, the primary winding of the
transformer being connected between the
volume control slider and the earth line.
It should be pointed out that the degree
of compensation, with the giYen values of
L and C, is approximately the same with
other resistance Yalues prm·iding their
ratios remain unaltered. For instance,
RI, R2 and R can be made go,oooU,
I8,oooQ,
and
I soon
respectively.
These figures would be preferable with resistance- or choke-capacity coupling if the
valve preceding the volume control had a
somewhat high AC resistance, say, 2o,uoo
ohms. The best position for the device is
between the penultimate and output
valves.
A word is necessary here regarding the
relationship of the compensated control to
the usual pre-detectur volume control.
The latter is essential to cater for different
stren~t!Js of the transmissions received
and rnay be of the automatic type (AVC).
The receiver must be tuned to the clesircd
station with the compensated control set

to maximum; the pre-dctcctor volume control is adjusted to give normal full volume,
and then the compensated control is used
to reduce the volume to the required level,
thus maintaining the quality of the output.
With an AVC receiver the disadvantage
of having two manual volume controls is
automatically eliminated by the fact that
the pre-detector control can be set once
and for all to give normal full volume with
the compensated control at maximum. In
other cases, the disadvantage is more than
outweighed by the great gain in quality
at low volumes. In particular, speech is
very much more distinct because the conditions approach much more closely to
those of an actual person speaking -in a
subdued voice-the voice itself is lowered
but the consonant sounds produced in the
mouth are not reduced to the same degree.
For the benefit of those who wish to
make up a compensated volume control
on the lines indicated, particulars for constructing a 0.05 henry inductance are
given in Fig. 7· The bobbin should be
made of ebonite and a brass screw ancl
nut should be used for clamping the
flanges to the circular core. I, goo turns
of No. 36 DSC copper wire will be required, wound on evenly but not in !avers.
The resistance of the coil will be ibout
8I ohms, and, as the weight of wire needed
is a little less than I} ounces, a 2-oz. reel
will be ample.

British Car Radio
C.A.C. "Austin" Details
N our issue of January IIth the-re was
running board of the car is actually recompubli,;iwd :1 brid dc-sciiption nf the nt·w
mended in most cases. The fitting of such
C.A.C. ''Austin'' car radio set, with
an aerial to almost any car is naturally a
special reference to its highly practinl hut
n·ry simple matter.
somc\\·hal unconventional layout--singlc'Mention of the wave-changing system has
unit construction \\ ith remote control ot
already bct~n made, so it is hardly necessary
everything except wave-range switching,
to stress the point that the '' Austin ·' difwhich is actuated through a conveniently
fers from most of the foreign-made sets in
placed lever on tllC' set itself.
that it covers both medium and long broad\Vith regard to circuit dt"taib, the set
cast wavebands.
As a consequence, the
employs an HF stage followPd bv a heptod0
long-wave National transmitter is receivable
frequency-changer, lF stage, double-diode--a matter of some importance to users in
triodc detector-AVC valve and three-watt
this country. The set costs 24 guineas comoutput pentode; valves are of the Osram
plete with suppressors. 1\Iakers: The City
Accumulator Co., Ltd., r8j2o, Norman's
13-watt type. An important feature of the
Buildings, Central Street, London, E.C.r.
design is the inclusion of anti-interference
devices which reduce to a
miniwum the amount of external suppression required
on the electrical Pquipment
of the car.
Remote control of both
tuning and volume is effect('d
through flexible cable with a
rotating core-like the dental
cable of the well-known instruments of torture, but
with provision for absorbing
"lost movement" or backlash.
Thanks to the extra sensitivity conferred by the HF
sictge, a perfectly ridiculous
aerial- by ordinary standards-is quite good enough
to
ensure
a
satisfactory A COMPACT LAYOUT. Chassis of the C.A.C. "Austin" car
range. An aerial under th~ set; the rotary HT generator is enclosed in the box on the left.
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Wireless

the Wilds

Problems of LT and· HT Current Supply
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
localities where broadcast reception is most appreciated,
IareNconventional
methods of supplying current to the receiver
often impracticable.
This article suggests se·veral ways of
overcoming such· difficulties.
NE can hardLy imagine a greater
boon to a dweller in some outof-the-way corner of the Empire
than a wireless receiving set, preferably of the type which, if not genuinely
"all-wave," will, at any rate, receive both
the medium- and the short-wave stations.
Medium-wave broadcasting has become so
general nowadays, and the range of highpowered stations is so great, that there
must be few places in which something
cannot be heard after dark when conditions are favourable.
But the great standby of the dweller
or the traveller in the wilds is the vast
number of short-wave transmissions that
are now made from almost all civilised
countries. From the Empire station at
Daventry the programmes are so timed
that in nearly every part of the Empire
they can be received in the early evening.
Since they include not only music and
other forms of entertainment, but also
news from the Home Country and Blattnerphone records of sporting and other
events, no great amount of imagination is
required to realise the difference that they
make to the lives of those who are scores,
maybe hundreds, of miles from anything deserving the name of town, and
who may have to wait from six weeks to
three months for replies to letters sent to
the Home Country·.
One of the biggest difficulties encountered by tP,ose who want to use a wireles.;
set in the wilds is the question of filament-

O

current supply. High-tension current is
comparatively easy, for the dry-cell, hightension battery, if it is of suitable capacity,
has a long life, and in almost any climate
replacements of the inert-cell type can be
kept in store for months without deterioration.
Before passing on to the filament battery it may be as well to say a word about
the inert-cell, high-tension battery. The

Fig.

I.-"

Milking" the car battery.

ordinary type of dry-cell HT battery is
made up of cells of which the electrolyte
consists of a semi-liquid paste. Even when

they are not in use such batteries slowly
become discharged, owing partly to minute leakages of current, partly to a local
chemical action, and partly to the 1irying
up of the moisture in the paste. The
inert-cell battery is completely inactive
when sent out by the makers, since the
cells do not contain moistt!rc. To bring it
into action water must be poured into
them. Unless and until this is done no
appreciable action of any kind takes place,
and the cells remain in new condition.
The chief difficulty about the lowt~nsi?n c~rrent supply is this: The plate
CI~C~Jts ot the valves require only a few
m!lhamperes of current, and the set will
work within quite large limits of
HT battery voltage. For the filaments of the average three-valve
set the best part of half an ampere of current is required, and
the El\IF must remain almost
steady at round about 2 volts.
Any fall in the EMF delivered to
the filaments will interfere seriously with short-\¥Ve reception.
The ideal way of heating the
filaments of a battery set is, of
course, to- use an accumulator,
which has a steady EMF of
almost exactly 2 volts per cell.
At home there are no difficulties;
when the accumulator runs down
it is merely sent to the charging
station, and in due course it returns ready for work again. But
in out-of-the-way places there are
usually no charging stations.
Their absence does not entirely
rule out the use of the accumulator. So
ubiquitous have the motor car and the
motor lorry become that they are found

FEBRUARY 15th, 1935·:
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Either a pipe or a conduit delivers a head
nowadays in the most unlikely spots. Now of water to a water-wheel connected by a
every motor Yehicle contains a starting belt to a small dynamo, and the latter supand "lighting battery, which is charged by plies the charging current.
A simple water-wheel can usually be
the dynamo operated by the engine. In
places where roads are few and
far between, and bad at that,
comparatively little driving is
PIPE BRINGING WATER
FROM SUITABLE HEAD
done at night; hence the car battery has often not sufficient work
to do.
Fig. I shows a way in which
it can be "milked", and made
to charge a single cell used for
filament heating: On the fascia
board of many, if not most, cars
and lorries there is a pair of
WATER WHEEL OR
PELTON WHEEL
sockets connected to the lighting
battery and intended to serve as
a connection for an inspection
lamp. It is necessary to discover
Fig. 2.-The principle of charging by water power.
which is the po:;itiH and which
is the negative socket, and this
can be done, supposing that they are not made bv a native craftsman but better
still is ·the Pelton wheel, a 'remarkably
marked, by tracing out the wiring.
efficient source of power which is by no
means expensive and quite small in size.
Regulating Charging Current
The dynamo need not be an expensive
The charging board shown in the draw- item. Second-hand or superfluous-stock
ing is a very simple affair, consisting as it car dynamos are obtainable in this
does only of a piece of seasoned wood some country and probably elsewhere at ab6in. or 8in. square furnished with four surdly low prices, and these answer the
terminals and a holder for a head-lamp or purpose admirably. \Vith such a dynamo
side-lamp bulb. To one pair of terminals a charging board like that shown in Fig. ~
a plug to fit the sockets on the facia board is required.
is connected bv means of flex leads. These
Should there be no water supply a
should be red "and black, so that there can simple windmill may be rigged up, and
be no confusion between positive and I have heard of more than one case in
negative. Failing sockets on the fascia which a discarded bicycle was pressed into
board, connection- may be made direct to sen·ice. The machine, with the back tyre
the battery. The two positive terminals removed, was ftxcd into a wooden stand
of the board are connected together, whilst which raised the back wheel an inch or
the lampholder is wired between the two two so that it could revolve freely. A belt
negatives. The accumulator under charge was passed round the rim of the back
is wired up as shown in the drawing:
wheel and the pulley of the dynamo. The
positive to positive and negative to nega- moti,·e power was provided by a native
tive.
sitting on the saddle and pedalling manIf a rapid charge
fully-either a deis required, a headfaulter working out
lamp bulb is inhis punishment or
serted
in
the
someone anxious to
holder. Assuming
turn an h ones t
that the car has a
penny.
I2-volt lighting set
But the accumuand that the head
1 a t o r is by no
lamps are rated at
means the on I v
36 watts, the bulb
method of filament
will pass approxiheating with which
mately 3. amperes.
good results can be
With a b-volt lightobtained.
Fig. 3
s h o w s h o ,,. two
ing set a 24-watt
bulb will pass 4
large cells can he
amperes.
US(cd in series where
For a long, slow
the current drain is
charge US{' a sidenot in excess of 0.3
lamp bulb.
The
ampere. For larger
Fig. 3.-Series-connected dry cells as a
source of filament current.
filaments of these'
drains four cells in
arc generally deserie:o-parallel will
signed to pass about half an ampere of be required as illustrated in Fig. 4·
current, whc,ther the lighting battery is 6Useful though it is, tlw dry cell has
volt or 12-volt.
several disadvantages as a soui·ce of filaFailing·a car or a lorry to" milk," there nwnt-hcating current. In the first place,
are other ways of charging accumulators its El\IF when new is 1.5 volts or a little
which may be found useful. If a stream more. This means that two cells in series
of water is available, the method shown are required and that I volt must be
dropped by means of a rheostat, as shown
schcmatically in Fig. 2 answers well.

in Fig. 3· The resistance value of the
rheostat windings is easily worked out by
dividing the total filament current of the
set into the Yolts to be dropped. Thus, if
the filament current is normally 0-4 ampere
the sum is r I 0-4, or 2.5 ohms. To be on
the safe side, a 3-ohm rheostat would be
suitable.
Unfortunately the dry cell does not
maintain a steady EMF.
This starts to
fall as soon as the cell is placed under load,
and continues to drop the -whole time that
it is in use. During a rest period the cell
recovers a considerable proportion of its
lost El\IF, and the process starts a:;"in
when it is brought into use once more.
Rather frequent adjustments of the rheostat are therefore needed, and one has to
be careful never to switch on without first
throwing the maximum amount of resistance into circuit.
Another type of Leclanche cell is much
more satisfactory for filament heating.
This is the Air Depolariser pattern, of
which a description was given recently in
The Wireless World. Again, a rheostat is
required, since the EMF of these cells is
also about r.s when new or after a period
of recuperation. However, there is a big
difference between their subsequent per-
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Fig. 4.-Dry cells arranged in series-parallel
for comparatively heavy filament current
loads.

formance and that of the dry cell. Within
a few minutes of switching on, the EMF
drops to a little over I volt and there it
remains perfectly steady for hours on encl.
Daniel! cells of large capacity can also
be used for filament heating. Their great
advantage is that the EMF of each cell is
only a fraction over I volt and that it is
well maintained under reasonable loads.
The Daniel! cell is largely used in telegraphy and is obtainable from or through
most large electrical shops.

Foundations of Wireless
Part X I I, explain,:ng the junctioninr; of the
simple triode valve, will be included in
next week's ·issue.

"The Wireless World" Index and
Binding Case
THE Index for Volume XXXV, July to
Dect-mber, 1934, is now ready and may
be obtained from the publishers at Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London,. S.E.r,
price 4d., post free, or with binding case
3s. rd., post free.
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Vox Populi "

AS time goes on, passport regulations

ft seem to get more and more vexatiow;
and irksome, and if things continue <lt
their present rate it will soon be extremely
difficult for the more honest amongst us
to get in and out of the country at all.
Not content with demanding a smudgy
record of your features, the powers-thatbe arc now toying with the idea of securing your voice. One rather obscure South
American country has, in fact, actually
carried this idea into effect in the case of
passports issued to its nationals, and I
have recently been privileged to inspect
one of these new curtailers of human
liberty.
The idea is evidently copied from the
gramophone records made on postcards
which were issued some time ago. In this
case, however, the record is impressed on
the inside back cover of the passport,

By
FREE
GRID
capable of being put to ignoble uses by
unscrupulous people, whether they be
government officials or private citizens,
but who would have thought that when
home-recording, that lusty off-shoot of
radio, was first mtroduced, it would
eventually be employed for these base
ends? I wonder, by the wa_y, what th1!
officials will do in the case of a man with
a bad cold in the head.

Bal1ny Words
ALWAYS think that the most intcrt'sting part of many of our gnat Sunday
journals is the hdpful advice corner wl1t'rc
the lovelorn mav find balm for their
broken hearts, 'the diseased may be
delivered from the mercenary maw of thl~
medico, and those in legal dffficulties may
be snatched from the rapacious clutches uf
the law.
Naturally, I always take a special interest in those answers to correspondents
in which any matter appertaining to wireless or its associated sciences is touched
upon. Only last week I came across a
heartrending cry from a faithful reader
who had been fool enough to tune his receiver while still wearing his gent's simulation gold wrist watch, with the inevitable result that it had been hopelessly
magnetised by the po\\'E·rful fidd of the
adjacent loud speaker.
The ad,·ice giwn to him was nothing
if not ingenious. The presiding Solomon
of the particular newspaper concerm:d had
learned from somewhere or another-probably by perusing the columns of the
"W.\iV."-that the proper cure for such
a calamity wa" to hold the watch in a
powerful alternating magnetic field. He
had accordingly advised his wretched consultant to do this, but true genius came
out in the instructiom given concerning
the practical method of carrying out thi;;
advice. It was necessarv, so it was said,
to hold the watch in the ticld for some
considerable time and the re:1cler \Vas
counselled to approach the Chief Engineer of some large power station, such
as Lots Road,_ for permission to spend a
day there holding the watch in the vicinity
of one of the generators.
Personally, I fail to see why it is necessary to go to all this trouble. Surely it
would be far simpler to climb a pylon and

I

Requests the passenger to recite.

which is made of some substance similar
to ivorine instead of the usual stout cardboard.
When applying for a passport,
the unfortunate citizen, in addition to providing a photograph and sundry details
concerning himself and his forebears on
the application form, has to ~peak these
particulars into a microphone which is
connected via the usual amplifier to an
apparatus recording it on the back of the
passport.
A hole is provided in the cover to
accommodate the spindle of an ordinary
gramophone turntable, and when crossing
a frontier, the presiding official, after
glancing suspiciously at the photograph
in the manner with which we are all
familiar, puts the passport on his little
portable gramophone and plays it over,
at the same time requesting the passenger
to recite the details so that he may sec
whether or no the two voices tally. It is
hoped that in this manner impersonation
will be checked.
· I suppose that every great invention is

Far simpler to climb a pylon.

to form a solt'noid by taking a couple nf
turns round the watch with one of the
transmission Iincs.

Breakfast Broadcasts

I

A:\1 very pleased to see that agitation

has been 5tarted in faYour of breakbroadcasts.
I do hope, howe\"Cr, that, when it does
finally decide to institute this much-needed
reform, the B.B.C. will give us music and
not attempt to fob us off with some of the
physical uplift stuff beloved of certain
foreifin stations such as several scribes of
the lay Press are advocating.
It is quite obvious from their writings
that these people have neYCr bothered to
tune in one of these ghastly early-morning
broadcasts or they would not talk as they
do. I made a special point the other
morning of tuning in a well-known Russian
station which indulges in this particular
form of barbarism, and found that heartfa~t

The whole effort left me cold.

less physical jerks \\'ere being broadcast
together with adjurations to take a healthgiving snow-bath, whatever that may be.
The whole effort left me cold.
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Television-Conscious
THf: DAlLY TELEGRAPH is
believed to be the first newspaper in the country to include a
regular television section.

French Licence Figures
REGISTERED listeners in
France up to November
30th number 1,730,248.
Of
these 76o,sr8 were included in
the Paris region.

Parachute Chat
DANISH stations will shortly
broadcast a running commentary by Mr. John Tranum
during a parachute jump of
30,000 feet. The parachute will
be unopened until he has fallen
some 26,ooo feet. The item will
probably be relayed to American and European stations.

Events of the Week
rn Brief Review

220 Kilowatts From
Finland
HE foundation stone has just
T
been laid of a new 22o-kilowatt transmitting station at
Lahti, Finland, to replace tbc
existing so-kilowatt plant.

German Co-operation
TO
assist
the
Norwegia:J
broadcasting authorities to
participate in ionisphere investigations under the auspices of th,e
World Radio Research League,
the German short-wave transmitter, DJN, 31.4S metres, will
cease transmission on Sundays
from 5 to 6 p.m. (G.M.T.) until
March 17th next.

More Money for Radio
AMERICAN radio .set buyNs
paid an average of {12 tor
home recein'rs during the last
year as compared with £9 ros.

Lancashire's Choice

rs

the 2§--metre wavelength
more tractable than S metres?
The answer is in the affirmative, according to a report of the
American Radio Relay League.
On Saturday, January 26th, antl
for a period of several days, a
series of schedules on a freq nency of r ro megacycles was
nm with clock-like precision
between the hill-top laboratory
of t!w League at West Hartford,
Connecticut, and Harvard University's Blue Hill meteorological observatory near Boston
-a distance of over a hundred
miks.
ymctr" i r;tnsmissions
proved less satisfactory.

I

l
I
I

Danish Listeners
DENMARK'S broadcast listeners numbered s68,17S ;lt
the end of DPcember. Nearly
2S per cent. of the number are
in Copenhagen.

All-Powerful Radio
HE influence of broadcasting
T
was well illustrated at
Stockholm recently when a
nwss;;ge was broadcast on a
Saturday night to the effect that
t 1,c 4,000 woodworkers involved
ir, a trade dispute should return
to work on the following Monday morning. Ko workman who
did not put in an appearance on

Old French Custom

IF French broadcasting has not

yet reached the stabilisation
stage (writes our Paris correspondent) it is not because of a
lack of decrees. The last ones
were made by the prevwus Postmaster-General, 1\I. Mallarme, :~1
October, 1934, but these were
immediately suppressed when
the present Postmaster-General,
M. Mandel, took office.
Publication of new decrees is
imminent. According to wellinformed sources French broadcasting is to be rigorously
separated into two departments
-technical and artistic. Each
station council will include five
representatives of the radio
manufacturers, five of the postal
administration, and ten of the
listeners' associations.
The essential reform would
be, suggests our correspondent,
ihat regulations could not !Je
altered by any future Postmaster-General without verv
good reasons.
Otherwise it is
difficult to guess when the
French broad-casting organisation will be completed.

Television Lectures

The Shorter the Better ?

I

!

AN
interesting
plebescite
among the urban district
councils of Lancashire has been
conducted to decide ·whether the
Home Office bylaw c1g1inst noisy
lotlJ speakers should tJe put into
pr<H:tice. Fifty districts replied
that it was not considered necessary bv their individual councils-; h~enty-three wished for the
bylaw to be made applicable to
their areas.

" THE Optical Principles of
Television" is the title of
a course of six lectures by \V. D.
Wright, D.Sc., A.R.C.s.: D.l.C.,
in tlh~ Physics Department ol
the Imperial College of Science
and Technology, South Kensington, S.\V.7 . . The lectures will
he given on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 4 p.m., commenc~
ing on Tuesday next, February
rgth. Full particulars can be
obtained on application to the
Registrar at the Imperial Collt.. ge.

I
I
I
t
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Jobs for Wireless
Operators

HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION is the subject of ceaseless research
in the laboratories of the Telefunken Company in Berlin. The Chief
of the laboratory is here seen inserting a valve in an ultra-shortwave receiver. A completely evacuated cathode ray tube is employed.

during
the preceding year,
according to the U .S. Radio
Manufacturers'
Association.
The increase is attributed rwt
only to slightly higher prices
but to the greater demand for
console models.

National Radio Engineers'
Association
AT a meeting of the new
association in London last
week a draft constitution was
passed and Mr.
\V.
MacLanachan was elected chairman. Other officers are : 1\Ir.
Gibson,
vice-chairman ;
Mr.
J. de Gruchy, secretary ; and
1\Ir. H. King, treasurer.
The
council, which now consists of
nine members, will be increased
at the first general meeting.
The secretary's address is 48,
High Str~;:et, London, N.2.

Mtmday morning was allowed
excuse of not having heard
the l : oadcast order.
th(~

German Anti-Static Laws
\VE understand that the new
German anti- interference
regulations will shortly be proclaimed. Among the clauses wiil
be one stating that priority (i.e.,
the existence of a source of interference before the erection of a
radio receiver) will be no excusPfor interruption to broadcast
reception.
Anti - interference
officers will ha vc the right to
make use of "lawful coercion."
The owner of the interfering
plant will have to bear the cost
of silencing it, though provision
is being made for poor persons
to obtain State help. A corps of
anti-interference officers will enforce the regulations.

APPROVED plans for the
establishment of new civil
aviation wireless stations in this
country will provide openings for
a substantial number of experienced wireless operators. For the
present, applications will be
entertained only from timeexpired wireless operators of the
Roval Air Force who have extensiv~ practical experience of
direction finding ground stations,
radio telephony and telegraphy
and general maintenance of
wireless. Good rates of pay are
offered. Applications should be
addressed to the Secretary, Air
Ministry, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

Demonstrating a 50-watt
Speaker
A

so-WATT loud speaker and

its associated amplifier will
be demonstrated at the next
meeting of the Institute ol Wireless Technology on Thursday
next, February 2rst, at 7.30 at
the works of Nuvolion Electrics,
Ltd., Park Crescent, Clapham
Park Road, London, S.W+
The lecturer and demonstrator
will be Mr. W.
Baggally,
M.l.W.T.
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Ferranti Arcadia
A Superhet of Attractive Cabinet Design.
and Good All ..round Performance
FEATURES.- Type.- Table model superlzclerodyne for AC mains.

Circuit.-Hcptode frequency clzangcr-pentode IF amplijicr-doublc-diodelriode second detector- lriode output valve. Full-wave valve rectifier.
Controls.-{1) Tuning. (:!) Volume and on-off switclz. (3) Wavcran_ge
switch. (1) Tone control Price. -15 guineas Makers.- Ferranti
Lid., Hollinwood. Lancs.

T

HERE is a strong family likeness
in the cabinets of the '' Consolettc '' range of Ferranti receivers, an example of which has
already been reviewed in this journal.
However, the general design and the
blending of the veneer woods on the front
panel with the covering of the loud speaker
fret has been so happily accomplished that
few will wish for au alternative design.
The most interesting feature is the combined indicating dial on which the movement of all the control knobs is duplicated by pointers. Station settings as well
as wavelengths are shown and in addition to pointers showing whether the set is
on the medium or long waves, the position
of the tone and volume control and
whether the set is on or off, there is a
metre-type tuning indicator to indicate
when the station is accurately tuned.
The first valve in the circuit is a hcptodc frequency changer preceded by a
band-pass input circuit in association with
which there is provision for secondchannel suppression.
The IF stage employs a variable-mu pentode which, like
the frequency changer, is controlled partly
from the AVC line and partly by bias from

its own cathode resistance. The
second detector is a doublediodc-triodc in which one diode
is used for sigal rectification and
the other for AVC supply. The
method of connecting the
gramophone pick-up is, however, somewhat unconventiond.~·
as the circuit is altered, not by the waverange switch but by removing a flexible
connection from the pick-up terminals to
the back of the set before the connections
arc made. Another unusual feature is the
incorporation of the tone control in association wit\1 the LF transformer coupling
the output from th~ triode portion of the
second detector valve to the output stage.
The latter employs a large triode valve ami
the Type D4 Ferranti loud speaker is provided with a silencing switch for use when
only an external loud speaker is required.

Tonal Quality
The tone of the instrument is certainly
arresting and its outstanding quality is <t
clear and sonorous middle register. This
is the foundation of all good quality and
is often neglected in the search for im-

provcment at the upper and lower extremities of the frequency range. There
is ample bass with only a trace of box
resonance which might go unnoticed were
it not for the fact that it occasionally seb
the station pointer in vibration. With the
high magnification available it is easy to
overload the output valve and this manifests ibclf first by distortion in the upper
middle register, due to the production of
harmonics.
Slightly more n•lume is
obtainable without distortion by making
use of the tone control and the best results
were obtained from the local stations on
medium waves with both the tone and
volume controls in their mid positions.
On long \Vaves owing to the slightly
greater sideband cutting the tone control

~t----il
AC
MAINS

An unusual feature of the circuit is the association of the tone control with the transformer coupling the second detector to the output stage.

FEBRUARY ISth, I935·
Ferranti Arcadiacould b'" safely left m the "Brilliant "
position.
The range of the set is deceptive, as the
background noise between stations does
not suggest high overall magnification.
Nevertheless, six or seven lunch-hour programmes from foreign stations came in on

missiOns without further attention to the
control knob.
The selectivity is sufficient in Central
London to give reception clear of interference from the Brookmans Park transmitters outside a band extendin~ two
channels on -.ither side of the 1ocal
stations. The quality of reproduction in-

lOUD SPEAKER SILENCING SWITCH

RECTIFIER
VALVE
R4

OUTPUT
VALVE
l P4

MAINS
VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

2nd
DETECTOR
VALVE
H4D

FREQUENCY

-+-++--+- CHANCER
VALVE
VHT4

The chassis of the Ferranti "Arcadia '' is unusually compact and the LF transformer is mounted
outside the base on the left and the dry electrolytic smoothing condensers on the right.

the medium waveband with ample
strength. Fecamp is a good ·test of sensitivity under daylight conditions and in
this case came in very much above the
average both in strength and clearness.
Provided the manual volume control is·
not advanced beyond the half-way mark,
the A VC can be relied upon to cope with
the variation of strength between the London, J\Iidland and North Regional trans-

ing about in the way of background or other
interference. Yet in other cases a small and
distant station may interfere badly with one
of far greater- output power. Not so long
ago, for instance, the 5o-kilowatt Konigs.
berg was completely jammed by the s-kilowatt Parede, and interference is still frequently noticeable_
Rennes, at present operating on 40 kilowatts, though shortly to have its power increased considerably, is to be officially
known in future as Rennes-Bretagne. Except that it is rather a mouthful, this is the
kind of station-name to which the listener
does not objPct, since it shows him both th<
town and the district in which the trans
mitter is situated_ I fear, though, that whatever mav be the official desires on the subject, RPimes will still be known by listeners
simply as Rennes.
Readers will probably find that the
British wavelength changes· introduced on
February 17th will make very little difference to their reception of foreign stations.
I am glad to be able to record that there
is very little fading on foreign transmissions
at the present time-hardlv any, in fact,
that cannot be dealt with adequately by a
well-designed and properlv adjusted automatic volume control.
Surely automatic
,-olume control is one of the greatest boons
that the advances of recent vears have conferred upon the long-distan~c listener.
Heterodvnes have been less in evidence
since I wr~te my last report. Rreslau is still
suffPring badly, and KonigsllE'rg frequently
receive's the unwelcome attentions of Parede,
though thesf' are much less in evidence than
they were. Stuttgart, Leipzig and Niirnberg
an" all quite clear at the time of writing,
and Luxembourg is having less trouble in
this way.
Huiz('Il,
Radio - Paris,
Luxembourg,
Kalundborg and Oslo are all good longwave transmissions, but Zeesen, Motala and
Warsaw must be classed amongst the un
reliables. The best of the medium-waVE,
stations are Budapest, Stuttgart, Vienna,
Lvons Doua, Cologne, Stockholm, Rome,
Munich, Leipzig, B-erlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Tri.f'ste and Niirnberg. Others generally worth attention are Brussels No. I,
Paris PTT, Hilversum, Milan and Rennes.
D. EXER.

dicates slightly higher selectivity on the
long-wave range, but the German station
between Droitwich and Radio Paris cannot be extricated from the background
from these two stations sufficiently to rank
as a reliable programme station.
Second-channel whistles are absent from
the medium waveband and onlv one faint
oscillator harmonic was detected on the
long-wave range.

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES
HAT a curiou~ business interference
between stations is.
All inten·sting case in point is Kootwijk, which
takes over the Huizen service after 3-40
p.m. (\Vhen, by the way, I say the Huizen
service I mean at present the Hilversum
programmes, for these are being transmitted
on the long waves until the end of next
month). Kootwijk works on 160 kilocycles.
Five kilocycles below it is the 7-kilowatt
Kaunas transmitter, and six kilocycles above

W

the 40-kilowatt Lahti. From either or both
of th(>sC one might expect there to be highly
unpleasant carrit>r-wave heterodynes.
To make matters worse, the zo-kilowatt
Brasov works nominally on exactly the
same frequency as Kootwijk, though
actually it is prone to a certain amount of
wobbling. For all these things Kootwijk,
in my locality at any rate, is usually well
received in the evenings, and not for many
weeks has there been anything worth talk-

REACTION FROM VICTORIANISM. Modern
tendencies in cabinet design exemplified in
the new Bush Radio battery superhet., described last week.
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HINTS AND TIPS
T is generally accepted that a tendency
not available or arc, at any rate, difficult
towards distortion in LF transformers to procure.
increases with increase in step-up ratio ;
The idea will be readily understood by
therefore a I : 3 ratio is bound to be better referring to Fig. I, which shows its applithan a I: J. While there is a good deal
cation to the very simple case of the tunedof justification for such statements, they
anode HF circuit of a three-range set with
should be qualified by reaction. Of course, the sockets must b(!
some saving clause mounted in an accessible position, and,
Comparing
such as '' all other with a little care, a very practical and
LF
things being equal."
neat waveband-changing system can be
Transformers
A high-ratio trans- devised. It would perhaps be wise~t,
former of good design
however, to restrict its general use as
is likely to be actually better than an in- much as possible to receivers where the
different low-ratio component.
change-over plugs arc not of necessity
Generally speaking, the imperfections connected to po~nts of high HT voltage.
of high ratio transformers will manifest
themselves by loss of bass notes. \Vhcn
matters arc carried to extremes, however,
installation of an aerial, although
generally simple enough, is apt to
the lower middle register may be attenuated, and in extreme cases the gain of prove a difficult matter to those who live
volume anticipated through the use of a · in service flats, hotels, etc. Indeed,
listeners in such circumstances arc often
high ratio may not be realised.
compelled to adopt a mains aerial, even
though the results obtained from it arc far
HE two methods in common use of
Earthed
from satisfactory. In
changing inductances in receivers
Aerials
such cases it is useful
are (a) interchanging the coils bodily, and
to know that a
(b) wave-range switches whereby scparat<~
.
r e a s o n a b 1y good
coils or sections of coils may be switched
in and out of circuit. l\Iethod (a) sur- srgnal-collector can sometimes be contrived by substituting for the aerial what
vives only in specialwould r~orn~ally be the earth system. No
ised short-wave sets.
Multi-range
The purpose of this connectiOn rs made to the earth terminal
of the receiver, but a lead is taken from
Receivers
paragraph is to suggest a sort of half-way the aerial terminal to a convenient point
house between the un- on any large mass of metal common to the
whole building-for example, water pipes,
doubted convenience of switching and the
cheapness and simplicity of changing radiators, steel girders, etc.
Such networks, although perhaps
coils. The scheme, which employs a
series of sockets and wander plugs, is nominally earthed, will always be at sufficiently high signal potential above earth
to act as an aerial, although their efficiency is admittedly uncertain and difficult
to predict. Sometimes it is surprisingly
good.

I

THE

T

A CERTAIN

Fig. I.-Plug-and-socket waveband selection : a simple substitute for switching in
multi-range receivers.

reminiscent of the telephone operator's
switchboard. In spite of its apparent
crudity it has definite applications to nonstandard receivers covering an abnormally large band of wavelengths for
which ready-made switches and coils are

amount of latitude is
· usually permissible with regard to
the energy dissipated in a loud speaker
field winding, particularly when the instrument is of the heavy-duty kind rated
to dissipate IO vvatts or more. But with
regard to the small
lower- priced models
Excessive·
where sensitivity is
Energising
largely
obtained by
Current
means of very smail
<m gaps an~! light
speech coils, it is unwise to exceed the
manufacturer's dissipation frgure.
This opinion is borne out by a case recently investigated where the field di;;sipation was nearly double that recommended by the maker. Results were
normal for half an hour or so, but after
a while a peculiar form of distortion
became noticeable. Quality then deteriorated still further until a slight scraping
sound could be heard during loud

passages. It was ultimately found that
the magnet and field coil were almo5t to::J
hot to touch. A closer examination revealed that the distortion was caused by
~-----------------------------------------------·
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the paper former of the speech coil becoming so warped by excessive heat t!ut
it rubbed against the magnet.
the risk of accidenizll
O BVIOUSLY,
short-circuits is likely to be increasctl
when a metal chassis is used in a receiver
construction.
Experience shows that
such short circuits are particularly likely
to arise in circumstances similar to that
illustrated-.in perhaps
rat h c r exaggerated
Careless
form - in Fig. 2,
Wiring
which represents a
bushed terminal pas~
ing through the side or back of the ba~e
compartment of a typical receiver.
Tt
s"ems to be fatally easy in such circumstances to push the connecting wire to0
far through the hole of the soldering tag;

SHORT
CIRCUIT

METAL
PANEL

Fig.

An accidental short-circuit of this
kind may be difficult to find.

2. ·--

even if the wire does not itself make contact with the metal, it is more than possible that the short-circuit will be completed by the running of solder during the
making of the joint.
older type of straight battery
T HEusually
continued to work-after

sd

a
fashion-tmtil the HT voltage had d"clined to perhaps half its original value.
Quality \Vas. of course, bad, but there \\a:;
no very obvious falling off in sensiti\'ity or
selectivity.
It is, perhaps, m~~
Minimum
the least of the advanHT Voltage
tage:; of certain
modern battery superheterodynes that they may fail to work
altogether when HT voltage has falkn
by perhaps as little as 25 per cent. "\t
any rate, an unmistakable indication is
given that something is wrong.
This state of affairs is particularly likely
to arise in a receiver with an HF pentode~
frequcncy-changcr; the \'alvc may fail to
oscillate, particularly on the long \YaVCS,
unless supplied with ample HT voUage.
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New German Receivers
"Between..Season" Models With Novel Features

F

OR many years past it has been the.
custom of a number of leading
German firlns to provide so-called
'' between-season '' sets in ihe
spring. These sets either took the place
of types \d1ich had been sold out or they
filled some requirement of the public
which had not been foreseen before the
Jbdio Exhtbition.
This year, however, according to
mutual contract, no new sets may be
placed on the market between January
31st and August rst, so that se\'Cral inter-

By a Special Correspondent

deep redwood with silver hinges and lock
standing on four ivory spheres.
This
houses an improved edition of the Siemens
four-\·alve superhet. Vvhen the doors vf
the cabinet are opened a silver metal panel
is disclosed. The makers luve abandoned
the familiar celluloid band tuning dial,
substituting a. full-vision screen containing
the names of all the more important
stations arranged according to countries.
The tuning indicator shows the relative
field-strength of the incoming
station.
The intermediate
frequency used is I 29 kc / s.
The receiver has seven tuneLI
circuits, two of which comprise the band-pass filter.
Needless to say the set is
fitted with automatic volume
control, tone control and a
local-distance switch.
The Telefunken short-wave
superhet is the first commercial receiwr of its type in Germany. It has been specially
built for export, but is also aYailable to
home listeners. The bakelite cabinet 1s
Pl<:cins the loud speaker to the side of the
desi~ned to withstand the worst
tuning dials is a new departure in German
cabinet design. The picture shows the new
tropical conditions.
Lorenz two-valve "Tonmeister."
The receiver is a s-valn·
superhd for AC mains.
A
csting "between-season" sets have been batterv receiver of the same
rushed out earlier than usual.
type ·is in preparation.
The
The majority of firms ha\'C produced
dial i~ calibrated in kilocycles
improved models of their single-circuit and metres. K o :;tation names
2-valve sets. The Seibt Company makes
appear, but the surface of the
use of a reflex circuit for its latest model.
gla~s has been roughened so
Two firms, Tefag and Seibt, haw adopted that the owner can inscribe the
cabinet designs which are entirely new to
tuning positions of his fa youriie
Germany, the loud speaker being placed
stations where they appear on the
to the side of the tuning dial. Public
dial. The wavebands are from 13.6 to
demand for a set priced between the
simple single-circuit model and the more
expensive 3-valve reflex super-'
het has led to the reintroduction of our old friend the twocircuit 3-valve straight recetver.
The Germans have hitherto
~dwav:; claimed that a radio
recei\·ing set should look like a
technical instrument and that
the lines pre3cribed by technical requirements are beautiful enough without camouflage. The practice which is
popular in America of hiding
a receiver in what seems to bt~
a book-case or a Jacobean
cabinet was considered bacl
taste.
But times change and
with them the taste of the public. Sicmc11,;
A lour-valve superhet --the "Siemenshave produced what certainly is a senSchatulle "--in a redwood cabinet.
The
sation for Germany-a set which does
panel is of silver metal.
not look like one.
The "Siemens Schatullc," as it '" 30.5 metres, 29 to 75 metres aud 200 to
s6o metres.
called, is in a small upright cabinet of

A back view of the new Telefunken mainsoperated ultra-short-wave receiver which
caters for experimenters who tune in the ultrashort-wave sound transmissions from Berlin.

For the first two bands special shortwave coils are used, while the iron-core
type are employed for the medium waves.
Automatic volume control and fluid light
tuning are incorporated.
For those interested in the experimental
ultra-short-wave sound broadcasts at present being sent out from Berlin, Telefunken ha\'e produced a special receiver.

The Telefunken automobile set is shaped to
fit cars of small dimensions.

This is available only through special
channels and is not generally on sale.
The receiver is a three-valve reflex, AC
mains-operated for a waveband of from
6.6 to 7.2 metres (42 to 46 kc/s). A
length of wire up to ten feet is used as an
aerial, together with an ordinary earth
connection.

More About the Inverter
coNSIDERAB~E . int<;re~.t

has
been
aroused by
D1alhst s
reference in
our last issuG_ to the possibilities of the inverter, which delivers AC on being connected
to the DC supply. We now learn that
American inverters will be available in this
country within the next month from Universal Importers, Ltd., 24, Fitzroy Square,
W. I . The ranges covered are : Gv.
12.-.
1\Uv.
120v.
22Uv.
240v.

to 110 At'
., 110 AC
,. 220 A('
, 2~0 At:
11!' , 2~0 AC
Dt' , 220 AC

11!'
llt'
])('
llC

The Comp'lny have been appointed sole
distributors in this country.
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LITHUANIA'S DAY

LnHCANIA's national clay,
which celebrates its recognition
in 1918 as an indepenclLnt
State, is marked by special
programmes not only of its own
from Kaunas, but also by H.iga
(Latvia) on February r6th.
On the previous day there will
be concerts of Lithuanian
music broadcast by Rome at
7-45 and Prague at 8.30.

SURPRISES IN JACK PAYNE'S
PARTY
UNRAVELLING THE TANGLE in the last act of " The Chocolate Soldier," Oscar Strauss 's tuneful comic
opera, to be broadcast on Tuesday next (National, 8) and Wednesday (Reg., 7-30). Anne Ziegler sings in
the rcle of Nadina Popoff.
THE HANDEL ANNIVERSARY

ANNIVEHSARY
celebrations
often distort by over-emphasis
the image of the great man
they are intended to honour.
There is little danger, however, of over-cmphasisin::; the
greatness of George f,·(;dcrick
Handel. The 250th ;wnivcr~ry of his birth at Halle occurs
on February 23rd, but already
the festival concerts both here
and abroad are in full swing.
This is a Handelian week.
The B.B.C. will crown it with
a symphony concert at the
Queen's Hall on Wednesday
next (National, 8.30) in which
the outstanding item will be
Handcl's Serenata "Acis and
Gala tea," in which Isobel
Baillie (soprano) will take the
part of Galatea and Heddlc
Nash (tenor) that of Acis.
John Kentish (tenor) will be
Damon and William Parsons (bass) Polyphemus. The
B.B.C. Chorus will comprise
"The Chorus of Nymphs."
Sir Thomas Beecham conducts.
Part II at 10.5 will include
the Concerto Grosso in D
Minor.
All next week the B.B.C. ·s
"Foundations of J\Iusic" series
will be deYoted to Handcl's
works for the harpsichord.
4...

<!>
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GERMAN CELEBRATIONS

ANOTHER performance of
"Acis and Galatea" is being
given by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra on Monday,
February r8th, at J.JO, and
will be broadcast by Berlin
(Funkstunde ).

At Leipzig's Fourteenth Concert of Masterpieces on Sunday
next at 8.30, Giinther Ramin
will play the solo part in
Handcl's Organ Concertos in
B fiat and D minor with the
Leipzig Symphony Orchestra.
<,:?

<?-
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"THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER"

"THE Chocolate Soldier,"
which must take its place with
'' The Merry Widow'' as a
"classic" comic opera, is to
be broadcast twice next week
by the B.B.C. (Tuesday,
National, 8; Wednesday, R.egional, J.Jo). The music is by
Oscar Strauss and the broadcast version by Stanislaus
Stange.
Anne Ziegler, who scored
such a success in "Love Needs
a Waltz,'' will take the part
of Nadina Popoff. The cast
also includes Amy Augarcle
(Aurelia),
Betty
HuntleyWright (l\Iascha), Horace Pcrcival (Bnmerlie), Franklyn
Kclsey (Massakroff), Percy
Heming (Casimir Popoff), and
Jan Yan dcr Gucht (Aiexius
Spariclefi).
The scenes of this gay and
tuneful comedy are laid m
Dragoman Pass, Bulgaria.
0

0

0-

BOOKSHELF

A :\EW feature on Sunday
evenings is " Bookshelf," in
which excerpts will be given
from new publications on a
given theme.
At 6.45 on
Sunday (National) l\Ir. W. E.
Williams will take down some
volumes from the bookshelf
for our edification and delight.

ENGLISH MUSIC IN GERMANY

BRITISH composers come
into their own this week with
two important concerts. One
is at Leipzig, where the Symphony Orchestra will broadcast
an '' English Concert '' at
8.ro p.m. on Wednesday.
William Turner Walton's Concerto for Viola and Orchestra
will be given, with Cyrill
Kopatschka as soloist, and this
will be followed by the wellknown '' London Symphony ·'
by Vaughan Williams. Bans
Wcissbach conducts.
The B.B.C. will also pay
homage to British music on
Monday (Regional, 9 p.m.),
when Section E of the Symphony Orchestra, under Joseph
Lewis, will perform works by
German, Mackenzie, Sullivau,
Elgar and Coleridge-Taylor.
0-

0-

0-

0PERAS AND OPERETTAS

To-MORROW night (Saturday) at 7. ro Berlin (Funkstunde) will relay Suppe's
opera comique, "Boccaccio,"
from the German Opera House.
As an alternative \Ye have the
Strauss operetta, " Die Fledermaus,'' from Munich during
the same period.
The Toulouse concert versions of operas are well worth
tuning in. On Sunday next
at q Hadio-Toulouse gives
Rossini 's " Barbe-r of Seville,"
and on Tuesda\· <Jt the s<Jme
hour a simil<ir w:rsion of
l\Iozart's "Figarro."
Toulouse is also broadcasting extracts from operas and operettas throughout the week.

JACK P AYNE brings his own
party to the studio on Thursday next (National, 8), when
he and his Boys will be accompanied by a number of artists

JACK PAYNE'S PARTY occupies the Natio
Jack and his Boys will entertain a nu m bE

"some of whom you have
heard and not seen, some of
whom you have seen and not
heard on the radio, together
with a surprise or two! ''
"THE MYSTERY
TEMPLE"

OF

THE

THE fate of the young Dauphin follo\l·ing the execution of
his parents. }larie Antoinettc
and Louis XVI in the French
HeYolution is the theme :1f
"The :Mystery of the Temple,"
a spccialiv m·itten radio play
which ligun·s in the Hc,ljornl
programme on Th ur5day next
(8 p.n1.). Jeannc de Casab
plays the part of :\Iarie Antoinctte.
The author, ~or
man Ed,Yarcls, \Yili act a:;
narrator and the producer will
be Val Giclgud.
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

I

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 15th.
Nat., 730, "The Air-do-Wells."
8.4)," I've Got to Have" Music,"
10.20. ~ The B.B. C: Orchestra
(Section D.).
Reg., 7.40, The Belfast Philharmonic
Society's Subscription Concert,
from th~ Ulster HalL .. 9~ Radio
play : . Rnundabouts. -

the Week

Abroad.
Sotteps, 7.30, Symphony Concert
from the Cathedral, Lausanne.

A CHOPIN DISCOVERY - ----..

A II.ECENTLY discovered Prelude in A ilat by Chopin will
be played by Artbur Alexander
in the Wireless l\lilitary Band
Concert on \Vednesday n~xt,
National, 7.30.
I hope this will not clash
with another very interesting
item to Chopin lovers, viz., a
recital on Chopin's mvn piano
which is in the National
Museum, Warsaw. This is to
be broadcast from \Varsaw at
7.50 on the same evening to
celebrate the birth of the composer.
The pianist at the
museum will be Sztomka.
The second part of the
Warsaw concert will be given

SATURDAY, FEBRAURY 16th.
Nat., 4.45, " Five Hours Back"programme from U.S.A 8,
"B.I.F.-a Poster in Sound,"'
8.30, "Music Hall." 10, B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra.
Reg., 7. 30, The Wireless Singers.
8.10, B.B.C. Orchestra (Section
D). 9.10, Conversations in the
Train.

HANDEL CELEBRATIONS direct attention
to the little town of
Halle where the composer was born in 1685.
The Handel statue in
the main square
(right) was erected by
English and German
admirers.

Abroad.
Cologne, 9,35, Cologne Radio Ball
from_the Tonhalle, Dussddorf.

following evening J ohannes
Strauss's recital of Chopin
Etudes \vill be broadcast by
Berlin (Deutschlandsender) c:t
8.15.
<"!>'

<3>
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RADIO GIFT BOOKS

THAD 0RDO}J is worth
listening for.
He is the
English-spcaking journalist at
\\'arsaw who has contracted
the pleasant habit of concluding his talks with an offer of
free literature to those who ask
for it. These gifts take the
form of charmingly illustratecl
guide books.
1\Ir. Ordon's
next talk is at 9-45 p.m.
on Thursday, February 21st.
Letters to t.Ir. Orclon can be
addressed to him, cjo The
Wireless World.
1\IR.

.;;_,..

al wavelengths at 8 p.m. on Thursday next.
of friends and offer us a surprise or two.

in the studio by the station
orchestra and soloists. On the

" THE DOMINANT SEX "
GtVE\f very careful selection,
it is a good rnove to broadcast
excerpts from current stage
plays. To-night the B.B.C.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17th.
Nat., 1.30, Pianoforte Recital by
Cecil Baumer. 2, The Wireles~
Military Band. 9, Leslie Jeffries
and Orchestra at the Grand Hotel,
Eastbourne.
Reg., 5.30, Callender's Senior Band.
6.45, B.B.C. Orchestra (Section C)
with_ Frank Mannheimer (pianoforte). 9.20, Sunday Orchestral
Concert.

broadcasts a scene from '' The
Dominant Sex '' at the Shaftesbury Theatre. l\Iichael Egan,
the author, has been a writer
on electrical and wireless subjects for many years, so it is
not surprising that the action
of this clever comedy is set in
an all-electric house. A radiogramophone plays its part in
the miniature "sex war" that
is waged between the young
married couple on the stage.

Abroad.
Vienna, 7.5., Operetta : " The
Flower of Hawaii " (Abraham).
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18th.
Nat., 8, "One Crowded Hour"variety compered hy John Watt.
9.20, Pianoforte Interlude by
Ernest Lush.
Rcg., 6.30, " The Radio Follies"
(from Midland). 8, R~cital by
Spencer Thomas (tenor), Lanri
Kennedy ('cello) and Maurice
Vinden (organ).

THE GREAT DEFECTIVE
lTDI : "The Speckled Hat
Band,"
not
by Sherlock
Holmes but .John Dighton
(Wednesday, February zoth,
Regional, 9-25)- Bobbie Comber as Purelock ]ones, Claude
Hulbert as Dr. Watson.
I
am glad that the good doctor
will be supported hy Doris
Arnold, Philip Wade and
Clifford Bean.
THE AUDITOR.

Abroad.
Warsaw, 8, Dvorak's ·· New \V orld "
Symphony (E minor). ,;; 1
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19th.
Nat., 8, "The Chocolate Soldier."
10.15,
Gershom
Parkington
Quintet.
Reg., 7, Henry Hall and the B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra. 7.45, Liverpool Philharmonic Concert. 8.3S,
"The Lover "-an ironic comedy.
9, Canadian Music.

Abroad
Frankfurt, 7.10, Opera "Tosca"
(Puccini) relayed from the Grand
Opera House, Darmstadt.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20th.
Nat., 7.30, Wireless Militarv Band.
8.30, Handel Anniversary Concert
at the Queen"s Hall. iO.S, Part
I I of Concert.
Reg., 7.30, "The Chocolate
Soldier," 9, " Best Sellers "popular songs of the day.

Abroad.

.

Warsaw, 7.50, Chopin Commemoration Concert.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21st.
Nat., 8, Jack Payne's Party. 8.45
Recital by Wil!iam Primrose
(violin) and Sydney Harrison
(piano).
Reg., 8, " The 1\lystery of the
Temple "-a radi0 play. 9.15,
The B.B.C. The.atre Orchestrd.
" ALL-ELECTRIC " in more senses than one is the home in which Diana Churchill and Richard Bird di;;pute
each other's claims in " The Dominant Sex "-the Shaftesbury Theatre comedy from which an excerpt w!ll
be broadcast this evening (Friday) at ;.zo. Michael Egan, the author, has written a number of books on
wireless and electrical subjects.

I

Abroad.

'
I
I

Radio-Paris, 8.45, Symphony Concert by the National Orchestra.

'·----------------------------------
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Frequency Transformation
A Simple Account of the Theory, with Special
Reference to '' Single..Span "
By F. M. COLEBROOK, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I.

T

HE development of the single-span system of tuning
has given rise to doubt in some quarters as to the
precise mechanism of the frequency-changer, for as the
intermediate frequency is higher than the signal frequency,
the usual graphical illustration of its operation fails to
give any intelligible picture. It is shown in this article
that the frequency-changer of a single-span receiver
operates in exactly the same manner as that of an
ordinary superheterodyne.

I

T is well known that in ordinary supersonic heterodyne (or, colloquially,
A frequency-changer
" superheterodyne ") reception the
unit similar to the
incident electric wave is combined
t y p e used for t he
Wireless World Singlewith a locally generated oscillation. and
Span receivers.
that, as a result of their interaction, there
is produced an oscillation (i.e., an alternating current or potential) the frequency
of which is equal to the difference between
the two original frequencies. Thus, if the
signal is on I,ooo kc Is, and the local oscil- frequency and not down. For example,
lator is set to 890 kc Is, the resultant
a signal on zoo kc Is (I, 500 metres) is, in
difference-frequency oscillation will be at the single-span receiver, transformed up
no kc/s (i.e., I,ooo-8gokc/s). The
as much as eight-fold to I,6oo kcls. Now,
signal wave is thus transformed down in
although there is not, in this modification
of the usual process, any essential innovafrequency before being further amplified
and finally rectified. The frequency to tion in theory (for the higher intermediate
which it is transformed has always been
frequency is still the difference between
those of the signal and the local oscillareferred to as the '' intermediate frequency," because it lies, in magnitude,
tion), it cannot be depicted in quite the
between the original carrier-frequency and same simple fashion as the usual process.
the band of modulation frequencies which
From enquiries received it is clear that
is produced by the
some readers ha vc
realised this fact,
final rectification.
f-----BEAT PERtOD------+-j
The process can
and, indeed, find
be, and usually is,
it difficult to frame
for themselves any
explained by showsimple explanation
ing the resemblance
of the theory. It
between the comappears, therefore,
bined oscillations
that there is some
and a single-frequency oscillation
demand for more
which is moduinsight into the
TIME -----+mechanism of frelated at the difference- or intermediquency - transforFig. I.-· .Heterodyne corn bination of two
mation,
whether
:lte-frequency, and
oscillations of nearly equal frequencies.
non - t e c h n i c a I
up or down. The
present article is an attempt to meet this
readers with some interest in theory have
found no difficulty in understanding the demand, and will be mainly confined to
the fundamental theory of the matter with
process in these terms. Recently, howno more than needfuf reference to circuit
ever, The Wireless World has introduced
a receiver (the now well-known "single- details or other technical matters.
In the first place, it will be well to emspan" receiver described in the issue of
March 23rd, I934) in which, though it is phasise a fact that even now is frequently
overlooked, namely, that the mere addidescribed as a superheterodyne, this fretion in the same circuit of two oscillations
quency change has been, so to speak,
of different frequencies leaves each freturned inside out. The intermediate frequency in this case is intermediate only in quency completely unaffected, and prothe sense of intervening in. the reception duces no new frequencies whatever, just
as, to use a rather crude analogy, the mere
process, for, as far as actual magnitude is
addition of apples to oranges in the same
concerned, it is actually higher than the
highest signal-frequency received. Th~t bowl does not produce a new fruit combining the flavours of both. This is not
is to say, the signal is transformed up m

only true, but very fortunate, for if it were
untrue radio-communication would be
practically impossible. The radio medium
~ether, or what you will~is full at almost
all times of a multitude of electric oscillations of different frequencies, which are
all addecl to each other in the above
sense, but it is a fact of experience that
thev do not interact or cross-modulate or
pra'clucc new frequencies at all.* A tuned
circuit or an aerial \vill respond to each
and every oscillation just as it would if
all the others were absent, and the actual
instantaneous currents or potentials induced will simply be the sum of the contributions from each oscillation. The resulting oscillation-pattern, even though it
contains no more than the original frequencies, will, of course, be more or less
complicated in form, and will depend on
the frequencies and amplitudes involved.
This can be illustrated by reference to the
two t~·pes of superheterodyne process referred to above, the comparison of which
will bring out the apparent difficulty of
explaining the step-up transformation
which was mentioned in the beginning of
the article.

Small Difference Frequencies
Fig. I shows the kind of pattern given
by the addition of two oscillations of frequencies not very different from each
other. If the one, for example, is roo cl s
and the other 99 c / s, then when the faster
has made one complete oscillation in onehundredth of a second, the other will have

* This statcmPnt is not univer·sallv true without
resPrvation, for th('re is now some evidence of interaction in th<> ionosph<>r<', but this is rather a special
case.
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an oscillation, i.e., it will be one-hunclrcdlh
of an oscillation behind in onf-hundredth
of a second, or a complete oscillation behind in one second. Thus, the two oscillations will come exactly into phase (or
in step), giving a maxtmum amplitude
once every second, as indicated in Fig. r.
The combined waves arc thus similar in
appearance to an amplitude-moclulalecl
wave, the amplitude modulation having a
frequency equal to the difference of the
two frequencies (one cycle per second,
of roo- 99 c j s in the numerical example
quoted).
Fig. r will, of course, be recognised as
the picture appropriate to the usual
heterodyne process, but it must again be
emphasised that the complete pattern
does not contain any frequencies other
than the two original frequencies.
If,
however, the negative half-waves are suppressed (as in perfect rectification), then
the average value of the remainder will be
some·what as shown by the dotted line,
i.e., an oscillation of difference-frequency,
but this implies two additional requirements beyond the mere summation of the
oscillations, namely, some form of rectification and a c(rcuit which '' smooths
out" the product of rectification to an
average value over a radio-frequency
period.
In the single-span receiver the interference picture is quite different. In receiving a long wave. for example, the signalfrequency is small compared with the
local-oscillator frequency. The combination is therefore as shmm in the three
curves of Fig. 2. In this case there is not
even any appearance of a difference-frequency modulation. It is, nc\-erthcless.
a fact of experience, and is consistent with
theory, that any form of rectification of
this combined oscillation, perfect or otherwise, will produce an alternating compo.•1ent of difference-frequency.
This is
merely an instance of the general observation that only in the simplest cases is the

The graphical depiction of the process
will not therefore give the desired insight
into it, and cannot by any means known
to the writer be made to do so directly.
It is necessary, unfortunately, to examine
the matter in a more analytical and intellectual fashion, though the analysis can
be, and will be, made easier to apprehend
by a graphical illustration.

Cross Multiplication

It has already been said that mere
addition of the oscillations produces no
frequency-transformation, and the nature
of the additional element required has,
moreover, been indicated in the preceding
paragraphs, i.e., rectification. This, however, is not the most accurate way of
specifying the additional requirement,
for the desired frequency-transformaticm is, in fact, brought about by any
circuit arrangement, rectifying or otherwise, which produces not addition, but
multiplication; of the oscillations.
The
distinction between rectification and multiplication is quite a real one, for in modern
frequency-changing circuits (such as that
of the single-span receiver) there is no
rectification in the ordinary sense of the
word, but there is precisely this crossmultiplication of oscillations which is
essential for the desired frequency-change.
To put it compactly, if c 1 be the e.m.f.
due to the signal, a sinc-\Yavc or modulated sine-wave of frequency / 1 , and if e 2
be that clue to the local oscillation, with
frequency f", then the supersonic-heterodyne process requires that the frequencychanging stage shall give an output current or voltage which is proportional at
every instant to the product e 1 x e 2 • The
reason for this is that the product e 1 x e 3
is equivalent to the sum of two equal oscillations of frequencies f 1 + f" and f 1 - fo and
of amplitude equal to half the product of
the amplitudes of e 1 and e". This is a
perfectly general proposition, which is true
whatewr the frequencies / 1 and L. and
whatever the amplitudes of the t\\"o oscillations c 1 and c".
Unfortunately, there is no simple proof
__..TIME
of this statement. Those who have not
forgotten all the trigonometry they learned
at school will recognise it as the formulasin 2;-;f, t x sin 2:rf 2 t =
1 :cos 2-;r{fl- fo)t- cos 2;;(/1 + fo)t:
but those who have forgotten or never
learned it will simply haw to accept it as
the law for the multiplication of oscillations.
The process can, hmvever, be illustrated.
In Fig. 3 the bottom curve is the result
of multiplying together the ordinates or
heights of the two other curves. If thes2
curves represent oscillations with frequencies f 1 and f 2 respectively, then the dotted
ACDITION OF SIGNAL AND LOCAL OSCILLATIONS
• line running through the bottom curve is
lk================:=!.i
an oscillation of frequency f,- f 2 , and th::
Fig. 2.~Heterodynt> combination of an
solid curve alternates above and below this
oscillation with another of much higher
clotted line with a frequency f 1 + f 2 , so
frequency.
that the product is thus exhibited as the
addition of o~cillations of sum- and differeye capable of appreciating the frequency
constitution of a complex oscillation. The ence-frequencies.
How, then, is ibis multiplication
ordinary heterodyne case is not typical in
brought about in a receiver? As already
this respect, but is a fortunate exception.

stated, one way is the rectification of the
combined oscillations. Even those who
have forgottm all the rest of their mathematics will probably remember the formula for the square of the sum of t\YO
numbers, i.e.(a+ b)"=a" + b' + 2ab,
from which it will be seen that the square of
the sum of e 1 and e 2 will contain the term
ze, e2 • The so-called ''perfect'' or ''linear''
rectification can be regarded as an extreme
case of rectification by a curved characteristic, in which the output will be proportional, not only to the square, but to
OSCILLATION el, FREQUENCY fl C/S

OSCILLATIONt Cl x OSCILLATION e2

Fig.

J.~illustration

of the multiplication
of two oscillations.

the cube, fourth, fifth, and higher powers
of the combined e.m.f.s e, + e 2 • The result
is similar to that of the simpler type of
rectification, namely, a number of term~
containing the product e, x e 2 •
But, as already stated, the mechanism
employed in a modern superheterodyne receiver is not rectification, but direct multiplication of the oscillations. This has
been made possible by the recent introduction of special multiple electrode valves,
such as the frequency-changing heptode. A
full account of the theory of operation of
such valves is outside the scope of this
article, but as far as frequency-transformation is concerned it is sufficient to know
that the slope of the mutual-conductance
(i.e., anode current-grid voltage) characteristic for one of the grid-electrodes depends in an approximately linear manner
on the potential of another grid-electrode.
Thus, if the signal-oscillation e 1 is applied
to the first-mentioned grid, the corresponding anode-current oscillation will be proportional to ei' i.e., say, k x cl' where e
depends on the mutual-conductance for
this grid. If, now, the e.m.f. c2 clue to
the local oscillation is applied to the
second-mentioned grid-electrode, k will
vary periodically in phase with c 2 , i.e.,
the anode current will contain a component proportional to the produce e 1 x e 2 .
Thus we have a direct multiplicatioP of
the two oscillations, even though the
valve-characteristics involved are, vcrv
approximately, straight Iincs.
"
The advantages of this mechanism are
such that it is likely to supersede all other
types of frequency-changing circuit,
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Frequency Transformation\vhether the desired frequency-transformation is down, as in ordinary superheterodyne reception, or up, as in the '' singlespan'' and some other receivers. From
the point of view of theory it has the advantage of effecting the necessary interaction of oscillations by the production of
the multiplication e 1 x e 2 in the most direct
manner possible, with a minimum of other
frequency components, due to parasitic
combinations of the two oscillations, which
do not contribute to the desired differencefrequency.
Finally, one other feature of the frequency-transformation process may be
mentioned. It has been shown that the
difference-frequency f,- f 2 arises from the
product of the oscillations e 1 e 2 • It may
further be stated that this is, in general,
the only way in which it can be produced
(apart from certain special cases in which
there are particular numerical relations between f t and f e). It has also been stated
that the production of this difference-frequency f,- f 2 is inseparable from the production of an equal component of frequency / 1 + f 2 • Although this is true as far
as electromotive forces are concerned, it
does not, obviously, imply that the sumfrequency is equally prominent in the output of the frequency-change circuit as a
whole, for the circuit will be designed so
as to select the desired difference-frequency by means of suitable tuned
circuits.
Alternatively, of course, the sum-ft·equency component can be selected and
used as the intermediate frequency, the
local oscillator being set at a frequency
below that for which the output-circuit is
tuned. The writer has, on occasion, used
the sum-frequency in this way, when other
circumstances made it desirable to do so,
and there was no observable difference in
the functioning of the receiver.

Modulation
This production of the sum-frequency
does not, of course, constitute a third
channel of reception-after the manner of
the second channel of the ordinary heterodyne process-for where the differencefrequency is intended to be used the whole
range of the local oscillator will already be
above the fixed intermediate frequency,
and any additional frequencies will be still
further above it. It would simply mean
that if the local oscillator range extended
appreciably below the fixed iutermedi~te
frequency by, say, F cls, then transmissions on frequencies less than F c / s \vould
appear twice in the tuning range of the
local oscillator, unless prevC:ntecl by signalfrequency selection.
It will be observed that throughout in
this discussion the signal has been regarded as a single-frequency or pure sinewaye oscillation.
In the reception of
broadcast transmissions, however, it will
actually be a pure radio-frequency wave
modulated at one or more audio-frequencies. This, however, does not affect the
transformation process in any essential
way. Considering, for example, a pure-

tone modulation at n cycles per second on
a carrier off 1 kc / s, then, as is well known,
the signal-wave can be regarded as the
sum of a pure sine-wave carrier, with
additional sine-wave oscillations at f, + n
and f 1 - n kc Is. The product of this composite oscillation with the local oscillation
on f 2 kc Is will result, for the reasons
already given, in a sum-frequency carrier
(f, + f 2 kcl s) with its associated side
waves, and the difference-frequency carrier (f, -/2 kcls) also with its associated
side-waves. The same reasoning will apply

to a modulation of complex wave-form,
which can be regarded as the sum of a
large number of pure tones. Each corresponding constituent side-wave is translated in frequency in the two directions
represented by the sum and difference formation respectively, and the whole group
of radio frequencies is thus linearly transformed to two bands, the lower of which
will, assuming correct tuning adjustment
of the local oscillator, lie symmetrically
about the fixed intermediate frequency of
the receiver.

Random _,_'?._adiations
By
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Where Will the Site Be ?
QNE of the topics of the hour is the choice
of the position for London's television
station. So far four places have been suggested: the Crystal Palace, the Alexandra
Palace, Hampstead Heath, and 1-Iighgate
Hill.
Since the ultra-shorts are quasivisual, height is, of course, a matter of great
importance, and at any of these places an
aerial four hundred feet or more above secl
level could be erected.
The simplest course would seem to be to
take over the existing Baird station at the
Crystal Palace. It has been thoroughly
tested and its range in different directions
is pretty well known, for maps showing field
strength "contours" have been prepared.
The trouble, though, is that the Report
recommends that E.M.I. transmissions
should alternate with those of the Baird
people, so that perhaps a neutral site might
be preferable.
My own purely selfish hope is that on0
of the North London sites will find favour,
for I happen to live in one of the long,
narrow Chiltern valleys where reception
from the Crystal Palace might be blanketed,
as, in fact, would be the case with considerable areas north of the Hampstead and
Highgate hills.

Ultra-shorts and the Future
Once the public has had a taste of reception on wavelengths between 6 and 7
metres I have an idea that it will emulate
Oliver Twist by asking for more.
The
strong points about transmission and reception on the wavelets are first of all that
there is no fading; secondly, that atmo-

spherics just don't happen; and, thirdly,
that they seem to be more or less immune
from the unwelcome intrusion of man-made
interference in certain forms.
I may be a had prophet, but my forecast
is that there \\ill be a growing demand
amongst those situated within the service
areas of television stations for the transmission on th<" wavelength devoted to "sound"
or larger and larger portions of the B.B.C. "s
ordinary mm-visual programmes.
The
medium- and long-wave stations will probably continue to exist and to be used for
years, but as problems of interfen~nce betw<Tn stations and of wavelength distribution become increasingly difficult to solve I
fully expect to see the ultra-shorts more
and more widely used for the relaying of
sound/' prograrnrnes.
H

......

Service After Sales

sol\IE

manufacturers have first-rate service-after-sales policies, but others, I
regret to say, are by no means so accommodating when breakdowns due to faulty
components occur in their sets. In their
guarantees they undertake to make free replacements of defective parts, but there is
also frequently a clause that labour charges
will be made.
So long as the labour charges are reasonable I have not a word to say, but often
the owner of a set which has had to be returned for ~ervicing aftt'r a month or two's
use has the unpleasant feeling that under
the guise of labour costs he is really being
n1ade to pay in full for the new part used
to replace the "dud."
By far the fairest scheme is to have a

The new Advisory Committee on Television at their first meeting after the appointment of the
Committee by the Postmaster-General. The names of the members, reading from left to right,
are: Mr. Noel Ashbridge, Mr. 0. F. Brown, Sir Frank Smith, Lord Selsdon (chairman), Mr. F. W.
Phillips, Col. A. S. Angwin, and Mr. J. Varley Roberts. The first task of the Committee will be, it
is understood, the selection of a site for the London television transmitter.
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Random Radiatio11>small fixed lab~mr charge, whatever the job
may be. The customcr then knows exactly
whZTc he stands.
~
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The Aerial Question
WITH the modern highly sensitive receiving s<'t it may be even more important
to have a thoroughly good earth contact
than to <Tect a first-class aerial. In fact, 1
would almost go so far as to say th;tt on the
medium and long waves on modern sets you
will get good results with almost any kind
of a!c'rial so long as it is of reasonable size
and reasonably wdl insulated.
Year,; ago we really lwlte\·ed that it was
of the utmost importance to use plenty
of pon:dain insulators in series, and even
to gi\·e them baths at fairly frequeut
intervals. Strandcd wire must lH· used, and
it was held to be a matter of real moment
that "roof ·' and down-lead should be all in
one piece.
Then one day my eyes wt're opent'<l. For
some reason, now forgotten, my big aerial
was out of action, and as 1 particularly
wanted to use ~ receiving set that evening,
a makeshift had to be erected right quickly.
A length of No. r8 bare copper win: was slung
between a top-floor window frame amf the
gutter SFmt on an outbuilding, the only insulation being the bits of string to which it
was tied. The lead-in was conllt'ded to the
" reo£" by the simple process of twisting
the two together tightly with pliers. \'lorse
still, the naked lead-in lay upon the window
sill, and as the evening was chilly the window wa:; shut down upon it.
A pretty grim contraption, what? Still,
it functioned so wdl that in the small hours
of the following morning American stations
were coming in splendidly. I am afraid that
I have nev<"r bothered since to re-erect the
aerial masterpiece that used to decorate my
garden.

The Earth's Another Matter
But no matter what kind of comic ae1ial
may suffice, you cannot exp<·ct good recqJtion if your earth isn't up to the mark.
Time and time again I have traced poor
results in friends' receiving sets to bad
earths, and the very first thing that I look
for nowadays when a newlv installe<l set is
not behaving as it should. is a poor earth
contact.
Many people have the idl'a that so long as
you bury a metal plah· hen· or drive in an
earth tu be there you ha v<e done a.ll that can
he cloue in the w<.Ly of making an earth cmlnection. This is .very far from being the
case. Results dt>pend enonnou~Iy upon finding the right soiL
An earth buried in or driven into light
chalkv or gnvelly sDil mav make the poon·st
of COlollH'Ctions, except possibly in very wet
weather. Get down to a heavy subsoi!-c!av
for preference-and you can
sure that voir
have an earth that i'i doing its job as it should
be done.

.. .. ..
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The " Acorn" Tube

recently that minute vain· tlw
U NTIL
''' Acorn '' tube was not to IK' foun·l
outside the laboratories of the American
R.C.A., who originated it. It is now on
the market in the United StatE's, and some
interesting results should follow when
:1mateurs have done some experimental work
with it.
It gets its name from the fact that its
shape is just like that of an acorn in its

cup, the contacts for the t-lectrrJdes bein~
sealed into a glass ring near the base of the
tiny bulb. The complete mains "Acorn,··
with heater, cathode, grid and plate, is just
about the size of a fat acorn. An amaziti;.>;
q na lity. of this valvelet is that it \\ill oscilLttc at frC'qucncie~ up to about fioo nwgacyclcs, or, say, half a metre. 1 beli<·ve that
bcsid!'s the triude there is abo a scn en-gri<l
Acorn.

An Early Miniature
The "Acorn" tube is by no means tlw
fir:'t tiny vah:e to be produced. l\Iany old
hands will remember the "\'leco" valve,
which appeared in this country a good many
years ago. It mt>asured little more th<~.n tw.;
;nclws over all, its Lulb h:J.ving a diameter
not much greater than that of a lead pencil.
The moulded base fitted into a S]X"ci:1l
midget holder of the bayonet type. The
filament rt'quired a quarter of an ampere at
just over 1 volt. This queer little val n~
never became very popular for its uses wnc~
so limited. It was made only in the medium
impedance type ; its efftciency was not great
and inter-electrode capacity was on the high
~ide.
It was, however, quite useful ior the
con~truction of miniature portable sets for
headphone reception, which at that time
had something of a vogue.

Short-wave
Broadcasting

T

is the home-recording of foreign programme.~
received on the short waves. In some case'>
the.;e rt'cordings are actuallv used as '' \·erifications "
listeners ardently SE'<·king
QSL-c:uds from distant stations that they
ha ,-e heard !
The idea is certainly attractive, and might
wdl be applied to the amateur band.;. On8
or two Euro1wan amateurs that one might
name would probably learn a lot from a careful playing-ovn of a record of their owl!
signals!
Tht: esbhlishme;1t of regular ultra-short\\. ;c n• broadcast s ta ticns set~ms to be favoured
once more. Many short-wave listeners are
.a!n·acly building 5-8-metre sets in readiness
for the high-definition tdevision transmissions, and in some countries it is proposed to <'staL!ish exp~rimental stations
working on this band and re-radiating the
Ion! Lroadcast programme.
A low-power station of this type would
gin~ adequate service in a medium-sized
town th~t is not too well served by the existing medium-wave broadcast. ·Naturally,
the sch2nw has not much to recommend it
in this country, thanks to the efficiency of
the Rcgion0.! schelT:.l' ; but in larger countries
it seems to lnve distinct possibilitit·s.
New stations heard on the short wan·s
during the past fortnight include the following: PK-YDB, Eandoeng, Java, on 49.07
m~·tres; HIZ, Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic, on 47·5 metr.es; HKE, Bogota,
Colombia, r,n 41.55 metres (in the 40·metre
amateur band-a sign of the times?) ; and
KZRl\1, :\Ianila, Philippine Islands, on 3 r ·3
mt>tres.
Activity on the I<J-metre band is not very
marked; all the well-known stations ha,·e
settled clown into a very consistent routine,
and there are no newcomers. The 31- and
49-metre bands provide most of the material
for the keen " DX " listener, particularly as
many stations, as yet unlisted, may be heard
from time to time carrying out experimental
transmission~.
MEGACYCLE.

by

HERE cannot be a single owner of a
~hort-wave receiver who has not, at
~ome tinH~ or other, heard a programme from Zeesen, on one of its many
wavelengths. Of all the European stations,
Zt t•sen seen's to be the most consistent as
far as rt>ception in this country is concerned.
It is interesting to note that the station
is still being improved and developed, and
that when the scheme is fully completed
directional systems will have been installed
New Marconiphone Speaker
for transmis~ion to practically all parts of
the world.
l\.Io~t of us have heard the announcement
" Dt>ar friends and Iistenns in Africa . . . . "
and additional transmitters "beaming" at
Central America and Australia are now under
way.
The director,; of the station are aiming at
'' maintaining dose personal touch '' with
their world-wide audiences.
In a wav, listt'Jl<'rs overseas are better
snn:d in ~l1is way than we are at home. Then· are V<'IV few short-wa\·e stations in
the world l;utting out special programmes
for British listeners, but the short-wave man
in South Africa, for instance, has the choice
of at least thn·e high-power transmissions
put out specially for his benefit.
Naturally, as' we in this country have a
first-rate medium-wave service, it would be
asking too much to expect regular programmes on short waves; but thE"y will
new l\Iodd 195 mm·ing-coil Ioucl
come, sooner or later, either from the U.S.A.
speaker recently introduced by the l\Iaror from one of our own Dominions.
coniphone Co., Ltd., is fitted with a
The tremendous popularity of short-.wave
"multi-functional" composite metal anol
broadcast nceivers in the U .S.A. is, of
paper elliptical cone which, in addition to
course, due to the fact that reception of
increasing the frequency response, also gives
foreign stations is only possible by this
a. better sound distribution. The built-in
means. MoreovE"r, it is a new sensation for
volume control is of the constant impedthe American listener, whereas the average
ance type and actually incorporates three
European enthusiast has been swamped with
ganged potentiometers.
The speech coil
foreign programmt's on the medium waves
impedance is approximately 9 ohms at Soo
fer several years.
cycles and no input transformer is fitted.
One of the latest crazes in the States The price is eight guineas.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

The Luxembourg Effect

Monodial Super, constructional details of
which were given in your issues of July 21
and 28, 1933, and have had it in use for
the past sixteen months.
\Vhilst I can say with the utmost con
fidence that it is the finest receiver I have
ever handled or listened to, mine suffers
from one defect; when a station on the
medium waveband is fading badly, not only
do distortion and backgronnd noise appear,
but the volume increases.* So far, I have
been unable to effect a cure.
C. W. W.'\.VELL.
Gurnard, Isle of Wight.
* 1 t is not abnormal for fading to be accom·
paniPd by distortion, for this is often present
in the received wave, and AVC can do nothing
to correct it. Background noise naturally increases when the signal weakens, for the ratio
of field strength to noise is reduced.
The
increase of volunw should not occur ami is
probably clue to A VC atiecting the oscillator
frequency: this would also cause the receiver
to introduce distortion.
In the few cases of
this nature which have been encounkrecl it
has been found possible to overcome the effc.oct
by connecting the lower Pnd of Hz directly to
the chassis instead of to the AVC line.-Eo.

From Dr. Roland TValter, Chief of the Technical Di1.•ision of Latvian Broadcasting.
IT will perhaps be of interest to know that
here in Riga the Luxembourg Effect is
also to be found, the programme from \Varsaw being frequently heard on the carrierwaves of Prague and Budapest.
One such occurrence was quite amusing.
One of the features of our broadcast programme consists of re-transmissions of
foreign programmes, which take place about
once a week late in the evening aftl·r our
own programmes.
I make these retransmissions myself from my own house,
which lies rather outside the town in an
electrically quiet neighbourhood. On the
7th January, I93S. from 22.37 to 23.02
(East European Time), Prague was being
transmitted, when for the first time on such
a transmission the effect caused a direct
interference.
I called the attention of
listeners to it and explained the interest of
the phenomenon. When, at the end of the
concert, Prague gave a pause from 23.02
to 23.04, :he programme from \\'arsawdance music-was so clearly heard that I
increased the amplification and, as a
:;uriosity, transmitted it at full strength
from our stations. It is true that the background noise was quite loud and the reception had no musical \"alue, but I was able
to tell our listeners that thev had been
hearing a particularly fme ex~imple of the
cdebrated Luxembourg Effect, ancl that this
dance music was sent out from \Varsaw and
thlen, in 1he stratosphere roo kilometres
above \Yarsaw, was transft·rrrd to the
carrier-wa\·e from Prague and so had
reacht·d ns.
Our four. stations, Riga,
1\Iadona, Kuldiga and Licpaja, took part in
tlw broadcast.
Later on, the following rr-transmissions
were seriously interfered with by the Effect:
On Jannarv 16th, from 22.39 to 22.s7. the
European concert from Basle was received
alternate!\" from Bcromiinster and Budapest: Budapest disturbed by the Warsaw
programme. On January 2oth, from 23.29
to 00.03, Tzigane music from Budapest was
disturbed by the \Varsaw programme.
ROLAND W ALTER.
Riga, Latvia.

Mains Interference-New Version
I

SHOULD be grateful if your readers
could suggest the cause and remedy for
interference to reception caused by boiling
of water in the supply system in my house.
\Vhen steam begins to rise through the cold
water feed cistern, or when a tap is turned
on, violent and continuous interference is
heard until the water ceases to boil.
The water is hard, and so the pipes are
probably coated internally with an insulating deposit of limestone. A direct earth
for the receiver and bonding of hot and cold
water pipes have no effect.
W. R. MORTON.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

New Monodial Super
IN response to the request of one of yo~Jr
correspondents, whose letter apj)f'ared m
your issue of the uth ult., I built the New

Olympic S-S Six
BUlLT the . Olympic S-S Six last
No\"ember, and got it working during
the day time. I was amazed :md delighted
at the quality of reproduction it gave, also
the number of ~taLion~ it received frl"e from
interference. lt was a disappointment when
first tried out at night, for a good many
whistles appeared; also every station was
heterodyned. Increasing !·eaction weakened
it slightly, but would not make it disappear.
I built the wave-trap as suggested and it
cured the whistles, hut not the high-pitched
heterodyne note.* I have tried all ways to
do so, such as setting the !.F.'s differently,
shortening the aerial, improving the earth,
etc., but it still remains, and I can only
suggest it is one of the disadvantages of the
Single-Span principle.
Otherwise I could
recommend the Single-Span as the ideal set.
Cheam, Surrey.
H. A. MILLS.
*Steady heterodyne whistles are inevitable
with any type of receiver which reproduces the
full range of audible frequencies, and there is
no known method of eliminating them which
does not in some way aJfect the quality of reproduction. The best remedy is to include a
tuned filter circuit in the LF amplifier, and if
a good dl"sign bp employed reproduction up to
about 8,ooo cjs is unaffected, while the
heterodyne notes of stations spaced by 9 kc/s
disappeaL-ED.

especially with regard to "cheap" lamps
of foreign manufacture.
A method which I have used for some
considt-rable time now is \"t-ry certain, and
is given by a simple calculation:W=K/T.
wherr \'V= watts consumed.
T =time in seconds taken by disc of
meter to make one revolution.
K=- 3.6 x ro"
Re\"s. per kWH
(of disc-usually indicated on meter).
As an example, let us suppose that one
switches on the set (no other load being
connected, of course), and fmds with a stopwatch that the disc makes a complete revolution in so seconds. On the meter one
sees the inscription 900 revs. per kWH.
From the formula
K=3.6xro 6
9 x ro"
= 0.4 x ro 1 = 4,ooo.
Watts consumed= W = K /T,
=4,ooo(so=8o W.
This method applies only to AC meters
of the induction type, and, besides being
useful in the manner described, one can
often keep a check on other apparatus which
is connected to the house supply.
WM. E. THOMPSON.
Pitsea, Essex.

Table Model :-New Style

I

Estimating Current
I

NOTICE in your issue of January r8th
that a method of estimating the consumption of a mains set with the aid of the
supply meter is described in the "Hints
and Tips" section.
Although this is
sufficientlv accurate for most needs, I think
that a quicker and more accurate method
would be of interest to other readers.
The chief drawback in the method your
contributor describes is that the consump·
tion i-, estimated by comparison with that
of a lamp, which in.itself is often uncertain,

The Invisitone
Table Receiver.

THE expression " table model," as applied to a broadcast receiver, always
brings to mind a compact set designed to
stand on a table.
However, it seems
equally logical to apply it to a table which
includes a built-in receiver. Such a description fits the new Invisitone receiver, made
by The Invisitone Company, of Bereys
Buildings, George Street, Liverpool, 3·
As shown in· the accompanying illustration, the recei\"er chassis (an Atlas Model
?-s-S-superheterodyne) is housec! in a
drawer which must be partially open to give
access to the control panel.
The loud
speaker is fitted behind the chassis on an
inclined baffle facing forward and downwards. It is daimed that this method of
mounting gives good distribution of sound;
reproduction is unaffected by closing the
dr;J.wer in which the chassis is housed.
The price of the complete equipment is
27 guinea;;, and the makers are prepared to
install any chassis in one of their tables.
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Broadcast Brevities
By Our Special Correspondent

to take charge of broadcasting
there, the " probable's" for the
post of Television Chid at
Broadcasting House are narrov.:ed down to two, viz., Gerald
Cock, the "O.B." chief, and
G. C. Beadle.

A Short- Wave Plan ?

Long-Distance Reports

Anomalous Position

Mr. Robb

DUTCH member of the
Internatio:1al Broadcasting
Union will ha n: the courage to
propose at next week's meeting
(February zoth to 26th) the
form:l tion of a wave plan for
the short wav<'s. Such a schen}e
w<;uld, <d course, require to be
world-wide in scope, and might
well stagg<'r a less case-hardened
assembly than the U.l.R.

In justice to Droitwich I may
mt:Htion that it has achieved
some quite remarkable DX for
a long-wan: station.
Reports
have been received from the
United Stat<'o, Ne\\foundland,
and Tan gin.

Born in British ColumiJia,
Mr. Munay occupies ~L rather
anomalous position.
He w:ls
quite a young man when he
left Canada, and there is a feeling in som<
circks in the
Dominion that he is more
British than Canadian, seeing
that he has bc<n longer out uf
Canada than in it! Hence the
possibility of his being the
Director-GenNal of Canadian
broadcasting has become fairly
remote.

Mr. Beadle has been
an
assistant of RogE'r Eckersley,
Entertainment
DirPctor,
for
~everal years past.
One of the
earliest members of the B.B.C.
staJI, he went to Johannesburg
to organise the broadcasting
comp<·tny, later became station
director of Belfast, and then
brought a wealth of experience
b:1ck to headquarters.
Meanwhile 1\Ir. Eustace Robb
pluckily continues directing the
30-line transmissions.

A

New Post f01· Sir John
Reith ?

Geneva Programme Pool

JOHN RElTH has now
SIH.oerved
British broadcasting

The B.B.C. delegation, which
leaves London in a day or two,
i<; more inter~sted in a scheme
for standardising the recording
of broadcast programmes to
facilitate
international
exchanges. The time may come
when a recorded programme
pool may be formed at Geneva
to which broadcasting organisations woulJ become
subscribers like members of a circulating library.
The present recording methods
vary considerably. Britain and
Italy use magn<>tic tape, while
the Germans prefer wax records.

faithfully and well for more
than t~elve Vt'ars. vVould it be
inappropriat<·, to appoint him
Executive Chairman to the
Board of c;ovecrnors? Since the
Clnrter was prepared there has
been a change in the hierarchy
at Broadcasting House ; two
main departments have been set
up-Administration and Programmes-each in the charge of
a very abk chief.
This has
meant that less attentizm to detail is required of the DirectorGeneral, so that it should be
possible for him to bestow mow
time on administrative control.

Coup for Tatsfield
T is a featbt•r in the cap of
Nlr. Partridge, reception chief
at Tatsfidd, that the B.B.C. is
relying soldy on the short-wave
recein·rs there to relay the
we~kly
half-hom programmes
of the National Broadcasting
Company of America.

I

Five-Figure Salary

Mixed Opinions

A combination of the two
offices of Director-General and
Chairman of the Board
of
Governors \\·ould bring Sir John
H.eith's salary up to the fivefigure mark -\Yhich,~ considering
past achicYenwnts as well as
present responsibilities, need not
be regarded as <'XC(·s,;iYe.

The fact that these members
seem to present almost E'very
shade of opinion in the country
i:, no accident for, according to
an official statement, it is hoped
that they will be prepared to
wtnprct the policy and principles of the Corporation to the
various sections of the community with which they may be
specially associated.

" Five Hours Back "
The first relay takes place nt
4·45 p.m. to-morrow afternoon,
corre:,;ponding to I 1.45 a.m. in
New York, and, vPry appropriately, the relay will be called
··.Five Hours
Back."
No
special programmes are being
prepared for these t·xperimen tal
telays; the intention is simply
to dip into the morning programmes of America.
The
N .B.C. is co-operating in the
<c'xperinwnt by arranging for thco
programme material to he sent
out from those stations which
are b<'st heard over here.

The Council of Thirty
rfHIRTY
eminent
persons,
headed by the Archbishop
of York, compose the new
Ge;wrai Advisory Council of the
B.B.C. which will hold its first
meeting at Broadcasting House
on \Vednesday next.
This
Council, which includes J\lr.
Lloyd George,
Sir Walford
DaYies, l\Ir. Bernard Shaw, and
Dame Sybil Thorndyke, has
been set up in view of the increasing scope of responsibilities of the broadcasting service.

Mr. Gladstone Murray
that
l\Ir.
I· UNDERSTAND
Gladstone l\lurray will be
temporarily Controller of Output at Broadcasting House for
at kast six months and, in all
probability, will then assume
permanent control.
It is ten
years ago that Sir John Reith
invited 1\lr. Gladstone Mnrray to
handle the public relations side
of the B. B.C. 's activities.

MR. GLADSTONE MURRA Y,
whose future is the subject of
interesting speculation.

A Popular Figure
On the other hand, like his
chief, Sir John Rvith, 1\Ir.
M urrdy has st.rin'n to place
British broadcasting un a pinuacl<c>. His position ns Director
of Pub!ic Relations lns brought
him in clos('r contact with the
outside world than has be<c>n,
perhaps, the case with any other
official in the B.B.C.

Future Television Chief
WITH thE' imminent departure of J\Ir. Lio;1~l FiE'lden,
B.B.C. talks official, for India

New Droitwich Transmitter
5GB, the first "Regional"
transmitter, will be heard for the
last time at midnight tomorrow. The new Midland station at Droitwich, which takE's
over on Sunday, has the distinction of being the first B.B.C.
station to take the plunge without a preliminary public test.

Unpopular Droitwich
r[l-lE discovery that very few
Continental listeners appear
to listen to Droitwich is not very
surprising.
In the old days
long-wave Da \Tntry was th"
only British tr;-tnsmitter which
could he !ward with any degr<>e
cf reliability beyond
these
shores; the high-power mediumwave
transmitters,
however,
have ended all that, and the
Regionals get a regular fan mail
from the Continent.

COMPLETING THE REGIONAL SCHEME. Constructional work in progress on the North Ireland broadcasting station at Lisburn, near Belfast. The station is expected to come into operation towards the end
of the year.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)

_____;,..___s_ta_t_io_n.________ 1_k__c_l•_··I--P~-•-il_i~_;_•·-:1._M_•_tr_..
1

Kaunas (Lithuania) . .
..
..
..
Brazov (Romania)
..
..
..
..
Huizen (Holland). (Un6l3.40 p.m.)
..
Kootwijk (Holland) (Announced lluizen).
(3.40 p.m. onwards)
Lahti (Finland)
..
..
..
..
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
..
..
Istanbul (Turkey)
..
..
..
..
Berlin (Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(8.-u·. 8/ns., 16.89, 19.73, 25.51, 31.38 and
49.83 m.)
Droitwich
..
..
..
.•
..
Minsk, HWIO (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
Reykjavik (Iceland) . .
..
..
..
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (Fmnce)
..
..
Motala (Sweden). (Relays Stocklwlm)
..
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland) . .
Ankar"' (Turkey)
..
..
..
..
Luxembourg . .
..
..
..
..
Kharlwv, 1{\\'20 (U.S.S.R.)..
..
..
Kalundborg (Denmark) (8.-w. Sin., 49.5 rn.)
..
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
TashkPnt, HWII (C.K.S.R.)
..
..
Oslo (Norway)
..
..
..
..
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Tiflis, ll \\'7 ( LJ.S.S.l{.)
..
..
..
Rostov-on-Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
..
..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relay.• Softens) ..
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
Voroneje, RW25 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
..
Oulu {Finland). .
..
..
..
..
Uta, R\\'22 (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
Hamar (Norway) (Relays Oslo)
..
..
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
.. I
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
..
..
..
Viipuri (Finland)
..
..
..
..
Bolzano (Italy)
..
..
..
..
Wilno (Poland)
..
..
..
..
..
••
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary) . .
Beromiinster (Switzerland) . .
..
..
Athlone (Irish Free State) . .
..
..
Palermo (Italy)
..
..
..
..
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany) . .
•·
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France) . .
..
..
..
..
..
.. '
Riga (Latvia) . .
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
..
.
Rabat (Hadio J\Iaroc) (Morocco)
..
..
Sundsvall (Sweden). (Relays 8k>ckholm) ..
Florence (Italy). (Relays Milan) . .
.. 1
Cairo (Abn Zabal) {Egypt) . .
..
·· 1
Brussels,No.1 (Belgium). (French Programme) I
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
..
.. I
Triindelag (Norway) . .
..
·.
·· 1
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, P.'l'.'l'. (La Doua) (France)
Cologne (Langenherg) (Germany)
North Regional {Slaithwaite)
..
.. 1
Sottens (Radio Suisse I{omande) (Switzerland)•
Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
I
Paris, l'.'l'.T. -(Ecole Superiaure) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden) ..
Rome, No. 1 (Italy) (8.-w. stn., 25.4 m.)
Kiev, R\V9 (L'.S.S.R)
Tallinn (Esthonia)
:Madrid, EA,J2 (Radio Espaiia) (Spain)
Munich (Germany)
.
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France)
j
Katowice (Poland)
•1
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
Toulouse. l'.'l'.T. (France)
Leipzig (Germany)
!
Barcelona, EAJ 1 (Spain)
Lwow (Poland)
I
West Regional (Washford Cross)
'I
Milan (Italy) ..
BucharC"st {Romania)..
I
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) .. i
Berlin (Funkstunde Te5el) (Germany)
·
Bergen (Norway)
So1ia (Bulgaria)
Valencia (Spain)
Simferopol, RW52 (t:.S.S.R)

I

·1

I

I
I
I

_·l_kW.

155
160
160
l{l()

. . .. .. .. ..
........ ..
........ ..
.. .. .. .. ..

1935
1875
1875
1875

7
20
7
50

166
174
182
187.5
191

..........
..........
..........
.. ........
..........

1807
1724
1648
1600
1571

40
500
80
5
60

1500
1442
1442
1395
1389
1379
1339
1304
1304
1293
1261
1224
1170
1154
1107
1071.4
845 I

150
35
16
13
30
100
120

200
208
208
215
216
217·5
224
230
230
232
238
245
256.4
260
271
280
355
375
401
401
413.5
431
436
519
519
527
527
536
536
546
556
565
565
574

800

748
748
726
696
688
578
578
569.3
569.3
559.7
559.7
549.5
539.6
531
. 531
522.6
514.6
514.6
506.8
499.2
499.2

r.8::

583
592
601
601
610

620
620
629
629
638
648
658
668
677
686
695
704
713
722
731
731
740
749
758
767
776
785
7Sfi

795
H04

814

823
832
841
850
SW

850
859

5

..
..
Pozmm (Poland)
..
..
..
..
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
..
I Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna) . .
..
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
..
..
Hamburg (Germany) . .
..
..
..
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
..
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
. ·.
..
,.
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
..
Brussels. No. 2 (Belgium). (Flemish Prog'mme)
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
..
Giiteborg (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm) . .
Breslau (Germany) . .
..
..
..
..
..
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
Belfast . .
..
..
..
..
..
Cracow (Poland)
..
..
..
..
..
..
Genoa (Italy). (Relays Milan)
I Hilversum (Holland). (7 klV. till 6.40 p.m.)
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
Midland Ree;iona: (Droitwich)
..
.. !
Barcelona, EA,Tl5 (Radio Asociaci6n) (Spain) 1
Konigsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) (Germany)
Parcde (Radio Club Portugut·s) (Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW70 (C.S.S.R.)
..
RennPR. P.T.T. (France)
..
..
..
Scottish National (Falkirk) . .
..
..
Bari (Italy)
..
..
..
..
..
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
..
..
, Bordeaux, P.T.T .. (Lafayette) (Franl'<>)
I Zagreb (Yugoslavia) . .
..
..
..
Falun (Sweden)
..
..
..
..
i Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
..
:· Madona (Latvia)
..
..
..
..
!I Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
..
Moravska-Ostrava {Czechoslovakia)..
..
Alexandria (Egypt) . .
..
..
..
Ne.wcastle
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1 Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
Hiirby (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
..
..
Turin, No. l (Italy). (Relays 111ilan)
1
..
1 London National (Brookmans Park)
·,I North National {Slaithwaite)
..
..
West National (Washford Cross) . .
..
11 Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague)..
',j Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) . .
..
..
Copenhagen {Denmark). (Relays Kalund!Jorg)
~~ Kharkov, No. 2, HW4 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
Frankfurt (Germany)
.:
..
..
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
I Lille, P.T.T. (France)
..
..
..
~ Trieste (Italy)
..
..
..
..
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Breslqu)
..
Cork (Irish Free State) (Relays Athlone) . .
Juan-les-Pins (l{adin C\)te d'Azm) (France)
I! Rome, No. 3 (Italy) . .
..
..
..
San Sebastian (Spain)..
..
..
..
Nurnberg and Augsburg ((,C"rmany) (Rel•'!f

.
II
'I

1

10
1
16
120
100
60
4
100
15
15
100
25
10
20
20
15
15
20
120
15
M11.nich)
Christiansan<l and Stavan.z<'T' ;:'(,,n,·ay)
1CO
Dresden
(Germany) (Relays Leipoi'])
50
Aberdeen
25
Austrian H.elay Stations
2.5
Danzig. (Relays 1\rin·iysberr;)
7
Swedish l{elay Stations
55
50
Budapest. """· 2 (Hungary) ..
German Helay Stations
36
Montpellier, i'.T.'l'. (France)
20
Lodz (Poland) ..
3
Dublin (Irish Free State) (RPI11ys Athlow·)
100
Milan, No. 2 {Italy) (/{e/((_118 Rtnne) ..
5
Turin, No. 2 (lt:tly). (Relays Rome)
12
Basi<' ntH! BPrnP (Switz(•rlnnd)
50
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
..
0.7
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (France)
120
Tampere (Finland)
5
Paris, (Radio LL) (Frauce) ..
16
Beziers (France)
50
! :l\Tiskolr (Hungary)
50
'
F£·camp (Radio Normandie) (FrancP)
12
Pecs (Hungary)
100
Bournemouth ..
100
Plymouth
1
In.lernation:\1 Common \Vav.e
1
International Common \Vave
1.5
Liepaja (Latvia)
10

I
,

1

il
1

4\l1.8

::::::::::!

1

i

\::::::::::1

I Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) . .

I
I

.. .. .. .. .. 483.9
.......... 1 483.9
476.9
........... ; 476.9
.. . .. .. .. . 470.2
i
463
455.9
.. .. .. . . . . 449.1
.. . .. .. . .. 443.1
. . . . .. .. . . 437.3.
.. ........ 431.7;
. . . . . . . . . . 426.1
. . . . . . . . . . 420.8:
. . . . . . . . . . 415.5:
.......... i
410.4.
.. . .. .. .. . 410.4
. . . . . . . . . . 405.4 i
. . . . . . . . . . 400.5
. . . . . . . . . . 395.8
. . . . . . . . . . 391.1 I
.. .. .. . . . . 386.6
. . . . . . . . . . 382.2!
. . . . . . . . . . 382.2:
........... 377.4
373.1'
368.6
-364.5.
.... ; .. . .. 360.6'
. . . . . . . . . . 356.7:
352.9
. . . . . . . . . . 352.9.
. . . . . . . . . . 352.9
.. .. .. .. .. 349.2
.......... !

7

150
20
60
100
25
60
100
35
20
! 50
1.3
100
10
1.2
10
0.7
0.5

l________s_ta__ti-on_.________ ,l_kc/s.

l

I

859
868
877
886
895
904
913
!l1:1
922
932
941
941
950
959
!17 7

986
986
995
1004
lOJ:l
1022
1031
IO:H
1040
1040

1050
1059
1068
1077
1086
1086
1095
1104
1104
111a
1122
112:!
1122
1131
1140
1149
114!l
1149
11ii8
1167
1176
1185
1195
1204
1213
1222
1231
1240
1249
1258
1258
1267

1276
1285
1285
1294
1303
131:!
1321
1330
1339
! 1339
! 1348
1341--:
1357
1375
1384
1393
1420
1421
1429
1431>
1456
1465
1474
1474
14\J:l
l:iOII

1737

I P~~~~=.l-Metre•./-:;,-1····
1....

349.2"125
345.6 16
342.1
338.6
335.2
331.9
328.61
328.6
325.4
321.9
318.8
318.8
315.8
312.8
3&7.1
304.3
304.3
301.5
298.8
296.21
293.5
291
291
288.5
288.5
285.7
283.3
280.9
278.6
276.2
276.2
274
271.7
271.7
269.5
267.4
267.4
267.4
265.3
263.2
261.1
261.1
261.1
259.1
257.1
255.1
253.2
251
249.2
247.3
245.5
243.7
241.9
240.2

1....

.. ..
....
....
....
....
....
. .. .
....
....
....
....
.. ..
.. ..
. . ..
....
....
....
.. ..
....
....
.. ..
....
....
. . ..
....
....
....
....
....
....
.. ..
....
....
.. ..
....
.. ..
. .. .
.. ..
. .. .
.. ..
....
....
....
....
. .. .
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
....

~~:~1 ~

.. . .. .. .. .

238.8

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.6
224
.......... i 224
222.6
222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
210.7
........ ··' 209.9
208.6
206
20'4.8!
203.5
203.5
201.1
200
173
••

••

••

•

•

• • • • • • • •-

••

••

50
7
10
100
60
0.5
32
15
12
10
100
100
1
2
10
20
13.5
50
3
60
5
10
40
50
20
4
12
0.7
2
7
50
1.5
11.2
0.25
1
6.2
10
7
50
50
50
2.6
15
10
10
17
5
. 5
10
5
1
2

1

1

2

0.5
1.5
1
0.5
0.5
1.25
0.8
1.5
5.
'1.7
1
4
0.2
0.5
2

5
0.7
0.8
1.5
1.25
10
1.25
1
0.3
0.2
0.25
0.1

XOTE. t;ince the publication of the previous list~ alt.erations havP ht>t'll m:uk t~' tlw pa~tieulars of tlw following :-,tatiou~: Vlorrnrp (Italy), l\Jidlaw.l Regional Uarcelona (Spain)
Scott.i~h H.egh.'n:.ll, Limog('-:- (FnuH:t·), "'".:.t H.<·gional, North Nutit.rml, lklf'<.~.:-t, Xe\H'a~tle.
'
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Television and Sound
Hav& Wavelengths Been Settled?

A

LTHOL'GH the Television Com-

mittee's report has the merit of
being fairly explicit as a whole,
there is one point which has
come to our notice where the public is
left in some uncertaintv and to which
we think it is desirable" to draw attention, in the hope that the position may
be cleared up.
The wavelength to be employed for
television transmission is clearly indicated as around seven metres, but
as regards sound to accompany the
television programmes, no such definite
indication is given.
It may be argued that a sound
broadcasting channel on a band
adjacent to the television transmission
is implied in the H.eport, but we have
come across so many expressions of
cloubt as to whether this is really the
intention of the Committee, that it
leaves a feeling of some uncertainty.
Possibly the assumption that sound
\vill be on an adjacent wavelength has
been made because, in the private
experimental transmissions which the
Haird Company and others have been
conducting for some time, this practice
has been adoptcc1.
But is not the
reason in this cas:> mainly that other
wan·kngths ha\·e not be"cn available
for t'Xpcr inwntal purposes?
If the intention is that an adjacent
channel shmdcl be employed, are we
entirely satisfied that this is the best
course to adopt I
Sound on an adjacent channel has
some cl is advantages.
It woulcl mean monopolising another
band ancl robbing other waveband
requirements ; to provide a sound
receiver in conjunction with a television receiver would mean a serious
increase in complication of the design
of the complete unit, and would add

to the cost to the public ; in addition,
it would increase the complexity of
transmission distribution. Again, the
public would want to feel satisfied that
there was ample justification for· being
asked to pay for an additional sound
receiver and good reasons would have
to be put to them why their existing
broadcast receivers could not do this
part of the work as they stand.
Again, it must be remembered that if
sound is transmitted on these waves
the transmissions will be capable of
putting out very high quality, because
of the wide frequency band available,
and we believe that listeners would
tend to become very dissatisfied with
the quality of sound broadcasting on
the normal wavelengths by comparison.

Case for Short-wave Sound
An objection to employing the
present B.B.C. wavelengths for the
transmission of the sound is to be found
in the fact that the material broadcast
\vould not always be attractive in
itself, and yet it would monopoEsc
periods of the day most attractive to
the ordinary broadcast listener. But,
on the other hand, there would be the
advantage that these transmissions
would be a constant reminder to the
owners of ordinary broadcast receivers
of the existence of the television
programmes, and would in this way
contribute very largely to proyiding
propaganda for the new art.
It seems extremclv desirable that
the question of the· wavelength for
sonncl accompanying television should
be cleared up. 'l1ntil we are quite
sure what the policy is going to be,
the design of apparatus and other
developments must stand still. It is
not safe to jump to the conclusion that
the Television H.eport implies an
adjacent channel for sound, so long as
no definite statement to this effect has
been· made.

Wireless World, February 22nd, 1935.

Cathode Ray Television
Explanation of the General Principles
HE cathode ~ay tube. z! certain..to featu~-e lm~g~ly both at the transmitting and at ,the recez:ving
end of the hzgh-definztwn televzswn servzce arzsmg out of the Report of the P.ill.G. s Commzttee.
This article explains the manner in u·hich " The Bulb of Many Uses " serves as the scanning and
picture-reproducing link in television systems.

T

t1uorescent spot is caused to vary in acCENT articles 1 described t h e of this line it returns sharply to the left, cordance with picture-forming impulses
general circuits of the cathode then it can do its next horizontal line a from the transmitter, then we have a comray tube and some of the many little below the first, and so on. After plete means of picture reproduction. ln
uses to which it can be put. Of doing, say, thirty lines (as actually illus- practice this can be clone by some form
these uses none is, at the moment, more trated for conYenience of following the of intensity-control electrode which varies
strongly in the public mind than that of movement), it will have reached the the instantaneous intensity of the electron
television.
Indeed, practically all the bottom right-hand corner, whence it is beam and, therefore, also the brightness
high-definition televisions which are in rapidly returned, by the diagonal clotted of the spot, these variations occurring in
any state of development are now using path, to the top left-hand corner of the accordance with the picture voltagcs rethe electron beam. Naturally, it is im- pattern.
ceived.
possible in the course of a single article
Deflecting the Beam
The particularly 'aluable feature of the
to describe all of these systems. While
electron beam as a television reproducer
If
the
whole
process
described
above
they all follow the same general princonsists in its ability to be moved at very
ciples, they differ considerably in details, occupies I/ 25th of a second, then each high speeds, and, therefore, capable ~f
line
will
occupy
I/Jsoth
of
a
second,
as
and it is the intention of this article to
operating at the high scanning rates now
give a brief description rather of the shown in Fig. r.
envisaged as necessary for high-definition
From
what
has
previously
been
written
general principles, without reference to
about the cathode ray tube it will be television. Frankly, the properties of the
any particular system.
cathode ray tube are wasted on a thirtyAlthough it is, perhaps, somewhat un- realised that the whole process described line scan. The recent tendency has been
usual, we will start by considering the is equivalent to deflecting the fluorescent towards ISO or 240 lines and th"e P.:\LG.'s
spot by two saw-tooth voltages such as
receiving end in greater detail.
Committee has no\v definitely recomThe essential principle of television those sho\vn in Fig. 2, the slow voltage mended the latter, with picture repetitions
sending
the
spot
up
and
down
twentyscanning can be summed up briefly by
at the rate of twentysaying that the picture
five per second. In the
to be transmitted is propractical case the reader
~------------Yr5o SEC.-----------__,~
gressively traversed by a
can, therefore, imagine
moving point of light (or
the horizontal lines of
>
its equivalent) and that
<>
Fig. I being congested
<
electrical impulses arE
six or eight times more
generated in a photoclosely together than
electric
cell
in
acactually shmrn.
----------------cm·dance with the variaAs was stated in the
tions of light and shade
previous articles on the
s:
encountered in the procathode rav tube, the
s:::=
cess. At the receiver the
ordinary t)·pc of softprocess of reproduction
vacuum tube (normally
0
----------'s;"---------then consists in causing
used for measurement
"'
:'2
a spot of light to move
and experimental purin synchronism with the
poses) is not suitable for
scanning source and at
television for a number of
the same time causing
reasons. One of these is
the intensity of the light
in the matter of intensity
to vary from instant to
control, since the \Veh~
-----------------"""<:instant during this pronelt cy lincler surrounding
-------------cess in accordance with
the cathode in a soft tube
'""<
the light and shade enhas only a partial concountered in the scantrol over intensity of the
ning process at the transbeam as such, and has a
much more serious effect
mitter.
This process of reproon the focus of the spot.
Fig. I.-Television scanning in a cathode ray tube by two saw-tooth voltages.
duction can be illustrated
In the case of a tube for
by means of Fig. r.
television,
it
is
necessary
that the control
Suppose our reproducing spot of light is f1ve times per srcond, and the higher freelectrode
should
only
vary
the intensity
moved about, starting at the top left-hand quency sending it backwards and forwards without affecting the focusing of the spot,
thirty
times
during
each
of
these
Yertical
corner of the picture and proceeding with
so that only the brightness is varied and
a steady movement along the top line. Sup- sweeps. This arrangement forms the basis not the sharpness. The type of beof
a
reproducing
scanning
system,
givpose, also, that during this time it moves
haviour required is illustrated in Fig. 3,
ing twenty-fiYe picture frames per second,
very slightly downwards. If at the end
where the fluorescent response varies hreach frame scanned in thirty lines.
If, during each of the line movements tween the limits representing black and
white extremes of picture reproduction.
The Wireless shown in Fig. I, the brightness of the
1 "The Bulb of 1\Iany Uses,"

K
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Cathode Ray Television-

In the different tubes that are now
being used by Yarious of the compauit's
working on television, this control is
dfcctecl in a number of ways. One of
these is illustrated in Fig. 4· The electrode controlling the intensity of the beam
is a moditied form of the cylinder famili<n
in the soft tube. Focus of the beam is
controlled by adjustment of the potential
V r of the ti rst anode (which is of the
order of r,ooo to 2,000 \'olts) and of V2,
which is about four times this \'alue.
This second anode is, in the case illustrated, in the form of a thin metal coating
running internally along the length of the
tube.
In some other constructions the control
electrode is of cylindrical form, with first
a \ride cylinder round the cathode \\·ith a
narrowei cylindrical extension, and two
anodes in the form of discs with central
holes, focus . again being controlled by
adjustment of their mutual potcntiab.
The construction shO\m in Fig. 4 is of
American origin, and in Fig. LS there is
shown a recent British design of hard tube
due to the Ecliswan Company.
The electrode systems in tht·se hard
tulws operate on the electron beam in

(b)

~----------%ssEc--------~Fig.

relations of s~w-tooth scanning
voltages of F1g. I.

2.-- Time

much the same manner as an optical lens
svstcm operates on a ray of light in bringirlg it to a focu,; at a desired point. The
\·arious Plectrodes correspond approximately to the separate elements of a compound lens and ha ,.e their '' beam-passing " properties regulated by the conn·nient means of adjustment of their
potcntials.
With fixed potentials and
dimensions, thev could, of course, be
mOYed as the cells of an optical lens
system are moyed for adjustment of focus,
but the ability to control the focus by
cxtern;d electr~cal adjustment is a valuable feature of the "ekctron-leus"
"Y~tcm, as it is no\\· usually called.

Synchronising Systems
Reference has been made above to the
a<hantage of the cathode ray tube in its
high speed of operation. Another advan·tag<' which is not so obvious, but is possibly quite a real one from the point ·of \'icw
of practical tele\'ision, is in the matter of
srnchronising. It has already bet"n stated
that the scanning movements of the electron beam ar2 dfected by saw-tooth \"Oltages. Some simple saw-tooth circuits for
experimental work have already been
illustrated in previous articles, and there
arc many other forms of electrical generator for the purpose which are in use in
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PICTURE-FORMING VOLTAGE
ON MODULATING ELECTRODE

Fig. J.--Response characteristic of tube for
intensity modulation.

\rorking television systems. These are inyariably purely electrical systems having
no mechanical moving parts. A typical
feature of all such generators is that they
arc wry easily triggered and controlled by
short transient impulses recurring at the
correct rate. Impulses for this purpose
can, therefore, be generated at the transrnitkr and sent out in their normal time
order along with the pictme currents. At
the rc>cei,·cr it is then necessary to sort
them out from the picture currents ancl
apply· them to the sa\\·-tooth generators,
\\ hich they are to trigger into action.
Turning now to the transmitter, and
rcllsidering transmitting systems as a
\dwle, it must be said that the ea thode
ray tube is, perhaps, kss prominent than
at tile rccciYer. This is comprehensible,
since there is less objection to rnoYing
parts at that me!, on the general principle
that all the technical difficulties should
be at the transmitter so that the receiver
(of the idealised broadcasting system) may
be as simple as possible. Nevertheless,
enn at the transmitter the cathode ray
t11be has many features of promise f)f

which its nimbleness is not the least--and
at lc·ast two cathode ray scanning system;;
for transmission arc now \Yell advanced.
Indeed,
prest,nt technical tendencies
appear to indicate that the greatest possibilities of direct scanning now lie with
the ea thode ra v cle\·ices.
Perhaps the-simplest type of transmitter
scanning that we can picture is that shown
in Fig. 6 for the scanning of a cinema
film. The film is arranged to be drawn
downwards in a contirnious motion (not
in jumps as in ordinary cinema projection), the speed being such as to run
through t\wnty-fiw frames per second. A
light source is focused on to the photoelectric cell with the film in between. The
source is rocked backwards and forwards
horizontally in a saw-tooth motion, so that
during the time that one picture frame is
being drawn through it is scanned in the
2 ~~
ANODE

Fig. 4.-- Hard vacuum cathode ray tube
for " intensity modulation " television.

requisite numbers (say 240) of Iincs. The
illumination of the photo-cell will \"ary
according to the light and dark portions
of the picture encountered in each line
scan, and will thus generate the pictur<'forming currents \rhich, after amplification, will modulate the radio transmitter.
Se\'eral methods exist by which synchronising impulses can be transmitted at
the end of each line scan, and at the end

I

I
(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.- Ediswan " Hard Vacuum " cathode ray tube. (a) Skeleton diagram of " electronlens " system. (b) Construction and mounting of electrodes.
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Cathode Ray Televisionof each frame (that is in the black portion between pictures). and these impulses
can be transmitted and used to synchronise the line-scanning (horizontal)
and picture-framing (nrtical) saw-tooth
sources at the receiYcr.

Fig. 6.-Principles of scanning a film for
television.

The difficulty of the scheme illustrated
is, of course: that of rocking a light
source at the high line-scanning speed and
in a saw-tooth motion. But it is not a
far cry from the hypothetical light source
of Fig. 6 to an actual source which can
easily be rocked in the manner suggested.
This. is illustrated in Fig. 7, whei·e our
hypothetical source is now replaced by a
cathode ray tube whose electron beam is
deflected i~1 a saw-tooth motion to giYe
the line scan. \Vith adequate Yoltage on
the tube, and with a fluorescent screen of
a suitable colour for the photo-cell, there is
then no difficulty in using the tube as a
light source, the remainder of the operations being effected as described.

that the control electrode is not used as
such but is at a fixed potential, giving a
beam of constant intensity. The metal
coating shown is again the second anode
but is not carried all over the inner side
of the spherical glass end. Instead of the
normal fluorescent screen the electron
beam impinges on a special photo-elec~ric
arrangement shown. The part marked
" metal plate" in Fig. 8 is actually a
metallic coating on one side of a square
sheet of mica. The other side-that exposed to the electron beam-is covered
with a fine mosaic of very tiny particles of
a photo-electric material. In practice the
Iconoscope is housed in a camera, and an
image of the object or scene to be scanned
is optically focused on to the photo-electric mosaic. At the same time the electron
beam is moved by two saw-tooth voltages,
a slow, vertical motion for the framing and
a rapid one for the line scan. The action
is that the photo-electric material, \vhich
is insulated from the back metal plate,
has capacity to it, and when light from the
projected image falls on the mosaic each

l
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Scanning the Object Direct
So much for film scanning, but :when
it comes to the scanning of an actual
scene-the final objectiYe of all television
-there is greater difficulty in using
cathode rav tubes following the normal
principles of construction. . Several solutions of this problem, however, haYe been
devised. Two of these, as stated, give
considerable promise, although only one
will be illustrated here as being reprcsentatiYe of the process of scanning an actual
scene by the cathode ray method.
This instrument is the Iconoscope, devised by the American television experimenter, Dr. V. K. Zworykin. It is illustrated in Fig. 8, and is essentially a
cathode ray tube with the "electron gun"
system gelwrally similar to that shown
for a reproducing tube in Fig. 4, except

0

ELECTRON
BEAM
LENS

LENS

PHOTO

LIGHT
BEAM

Fig. 7.-Use of a cathode ray tube as light
source in television film scanning.

Fig. 8.-Cathode ray tube (Iconoscope) for
television scanning of a direct scene.

minute element of it emits electrons
according to the intensity of the illumination at each point. This is equivalent to
charging a small condenser made up between that region of the mosaic and the
metal plate. As the electron beam sweeps
over the spot in the course of its scanning
motions, it discharges, or partially discharges, this condenser, the discharge cur-

rent depending on the charge on the
photo-electric condenser element and,
therefore, on the illumination at that spot.
The metal plate then becomes effectiwly
the cathode of an electron-current source
whose anode is the metallic coating forming the second anode of the cathode ray
tube itself. If these two metal coatings
are joined by a high resistance, current
fluctuations arc set np across it and can
be fed to the grid of the amplifier as
picture-forming currents for modulation
and transmission.
It would be an incomplete l'E'Yiew if \Ye
were to leave the subject of cathode ray
television without reference to another
system of reproduction. This is knm\·n as
the "V clocity ::\Iodulation" method. It
uses a scann[ng wstem exactly similar to
that already di,sct!ssed for intet1sitv mc,dnlation of the beam, but is based on the
fact that the brightness of the light proclucccl by the moYing spot is; proportional
to the time taken by the spot to tranl any
particular length along the scanning line.
For example, if, during one line scan, the
spot m oYes uniformly for the \\hole line
then we ;.;houlcl "Cc' a line of unifoqn
brightness all along its length. If, howeYcr, the spot, \vhile taking the same
time to tranl the ,,·hole length of the line,
does so at varying speeds, then the brightness of the line yaries along its length.
At those times when the spot is mO\·ing
rapidly the impression of light is yery
small indeed, that is to say, \\'e ba\'e <J
dark place; \\·here it is mo,:ing slcmly \Ye
have a bright place, ancl so on. Light
and shade in picture reproduction can
thus be built by Yarying the instantaneous
speed of the spot wlocity, henct· the name
of " nlocity modulation."
In this system transmitter scanning is
essentially by cathode ray tube, and so
far as is known has only been applied to
film transmission. The principles of scanning follow those illustrated in Fig. 7,
with the addition that it is arranged that
the saw-tooth line scan of the scanning
tube is itself Yaried in speed according to
the light and shade of the picture. This
method is particularly suitable with soft
tubes, which are unsuitable for intensity
modulation.

QA RECEIVER COILS
SET of tone-correction
and whistle-suppressor
coils fot· the QA Hcceiver
has
been
r<c>ceivcd
from the City Accumulator
Co., Ltd., IS-zo, Norman's
Buildings,
Cn1tral
Street,
LondGn, E.C. r.
This comprises two chokes for the
ton~- correction
circuit allll
one for the whistle suppressor ; they are fitted with
mounting brackets, "lHl 1lw
laiter
with
an
insulated
support to carry the tuning QA Receiver
tone-correction chokes
condenser.
The components
and whistle -suppressor coils,
are w<~ll fmished and wound
mounted together for photographing.
on ebonite bobbins, and can
priced at 4s. 6<1. each, while the \Vhi:-tleconfidently be recommended for use in this
suppressor coil is listed at IOS. 3d.
receivt>r.
The tone-corrector ~hokes are
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Non-Resonant Loud Speaker
Cabinet with a Novel High.. Note Diffuser
By PHILIP JESSOP, A.H.C.S., D.I.C.

D

ESCR IBIXG the construction of a loud-speaher cabinet desl:[{ned
to eliminate resonances, and al.w of a deTice for gi~•ing improved
lui;h-note distribution

T is well known that the conventional
loud-speaker cabinet is open to many
objections, of which the most serious
is thL· introduction of resonances
other than thoo,e inherent in the loud
speaker ibelf. First, the air enclosed by
the box Yibrates in sympathy with some
particular frequency, usually a rather low
one. This " box-n:sonance" i:; a most
fruitful cause of \Yoolly and booming reproduction. By lining the box with soundabsorbent material this effect is considerablv reduced, but br no means eliminated.
Seconcll~·, a phiin box suffers from
another s2rious defect: the sides themselves ban· indiYidual resonant frequencie3
which can at times be particularlv annoying, especially since the frequency usually
happms to be in the neighbourhood of
a hundred to two hundred cyclt·s per
second.
Further, the front may also
vibrate at some particular frequency of
its own.
Another source of imperfection of reproduction--and, in the author's opinion,
quik a st"·rious one--is found in what is
known as tht~ High-note Beam. The
lower audio-frequencies are radiated by
the spcakn at sensibly uniform strength
in all directions; the highest frequencies,
on the other hand, are principally
thrown straight fonYard in a narrow
beam. Unlt·ss the listener is directly oppo-

I

Fig. 2.-~ Section through the cabinet, showing
recessed baffle board and absorbent packing.

site the speaker the majority of these
high nctes arc lost, en~n if they arc
present in the output from the set.
The size of a bafiie needs some conIts presence is necessary,
sideration.
Fig. I.--The completed cabinet.
whether as a flat board or as a box, to
prevent the low-frequency air-impubes wood, with a baftle secured inside, 3in.
generated at the back of the speaker dia- from the front, which latter was left comphragm from interfering with thos:: gener- pletely open.
The speahT unit was
ated at the front. Generally speaking, mounted O\"t'l' a 6~in. hole in the centre
the smaller the bafftc the higher \\ill lyo of the baffle, and wiring arranged to a
the cut-off point in the musical scak.
2-pin plug socket in one side. The who!~
As an article of furniture, a cabinet is of the speaker and the wiring were loosely
preferable to a flat baffle, and, from the covered with a double thickness of butter<csthetic point of view, should be a~> small muslin, tacked down at the edges. The
as possible; whi\:;t, as we haw just seen, space between this and the back of the
for effectiveness it should be as large as box was loosely filled with kapok (obtainpossible.
A compromi:;c has to be able from furnishing stores) and another
effected, in which the ordinarv box- double thickness of muslin stretched
cabinet is good enough for (;rdinary across the back.
reception, but for quality reproduction
The front of the baffte was upholstered
something better is required.
in a similar way to form a wide trumpet
Palliativcs for all thcst:> troubles are shape, the narrow end of the "trumpet"
manv: cabinets may be felt-lined, the being the aperture for the speaker unit,
sides braced by battens, double bafi!es and the mouth the front edges of the sides
fitted, and so on.
A
of the box.
But a pallia ti ,·e is
cowring of silk net
not a cure ; some
and trimming with
considerable alterafurniture gimp were
tion i1_1 general deadded for the sake
sign 1s necessary,
of appearances and
having full regard
domestic peace! An
t o t h e a c o u saspect of the comtir requirements of
pleted cabinet and
sound- reproduction
a section are shown
by loud sp:'akers.
in Figs. I and 2, reWith this clearly
spectively.
in mind, the author
As thus arranged,
made experiments
no resonances could
with cabinet -form
be detected.
On
speakers, using a
account of the comFig. 3· --The high-note diffuser in position.
Sin~
7in. cliam.
plete filling-up of
clair Pl\I speaker
the vacant space
unit. Eventually a design was evoln·d
usually producing box-resonance, there
\\·hich, though primarily arranged as a was none of this annoying form of disseparate speaker, could readily be adapted tortion ; there was no perceptible vibration
for use in the same cabinet as the set, of the sides of the box, ewn on loud paswith better results than those usuallv sages by military bands ; and a very full
giwn by commercial designs. It must b-e reproduction of the lower frequencies was
admitted that there was no very great obtained.
change in the general principles of preThere was only one objection to this
vious types of cabinet, at least to outward type of mounting for the speaker unitappearances, but it is maintaineo that the but one that is applicable to practically all
fundamental principle is rather different,
speakers-the production of the high-note
as will shortly appear, in that mere size beam.
Howewr, with further experiof cabinet is not of such great importance menting, this beam has largely been
provided a certain minimum be exceeded.
eliminated, or, rather, spread out. The
It took the form of a box, 18in. square
means finally adopted for this purpose
and IOin. deep, constructed of ~in. ply- took the form of a trumpet-shaped cone
wood on a framework of Iin. square strip- of shellacked cloth on a wooden former,
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Non-Resonant Loud Speaker-

mounted a few inches from the speaker.
As shown in Fig. 3, the mouth of the
trumpet bell is formed from a disc of wood
with a circular aperture at the centre.
This aperture communicates with a tubular
passage along the axis, and open at both
~nds.
The sides of the trumpet were

diffuse the high-note beam. The axial
passage was introduced to enable a proportion of the high note;; to travel straight
forward.
In actual use the spreader is wry
effective. Whereas the angle of the highnote beam (as roughly determined by
aural methods) was previously about zo
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Fig. 4.-The "high-note spreader" : construction of the wooden frame and (on right) the
varnished fabric covering indicated by dotted lines.

made from a shaped piece of cloth
stretched on to the frame and then given
two coats of shellac varnish. The whole
structure is entirely non-resonant, and
yet has reflecting properties sufficient to

degrees, it was widened to approximately
140 degrees, though rendered correspondingly more attenuated. The effect of the
spread is that the quality of the music,
etc., is nearly constant over a much larger

area, and at greater range of distance from
the speaker than is otherwise obtained.
This is obYiously an advantage, for, after
all, one cannot always sit directly in front
of the loud spc·aker. It is to be noted,
hO\venT, that although the high notes were
more widely disseminated, there was little
or no actual absorption or blockiiJg.
In case any reader should care to construct om: of the~e ''spreaders,'· a selfexplanatory diagram has been included
(Fig. 4) showing the method of assembly.
The spn:ader should be mounted centrally
in front of the speaker described above, at
such a distance that the small end of the
''spreader'' is just level \Yith the front
edge of the cabinet. Four struts of metal
or h;udwood from the corners of the
cabind to the front plate are quite suitable
for this purpose.
There are a number of possible variants
for both schcm<'S. For instance, the shape
of the cabinet could be circular, octagonal,
or hexagonal, or the whole of the front
may be coverl'cl with silk gauze. though
always the \vide trumpet shape of the padcling in front of the baffle should be preservecl. The high-note spreader could be
made of a corresponding shape. A turned
block of wood could be used as a spreader,
though this would be rather more massive
than is necessary.

THE TELEVISION TRANSMITTER
Where Will It Be Located ?
NE of the first tasks devolving
upon the Television Advisory
Committee is the selection of a
site for the first transmitter in the
London area.
Although both Baird Television and the

O

respective systems, the Television Committee's report recommends a single
station, and that the two companies should
so install their equipment that they can
carry out transmissions alternately under
strictly comparable conditions.

order that as large an area as possible
should come within optical range of the
station.
The accompanying drawing which has
been prepared for The Wireless World
from a rdid model, the property of the

KINGSTON

Drawing prepared from a relief model of the London area.

Marconi-E. ~VI. I. T clevision Company are
to be given the opportunity to supply
apparatus for the operation of their

For technical reasons it is desirable that
the transmitter should be on high ground
and the aerial as elevated as possible in

Geological Museum, is reprocluct-cl by kind permission of
This dra\ving
the Curator.
indicates the rising ground and principal
hills around London. Incidentally, the
model reveals that the London area is not
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The Television Tra!lsmitter -

so hillv am! irregularlv contoured as rs
commonly suppos~cl. .
Our ~econd illustration gin·~ some very
intere~ting information regarding field
strength of television signals emanating
from the 10-k\V. 7-mdre experimental
transmitter of the Baird Company at the
Crystal Palace.
The tignres in cirdl's

The indication gin·n abon that good
conditions mean remott"rwss from a mam
road emphasises how troublesome electrical interference generated by motor cah
can be, a ml no dou ht this problem will
have to be tackled seriouslv before town
dwellers, or those near btlS_\' thoroughfares, can get the best from a tPitTision
sernce.

creasing this height is at present under
consideration.
It may bt: mentioned that the country
round about Berlin is relatively fiat as:
compared \\'ith London, so that the necessity for such high masts would probably:
not arisP if some point such as the Crystal
Palace or the Hampstt"ad or Highgate
hills is chosen for our station.

G. H'. IJ.U'O.Y

.~~ n).

l.tfJ.

Map showing field strength of signals, at ground level, from the Baird ro-kW 7-metre television transmitter located at the Crystal Palace.

represent tlrl· tic,ld ~trength nwasun·d by
Baird engineers at the locations indicated
using a \'tTiiL'al dipole aerial at grotmd
le\'el.
Experiencl' s!Jmys that a good
picture under all conditions may be expected \\'hen the signal strength is abo,·c
I ,ooo microYolts.
\Vlwn the n·cei\'ing
aerial is not \Yithin so \'ards of a main or
arterial road a goo~l l)icture can be obtained cm 250- r ,ooo micro\'olts, \\'hilst
with a field strength of only 100-250
microYolts a good picture may be expected provided there is freedom from
electrical interference.
'l

The field strength map Iather goes to
show that the nusking of signals by· hills
is really serious only \\'hen receinTs ar·~
located in the immediate ~hadow of the
hills on the \\'rong side of the transmitter.
For examp!l', it is interesting to obscn·,~
the screening effect of the North Do\\'ns.
At a receiving point near \Nestcrham,
where the intrrvening hills rise to a height
of some 230 feet, fidel strength falL;
sharply to 95 millivolts.
At the Berlin television experimental
station masts 430 feet high are employed,
and it is understood that the idea of in-

A study of the relief plan of London
certainly suggests tlw top of Hampstead
Heath as a really ideal site for the
station. If, as has been suggested, the
Alcxandra Palace site were chosen, \\'E'
might expect that the Hampstead hills
would, by reason of their close proximi t~·,
screen the district lying immediatelv to
the West of Hampstead. If Hampstead
Heath is selected, there will no doubt be
some outcry that the station would spoil
the skylinE' of this famous spot, but it
'>hould surely be possible to devise an aerial
tower that would not be unsightly.
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PusH-PuLL

QuALITY AMPLIFIER
By W. T.

for the

COCKI~G

(Concluded from page 160 of last
week's issue)

QA
Rece'iver
F

ULL details of the OA Receiver
han appeared in the l.;_"st two is:mcs
of The TVireless World, but only
brief references have been made to
the amplifier with vvhich it is to be used
because this amplifier has already been
described in the issues for 1\Iay nth and
r8th, 1934, and no changes whatever have
been made to the original design. These
issues of The Wireless World, however,
arc now out of print and no longer obtainable, so that it has been thought advisable
to repeat the essential data.
The circuit diagram appears in Fig. I,

and it will be seen that two PX4 valves are
used in push-pull, the resistances R1 I,
RIZ, ]:{r3, Rq being for the purpose of
suppressing any tendency to parasitic
oscillation. The valves are independently
biased by the resistances ]:{rs and Rr6,
and the bias is somewhat greater than
normal. Actually it is 35 volts, and the
anode current of each valve is then 35 mA.
This is done to conserve anode current,
for the two valves take 70 mA. only, and
a surplus of 50 mA. is available for the
early stages. If the output valves were
biased acc&·ding to the maker's rating the

pair would consume about roo mA. Rectifiers, hmvt,nT, arc onlv rated for ;tn output of 120 mA., so tha-t this would lea,·c
only 20 mA. for the other valn·s, which
is not sufficient. The increase in grid bias
wh1ch has been adopted leads to some reduction in the output, but o\ving to the
push-pull connection 4 watts can be obtained \Yith negligible distortion and about
6 \Yatts for the cll'grec normally considered
permissible. Owing to the unusual operating conditions the load impedance required by the output ,.,tage is higher than
the normal value, and the best re~ults are

R7
10,0000

C1

R14
1000

RECEIVERPLUG SOCKET

I

Fig. I.~The complete circuit diagram of the
amplifier, showing the mains equipment.
Resistance-capacity coupling is used throughout with push-pull connected valves.
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Push-Pull Quality Amplifier-of the two directly heated ontput valves,
Some 275 volts appears across C TO, and
and this is necessary if they an: to be inthis is applied directly to the output stage
secured \vith a total load of IO ,ooo ohms.
Tlw PX4 \'al ,.e requit'\:'S a maximum for the anode potential and gricl bias. The
dependently biased in a satisfactory
manner. A fourth winding provides the
input of 35 \'olts peak, and thic; i'i provided t'l'tndining CU!Tl'llt of 50 mA. passes
by the pre\'ious stage. which consists of through tlH· choke Chr, where it is still
2.5 amperes necessary for heating the
rectifier.
t\\·o IIIHL4 valws in pushThe total power conpull. The coupling'i are of
'
the resistance typt·, an cl the
sumed from the mains can
''' FULL details of the QA Rerezzw ha·z·e appeared in the
''
\'alues of cornponellts arc
readily be computed by
:
last two issues ol " The ~rireless TForld," and the conchosen so that both fretotalling the power with:' struction of the Push-Pull Quality llmplzjicr for zrhiclz the
quency and amplitude disdrawn
from the secondaries
:
tortion are negligible. Th2
and allowing a reasonable
'' recehw is designed is dealt with in this article. The amplifier
stage g'ain is some 9·9 times,
figure
for
transformer
''
''' rs resistance-coupled throughout. and desz/;ned /or the finest
so that the maximum input
losses. The secondary power
:
quality of reproduction.
to the amplifier is about 3-5
is about 93 watts, so that
'
'!______________ ----- -------------------------------------- ·- ---------------------_I'
volts peak, or a total RMS
if \Ye allow an efficiency o~
input of 5 volts split be8o per cent. in the transtween the two halves of the amplifier.
further smoothed in conjunction with Cg,
formn, the primary power is II6 watts.
The mains equipment consists of the ami at this point a supply of some 250 It is not usually necessary to know this
usual mains transformer fittt·d with fuses volts is available. The two MHL4 valves figure, but it is essential if it be desired to
both in the primary circuit and in the HT arc feel from this point through their opt•rate the equipment from DC mains
secondary. This delivers 425-0-425 volts coupling and decoupling re.-;istances and \\ith the aid of a rotary conwrter. If a
to the rectifier, which is of the indirectly consume just over 4 mA. apiece, the re- converter be used, it should be rated for
heated type, and a rectified voltage of maining current of some 42 mA. passing an output of not less than 120 watts.
450 volts is obtained across Cr2. Initial via the inter-unit cable to the receiver.
There is nothing in the construction of
The heaters of all the indirectly heated the amplifier to occasion anv diffic~Ilty, for
smoothing is carried out by Ch2 and Cu,
after which the total current passes vain's, both in the receiwr and implifier,
the metal chassis is availabl'E· with a!!"lwles

through the loud speaker fidel winclinc:
\\hi eh pnl\·idc·s a largr· dcgrl'l' of additional smoothing in conjunction \\ ith C10,
ancl is at 11Il' same time l'lll'rgisc·tl. In
order to maintain the correct Ynltag,s th,·
tidd resistance must be I ,2')0 ohn;~. and
if a ,;c·p<natd)· energised ;1r jJL'lll1<1lll'nt
magnd type of spc·akcr lw USL'll, :w cxtra
chokl' having this resistance must he conm·ctt'd in circuit.

The layout of components is clearly
shown

in

this

photograph.

are run from a singk \I imliug on the mains
tunshrmc-r ratt-d for an output of up to
0 <~lll)Kit'S; actu<:ll\· unl\· S-5 ampLTcs arl'
drzl\\ 11, apart fwnt tht· dial light cmn·nt.
Separate \Yindiw,:" arl' pro\·ickd for eadt

ready drilled. Care should, of course, be
takcl1 to ,;l·e that the cans of ell-ctrolytic
conch-thL'h make sound conLJct with the
cltassi,;, and it \\·ill bl' a eh isalJll' to scrape
off the paint at such points. :\Iany of the

FEBRUARY 22nd, I9J5·
Push-Pull Quality Amplifierleads in the amplifier carry high \oltagcs,
so that care must be taken to maintain
adequate insulation, but no difficulty
should be experienced on this score if a
good quality insulating sL·eving be us:d.
In operation the amplifier requires little
attention, for no preliminary adjustments
are needed and there are no controls. A
check of the voltages and currents prevailing is certainly advisable and a table
is given in this article showing the normal

-----------------------------------------------~

A full-size blue print of the wiring diagram of
tlze Push-Pull Qzzality Amplifier, combined with
tl!e receiver, is available from the publishers,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.J.
Price Is. Cd. post free.

I
I
I

I
I

I

:
I
I

I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------1
figures; it should be noted that in every
case save that of the ft·eder valve the voltages are measured from the chassis. The
feeder valve anode voltage is measured
between anode and cathode·, but littL

n:liance should be placed upon voltmeter
H·adings hnc, sincr; they arc subject to
wide nrors owing to the resistance of the
rndtr. A mca~urement of anode current
forms a more rdiablc guide to the
operating conditions.
Minor general discrepancies in the
readings obtained arc of little moment, but
tht· currents taken by the two PX4 valves
should be as nearly the same as possible
~they
will rarely be exactly alike.
Similarly, the two l\IHL4 valves should

WIRING PLAN FOR THE PUSH-PULL QUALITY

AMPLIFIER

~---------------------------------------18"-------------------0

..--+----~~·MH~L4
3/"
1/8

-~0-

a"

SPEAKER-PLUG
SOCKET

Full rletails of the layout and wiring can be gleaned from these drawings,
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pass nearly the same current. When the
amplifier is used with the QA Receiver no
connections need be made to the '' earth ''
terminal on the amplifier.
The receiver and amplifier have now
been fullv dt'scribed and it onlv remains
to comment upon the external equipment
to be used. In the first place, an output
transformer is necessary for the connecting link between the amjJlificr and the loud
speaker. This should be of the push-pull
type with a primary inductance of some 70
H., and the ratio required can readily be
calculated by dividing 10 ,ooo by the
speech-coil impedance and taking the
square root of the result. Constructional
details of a suitable transformer have
already appeared in The Wireless U' orld, 1
and this component can be obtained ready
madE' from Sonnd Sales. This firm can
also supply the 1,250 ohms 120 mA.
speaker field replacement choke which is
necessary only if use is not made of the
provisio;1 for free field current.
A loud speakt>r to be energised from the
1 ··Push - Pull
Output Transfonnt'rR,"
Jl"ire/eM Ji"IIr{r/, ~eptpn1}Jl'I" 8th, j \!:;:;_

The

amplifier should have a field resistance of
1,2.)0 ohms and be adequately energised
by a current of 120 mA. The quality of
reproduction obtained from the equipment
will depend wry largely upon the charac-

PUSH-PULL QUALITY AMPLIFIER
LIST OF PARTS
1 Mains transformer, prim:-!!','' :!.CO t j) ~;)f) Hlll ~. c)n f',\'df'S;
~f'l'olltla rir·::-. 4·~.~l-ll·4~5 Yo!t ,.;, l :,!() HI A.;
4 Yol t .-. ~.5
ump ...... l't'JI! rP-tap[H'd; t Y1di" I :tlll[J. ~~·ntre-t;lppt·d;
4 \oil-.. J amp. Ct'lltn·-t;qqwd: -! ndh 7 S amp.
l'•'lli n·-t;tpp1•d
Sound Sales Type PP QA
(I'..S.H., B1iti~ll Radio Crart111pllnnt· ('Cl .. Br)<'l',
I I_Ldll"". 11 ,•;tyiwl'd, I 'lalldP L~-~~ll~. P:1 l'nll·ko, H .I ..
l::t•ll :t:I•I Bllll:l~-. Ycll"lt·y, Y\l!'t1·xion, \\'t·:,ri!t·)
1 Smoothing choke 1 7i1:1 ilf'lll",\"=- at 1~0 m.\., 2l:J (l!un~.

Ch2

Ferranti 82

::t3t<

CRYSTAL
"TWEETER"

Fig. 2.--The connections to the speaker
plug when an energised
speaker is used in conjunction with a tweeter.
The two speakers, together with the output
transformer, are seen in
the photograph.

teristics of the loud speaker, so
that a careful choice is advisable. In this connection it
may be mentioned that the
c01;1bination of a Magnavox
Model 66 speaker with a
Rothermel-Brush piezo-electric
tweeter has been found very
satisfactory. This speaker has
a speech coil impedance of 15
ohms, so that the output transformer ratio should be close to
25-I.

-~---··

Valve

Ontpn! I. J'.'\.~
Output :.'. 1'.'\ l
LFI. ~!IliA
LF :.'. ~IHI.l

Fr·•·dJ•r.

~1114

f)t'tt'!'t"I·.

ll F. :\Ill+
!IF ..\IU

1 Smoothing choke 1 20 henrys at 50 mA., 400 ohms, Ch1
·
R.l. 11 Hypercore"
(Aitt·rnalivt.•s t:amc as mains tran::;furmer abun.')
Condensers :
!, 4 mfds .. 450v. working, cylindri<>al rontainn. C12
Oubilier LEG i 9204
3, 8 mftls .. electrolytic, 500v. peak, C9, C10, C11
Dubilier 0281
2, 4 mfds., electrol)·tic, 500v. peak. CS, C6
Dubilier 0283
(Fo•ri':tnti. Pl'ak. Poi:Ir-:'\.~.F., T.l'.C.)
2, r)o mfd:-;., electrolytic, 50v. peak, C13, C14
Dubilier 3003
2, 2UO mtd.:;., electrolytic, IOv peak. C3, C4
Dubitier 0283
2, 0.1 mfd., mica, C7, C8
Dubitier 8775
(1'.( '.C.)
2, 0.05 mfd., noli-inductive. tubular, Ct, C1:

(Orttilam Fari.-.!J, Peak,

Polat··~.S-F.,

Dubitier 4403
TJ'.C.

T.}l.l'.Hydr;I)

The piezo-elrctric tweeter
does not need a tran.sfurmer,
but is best isolated from the
HT supply by means of two
r -mfd. condensers. The connections of both loud speakers
and untput transformer to the
speaker plug are shown in
Fig. 2. If the full bass response is to be realised in
practice, it is necessary to
employ a baffle of large area
for the moving-coil speaker;
but no such baffle is necessarT for the tweeter. This
spt:akn, howenT, is best
lll<lll!ltcd abm·e the largr~

An underbase view of the amplifier.

one and as close to it as possible, so that
it \\·ill generally be most convenient to
mount both on the same baffle.

Resistances:
2,
2,
2,
2,
2.

2.
2.
'2,

l,OOH ohms 2 watt~:;, R15, R16
HIO ohm:--., t \va tt. R13, R14
1,000 ohm ...;, 1 Wtltt, R3, R4
5,000 ohm~. 1 watt, R11, Rt2

Claude
Claude
Claude
Claude
lH,OIIO ohm>, 1 watt, R7, R8
Claude
25,000 o!Jm:-;, 1 watt. R5, R6
Claude
2:lO,noo ohms. 1 watt, R9, R10
Claude
~MO,UUO ohms, 1 watt, R1 1 R2
Claude
( DnhiliPr, E1·it', Ft•r-r-anti. (;raham Fari:-.ll,

Polar-::-1.1-\.F.,

7 Valve hol;t-13rS, 5-pin

Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons
Lyons

\YatmPI)

Clix Chassis Mounting Standard

Type
Butgin P3

1 5·pin Plug
<Briti.-.11 Radio Oramnpllone Co.)

3 Ebonita shrouded terminals, Input

(~). Earth ( 1)
BeHing-Lee " 8 ..

1 Metal chassis wit.h ~crew::;, nuts and wa~.!it·r.-.. C.A.C.
ValveS::!. 0;-..l·;un l\·tHJA::!. Osram PX4: l 0-,rtllll 'll'l-1
(l\fa!TO!Ii)

LOUD-SPEAKER EQUIPMENT.
Loud-speaker, field resist<-~. nee, 1.250 ohms. withclllt t ransMagnavox Model 66W W

fornw!

Piezo-electric Tweeter
Rothermei-Brush R155
Push-pull ouiput transformer, ratio 2il: 1
Sound Sales PP8
2 x 1 mid. condensers
T.C.C.58

VALVES, VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
I
---------,[~------------

Anode ~-vo_l_ts___
~~0
~711

11:.'* ( l:!l)
11 :!* ( 1:!1)
!Ill' ( 11 \1)

l

Grid bia._s____ l Anod:_<:~~rent m A._
;3;)

:n
:u*(4.4)
:3.1* (4.4)
l.l* (l.7:l)

:J;'i
4.4
4.4

0.86

:.>ll+A
Ul* (:l.l)
G.:{* (G.:!ii)

4.2
l:l.:)

Yolh atTn.,, Cl:l- 4.)0 ,-.. ('J I ~ 4:l,) , ... ClO ,= :!75 v., CO= 2:30 v. in amplifier.
* l\lea"m'cil nlluP", true voltagp,; in braeket.~.
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Topics

Current
Events

of the Week

Sponsored Programmes
Banned
RECENTLY all publicity programmes were banned by
the Paris State Stations.
On
February roth the order was
extende(l to include all Stateowned stations in the country.

Pro-Radio Centre

A •' PH.O-RADIO Ct>ntre" has
been opened by the French
radio trade in Paris to popularise broadcasting. Of the ten
million homes in France, not
more than two million have
wireless sets, so the Pro-Radio
Centre will have its hands full
for some years to come.

In Brief Review

More German Listeners
GEHI\1 AN licensed listeners on
February
rst
llllmberccl
6, 439,232,
an
increase
uf
zq6,3 r r during the month of
]a11uary. This is a record jump.

Programme from Portugal

A

SPECIAL broadcast for
British members of the International
DX'ers
Alliance
comes from CTrGL, Parecle,
Portugal, from r a.m. to z a.m.
(G.M.T.) on Sunday next, Feb-

It is believed in certain qc:arters that this move is the result
of the recent rcfusd d the
(;.P.O. to permit a private
transmitting
station
to
be
located in a British Fascist
barracks.

Mr. Murphy on Receiver
Testing

MR.(Eng.),
F. 1\IUHPHY,
will open

B.Sc.

a di,;-

cussion on ''Production Testing
of Broadcast Rect·ivLTS '' at "n
informal meeting of the \Virc-

reaction to th~
Tdl",-ision Committee's Rcp(lrt tal;cs the form of emphasising that Gt·rmany bas not lust
the h•acl.
The Seen· tan' ot
Sta!t· rt'sponsibl~ for th<~. Gnmaa l'o~t Office td<:,·ision tests
puhlislws an articll' pointing out
that llH' right of being th<' Jll"l'micr cu11ntrv in tcle,·ision bt~
l<>~lgs to Germany.
For tb~
past n·ar and a half, he writ~·"·
high-d<"limtion
tdl'\'isinn
'J:l
l!!tra-slwrt lla\·es
has
bc·c·n
lmudcast in B<"rlin. Hl' omits
tc tell his readers, hm1·cvt>r,
th" t r,·u·ption of tll<'se ('X pc riment;ll t rdnomissions is limitt-:l
t ,, th" iahm:t tmi<"; of intr·n·stcrl
fmns and th;tt suital>l<' rcccin·r-;
arc not a\-ailablc on tll(' G<"rman
markc t.
Plan~ fnr g1\·ing <;crn1any :t
high-dcC n itinn tdn·i:>ion o< n·ic:
pro\·idt' for bH·nh·-(],·c ultr:t-

Radio at Jubilee Exhibition
years
d
T\VENTY-FIVE
progress in cngin\·cring will

HIGHEH. powLred broadcast
programmes fwm Sp<l i 11
may be expected in thl' 11<''1!.'
future.
The Spanish GoYcrnJnen t is i r;. vi ting est] rna 1t '.~ Jn c
the erection of t<·n powerful
stations in the chief citit·s of the
Restrictions mcty he
countrv.
placec!' on
sponsored
progra~nn1es.

radio eng1necrs, according tt:
L:Ur \\'ctshington correspondent.
"Eit!wr the
Britons
arc
masters of the art of dissimulatinn," he writes, " or th<·y are
satisfied that they have something really good, for Lore!
Se lsdon and his staff did Hot indicate during their Amnican
tour that they thought England
was ah<"acl of this country in
te!t-vision de\·cloprnent.
''On the contrary, those whn
md them socially "and in the
la bma torics a ,·er that they were
d'fusi,·c: in thl'ir prais<'s o"t cmnparative American ach·ances.''
The
t<"kvision
delay
in
AmeriL·,t is probably due to
flllancial difftculties. The hundn·ds of millions of dollars
ncn·sS<~I"V
to introduce televi~ion o1l a nation-·wide scale are
not a\·ailable from the pri\·ate
;cc,urces \\ hich s1:pport pn·sen:c;ay broadcasting in America.
Thus in the matter of scicntiftc
dcvdopnwnt, the much-boostecl
principle
of
tradc-sponsorecl
broadcasting cuts a sorry figure
h<·sidc a State-sllj'portcd organisation.

G

for an essay on mo<krn navig;ttional appliance,; made possible
by electricity on board, e.g.,
wirekss DF, echo sounding,
gyroscope,
etc.
Candidate•s
must also deal with a pplianccs
not dcpeuding upon electricity.
The closing dat<' for sending
in essays is the 31st of Deccmbn, I<J35. Full p.1 rtic ul:trs ea 11
be obtained on application to
the Secretarv Royal Socidv <lf
Arts, John"' Str~'l't,
Acldphi,
London, \V.C.2.

Spanish Broadcasting
Scheme

I935·

Germany and Television
Report

£100 Essay Prize

A PRIZE
of [wo is oHncd lly
the H.oyal Society of Arts

be epitomised in a special <'Xhibit at the I<Jth Daily Mall
Ideal Home Exhibition, O!yJJlpia.
Visitors will be able·· to
study the dl'\'dupnwnt during
the reign of King Gcorge V d
dcctric
lighting,
telephones,
aviation, travel, sound recording and wireless.
The General Post Office will,
as usual, run a stand o[ gre:tt
interest to wireless users.
The Jubil<'c Ideal Home E':hibition will be open from
March 20th until April r.Sth.

Fc~mavy 22nd,

ElDL\~

::·.1-:.drt \Ya \·L· tra nsn1itt 1_·rs.

HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION. The Baird Company's projector at
the Crystal Palace, which is used for the r8o-line film transmission
test5. High-speed scannin·;; of film presents fewer proble!11S than that
of actual ocenes and objects.

ruary 2-1th.
2')1

llH.'tfC'S.

,., m"<! ant!
]edged.

Tlw \\<tn·kn,L;th !,;
Hcp<,ris <ll"'' \\·d\\·ill lH• L~CkJ1tl\':-

No Politics
~11

i-: <;ciHT<tl l'Pst <lnicl' Ins
1 .i li>'t incorpora t('d ;t r1<·w
clan.'"' in amat<·ur tr;IIISilJilling
lic('llCl'.;
which
forbids
the
lilT1ht't'

to

r.ctdi;li('

:-;L'ci.:tl

nr

re;]itical propaganda, or to ;dlow
:1ny social nr pnlitlcal organi~<t
t ion to use the station in any
,,·ay.

''''S Section of ill<' rn-tit•lii<•t! ,.f
Ele·ct ricll Engin<'<TS <'ll Tnc·-e!.l y
ll<'Xt, 1·-chru;lry 2ht!J, a 1 I; r 111.
'fht· lllC<'ling, -which i':) nt.1·11 to
ll<ill nwmlwrs, will ];,- i1e id :~t
th•· Institution, S:I\'<'Y PLIC<',
Victoria Emil<lllkmcnt, L"•J<ictl,
W.C . ..:.

TeleYision Report
Dazes U.S.
TilE ll<'\\'S n[ tb' r:ilo:ic;Jti<';l
of tlw Tdt·\·i~ion R· j-<'rt in
( ;reat Britain fdl like a h mbshdl on the cars c£ Amer:um

Short-'Vave Dinner and
Dance
,fHE annual dinner and dance
of the International Short·
\Y<i\T Club, London, will be
held on Saturdav, 1\Tarch <)th, ;,i
1\lais<m
Lyons,
Shaf!esburv
A\·,·mw, London, \V. r.
The
chief guest will lw th<' Americ1n
Cclll'lll in London, and th'-'.
function will be attemh·d !1y
wt·l!-known broaclcasting pn:oonaliti<'s and radio 111<111Ufacturc-rs. All inten·.,t<·d in :;hortvvaye 'vorking ;trl' cun]i;tlly invite·<! to attl'nd. Full partinr];;r~ nLIV h<' obt<tincrl from 1h,;
Hon. :;<TITlan·. :\lr. A. E.
Bear, w. St.- :\fan··s Place,
Hotherhithc, London-, S.E.16.
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The Detector
------as a Radio-Frequency Load
I

Its Effect
on Amplifier
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L'CH has been written and
published about the design
of radio- frequency amphtymg
stages, and about the detector
con,;idered as a radio-frequency load--Its
clamping effect on a tuned circuit and the
control of this dampmg effect by stutabk coupling and so on. I?ut in eve.ry
receiver embodying tuned-CirCUit radiOfrequency ampl;fication there will be ~:
least one <;tage in which a tuned c~rcuH
is coupled not only to the anode Cll'Ctut
of a preceding valve, but also to a detector-a diode, or \vhatcn·r 1t may be.
Now, although such a combinati?n _of circuits figures in the great maJonty of
present day I'Cceivers, there ha~ uot yet
appeared, as far as the wnter IS aware,
any simple account of the thco~y of thl'
design of such a system, as distinct from
the design of the amplifier and the det~'C
tor coupling considerel~ sep~ratel):- ~he
object of the theorc.tJcal . m\·e~tlgallon,
which is summarised m this article, was
to fill this gap, and to ·find out what differe!lces in beha \·ionr and in design arise
from the combination of the t\Yo elements
in a single S';stem.
.
For this purpose, the typ1cal system
considered will be that shown in F-ig. I,

M

HT+

By F. 1\I. COLEBROOK, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I.
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TUN EO
SECONDARY

Fig. I.-An H.F. amplifying stage of the
type dealt with by the author.

where the tuned circuit is represented as
coupled to the amplifying valw (of unspecified type) by a separate winding, referred to as the primary, and to the detector (diode, or whatever else it may

D

EALING U'ith the design theory of tuned coupling circuits which
are affected both by the preceding H F amplifying valve
and by the succeeding detector. It is shown that a transformer
des(e,ned for maximum voltage amplification Is not necessarily the
best when the detector load is taken into account.
be) by another separate winding-referred
to, for want of a better name, as the tertiary· winding.
In actual practice, all
these windings may be the same-as in
the tuned anode circuit, with a diode connected to its "!in" end-or again, the
tertiary winding may be a tapping on the
secondary (an a utn- transformer coupling),
but these are all special cases and are
covered by the same general theory. This
thcorv finds its simplest exposition in
terms of the three-circuit svstem illustrated,
which has, moreover, tEe ach antagc of
emphasisi11g the point that three discinct
circuits are, in fact, innJh·ed. Further,
by making use of familiar conceptions of
equivalent circuits, the act!1al arrangement of vahTs and windings will be rcplacecl for discussion by that illu:;tra ted in
Fig. 2. Here tlw valve is repre,:ented as
a source of electro-motive force, the magnitude of which i~ 1/ times the input grid
yoJtage, in series with a fairly high resistan{:e RI, which 1 eprcsents the AC internal resistance of the vah·e together \\·ith
the relativelv verv small resistance of the
primary wi~ding itself.
The effecti\·e
radio-frequency input-resistance of the
detector is represented as a pure resistance R3, which, for convenience, also includes the relatiYcly small resistance of
the tertiary winding". This representation
of the detector will be substantially j usti
tied for the large-amplitude rectification
\Yhich is usually aimed at in these days.
The Detector Load
In order to bring out clearly the effect
of the detector load on the design of the
amplifying system, the latter will iir~.t be
considered wry briefly by itself. The
main features of this subject are so well
known that a mere outline \Yill suffice,
though, for reasons which \Yill appear
later, it will L· desirable to emphasise
the dynamic or ·' pO\wr '' aspect of the
matter.
For the amplifying system constituted
by the hrst two circuits only-the primary
or anode circuit and the tuned secondary
circuit, there is, at any giYen frequency,
an optimum ratio of secondary to
primary turns-a ratio, that is, which re-

suits in the maximum of amplified
voltage an·os:-; the tuning condenser. Tbi~
best ratiu is very approximately equal to
the square root of the ratio of the socalled "dynamic resistance " of the tuned
circuit to the AC resistance of the valve.
Thus, if the dynamic resistance of the
tuned circuit is 20o,ooo ohms, and tbe AC
resistauce ot thL· valve is 30,ooo ohms, the
best ratio is v2oo-:ooo/30.ooo i.e., ·./zo; 3
or about 2. 6: r.
This simple rule is \\'ell known, but its
physical significance in terms of electric
powpr is probablv not always realised. Bv
means of the coupling or" mutual indu~
tance bf't\\'ecn the primary and secondary

n1 T U R N 5 w

uEo

VALV~

REsisTANcE

"RI

~

(OOOOoo)n3 TURNS
•

I

R3

II

~ DETECTOR
Lv~REslsTANcE

Fig. 2.-The equivalent circuit of Fig.

1.

circuits, the E:UF 111 the primary circuit
is made to supply current and, therefore,
electrical po\\'er to the secondary circuit.
This is useful power, utilised in mallltaining the output voltage. At the same
time, ho\Ye\'er, a certain amoul',t of the
total power supplied by the El\l'.F in the
primary circuit is necessarily clissip~1ted in
the primary re~istancc RI, and as tar as
the objective of the process is concerned,
this is \\ asted po\\'cr. It is obviously
de~irable that as much as possible of the
tctal po\H'r shall be consumed usefully in
ihe secondary circuit and as little as l'ossi!Jlc \Dsted in the primary circuit. The
relati\'e magnitudes of the two depend
upon the mutual inductance bet\\'een the
t\\'o circuits and can thus be controlled
to some extent, but the best compromise
that can be arri\'ed at is to make the two
equaL-a 50 per cent. efficiency. A full
analysis of the theory shows that when
the turns ratio has the optimum \'alue
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The Detector as a Radio-frequency Load'llready defined, the secondary power
reaches a maximum ya]ue and that under
these conditions (and only then) the total
povver is equally divided between the i wo
circuits. In this respect the amplifying
stage is tytJical of a large class of electric
circuits, and a complete receiwr embodies
others of the same type. Wherever an
EMF is associated with an internal resistance, and is made to supply power l<J
some external circuit, the optimum or
maximum output-power condition is one
in which the external resistance is made
effectively equal to the internal resistance,
and the total power supplied by the El\IF
is equally divided beween the internal and
external circuits.
In the case we are now concerned with,
however, there are not two circuits, but
three, and the following questions naturally arise : Is there, in this case, any optimum propor~
tioning of the three windings? Is there, that
is to say, an v set of turns~ ratios 113 : 112: 11l
which gives ~ maximum of useful power in
the detector circuit realised as a maximum of
audio~frequency output?
If there is anv such optimum distribution

of windings, is the secondaryotooprimary ratio
appreciably different from that appropriate
to pure radio~ frequency amplification alone?
In the optimum condition, if any, is there
a simple distribution of the total power be~
tween the three circuits? Is there, for ex~
ample, as might naturally be expected by
analogy with a two~circuit case, a maximum
output or detector power which is obtained
when the total power is equally divided be~
t ween the three circuits?

The ans\vers to these and a number of
related questions have been obtained by
Qn anQlysis of the system shown in Fig. 2.
The full details ot this analysis will be
published in The Wireless Engineer, and
in the present article no more than a bare
statement of the results will be give:1, with
illustrations of their practical significance.
In practice, the secondary winding of
n2 turns, constituting the tuned Circmt,
is usually fixed by considerations of tuning
range, and the practically ,-ariable
quantities are therefore 111 and 113, the
numbers of turns in the primary winding
and the tertiary or detector winding (or
tapping). We arc concerned, therefore,
with the Yariation of the detector voltage
V as a result of all practicable variations
of n1 Qnd 113.

Optimum Ratios
In the first place, the complete analysis
showed that there is not, in the amplifierdetector system, and absolute maximum
of detector voltage obtainable by a suitable choice of 111 and 113, and in this
respect, therefore, we haYe alreQd.y a distinction from the simple amplifier case.
Briefly, for any given primary winding
(i.e., for a given value of nr), there \\ill
be a theoretically best or optimum Yalue
of 113, ancl similarly, for any giw·n value
of 113 there will be an optimum value for
nr. As approximate rules, assuming very
dos~ couplings between the \Yindings, and

assuming that the inductances of the \vindings are proportional to the square of the
number of turns, we ha\·e that, for a given
primary winding, the best value of n3 is
given by
n1~
n2"
RI I- R-;;where Rd is the dynamic resistance of the
tuned circuit.
On the other hand, for a given value of
113, the best primary winding is given by
nr"
n3"
nz"
-- =
_J__

Rr

R3 '

}{d

The reason why there is no absolute best
or optimum condition is that these two
conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously unless n2"/Rd is zero, i.e., unless the tuned circuit has no resistance
and no loss.
In any case, the overall amplification,
i.e., the ratio of the detector voltage V
to the input signal, is given approximately by the formula

v'PT
M= - - - -

P+T+S

x

v'R3/R1

x 11

where, for shortness, P, T and S have
been written for
n1" /Rr, n3" jR3, and n2" /Ra.
Using the same letters, the two optimum
conditions are

T=P+S
P = T + S.

and
For voltage amplification alone the
optimum condition is, as already stated,
n2

jRd

1ir ='\RI
or
Thus, it follows at once that the twnsformer design for voltage amplification
alone is not necessarily the best when a
detector lmd is taken into account, and
it will be necessary to consider practical
cases to find out whether and under what
conditions the difference is important.
Before considering these practical consequences, however, it will be of interest
to describe the dynamic or power aspects
of these optimum conditions.
The full analysis showed quite clearly
that there is no very simple analogy with
the amplifier case in respect of the powerbalance. By adjustment of the primary
and tertiary winclings or tappings, it can
be so arranged that the total power is
equally divided between the three circuits,
but this condition does not, as might have
be;:n expected, correspond to any optimum
value of detector voltage. The optimum
condition P = T + S does actually represent a simple power -balance, between the
primary circuit on the one hand and the
detector and tuned circuit on the other,
but the other optimum condition T = P + S
does not correspond to any simple powerbalance at all. Briefly, the power aspect
can be summed up by sQying thQt the
ideal function of the transformer winclings is simply to transfer power from the
valve to the detector. The tuned circuit
merely functions as a necessary agent in

the process and charges a small commission, and the most efficient theoretical
design-unfortunately not, in gcnc·ral,
realisable-is one in which ncarlv the
whole of the power is diYicle,J e(pwlly
betvn:cn the valve and the detector, as
little as possible being consumed in the
tuned circuit. This is equiYalent to making P and T Yery large compared w;th
S, which gives as the highest theoretically obtainable overall amplification
(11 / 2) vR3/Ri-half the voltage factor
multiplied by the squQre root of the ratio
of the detector resistance to the vain:
res: stance.

The Real Objective
Up to this point we ha\·e considered
detector voltage alone. Intensity, however, is not the only nor eYen the most
important factor involved in reception. Intensity rdative to unwanted signals is the
real objective, and this involves both
sensiti,ity and selectivity. In practice it
is usually necessary to compromise
between these two, for thev mav, and
frequently do, impose mutually- incons:stent requirements on design. 'l he abon~
analysis indicates the means of obtaining
maximum sensitivity.
L'p to thes~~
maxima sensitivity will increase and selectivity will tend to decrease. Bcvond them
both selectiYity and s::n,;itivit)· \\·ill decrease together.
Thus, a~ ii' all such
cases, a condition of too tighl couplings
is doublv damned.
The \vriter has suggested dsewhcrc 1
that, as a reasonable compromi~e between
sensitivity and selectivity, the product of
the two may be a useful criterion, selectivity being meQsured bv the inwrse of
the effective power-factm: (i.e., by wL R)
of the tuned circuit, as '' damped '' by the
Yalvc and detector coupling3. This product actually shows a m;;ximum-maximum value of the circuit considered,
when the winding ratios are such that
P = T = S, and this condition, which preSE'r\'C3 a good degree of selectivity, gin·;
about 66 per cent. of the theoretical maximum scnsiti vity.
\Ve arc now in a po:;ition to rdatc the
theory io practical conditions and to ~ce
whether it indicates any substantial dt·parture from current practice. For this
purpose it will be necessary to assume
certain represc'ntative values.
For large-amplitude rectification, by
means of a diode circuit (or \yith the ordinary grid-circuit, if this is propnly
designed), the effective resistance R3 can
be taken as rather less than half the value
of the diode load re;istance (or grid leak).
This condition is casv to realise in a suitQb]y designed diode" circuit, but \Yith :.•.
triode the- input resistance ma:v easily be
less than this, due to the so-called feedback effect. For illustration, roo,ooo ohms
will be taken as a reasonable figure for
R3. The dynamic resistance of the c()il
1 ",\
GcnPra!ise<l Analvsis 0£ the Tr:odc
\'ah·c Equivalent Neb-ork.-.. ] .I.E.E., \"ul. rn,
I p. !57· 1 G'J.
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depends upon a number of factors-including frequency-but a good coil should
give a figure of about ISO,OOO ohms.
Considering first the case of screen grid
\~alves, tctrocle or pentode, the internal
resistance of these may be anything from
zuu,ooo to z,ooo,ooo ohms. In such cases
there is usually no attempt at satisfying
the conditions of dynamic efficiency, for
this would require a primary winding of
more turns than the tuned circuit-hardly
practicable in most cases, though it would
be interc,;ting to explore its possibilities.
In practice the tuned circuit is connected
directly (or in shunt) to the anode, i.e.,
nr =n2, and the best detector tapping
would be ginn by
113'
"!I
I\

R3 =

and, as
I

Rt'

I-

Rr

112

-

\Rr

112

will be small compared with

R3

112 = 113,

!lR~

= n2"

(~3

+

R:)

2 " ; \ Study of the
Possibilities of Hadiofrequency Voltage Amplification with Screen grid
and \\ith Triode Yalws," J.I.E.E., Vol. 74,
pp. IiJ/-I<)ti.

If this is compared with the formula
n.I"

n2"

-RI

-R;;

for voltage amplification without a detector
load, it will be found that the modified
formula indicates an increase in the
primary turns of vr-:JR;/R3 to I, whatever the value of Rr. For the assumed
values of dynamic and detector resistance, this would amount to an increase
of about 6o per cent. in the primary turns,
and about 22 per cent. increase in the
detector-circuit power, as compared with
the circuit designed without consideration
of the detector load.
These, however, are merely illustrative
special cases, but the forinnlce given,
which are of general application, can be
used as a guide in experiment in all cases
and as a means of estimating whether, in
any given case, the load effect of the
detector circuit calls for any modification
in the design.

./r6o,ooo

= \ R,~ = \1 :(1o,ooo
=0.82.

Thus there should be some slight gain in
output and an appreciable gain in selectivity in tapping the detector clown, at
least on any circuit as good as that here
assumed, so as to include about fourfifths of the coil. The effect will not, howeyer, be very great, and the current practice of connecting the diode across the
whole coil will not, as a rule, be far from
the best practicable arrangement. It is
interesting to note, howen·r, that the
efficiency of the arrangement is low in
terms of the theoretical optimum, being
about
R,~ 1 R I-Or I2 per cent., taking
RI as I ,ooo,ooo ohms.
Thus, for screen grid valw circuits the
~omplete
theory substantially justifies
present practice. H.ecently, however, the

v

or, since

+ R.-;;J

for most screen grid valves,
113

writer has showne that for certain applications, more particularly for linear
amplification up to large amplitudes, the
triode is superior to the screen grid valve.
It will therefore be of interest to note the
relation of the complete theory to triode
I-IF amplification with a detector load.
Here the theory indicates that increased
output will be obtainable uy connecting
the detector across the whole of the
secondary and adjusting the primary
winding or tapping to suit, in accordance
\Yith the formula

Random Radiations
By "DIALLIST "
Uncanny Television
QNE part of a demonstration which th(;
B;1ird peoplt• gave the other day was
posi ti \'t·ly unc;1nny.
The aniwuncer told
ns that somr' hm·s·: races in the grounds of
the Crystal Palace were going to lw tekvised
to the dt>monstr..ttion room in Victoria
Street by means of the delayed method.
This, as vou know, consists in making a
cine-film of the event, which is rlevdopcd
aml'passecl on to the transmitter in a matter
of thirh' seconds.
\Vhcn. the transmission start<,d we saw
that the judge harl a telephone beside him.
" You can ring him up Liml speak to him

if you like,·· said the announcer, " and
then you will see just how lc'ng it iakcs,
owlllg to the ' delay,' for him to pick up
the 'phone and reply." lt gave one really
q mte a crt"t·py feeling to com·erse with the
aforesaid judge. One picked up the telephone and spoke, what time others present
pulled out their watch~s to count the
seconds. Apparently heedless of the call,
the judge went on with his business. ThPn
half a .minute (I made It just 29 seconds)
later his telephone bell rang; he picked up
his 'phone and replied. Some people asked
him to do th1s thing or that so that we
could sec jtist when the response cane. It
was weird to see him apparently heedlrss for
all those seconds and then suddenly galvan~
ised into action.
~

A Speedy Spot
Have you, I wonder, ever thought of the
amazing speed reach eel by the electron beam
which acts lilc(; an electric p<:ncil in sketch:
ing out television images in the cathode~ray
t.ube? Suppose we are dealing with 240lme transm1sswn with 25 pictures a second
as recommended by the Televio>ion Com~
~ittee.. Take it that each line is only six
mches m length, if von li kc. Then for each
picture the ekctron~ beam travels 240 times
six inches, or rzo f(:l't, or 40 yards. Re~
peatcd twenty-five time's a s~econd, this
means a total travel of just I ,ooo vards in
each second ot time. One thous;uid vards
a second is in round fignrcs 2,ooo mil~s an
hour, which is pretty fast going.

The Electron Beam v. Mechanical
Movement

RADIO-MINDED PUPILS at the Northumberland Heath Senior School, Erith, Kent, with
wireless and cinematograph apparatus of their own construction. The boy at the dials is
evidently waiting for microphone howl in the loud speaker.

The electron beam can be made to move
very much faster than this without the
slightest difficulty. In fact, 48o-line television, which means a speed of 4,ooo miles
an hour, has been achieved experimentally.
Compare this with what we regard as very
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Lngine, when the vehicle which it clri\·es is
travelling at fair spc·cd, may accomplish
4,500 revolutions a minuk. Take it that
each piston travels 4 inches downwards and
the same distance upwards in t·ach revolution-S inches or two-thirds of a foot in all.
Then, in one miEute it moves through 3,ooo
fe(t, or 1,ooo yards.
ln other words, it moves at but onesixtieth of the speed of the dectron bean
in 240-line television. The only nwchanical
movement comparable with that of the
t!ectron beam is the flight of a bullet up the
barrel of a rifle. This may have a speed
of even more than 2,ooo miles an hour, but
think of the enormous forces required to
produce it and the ensuing wear and tear.
The mechanical scanning disc had probably reached its limit with rSo-line tdevision, but there seems to be no reason why
t'ven 48o-lines should not bl· excl'ecled by
the cathode-ray tube, for in the oscillograph

the elt-ctron beam has reached very much
higher speeds.

Shall We Have a Short-wave Boom?
JT is curious, when you come to think
cf it, that up to the present shortwave reception has never appealed to more
than a very limitt'd numbl"r of our countrymen. In America all of the higher-priced
sets are now made to cover wavelengths
from about 12 to 550 metres, and some of
them take in those up to 2,ooo met.r~s as
well. A very large proportion of listeners
in the United States make a good dc-al of
use of the short waves, and there is no doubt
that the popularity of this kind of reception
is growing rapidly in that country.
Why it does not grow at the same pJ.Ce
over here is something of a mystery. Nearly
every European country conducts ~hort
wave relays of its chief programmes, an~J.
apart from these, the short-wave set-or,
better still, the all-wave set-keeps its

In Next Weeks Issue

Portable 40-Metre Transmitter

owner in constant touch with almost th\0
entire civilised world. \Ve shall, I think,
mcldenly awaken as a nation to the po_;,ihilities of the short waves, and then there will
be something of a boom in sets that c:u
rLceivc thn11.

•.
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An Interesting Valve

WE

gcct some remarkable \·alvcs nowadays, and from whc.t I hear the m·w
l\larconi and Osram N.4I certainlv sc-emo< tn
be one of them. This \·alve is -an output
pentode with incliiectly heated cathode for
A.C. mains opc.·ration. In addition to be1ng
capable of developing a large undi~tortt <I
pown output it has a nominal rating of
ro mA/V for mutual conductance allCI an
amplification factor of zoo. It is intende-d
to be conmcted dinctly to the cutput (;[ ~'
diode detector.
Not so very long ago we regarded a
mutual conductance of anything over 2
m A/ V as pretty good for any sort of outpui
valve, and here com<"s a pentode with a
figur<: of 10. Owing to this high mutual
conductance I expect that tlw new valve
will Jlt't"d pretty caretul handling.
Anv
break in the plate circuit whilst it was ii1
operation would almost certainlv lt·acl to it"·
"blowing up."
-

...........

Exchange Programmes
wcddv news bulldins which
arr
T HE
exchangi1;g now with the TJnited Stat< s
\H'

A Battery Set for
Telephony and
·-~':!

CW Work

T

HE transmitter
is a low-power
battery-operated
set designed to work
on a \\'aYelcngth of .:j.I
metres.
It embodies
four valves, two being
arranged as a Class
" B " speech amplifier, and the output
modulates an HF povver amplifier driven
by a master oscillator.
Construction is simple and straightfonvard, for readily obtainable components arc employed, so that the
amateur i:; relieved of intric:J.te constructional work.
It should appeal to all amateur exLIST

..,.

perimenters possessing a transmitting
licence requiring a soundly designed, re~
liable and portable set for telephony and
CW work.

OF PARTS

Ajter the particular nud.·e of component used in the original model, suitable alltnwliL'e products are gicen
·in c·ome instances.
2 Variab!e
l11·aekt'1 ~

C(l.~tdensers,

:.:.J.mml'd:-:...

with

h<l.~(·),oanl

Gyldon " Bebe" S·erics-Gap
2 Slow rnotio 1 Condenser d:ives
Utility Micro-dial \'1181
(<;rallam

Fari~ll,

Ormnlld)

Air dielectric trimmer condensers, 1 .J-nnnht-:.
Edctystone 978
tLpin Valve ho!de:-s, sluH·~.w~:Vl' ha-...chu<trd typr•
tddystcne £~1
4-pin Valve holder, l.;te','}ln;ll'd 1.~ IH'
W .B. " R!gld"
7-pin Valve holder, h;t~whnard t~pt•
W.B.
(lkn.iotl!lill,

Bul~i11,

Eddy-...tmlt', 1;olln:1C', \\"c.tl"itt·)
2 Resistances, lUO.OUO n!Hn.:::.. 1 w;tt t
Amplion
( Uu'Jilit•l', Er~t·, Fnt~tnti. ('Ltntk L.\'!Jil'-l, Po~ar-~.~.1·.)
r-ixcd condense:·s, fl.filLi 111fd.
T.G.C" Type "S ,.

Fixed condenser, {).005 mfd.
Fixe:l conrl~nsar, P.nn L 1n!·d.
Fixed cond2nsar,
( Unl,!!itl.

~

T.C.C. Type ·'M"
T.C.G. Type ~~ M "

1 Oil·O'f Toggle switc:-o

Bulgin S80

(l'laudc Lyulh)

1 Class " B " 1 ranstorme:r
ScientifiG Supply
1 Modulation Transform£r
Master Oscill~~~~n~:~ Supp:y
1
Scientific Supp:y
1 Aerial Coil
Scientific Supply
1 Ebonite tube, Un.
Qu•wtity

:-l!t·l't

di·H~cr ...;, ~B.\

~~ut.-...idt_·

hr;l'"'"·

1 9-volt GB battery
2 Wander p!ugs
Quantity :-.]H-t'1 alinninimtl,

1 Baseboard,

~in.

Stores (Wirel~ss), Ltd.
Stores (Wireless), Ltd.
Stores (Wireless), Ltd.

di:1. ...: tin. hoJ'(' . . -: l'·<in. long

OJJ1,'-Iill.

~t't"\'\Vt'd

Stores (Wireless), Ltd.

tlliek

for

T.C.C. 50
Ft•rr;tnt!. Crah<l!II Fari-dl,
J'n!ar-X.S.F., 'l'.~l.C.IIydr.1)

Neutralising condenser

J.B.105J

t"tlll-

lt:\t'd

rud <!rid nut::;

Eclex
~·n.

:?0 :"\\'<; 1'or

Stl't't'll",

d('.

thick, ltiin. x 111in.
Ee~ex

~t~fd..;.

\lllhilit·r.

arl' a fnst-rate feature of the programuw~.
and I trust that the idea will be furt h< r
devclopc cl. There is nothing like information ~traight from the hor~e's mouth. and
talks by such men as ;\lr. F;n·mond Swin~
will lwip us to take a much closer intL-ns't
in i hl' doings of our cousins acro;os t be
Atlantic. \Ve shall not be able to hear the
bulletins St'nt from this countrv to th·.·
United States, hut we can be sur;; that tht-y
will lw l'quallv appreciated.
Th,·n on Saturday c·venings we hilve the
r< lay,; of Am< rican progDmmcs 'l'hich arc
11ow so ~ucu ss full v conducted. Thr se gi,·e
us a taste nf the " snappv " \\'av in v:hich
broadcasting is comlLJCt~ci on·r 'there, ct!Hl
though I am sure that we should n"t like
our own programmes to lw phnned cntin lv
on American lines, these rc-la\·s providt· it
welcome mJ\·dty.

2 Ell:t'lttt• tt·rmittal hattt·n."
Valves: 1 t•.l!'lt PX4, l'.J.l.-1, Li'2 and
(.\l:trcuui)

B~l

Os ram

.. ..

On Tuning Dials
QFTEN I wonder what kind of tuning dial
the n1an-in-tlw-strl't't rl'allv likes best.

Up to a ft·w years ago all of them were
markt·d off just into divisions from o to roo
or into degrees from o to r8o, and thl' user
l'ither mmk a calibration chart or kept a
list of the setting n-quin·cl for cliffen·n\.
stations. Now we have three differr·nt kinds
of marking. Then: is a growing tendency to
print the ilctual names of stations on the
dials, though several makt"Li pn·fer cii.ht-r a
wavelength or a kilocycle marking.
If only it could be accurate. and if only
stations would rdrain from changing tht·ir
wavelengths. name indication would he
ideal. But I must confe:'s th;tt I hav<: \'l'rV
little use for the sd with which vou ha\··e
to turn to Prague when you \-,-ani.. Cologne,
or to Bordeaux when \·ou c!<"sirc· to hring in
Breslau.
The kiloc\-cle or \\a \'P]engi h
markings have the ad\!antage that th<T an·
unafft-cted by wavel('ngth changl's, hut.lwn~
again it is difficult to produCL' am thing like
real accuracy in commercial fle<.'i\'ing set".
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
Recent Products of the Ivfanufacturers
GRAHAM FARISH MAINS SUPPRESSOR
Sl\IALL unit fur the suppression of
m<1ius-hurne int <'rferellc" has l>c·,·n
pl:tcc·d 011 the rnarkd l'i' Graham Fari,.;h,
Ltd., I\lasmb llill, Bror-nicy, Kent.
It

A

d;,tc- six wires of No. 18 S\Vc;, ,,·lwre;ts the
~tnallc-r oizl' will tak,· but four on!,·.
Th" new range should sul!in· to U;t'l't most
prl'.-it nt-day rf'quircmenl,; and the :arg,·r
sizt~ in p:lriicular will lw found n·rv u~c'ful.
Thl'\' cost Is. bel. for a two-wav an;! b. 3ti.
for~-~ fm!r-way in tlw hea\·y p<itteiil. wh!i,,t
a four-\\';Lv ~1nall size costs t...:

fi \'l'- W<t '.'

2:i.

cyL

ail·~

lhc

3' L

NEW BULGIN COMPONENTS
N'\IOi\fC 1lw nt-w items inirodu,-,.d n-::cntly
!>, A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd., Abh,.y
Road, il;•rking, E,,-;ex, is a niiw-pin cable
plug, (hl' !J,H;,- of \':!tich is a lnkt,lit(' nwulding lnving th;. pin_, rin·tt-d to tlw has<· ;md
1ht· top cap fixt·d h1· !Inn· scn·ws. Hollow
pin,; ;tn· l'tllldoyc·d ;:iHI th" wirl's an· sc--cun·d
llv· soldni11g tlwm to tlw tips in th<' manner
itdoph·tT in '-·aln• com;truction.
,-Graham Farish ''Mum,"
a compact interference
suppression unit.

consi,;ts of two s;uall coiHkn.wr,.;-tlwir
nwa,IJrcd capacities are o. IlJ mfds_ cachjoim-cl in sC"rit·s <llld the JUlldion tak<·n to
an t·a rthing terminal. Two short ru hbercovl'n·d leads, one irom each condenser, are
brought out for connecting <tcross tlw mains
input to the receivt·r or to any piece of
electrical apparatus it is desm·d to silence.
St'parate fuses are not included, but the
unit is wired internally with fuse wire to
Sf·rve as a safeguard i;1 the unlikely event
of a bn·akclown.
This plan has been
adopter! in crder to reduce the ccst to the
bar,· minimum, for should a condenspr fail
in a unit of this l<ind it would need n~p1acing
whdher or not it is fitted with r<'placeabk
fuses.

The " Mum,'' as the unit is de3cTib<,d, is
vl'ry compact, for the overall sizl' is but
')}in. by I.!,in. by I,iin., and the price is zs.

BRYCE CONNECTORS
'l lE range of bakdite connector blocks
tnadt> by \V. Andrew Bn·ce and Co.,
\'\'oodfield \\'orks, Bury, Lu;cashin·, has
now bl'l'll <·xtt'IHI('(l to- include two-, fourand fin--wav patterus, the last mentioned
lEI\·in_t; !wen !'<'introduced owing to reqtw'!S mad,. b,· Wireless JVor!d rca<krs.
The two-w<w ctiHI onl' of thl' four-w;tv are
of a h<·a ,·in ria tt<·rn than thl' origina 1- conIH ctor, the bore of the brass msert being a
shad(' nn·r ~in. diameter and will accommo-

T

Street, Birmingham, 5. It consists of six
small honeycomb coils <tSSl'lllbkcl on a hollow Steatite former disposc·d n·ntrally in a
copper screening box 1 ~in. in diamf'ter <.nd
z}in_ high. Its effecti,·e rangr· is claimed tu
he from r 3 to 2,ooo nwtn·s, and such tests
that we have maclrJ show that no serious
resonances are present O\Tr the whole of
t hi"') \Vil \'CI"~Ul,~t·.
A slight absorption point was noticed between the 'lJcdittm, and -the Iong-waye broaclc,rst hancb, but it is quite· a minor n·s"nancc
and in vit·w of its position is of no conscCj uenu·.
The f undarnen tal rTso:1ance is
well abon; the upper limit of the hmg-wavc
band. Tht· price is ss.
There is made also bv this firm a shortwave choke of similar ~onstruction for use
on 10-200 metres; this model has a foursection winding and costs JS. gel.

AMPLION TYPE TB CONDENSER

THEAmplion
type TB fixed condenser made
(HJ32), Ltd., 82-84, Rosoman
t)y

Bulgin nine-pin cable plug and new baseboard valve holder,.

It is a neat plug and should prove very
usdul for the inter-connection uf units with
a multipliciiy of leads, such as Ill tl·st
apparatus, amplilwrs and the like.
The
price is 2s. 3<(
Sonw new IHHeru valvt' ho!th,rs for baseboard flttiug are no\v availablt- in which
flat springs, witlt a narrow longitudinal slot
cut 111 them, are used in place of sockt·ts.
This type of contact is adopted
to t·nsu n· a gooct connecting
srnface with valve pins of the,
re,ilient as well as tlH· solid
varil'iy.
Tlw specinH'n~ we ha n' examined make good contact at
all points and as tlw sprinf;s
an- made of stout mate-rial the
likl'lihoocl of ctr·fectin' contact
dl'\·,~Ioping
i-; verv n·mot<·.
l\Iottled grt'l'll bakl·litt- is ust·cl
for the lnc.es and both soldering tag:-; and h·rn1inab are
fittt·d.
Five- and st·\·en-pin
typt·s <lrc made and the prices
are 6r!. aPd Is. 6c!. l'.lCh n~spPC
ti\·ely. The five-pin stvlc· wouid
he used wlwre four-pin vah-t·s are employul.

Street, Rosebery Avr"Illte, London, E.C. r,
is C~lnstrncted to be non-inductive and so
snitable for use in decottpling and HF bypass circuits.
A brown moulded baktlite
case is employed with the terminals placed
at the bast' and the working \'Oltage is 350
DC. Capacities of from o. I mfcl. to 4 mfds.
are availab!t•, and prices range from IS. rod.
for the smailest size to ss_ 6d. for one of
4 mfds.
Several specimens haxe bt·en tested, and
all withstood a potential slightlv in excess
of the stated test ,-oltage of 700 DC. There

EDDYSTONE ALL-WAVE Hf CHOKE

Amplion 35o-volt working non- inductive
condensers ; the one-, two- and four-mfd.
sizes are shown.

SPECII\IEN all-wave HF choke with
the screen cut away to show th,, construction has been sent in !>y Stratton and
Co., Ltd., Edclystone \Vorks, Bromsgrove

was no measurable leakage and the capacities were well within the usual limits
allowed for this class of non-inductive condenser.

A
New Bryce Connector Blocks including twoand four-way heavy pattern.

Eddystone
screened
all-wave
HF choke
showing the
sectionised
winding.
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Outstanding Broadcasts
SOPHISTICATED REVUE.

JACK
BARTY'S
PARTY is a highlight
in the Regional programme at 9 p.m. on
Thur<:day next, when
the comedian's guests
will include Eddie Poh
and Dorrie Den?. Here
are Jack Barty an:!
Tess:t Deane in a radio
shop scene from " In
Town
To-night '' a
forthcoming British
Lion picture.

Ar.r. unsophisticated Ji~tvm ;·s
must be in bed by [().IS on
Tncsdar, at which 1imc the
"Fcbnian· Revue" starts t>n
the Natioi1al \\avelength. Jn
thio; n·ry sophi~ticated- production Nelson Keys \Yill sophi~ci
catl' \Yith the· hdp of Sdvi:t
Ll~lie,
Hermionc
Gingold,
Patric k
\Vaddington,
J f\a!l
Can, .Jack Cle\Y~'S, and He! en
Howard.
:\lost of the mu~ic
i~ by ] ack Strachey and JS
abo highly sDphisticatnl.
OPERA

HARKING BACK.

THE good old days are having a hearty boost at the
hands of the B.B.C.
Last
week it was ''Scrapbook of
1921 " ; this week we tread still
farther down the corridors of
musty time
to
"Theatre
Royal, :\Iemory Lane,'' to resuscitate entertainments dl'ar
to our great grandparents.
The Hand<'! reviYal is in
full swing, "1\etrospcct" has
not yet been abandoned, and
looking backwards is so much
f1e vogue that listeners will
soon complain of crick in the
neck.
The next few months will,
I hope, register an opposite
tendency.
"Scrapbook for
I94S " could be really stimulating, and instead of "Retrospect," "Forecast" for the
next seven davs would be, to
say the least," exciting.

V. C. Clinton-Baddeley, so
Lucknow will be relieved
without difficulty.
NATIONAL MUSIC

KALFNDBOIU; ·will broadca~t
a concert of Scandinavian folk
music at 7 p.m. on Wednesday
next, February 27th, and t:1is
will be followed at 8. IS by a
programme of Danish works
sung by the Radio Chamber
Choir.
.\Iu~ic impired by Italywhether by impressions received there, as in the case of
Charpentier, or an overwhelming desire to go there, will be
played in the concert by the
Frmch National Orchcstr.1
conducted by lnghelbrecht on
Tuesday, February 26th, at
8.30.
Paris PTT and ali
French stations, except Radio
Paris, will relay the concert.
PARTIES IN THE STUDIO.

MEMORY LANE.

THE foregoing must not
damp enthusiasm for l\Ir.
Willson Disher's "Victorian
Double Bill," which will be
broadcast Nationally on Tuesday next,
February 26th
(8 p.m.).
Listeners are to
imagine that they are attending Theatre Royal, J\Iemory
Lane, to witness that very
laughable farce, " The Lottcry
Ticket,'' followed by a gran~l
pirated
wrsion
of
Dion
Boucicault's moving spectacle
in three acts, "The Relief of
Lucknow, or Jessie Brown,
the Highland Girl."
The cast includes Richard
Goolden, Ann Trevor, John
Lambert, D. Hay Pctrie, and

Two
well- known
stage
favourites, Sandy Powell and
Jack Rarty, will bring parties
,-----------------------------------,

'
:'0-LINE TELEVISI0;\1
:'
i' Baltd Proces~ Transmissions :'
J
Vision, 261.1 m.; Sound, 296.2 m. J
J

SATURDAY, FEB. 23rd, 4.30-5.15·

J

'' Pat Waddington and Florence Old. ''

i

ham

(songs) :

Bavera

Trio

J

:

(roller skating); The Espinosas J
in rhyt~rn a:'d spe~d ; SvdPey :

]

]crome s Qumtet.

J

~ WEDNESDAY,

FEB. 27th, 11-11.45.
: Sandy Powell with Roy .lefferies
and Peggy Whitty ; Violet Vietoria (comedienne);
Annette
Keith (dance han:l vocalist);
Donald Peers (s~ngs) ; Maric
Colmes
(dances);.
Sydney
]erome's Quintet.

:

~
:
J

:
:
:
:

i

L----------------------------------!'

to the B.B.C. studio during the
coming week.
Pages from Sanely's album
will be presented by Sandy
Powell's
Road
Show
to
National listeners on Monday,
February 25th (8 p.m.). The
cast includes Roy J efferies,
wh0 aids and abets Sandv in
mo3t of his sketches; l)au I
Thomson, author of most of
Sandy's records and stage ~ne
cesse:;; Maggie Scott, the Lancashire mill girl whom listeners
recently heard in "In Town
To-night," and Florence Oldham. They will be supported
bv the Harmonica Band.
"Jack Rarty, who introduces
a number of friends to Hl·gional listeners at 9 on Thursday, February 28th, tir;;t
appeared on the music-hall
stage in 1907. After the War
he was at the London Coliseum
for two-and-a-quarter years,
taking part twice a clay in
"White Horse Inn" and
'' Casanova.'' He appeared in
I ,goo performances without :t
break.
His studio friends
next Thursday include Eddic
Pola, Dorric Dene, and 1\Lnk
Stone and Peter McSwccncy.
ART IN THE MELTING-POT.

SPARKS may fty at 7.30 on
l\Ionday evening, February
25th, when l\Ir. Eric Newton
and Sir Rcginald Blomtidd,
R.A., discuss "The /.rtist and
his Public" (National, 7.30).
Eric N e\\·ton upholds modern
art, but Sir Reginald Blomfield, if I am not mistahn, is
a strong supp()rter of trallitional stvlcs. Seconds out of
the ring I

SoTTENS broadcasts Bizet',;
'' L' Ar!Psienne '' this ewning
(Friday) at 7-40. To-morrow

SANDY POWELL filling the
pages of his album. Excerpts
will be broadcast Nationally on
Monday next at 8. Sandy also
appears in the television programme on Wednesday at I I
p.m.

Rome relays Puccini's "TuranJot" from the Thcatn•
l~oyal at 8 o'clock.
The deat;1 of ~Ie~sager 0'1
Fl'bruary 24th, IC)2(), i~ C()Jllmemorated b\· Stra::bourg at
8-45 on Mon-dCI~· next, by a
performance of
'' :Vbdamc
Chry~antheme. ''
Wag n c r''
Hlwingold will be rcbyc·!
by Bordeaux Lafayctte on
Wednesday next at 8.30.

j
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the Week

mGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd.
Nat., 7.30, "Chateau de Madrid,"
8.15, " The Mystery of the
Temple." 10.20, London Philharmonic Orchestra.
Re!!., I:U 5, RB.C. Orchestra, conducted by ]ulius Clifford, 9.15,
F red Hartlcy and His Novelty
Quintet.

Home and Abroad
HANDELIAN CELEBRATIONS.
To-~IORIWW
(Saturday) is
the 250th anniwrsary of the;
birth of GL·orge Frecknck
Handcl, ;_ne! \erv appropriately " Ttorp,ichm(·," a_ ballet
for singing and dancmg as
performed at the N C\\" Thcatn·,
Cownt Garden, in I7.34, will
be broadcast Nationallv at
10 p.m. Noel Eadie (sopl·ano)
and Heddlc Na~h (tenor) \Yill
be the soloists, supported hy
the \,y'ircless Singers and the
Vocal Octet.
The characters
represented are Apollo with
the 1\Iust·s, Erato as pre.,iding
goddess of music, and Terpsichore as presiding goddess of
clan cc r s,
with
attendant
Graces_
All next week the "Foundations of J\I usic " series at
7-5 p.m. (Naticmal) will be
devoted to Handelian anthems
sung by the Wireleos Singers
and Vocal Octet_

HANDEL ABROAD
HANDEL

programmes figure

in the majority of Continental
programmes to-morrow evening.
At 6.20 Jkromiinstcr
broadcasts a Handd concert
by
the
Basle
Orchestral
Society.
Bucharest at 7-5
,!iives an orchl·stral concert
which includes H1.nclel's ConCl'rto Gro~so in G Minor and
the
''Harmonious
Blacksmith."
During the same
period Kalundborg's RadiJ
Orchestra, coucluckcl by Mahler, will abo honour the great

Ar~road

DR. ADRIAN BOUL T
and some little friends.
The B. B. C.'s Director of
Music conducts the
B.B.C. Symphony Or-chestra in a special
concert broadcast from
Birmingham Town Hall
on Wednesday next,
February 27th, at 7.30.
compo~cr.
On
Sunday at 5 p.m.
Strasbourg "ill tvlay the '' i\Ies~iah ''
from the Pabis clvs
Fetes_
Rather bclakdlv
Barcelona will gi \·~· its H an del
concert at 10.15 on Tuesday,
February 26th.

HUMOUR
"LET {TS S!Nl;, DA:-.JCE L\NIJ
LAUGH '' is the title of a twohour programme of humour
and music to be broadcast at
7 p.m. on Sunday next by
Leipzig.
This programme,
which is ~ponsorcd by the Nazi
Workers' Spare Time Organisation, \Yill be continued :->t
9·35 p.m. and \Yillla~t till micliJigl:Jt.

CHOPIN ANNIVERSARY
THE
Hancld cdcbration-.;
rather overshadow the 125th
anniver~arv of the birth ·.If
Chopin, \\'hich, according to
Gron•s' J\f usical Dictionary,
actually took place on J\Iarc:1
rst, r8oq.
Berlin (Funkstunch:-) gi\'cs a Chopin programme this e\'ening at ') ..30,

S-'\TURDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd.
Nat., 7.30, Music for the Theatre,
8.30, "Music
Hall."
10,
"Tcrpsichore."
Rez., 7.55, Act I "Fra Diavolo"
(Aube.-) from Sadler's Wel!s.
8.50, Pianoforte Recital by
Katharine Goodson. 9.10, Con-

J
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

'

versations in the Train.

Abroad.
Hilversum, 9, Recital by Elisaheth
Schumann (soprano)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24th"

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

!

Nat., 1.30, Pianoforte Recital by
Cvril Smith.
3.30, Le,lie :
B;idg-ewater Quintet. 7.15, Re- j
cital by Leonard Gowings (tenor) J
and Emil Telmanzi (violin). J
I0.15, Organ Recital by C. H. )
J

J

when l'rsula van Dienwn \\·ill
sing some of Chopin's rarely
heard songs. The programm~
concludes with the Pianoforte
Concnto in E l\Iinor, Fran~
Lukasicwic being the soloist.
At 8 o'clock this l'wning
Dresden rchn's a Chopin
memorial progi·amme from the
tmm hall, followed at 8-45 by
a de,;cription of the unYeiling
of the Chopin memorial in
Dresdl'n.
At 9.30 J\Iaclricl EAJ7 offers
a Chopin pianoforte recital by
Jose Cnbilcs, Abo this ewning there comes a Chopin
concert from vVarsa w, the
composer's old home, at 7.I5.
The Philharmonic Orchestra
will be conducted by Fitclbcrg. Stuttgart at 6 p.m.
gin·s a musical interpretatio:1
of Chopin's life and work.
The B.B.C. appears to have
overlooked the anniversary.
TUNE IN

:\lAKE Ol'R
LIFE PLEASANT., is Vienna's
title for a musical radio mcdlev
to be broadcast at 7 o'clock oi1
Sunday evening next.
" \VmiDI

DO

J
J
J

\

SIR HENRY WooD always
has a thought for the undL:rdog. Altho!1gh in t:1c Sunday
Orchestral Concert on February 24th (Regional, 9.20)
the B.B.C. Orchestra \Yill play
music by Stravinsky and
Prokoficv, the concert \\'ill
conclude with the Theme and
Variations (Suite No. 3 in G)
by Tchaikowsky.
So those
who cannot soar to Prokofievean heights will still be
satisfied.
THE AUDITOR.

Trevor.

\

l Reg., 4.30, RB.C. Orchestra (Secl iion E). 5.30, Wireless Military l
J
Band, 6.45, Palladium Orchestra. J
J

:

9.30, Sunday Orchestral Concert. i

1

'
" The /

I

1

Abroad.
i Strasbourg-, 5, Oratorio :
l
Mersiah " (Handel).

i

j

MONOAY, FEBRUARY 25th.

\ Nat .,

8,

Sandy

P owell 's Revue.

/

!

l
10.5, Wm. Byrd's Mass for
\ five Voices.
/ Reg., 8, B.B.C. Orchestra (Section
J
E). 9, Call ender's 2nd Band,
J
Abroad.
l Berlin, 7. 10, Medley of music and
l commentary on Berlin life.

:
1

I

1

1

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY "26th. J
Nat., 8, " Theatre Royal, Memory '
Lane."
10.15, The February

~

i
1

i

:
:
:
j

!

Revue.

!

i Re;h~st~~- L:rtr w~~;J:S~ Mili~;; i

0

I

I

Band.
' Abroad.

:

J

! Radio

1

,. Car-

i

i WEDNESDAY,

:

I
l
l

:

l

FEBRUARY 27th.
Nat., 6.30, Books in General :
G. K. Chesterton. 7.30, B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra's Birmingham concert. 10.20, Gershom
Parkington Quintet.
Reg., 8, Students' Songs by the
Wireless Male Voice Chorus,
8, "Theatre Royal."
9.40,
B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra. 10.30,
Roy Fox and His Band.
Abroad.
Kalundborg, 9.5, Acts Ill and IV
of " Carmen " (Bizet),

:

THURSOAY, FEBRUARY 28th.

\

Paris, 8. Opera
gantua '' (Mariotte).

I

!

MUSIC, MODERN AND OTHER

FROM THE BERLIN SCALA. The wandering microphone interviews
thre~ dancers in the latest Scala show.
The girls were trained by
M. Nellc·, of the Prince of Wales Theatre, London.

'
'''
'II'

Milan, 8, Symphony Concert.
Soloist: Guilio Bignami (viob).

I
1

1

1 Nat., 8, Soft Lights and Sweet
l
Music, presented by Austen
i Croom-Johnson. 8.35, B.B.C.
: Theatre
Orchestra.
10.15,
j
Recital by Thelma Reiss ('celio)
:
and Harriet Cohen (piano).
l Reg., 8.15, F red Hartley and his
J
Novelty Quintet. 9, Jack Barty's
j
Party.
1
Abroatl.
All German stations, 10, Con-

!
!

tempnrary Music.

1
:

1

i
:
:
J

:
l
:
\,
1

j
J

I

!
\
:

!
:
:

J
J

!
j
1

!
:
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his

Noise Suppressors

\VE

wi~h

to cougratulat<' 1\lr. Scruggic OE
his H·rv sound and oubp.•kt'n article
on noi~c sujlpre~sors, and pari!cularly on
his calldicl ~ommt•ni.s n·ft>rring to ''·rl.1ill devie(·:-, \vhich havt' bf·'·n st~ld lor L011IH cling
in the aerial l<:ad to a n·cei V<'L
He, of course, refers to ckvich selli;tg
at prices from brl. up to I2S. (Hl. v:b:cil are
coniH'deLl in H!l' ;H·nallcad adjau n:. !o the
set (tlld which n1ercl \. reducL~ pro~ran1l1Jl'
an~l noist· simullancou~ly. TlH' \YCI~ding o[
his ;!rticlc, lwwcver, . ntighi kad ~r,mc
readns to think that lw inclu\l< ·d all
scn't'IH'cl
down-leads
and
impr da nc,·matciwd tranqnission lines in hi-; criticism,
whereas, ol course, the Jw,;i of tht·,;c· devices, wlll'n properly fitted with th,· aerial
outside the field uf interfert'ilct', can be Vl'ry
useful
In St'\'t'rt' cases of intnfer,·nce we
find it i~ usual!,- a question d cr·,;l to clccicle wlwtlwr t;-, use the mort' t'XiH'!1sivc
types of mains filter~ or erect a high or
remote scrcetwcl aerial systt,m. Smnl'ti mes
both an· nl'eded.
\Yl' Wl'W alsn very glad to read 1\Ir.
:-:croggit·'s autlwritati~·e and im[E•rtial L'Xplanation as to just wh~'t int<·rf<·rr·m·<· eau
or cannot lw supprt'ssed by devices within
thl' '"'t. Incid,:ntall\·, intcrft·n·nn· of all
types will always sou-ne! a gn·:it de;!] worse
if anv HF gets through to tlw m1tput ,·alve
elm· to inadequate H F filtration in tlw set.
E. 1\l. LEE,
H<'lling & Lt'(', Ltd.
Enfield.
MUST apologise for ha,ving · n:ade, in, my
I recent article on Nmse Suppression,
derogatory rPmarks regarding "fit-vices to
be connected bt>tween the aerial and the
receiver
without having more dearly
specified "them.
It appears that these remark< have been
taken to apply to screened aenal systems.
This is very far from my intention.
The
effectiveness of such systems is well known
to me, and I had hoped that this would
have been ckar from the following extracts
from thl' same article : .
. the only way to suppn·s3 noise
without losing sornething else is to silence
each noise-producing source, or to remov\'
the aerial from the zone of intnference.' ·
"Condenser, chokes, etc.
, form on<'
well-known class of noise-suppressor.
\\'ith them may be included such things as
screened aeria( down-leads for moving tht'
aerial away from the source of interft'rence.
In rderring to devices to lw contwctecl
betwec11 the at>rial and the recei \Tr I excluclecl all forms of the aerial itself.
The
claims made for snndry types of serie~ condensers, '' filters, '' etc., however. seem to
me to be extravagant, and l still adhere to
this opinion.
1\'l_ (;_ SCROGGIE.
Bromlev, Ken(,

corre~pondents

this in an ordinary room I should imagine
would be akin to~ that of an (';lrthquakc,
Even if tltc note had a considcrablc
harmonic content, the proportion ll'ft. at 50
cjs would surely be cn~lilgh to hlovv out
the window~.
Mr. Leach's lethT ignores tlw fact that
the <Lttainnwnt of high-notl' rl'produciJon is
beyond the power if not the ml'ans of llltlot
people. Mav WL' not do our bc~t at the
otlwr end o( thr· scale !11(;:\ntiml', :1s we arc
choked off at about 7,ooo c /sin th(' other
direction, except with a loc;d ~tation or
with very elaborate app'lratus?
DAN W. THOMSON.
Dunfermline, Fife.

thl: matter or suggest a poo:sible explanatio.1
in linl' interaction.
It would be interesting to hear of n:aders
who have data available of other "ghost"
transmissions being observed,
W. E. M_ CROOK
Antrim, N_ IrdamL

Good and Bad Mikes ?

I

f IAVE relTi!lly d, vutt'Ll considerabk time
!istt~uiJJg ro pn;granun('s rauiated by tiL·
IIIictland !{, ;~ional transmitter, and hctvc:
notic'l'd ( h;J i whc·n the prcgrammc is relayc:cl
from L:JJtd(Jn th,· qualitv of thf' transrnissio~>
i.' hr supniur tu tbal \~hich originates from
ilw .~lidhnd •,Ludio. I wonder if anv cthn
n·;Hkr 'Xith
high-quality app:1ral~1s has
notic·.d thi,;'
'\re lhr- "mike,; " at Pcrthnd T'btT lwttn tlM!l tlHbt' supplied lil
pro,,i;;cial ~t\l(lios?
], E. NA YLER.
\Vr·st Bromw ich.

1"he Single-Span A.C. Receiver

J VVANT hl s 1y how

The National" Ghost"
IT would be of interest to hear if rcad('rs
in any other vicinity noted the follL•wing.
On the c·vening of Saturday, January
19th, from 7.30 p.nL onwards the B. B. C.
National transmission could be heard in this
vicinity as a background behind each of
the Regional transmitters taking the London
Regional progrannne.
This National "ghost" could be obtained
at good loud speakl'r strength from the
London Regional transmitter during programme intervals, but considerably weaker
from the othn Regional transmitters.
There was no sign of a Regional '' ghost ''
on any of the National transmitters, but the
'' Luxembourg Effect '' of Radio Paris
" ghosting '' .Luxembourg was noted, no
" Droitwich EfTect " bl'ing noticed on this
occasion.
The reappearance of the National programme superimposed as a background of
the Regional coincides with an eclipse of the
moon, but so far no significance can be
attached to this fact, but perhaps the
B.B.C. engineers could throw some light on

entirl'!~- satisfied I ai'l
w1th thr· st11gll'-~pan A.C, reet·I\'er just
cr;mplded. The rang•· is ample, tht· \·ariable s<·lr·cti,·ity c:mtrol and the absencL· of
wavt·-chang<' switching both contrihutr:
mat<'rialiv to 111l' pleasurl's of listening, but
tht' thing that strik<·s 1llt' mcst is the superb
quality, which is n·marked on by everyone
who hears Uw sf'L
All 111\' pn·virms sets I havl' hc·en clissatisfil'd with in som,, particular, hut this is th,,
first ~d: that 1 havt· not wanted to " Il11provl''' in any wav at all!
l'l<·asr, accl'pt m\' congra tu la tions on
ha,ving produced such a splendid set I
Claplnm, S.W 4·
W. DOUGHARTY.

:\lorganite-Stackpole Potentiometers

WE undl'rstand that these potentionletl'r;

whtch were, In our Issue of l•ebruarv rst, c·rroneouslv rl'viewed under th(e
n:lmc Lyons-Stackp~k, are manufactun•d
by the 1\Iorgan Crucible Co., Ltd., Battt>rst'a
\'Vorks, Church Roacl, London, S.\V.u, and
arc supplied to the wholesale• trade by
Claude Lvons, Ltd., under the name 1\Iorganite-Stackpole.

Sound Output
\VITH reference to Mr. Crawshaw's letter
in the Jan, zsth lSSU(' of The I.Vzreless
T.Vorld, I cannot bL·lieve that a pure note of
so cjs is inaudible until (computing from
his figures) it reaches a minimum of I -5
watts actual sound power. The effect of

TELEVISION ON THE SCREEN. The projector room in the Fernseh Company's television
theatre, Berlin. The received signals are transferred to film, which is developed, fixed and dried in
less than a minute for projection to a size of 1oft. x 13ft, I8o-line scanning is employed, with 25
frames per second, The principle of intermediate film scanning is also in use in this country.
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
The Might-Have-Been
ERALD COCK, the new
B.B.C. television director,
might have bec>n a millionaire
by now if he had not sold hi.;
San Francisco ranch in 1914 in
order to join the Army.
The insignificant stretch of
land is now "Suns<.>t Avenue,"
Hollywood-one of the most important thoroughfares in the
film city.

G

Television Cables
Television pbns
will
not
occ~1py Mr. Coc~{,'s at,te;:tion
until the summer O.B. s
are
completed. These include some
excc>ptional items owing to the
Jubilee celebrations.
It is unlikely that highdefinition television will make
any exacting demands on the~
programme
side
for
some
months to come. The engineers
are still seeking a London site
for the first ultra-short-wave
transmitter, and experiments
are now procc>cding on concentric cables to link up studio and
transmitter. It is hoped to produce a cable having a flat
characteristic over the entire
band invol\·ed.

Bombing the Control
Room
B.B.C. may well ponder
T HEcarefullv
the news that
O\"lT

the control ·room in the Berlin
Broadcasting Housc: is to be removed from its present positio:1
to a bomb-proof cl'llar well
bdow the ln·l"! of the stret't.
It is recognised that the control
room is the nerve ct"ntre, not
only of the "Funkhaus," but
also of German broadcasting as
a. whole, ancl that a single bom[,
might put the entire system out
of action at a time when its
assistance in subduing pani,:
might be most welcome.

Glass Roof
Strangely enough, the control
room at Portl:tnd Place occupi•·s
the most exposed positio:1 in the
whole building.
It is on th"
eighth floor and h:ts a sloping
glass ro~f.

That Council of Thirty

If Gt>neral
is being argued that the
Alh·isory Council to
lll'W

the B. B.C., con1posed of thirty
eminent persons, contains no

I\ ffR. COCK has arranged some
lV.l. excellent sporting outside
broadcasts for the ne:<r future.
On March 21:d, the epic R11gger
struggle between th(· Army and
Navv will find Captai!l \Vakclam ·in his box, 11·ith his im·ariahlc shadow John Snagge, who
will inevitablv s~ty "Square 4·"
It has been m(, a llt"W p;~stinw on
Saturday afternoons to listen
exclusiv;,ly i.o John Snagge.

HE
unfortunate mint;riiy
who still live outside the
rcliabk s.-rvice ar('a of any of
the B.B.C. stations are much to
he pitied, lmt their plight is Jt-:-;s
unhappy than that of the luckless wights who liv(' in the Vt"IT
shadow of the Droitwich aerials.
One such wrote last Wt"ek i.o
the B.B.C. in this strain:-''The old Daventrv user! to
swa.mp this an';t, but Droitwich
is worsc·. I should not think it
ckvt·r if thl' \Vatl'f Company
snppl,i;·d JI!.e through a fire
hns<·.

T

TO St"e broadcast stars in the

flesh is the ambition of,
perhaps, 8o per cent. of the
B.B.C.'s listeiiers, all of whom
should pay a visit to the nt'w
Hadio Theatre, Old Compton
Street, Soho, to sec Clayton
Button's "Radio People."
\Vith a little more experience
the management will put on an
n·t·n slicker show than the
original, because t.ht•y will have
learnt that sensitive microphones on the stage pick up the
~ounds of SC('ne shifting which
would go unheard in an ordinary theatre.

,Aiding the Illusion

B.B.C. Orchestra in
Brussels

Ice Hockey

A Mild Complaint

" Radio People ''

The artists arc sonlt'w hat
dominated by the preseiKt~ of
the microphones which feed
pu hlic addn·s.-; spPakt'rs in the
proscenium, but this, of course,
adds tu the illusion that we ar•'
witnessing a studio broadcast.
The ''first night '' programme
introduced such fanJUrit('s as
Pcggy Cochrane, An ne Ziegler,
St<lni·lli and Claude Dampier,
with the Three Loose Screws
and the Sixteen Radio Beautie~.

Army v. Navy Rugger

On 1\Iarrh gth, the Ireland \".
Wah·s match at Belfast will be
broadcast, a ne! on the sa me cla v
Bob Bowman will describe England v. Canada Ice Hockey.

THE"D.G."
HIMSELF.
Lady Hilton
Young applying finishing
touches to a
new bust of
Sir
John
Reith.

Ol\1

MR. GERALD COCK, the new
B.B.C. Director of Television.

name
repn'Sl'n ta tive of the
lighter side of the B.B.C. ·s activities.
On looking down tlw list I
cannot agree. There arl' sc·vt·ral
Jirst-r;ti"<· cnnll"dic:nc·.

Line Synchronisation
BY the time thesp lint·s arc
read listeners will he!\"<' had
an opportunity of testing the
fJUalitv of the thrl'e NationalsLondcin, North and \Vest, which
an:- now working in ''ynchrony
on z6r.r nwtn's.
Synchronisation i' carried out
Ly li1w, not by tuning forks.

March rzth the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra makes
Its first appearance on a Continental platform at tlw Palais
des Beaux Arts at Brussels.
The importance of the occasio:1
can be judged when it is realised
that Brussels is a musical C('ntre
at which there appear annually
the Berlin Philharmonic, l'Orchcstre du Conservatoire de
Paris, the Orchestra and Choir
of the ConcntgdJouw of Amsterdam, the Orchestrc Philharmonique de Paris, the Philharmonic Orchl'stra of New York,
and the· Orchestra of the Ge\\·anclhaus at Leipzig.

A Sod.al Event
La Granclt• Salle de Concnt .Jf
the Pa!ais des Beaux Arts is .t
comparatin·lv
new
building.
Actually tlwrc are five diffen,n l

concert halls, each designed for
a special purpose. The aeons·
tics of the Grand Salle de Concert are well-nigh perfect for
ore hestral playing.
The British Ambassador is
collaborating to ensure that the
Orchestra shall be heard !r,r
leaders of society, music critic-s
and ot!1er emint>nt people in
Brussels ; and in orcin that the
B.B.C. officials and principals
of the Orchestra shall meet tlw
leaders of the musical world at
Belgium, His Excellency has
arranged a rc>ception at the
British Embassy after tlw cou·
cert.
The prc;gmmme will b•e
relaye:l to England, and ha:heen offered to all the broadcasting stations of Europe.

Honoruablc Pen Pushers
"SELLING the World," a
musical burlesque bv L
du Garrle Peach, will he br·oadcast in the National programnw
on March sth, and to Regional
listeners on March ;th.
The
music is by (;eorge Barker.
The burl~Csque is based on hfe in
a Fleet Street newspaper oftlcl'
where all t'mployc'<~s must lw
members of the nobilit1·; evcon
tlw office bov is an .. -honourab]"" on his 'mother's side.
The son of Lord Blimp is in
love with the daughtt>r of the'
proprietor of the paper, aud in
ordtr to prove his mL·ttle he
joins the staff under an assume<!
name. Then the fun begins.

Celestial Notes
B.B.C. Publicitv D,,_
T ilE
pa rtment blanched a1id tofJk
a deep breath when I showed it
an advance Press notice just
issued by the Egyptian Stat·~
Broadcasting Organisation
''The talented ,·ocalist, '' runs
the paragraph, "will cnchan t
his listeners with his celestial
notes to the accompaniment ,,[
divers instruments pbyed l;v
accomplished artists of th.•:
eminent sin,er's St"leci"ion "
Beside thfs the B.B.C. ;s own
"puffs " become almost libel·
lous.
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Foundations of Wireless
Part XII.-The Simple Triode Valve
By A. L. I\1. SOWEHBY,

~I.Sc,

LUCID explanatwn oj the functiomng 4 the basic type of
valve ; without some working knowledge of this subject it is
impossible to understand the operation of any modern wireless
apparatus.

A

T would be possible to go more deeply
into quite a number of important
matters, such as the design of tuning
circuits, the behaviour of detectors,
and the effects in connection with these of
modulation-depth and modulation-frequency, using the simple crystal set described in Part rr as the basis for discussion. But the crystal set is so nearly
obsolete that a treatment of these subjects
along such lines would be sadly lacking in
practical applicationc In consequence, we
will postpone consideration of these various points until after we have some
acquaintance with valves; by so doing we
shall eventually deal with them as real
problems, instead of allowing the di~cus
sion to be one of academic interest only.
The crystal set is obsolete because of its
inability-to amplify. The description of
its operation given in Part I I sho\\s that it
is entirely dependent upon the energy
collected by the receiving aerial ; the set
does no more than convert this into a form
suitable for operating telephones. The
energy that vibrates the telephone diaphragms is actually that radiated through
space from the aerial of the transmitter.
This limitation implies that loud signals
can only be obtained when the receiver is quite dos~
to the transmitter ;
at
any
distance
greater than a few
miles the energy
collected by the
aerial is too small
to cause more than
quite small movements of the dia?hragm, so that the
sound produced is
only faint.
In a receiver employing valves conFig. 6J.-Diagramditions are quite
matic sketch showing
different. The telethe cathode C and
heater H of an inphones
or
loud
directly heated valve
speaker derive the
for mains operation.
energy
necessary
for their operation from a battery or other
source of electrical energy connected to the
set; the signal itself is asked to do no more
than control this locally supplied energy.
In consequence, there is no necessary connection between the amount of energy
collected by the aerial and the energy
finally released in the form of sound-

I

waves, and it becomes possible to obtain
loud reproduction even from distant transmitters. The ability to use a small amount
of energy to control and release a much
larger amount is clue entirely to the valve;
let us enquire a little into its behaviour.
In discussing the nature of an electric
charge we saw that, if negative, it was due
to an excess, or if positive to a deficiency
of electrons. We further saw that an
electric current, such as might be obtained
by connecting together two charged objects, consisted of a flow of these same
electrons. In neither case, however, did
the electron appear as an independent
entity, for it was always associated with
matter.
In the thermionic valve we meet for the
first time with electrons enjoying an entirely independent existence. Their source
is the cathode of the valve, which is an
electrically heated
surface so prepared
that when raised to
a suitable temperature it emits into
the vacuous space
surrounding it a
continual supply of
electrons. These are
too small and too
light to feel appreciably the effects of
gravity, and thereI
FILAMENT
fore do not tend to
BATTERY
move m any particular direction unFig. 64.-A directly
less urged by an
heated (battery) diode
valve.
electric field.
In
the absence of such
a field they hover round the cathode, enclosing it in an electronic cloud known as
the space charge.
Cathodes are oi two types-directly
heated and indirectly heated. The first,
more usually known as a filament, consists of a fine wire heated by the passage
through it of a current, the electronemitting surface consisting of a film coated
directly upon the filament wire itself. This
type of valve is primarily used in batterydriven sets, though an occasional one finds
its way into a mains-operated set in special
cases. The indirectly heated cathode is a
tube, usually of nickel, coated with the
emitting material and heated by an independent filament, called the heater, enclosed within it (see Fig. 63). Since the
cathode is insulated from the heater, three

(Continued from page 155 of
February 8th issue)
connections are necessary in this latter case
as against the two that suffice when the
filamtnt setTcs also as the source o~ electrons.
In all tsscntials the two types of cathodt>
work in exactly the same way; in dealing
with valn·s we therefore propose to take
the liberty of omitting the heater of filament circuit altogether after the first few
diagrams, indicating the cathode by a
single connection. The operation of a
valve depends upon the emission from the
cathode; the mt·ans bv which the cathode
is heatecl to obtain this emission has no
signif1cance except in connection with the
design of a complete receiver.
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Fig. 65.-- Circuit for finding relation between
anode voltage E, and anode current I, of
a dwde.

The simplest type of valve contains one
electrode in addition to the cathode, and
is called a diode. This second electrode,
the anode, will attract electrons to itself
from the space-charge if it is made more
positive than the cathode, so that a
current can flow, through the vain;, round
a circuit such as that of Fig. 64. But if
the battery is reversed, so that the anode
is more negative than the cathode, the
electrons are repelled towards their source,
and no current flows. The valYe will
therefore permit current to flow through it
in one direction only, and it is from this
property that its name is derin:d.

Diode Anode Current
If the anode of a diode is slowly made
more and more positive \vith res"pect to
the cathode, as, for example, by moYing
upwards the slider of the potentiometer
in Fig. (JS, the attraction of the anode for
the electrons is slowly augmented and the
current increases. To each Yalue of anode
voltage E, there corresponds some value
of anode current 1,, o.md if the experiment
is made and each pair of readings is
recorded in the form of a dot on squared
paper a curve like that of Fig. 66 is outlined.
The shape of the curYe shows that the
anode collects few electrons at low Yoltages, being unable to overcome the repel-
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Foundations of Wirelessling effect of the space-charge. At the
point A this is hrgely overcom~ and the
increase in electron-flow with r:sing voltage becomes rapid and even. By the time
the point C is reached the voltage is so
high that electrons are reaching the anode
practically as fast as the cathode can emit
them ; a further rise in voltage only collects
a few more stravs, the current remaining
almost constant frcnn C to D.
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Fig. 66. ---Characteristic curve of a diode
valve. The sine wave curves indicate the
effect of superposing an alternating potential
of 20 volts peak on the steady potential of
zoo V. to which point B corresponds.

At B an anocl2 voltage of IOO volts
(]rin's through the valve a current of 4
milliamps; it could therefore be replaced
by a resistance of roo /0.004 = 25,000
ohms without altering the current flowing
at this voltage. This value is therefore
the equivalent DC resistance of the vah·e
at this point. Examinaticm of the curw
will show that th:: equivalent DC rcsistanc-'
of the \·alw dcpe11ds upon the voltage
applied; to drive r mA., for exampL',
needs 53 volts, \Yhich leads toR= 53/ o.oor
= 53,000 ohms.
One may, however. d:·duce the resistance of the valve in another \\av. (her
the straight-line portion of th~ curw,
round about B, an increase of 30 anod~
\'oits brings about an increment in awed-~
current of 2 mA. The resistance over thi;
region of the curve would therefore appear
to be 30/ o.ooz ~c I5,ooo ohms. This resistance is cffectin: towards current Yariations within the range AC; if, for example,
a steady anode voltage of roo vo:ts were
applied (point B) and then an alternating
voltage of peak value 20 V. were supvrposed on this, the resulting alternating
current through the valve, as the curves
on Fig. 66 show, would b2 1.33 mA. peak.
Based on this, the resistance, as before,
comes out to 20 r ·33 = rs,uoo ohms. 1
Thus the resistance derived from the slope
of the curn: at any point is that offt.Tcd to
an alternating voltage superposed on the
stPady anode voltage at that point; it i-;
therefore called the AC resistance of th~
Yalv:<. Its importance in wireles~ technique is so great that it has had the sp<cial
1 B,v no·,y tll(' rPHlcr should hnn' noticed th<1t
volts. m/11/aJnrs., nn(l fhousnnds (f nh1ns form a,
R~'lf-con:;:s'ent

system to which Ohm's Law applies.
This is a short cut to mQny IYireless calculations.

symbol Ro allotted to it by common consent of wireless engineers. It is also, but
not so correctly, called the "impedance"
of the vain:. The two terms will be used
more or less indifferently in this scrie'i,
since both are in frcquer1t use.
The equivalent DC resistance of a vah·::
is a quantity seldom used or mentioned,
so that the reader may forg~t it as soon
as he pleases. It was mention2cl here only
to bring into prominence the strictly AC
meaning of the valve's impedance.
The diode vain has a very restricted
field of use in that it can be used for rrctification only; it \\ill not provide amplification. If a mesh of fine wire is insertrd in
the valve bctwe?n cathode and anode in
such a way that before they can get to the
anode all the electrons emitted from the
cathode have to pass through the me::hcs
of thi~; extra electrode a much fuller control of the electron-current becomc3
possible.
It is fairly evident that if this new electrode, the -grid, is made positive it \Yili
tend to spec'd up the electrons on their way
through its meshes to the anod::; if, oi1
the other hand, it is made negative it will
tend to repel thc'm back towards the
cathode. In Fig. 68 are shown four curves
of a three-electr:1de valve, or triode, fo~
comparison \\ith the exactly analogou;
cun'C of the cliod:: (Fig. 66 ). Each of thcs~
curves \\'as taken \Yith a fixed voltage on
the grid, the value for this being inclicatc~:I
for each case against the appropriate
curve. It is to be noticed that this voltage. like all others connected with a vah·e,
is reckoned from the cathode as zero. If.
therefore, the cathode of a valve is made
two volts positive with resp2ct to earth,
while the grid is connected back to carlh,
it is correct to de:;cribc the grid as ''two
volts n::gati\·e," the words "with re,;pcct
to the cathod::" being understood. In
a dircctlv heated vah-e voltage,; ar-;
reckoned from the negati<)e end of the
filament_

Valve Amplification
Except for a sHcces3i\·e displacem"nt to
the right as the grid is made more n2gative, these cur\·es arc practically identical.

Fig. 67.-- Circuit for taking characteristic
curves, as in in Fig. 68 or 69, of triode valv2s.

This means that whil:: a negative grid
volt a ~c reduce:,; the anode current in the
wa v ·-described, this reduction can b~
cm!nter-balanced by a suitable increase in
anode voltage. In the case of the valve

of which curves are shown, an anode
current of ro mA. can be produced by an
anode voltage of 120 if the grid is held at
zero potential (E"=o). This is indicated
by the point A. If the grid is now made
6 \'olts negative the current drops to 4 rnA..
(point B), but can be brought up again
to its original value by increasing the
anode voltage to r8o V (point C).
A change of 6 volts at the grid can thus
be compensated br by a change of 6o
volts, or ten times as much, at the anode.
For reasons that \Yill presently appear,
this ratio of 10 to r is called the amplification factor of the vah·e, and will be d:::noted in the3e articles by the Greek letter
/{" (mu). The letter m is also often
used.
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Fig. 68. -Characteristic curves of triod~
valve, each showing change of anJde current
with change of anode voltage.

As in the case of the diod~. the AC
resistance of th2 valve, by wh;ch is again
meant the resistance it offers to the passage through it of a small alternating
current whm a small alternating voltage is
superposed on some steady anode voltage,
can be read off from the curves. All bur
curve_; of Fig. 68 \Yill give the same value
o\·er their upper portions, s:nce thry all
ha\'C the same inclination; over the lower
parts, where the steepness varies from
point to point, a whole range of valurs for
the AC resistance ex:sts.
Over th::
straight-line portions of the curves thi;
resistance is ro,ooo ohms, as can b2 seen
from the fact that the anode voltage must
change by ro to alter the anode -current
by I mA.
\Vc have already seen that r volt on
the grid is equivalent to ro volts on the
anode; a change of r volt at the grid will
therefore also provoke a change in th2
anode current of I mA. This can also b::
read directly from the curves by observing that En= IOO, the anode current for
Eu = o and E" ~c - 2 are 8 and 6 mA. respectively, again a change of r mA. for
each one-volt change on the grid.
The response of the anode current of a
valve to changes in voltage at the grid is
the main index of the control that the grid
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Foundations of Wirelessexercises over the electron-stream through
the valve: It is expressed in terms of
milliamperes (of plate-current change)
per volt (of change at the grid), and is
called the mutual conductance (symbol g).
It is related to fL and Ro by the simple
equation g = ,u/ Ro. the derivation of which
should be evident if the meanings of the
symbols are considered. The magnitude
of g is more clearly shown by valve-cun·e;>
in which anode current is plotted, for a
fixed anode voltage, against grid voltage.
Some data from Fig. 68 arc re-plotted in
this form in Fig. 69, where the lines BC
represent
the
anode-currrnt , _chanl?e
bronght about by a change _Ah m gn?
voltage. The ratio BC I AB 1s very evidently the mutual conductann:. of n:e
valve in milliamperes per volt. Smcc th1s
ratio also defines the slope of the curve,
it has become quite common to refer to g
as the " slope" of the valve. Strictly
speaking, this is a slang term, but, hke
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This -is essentially a practical book that
will prove of real value to all engaged 111
work involving the use of photo-cells, and
to students. In it the authors deal in a very
authoritative manner with the apphcahon
of the photo-electric cell t•'. c~:ull dil!'
and timing devices, alarms and mdtcators,
advertising, sound reproductiOn, telephotography and television, and also to sCl:·nhfic
measurements and other m1scellant'ous uses.
Besides the chief characteristics of photocells, given in the first chapter, only sufficient photo-electric theory is t;n·t i\ ',.' •·. ::d1lc·
the action of the cells, in the numerous uses
and devices described, to be properly understood. The second chapter deals iu a general
way with the methods of using photo-cells,
especially for operating vanous types o~. re~
lays. It is a valuable ~eature that pos.,Jblc
pitfalls arc carefully pmntecl out._
Despite the remarkably vnde fidd of applications covered, the various sp:tc·ms ;m<l
devices in which a photo-cell plays thC' le<J~l
ing role are very lucidly explairlE'cl, ancl ]n
many instances the numencal values of. Circuit constants are given. The 1llustrahons
are excellent throughout. It was observed
that, on pages 25 and z6, the text dol's not
tally with the figure numbc·cc;, hut the misprint is obvious.
.
The book is recommended w1th all confidence that the purchaser wi\! obtain real
value.
0. P.

eluded as a recent superheterodyne development, and an explanation of its peculiar properties is given.
The book is well printed and bound, and
errors arc unusually ff'w. It is, however,
hardly tnrc to say that the frequencyc hanger cmploving a n"action coil in the
scrl'Cll circuit
an I-IF pc·ntoclc jpage 70)
cl<ws not radiate, for this elt-ctrodc has a
very appreciable capacity to the control
grid.
\V. T. C.
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REVIEWS

('holooelectric Cell Applications.
zwl edition,
llv ]:{. C. \Valker, B.Sc. (Lond.J, ancl
T~ :VI. C. Lance, Associate I.R.E.
l'p.
z 4 s+X, and r.p illustrations. (Sir Jsaac
Pitman and Sons, Ltd. l'nce lls. Grl.)

Bv Alfred T.
\\"itts, A.l\I.l.E.E. Pp. 125. (Sir Tsaac
Pitman and Sons, Ltd. !'rice Y'· (,d )
The superheterodyne has cll-vdopecl so
rapidly of recent years that: as the author
remarks, adequate details oi 1b pracl1cal application arc to be found in few text-books.
This is doubtless because it has been for so
long regarded as a receiver chielly of theoretical interest. In this hook the author has
endeavoured to remedy this cmi~sion an cl to
Dresent a clear account, not onlv of thr:
;mclerlying theory, but of present-day practice' as exemplified in broadcast receivers.

other words not of dictionary origin, it 1s
both brief and expressive.
(To be continued.)

The early chapters are devoted to the history of the superheterodyne, and it is shown
that it was developed almost simultaneously
by Levy in France, Schottky in Germany,
and Armstrong in America, towards the end
of the war. The cessation of hostilities made
it less urgently needed, hut development
still proceeded, and much sp<tcc is devoted
to early attempts at obtaining a singlevalve fre4uency-changer. This leads to a
discus3ion oi modern methods, ;t]J(I such recent systems as the heptocle, octode, and
triode-pcntode arc all included.
The book is, in fact, remarkably up-todate, and the author has no~ confiucd himself to current British and i\mc-r:can pr<rcticc, !m t ha; included numt"rou,; rl"fnences
to Gnman technique. A whole chaptn is
devoted to A VC systems, and another to a
discn,;sion ol tvpical present-day commcorcially built receivers-complete circuit diagrams of the examples being givE'll. The
Wireless TVorld Single-Span recl'in·r is in-

found highly: suitable Jor fonning an internal

tubc·s, and is so used in th<· !lf"\V Edis\\an har~l
tuLu·.
For this purp<N· gr;~phite in water
I known as :\quadag) is employed; practical
iB[ormation Oil tlw suLjcct appears in Technical Bullc"tin :\u. ":1.1, iosucd b1· E. (;.
/\dH·son, Ltd., Thaml's House, .\Iillbank,
Lc"vlon, S.\\'.r.
,\
llt"\\
tqH· ,,[ scmi-unspillabh Pt·rtrix
accumubtor c<'ll, t1·pcc Sl.Lf. has just l>l·t·ll
introduced 1,1. Britaunia llattf"rics, Ltd.,
l"Bion Stn·vt, l<L"dditch, \\'ores. It is ol the

nndti-platt·

capacitv

j,;

tht· pri('(· 1~

iYl'~' ill a gla~s contaitlt·r;
the
24 All. at the 2o-hours rate, and
11

:--~.

:'\Ltrconi '.s \\'in·lcss Tdr·gr;, ph Co., Ltd., of
Elt·clr;t H<>ti'<·, \'ictori;, Embankmc·nt, Lolldon, \\'.C.2, havt· i~;-;ut·d an ini(·restiug bcoldct
(kaling ,,·ith \\in~ !f.~:-; cquip1neut 1or police servic('s. AJlp;tratu~ for 1ix("d stat1on~, 1notor
ctr.-.;, <tnd Jtlotor C\Tlc coJnlJination·.:; is dcscrilwd ;md illustrat<-d
The- s;tine compao1·
havt· st·nt uo..; a lt·:t1kt gi\·ing a li~t <t{ Jhitisi1

aircr;t/L <·<ruippcd

ith .\Ltrconi apparatus.

\1
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The Superheterodyne l{eceiyer.

The station building of Radio-Bergen which operates on a wavelength of 352.9 metres.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with an aerial power of SO kW. and above in heavy type)

P~iW~%•.

kc.ts.

Station.

Kaunas (Lithuania) ..
Brazov (Romania)
Huizen (Holland). ( ( 'ntil 3.40 p.m.)
Kootwijk (Holland) (Announced Jfuioen).
(3.40 p.m. onu·ards)
I.ahti (Finland)
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Berlin (Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(8.-u•. Sins., l6.8n, 19.74, 25.4(!, 31.38 and
49.83 m.)
Droitwich
Minsk, HWIO (ll.S.S.H.)
Heykjavik (Iceland) ..
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
Motab (:Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland)
Ankan. ('l'urlwy)
Luxembourg
KharkM. 1{\\'~1\ (l'.S.i'.R) ..
Kalundhorg (Denmark) (8.-11'. Sto., 49.:\ 111.)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
Tashkcut. HW ll (U.K.S.R)
Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2. RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
TitliH, l{\V7 (U.S.I'.lt.)
Hostov-un- Don, H\V 12 (l'.S.S.R.) ..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (l';witzcrland). (Relays So/lens)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Vurotwjc, H\V25 (l".S.t;.R) ..
Oulu (Finland) ..
t;fu, H.\\'~2 (l'.S ..'-:.R)
Hamar (Norway) ( Hcl't,li-< ()slo)
lunsuruck (Austria). (Relays T'ienna)
Ljuuljana ( YugoHlavia)
\'iipuri (Finland)
Jlolzano ( !Lal \')
\Vih1o (Polan;J)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary)
Berom [j nster (Switzerland)
Athlone (Irish Free State)
I 'akrnw (Ita Iv)
Stuttgart (Mtihlacker) (Germany)
GrcnoiJIC', I'.T.T. (France)
Higa (LatYia)
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Ha bat ( l{aclio ~1aroc) (l\lorocco)
Sundsndl (Sm·tlcn). (llc/ays Stocl.-holm)
Ji]orenc<' (Italy). (R•·lays Milan) ..
Cairo (Ahu Zah:d) (Eg~·pt) . .
i
llrusse!R,Xo. l (Belgium). (French Programme)
Lisbon ( Bacarcna) (Portugal)
.. 'I
'l'rondclag (NonYay) . .
..
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
l~yous, I'.T.T. (La I lmm) (France)
Cologne (Lan:;enhers) (Germany)
.. 1
North Regional (Siaithwaite)
.. i
Sottcns (Hadio SuiSHe 1~omandc) (Switzerland)
lklgradc (Yugoslavia)
l'aris, 1'.'1'.1'. ( J.:colc Sup(·ricurc) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden) ..
Rome, No. 1 (ltalv) (S .. w. stn., 25.4 m.)
Kiev, HW9 (U.S.S.R.)
Tallinn (Esthonia)
l\ladrid, EAJ:1 ( Hadio Espafia) (Spain)
Munich (Germany)
1\!arscilles, P.'l'.T. (France)
Katowicc (Poland)
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
'l'oulouRc, 1'.'1'.'1'. (France)
Leipzig (Germany)
llarcelona, EAJ 1 (Spain)
Lwow (Polm1d)
West Regional (Washford Cross)
Milan (Italy) ..
llucharest (Romania) ..
Moscow. No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) ..
Berlin (Funkstunde Te;el) (Germany)
J3ergcn (Norway)
Sofia (Bulgaria)
Valencia (Spain)
Simferopol, HWm (C.S.S.R)
Strasbourg, P.T.'l'. (France) ..

I

~~~1935

155

1GO
160
ltiO

1807
1724
1648
16')0
1571

40
500
80
5
60

18:!
1H7 ..)
191
200
20!-l
208

21:>
216
.......... 1

230

230

2:1:!
238
245
2Gt.i.4
260

::::::::::1.

271
280

355
375
401
401
413.5
431
43t.i
M9
519

527
527
G3tl
53G
54tl

556
!i65
505

:::::::: ::i

574

,;R::

583

601
tiOl
(j]O

G20
620

'

.... ... . ..
..........

II" .. " ....
i ... "

.....

()29

()29
tl38
tl4K

tl58

I......... .

(\{\8

1

........

..

G77

! ••••.•••..

()9()

GStl
704

'

713

! ::::::::::

, ......... .

1' ....•....

1

l ......... .
731 ' . . . . . . . . . .

722

731
740
749
'itiS
7tl7

77()
785
/Sri

795
80-t
814
82:1
R3:.l

841
850
RiO

S:iO
8.'59
859

i:: ::::::::
i..........

'
I

s_t_a_t_io_n_.- - - - - - -

7
20
7
50

JG6

217·!i
224

~~ 1 ________

.......... 1875
.......... 1875
. . . . . . . . . . 1875

17-!

592

1

Metres.

..........

J········ ..
1,, . • . • . • • .

1500
150
1442
35
1442
16
13
1395
1389
30
1379
100
1339
120
7
1304
1304
150
1293
20
1261
60
1224
100
1170
25
1154
60
1107
100
1071.4 35
845
20
800
50
748
1.3
748
100
726
10
1.2
696
10
688
578
0.7
0.5
578
569.3
5
569.3
10
559.7
1
559.7
16
549.5 120
539.6 100
531
60
531
4
522.6 100
514.6
15
514.6 15
506.8 1iJ()
~5
499.2
499.2
1G
4!11.8
20
483.9
20
15
483.9
476.9
15
476.9 20
470.2 120
15
463
455.9 1CO
449.1
50
443.1
25
437.3
2.5
431.7
7
426.1
55
420.8 50
415.5 36
410.4 1 20
410.4 i
3
405.4' 100
400.5
5
395.8 12
391.1
50
386.6
2
382.2 120
382.2
5
377.4 16
37<!.1
50
368.6 50
364.51 12
360.6; 100
356. 7.1 100
1
352.9
352.911 1
352.9
1.5
349. 2 10
349.2. 25

_k_c_'_•_._ I1__P~;~f:•.-~ Metre..)-:v-.-

Poznan(Poland)
..
..
..
..
8G8 ··········1345.6\-w
London Regional (Brook mans Park)
..
877
.......... , 342.1 ! 50
Graz (Austria). (l!eloys Viennu) . .
..
88fi
......... ·1 338.6[
7
10
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
..
..
895
. . . . . . . . . . 335.2
Hamburg (Germany)
..
..
..
904
. . . . . . . . . . 331.9 100
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
..
913 . . .
328.6 60
Limoges, P.T.'l'. (France)
..
..
..
!Jl:l . . .
32~.5
0.5
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
..
922
...
325.4 32
Brussels. Xo. ~(Belgium). (Flemish Prog'mme) 93~ . . .
321.9 15
AI6>iers, P.T.'l'. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
..
fJ4l
......... ·r 318.8\ 12
Giiteborg (Sweden). (Helays Stucklwlm) . .
941
318 8
10
Bresla•J(Germanv) ..
..
..
..
9fi0
::: .......
315:8 1~0
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
..
..
959 . . .
312.8 100
Belfast ..
..
..
..
..
..
(•i7
.. .
3()7.1
1
Cracow (Poland)
..
..
..
..
986 . . .
304.3
2
Genoa (Italy). (Ucloy_, Milan)
..
..
986 . . .
304.3
10
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kJV. till 6.40 p.m.)
99ii
...
301.5
20
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
lOO!
...
298.8
13.5
Mt,l!and Re;iona: (Dri!itwict)
..
. . 101:1 . . .
296.2 5!l
Barcelona, EA,Jl5 (Radio Asoeiaci6n) (Spain) 1022 . . .
293.5
3
Kiinigsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) (Germany) 1031
...
291
60
1
ParcJe (l{adio (']ub l'ortu_gu's) (Portugal) JO:ll
...
291
5
Leningrad, No. 2, HWiO (C.S.S.R)
. . 1040 1. . .
288.5
10
Hcnn<'H, P.T.T. i FraiH·e)
..
1040 . . .
288.5: 40
Scottish National (Falkirk) . .
..
. . 11050 ....· .· . ."."."."I 285.7 i 50
I Rari (!tal~·) . .
..
..
..
. . 1050 . . .
283.31 2()
Tiraspol, H\\'57 (('.S.S.H.)
..
..
IOG8
...
280.9[
4
Bordeaux, 1'.'1'.'1'. (Lafayette) (France)
. . 1077 . . .
278.6
12
Zagreu (Yugoslavia) . .
..
..
. . 1086 . . .
276.2
0.7
Falun (Sweden)
..
..
..
. . l08G
...
276.2
2
1\fadrid, K\.17 (l'nion Hadio) (:O:pain)
. . 10\)5 . . .
274
7
Madona (Latvia)
..
..
..
. . 110!
...
271.7
50
Naples (Italy). (Rel<lys Rome)
..
..
1104 . . .
271.7
1.5
1\lom vska.l)strava (Czcchoslol'akia). .
. . Ill :l
...
269.5
11.2
1, Alcx:mdria (Egypt) ..
..
..
..
1122
. ..
267.4
0.25
1
Newcastle
..
..
..
..
..
11 ~:1
...
237.4
1
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
..
..
. . 1122 . . .
267.4
6.;3
Hur~JY (Sweden). (Relays Stoc!.lwlm)
..
1131
...
265.3
10
Turin. No. 1 (Italy). (llelays .Milan)
..
1140 . . .
263.2
7
261.1
.')()
London National (Brookmans Park)
. . 1149 . . .
North National (Slaithwaite)
..
..
114!1
..•
26l.l
50
West National (Washford Cross) . .
. . 114\J . . .
261.1
50
1\nsicc (Czechoslon1kia). (/I days Prague)..
11!\8 . . .
259.1
2.6
.:IIontc Cencri (Switzerland) . .
..
. . 1167 . . .
257.1
15
Copenhagpn(l1Pnmark).(/iolnysf{,t/und6otg) 117tl ...
255.1
10
Kharkov, 1\o :!. lt\\'4 (l1.::>.S.R) . .
. . 1185 . . .
253.2 i 10
Frankfurt (Cermany)
..
..
. . 1195 . . .
251 I 17
Prague. No. :l (Czechoslovakia)
..
. . 120·1 . . .
249.~
5
Lille, P.'l'.'l'. (France)
..
•.
. . 12l:l . . .
247.3'
5
'l'riestc (Italy)
. ..
..
..
. . 1222 . . .
245.5 [ 10
Gleilritz((~prmany). (Relayslireslau)
..
1231
...
2437l
5
Cork (Irish Free State) (Re/a!!-' At!t/oue) . . 1240 . . .
241:9
1
Juan-lcs.f'ins (ltadiu Cute d'Azur) (France)
1249 . . .
24J.2
2
]( uldig". ( Lr.tvw)
..
..
..
..
1:'.'>;
.. .
238.5
1)
Home, No. 3 ( ltn.ly)
..
..
..
1258 . . .
238.5
1
Sun Heba~tinn (Sp~in)..
..
..
. . 1:158 . . .
238.5
3
Niirnuerg and .-\.ugsburg (Germany) (!f<hy 12l.l7
...
236.8
2
I Jlw1ich)
('hr:eti:ll""'"l aJI(] Hta.vang<'l' (:'\onvay)
. , 127G
235.1
0.5
Dresden (Germany) (lfelays Leipzig)
1285
233.5
1.5
I A berdccn
..
..
..
..
1285
1
233.5
Anstrietn Hclay Stations
.•
..
1294
0.5
231.8
, Danzig. (Relays K r)u iqsucrg)
..
1303
230.2
0.5
1
Swedish Itelav :Stations
..
..
1312
228.7
1.25
1:·! BudapPst., ~;, :0 (Hungary)..
.•
1321
227.1
0.8
German Helav Htations
..
..
1330
225.6
1.5
:r.Iontpellier, i'.T.T. (France)
..
133H
224
5
, Lodz (Poland) . .
..
..
..
. . 1330
224
1.7
Dnbhn (Irish Free State) (/lr/"'1~ .4tlt/,;nc)
1348
222.6
1
llhlan, No. 2 (Italy) (Ne/rill' Hotllr) . •
•.
1:~48
4
222.6
I
Turin,
No.
2
(It.aly).
(Relays
Rome)
..
1
1357
221.1
0.2
),: Ba;;k ~nd llrmP ('lwitz,."·land)
..
13ir.
218.2
0.5
Warsaw. ""'o.:! (Poland)
..
.•
1384
216.8
2
Lyons (Uadio Lyons) (France)
..
139:~
215.4
5
Tampcrc (Fiuhmd)
..
..
..
1420
211.3
0.7
Paris, (l{adio LL) (li'rancc) . .
..
142!
1
210.7
0.8
11 Beziers (France)
..
..
..
1429
209.9
1.5
11 l\Iiskolc (Hungn.ry)
..
..
..
1438
208.6.
1.2.i
- F<·camp_ (Hadio Normandic) (France)
1456
2oa 1 10
if Pccs (Hungary)
..
..
..
140.5
2)4.8'
1.25
Bournemouth . .
..
..
••
1474
203.5!
1
. Ph·mouth
..
..
..
.•
1474 ...... ····i 203.51
0.3
' rn'temntion:.l (\1111!1\•)1\ \Va·;c
l4!l~
2H.1
0.2
[! International C"millon Wave
1.)0·1
2o3 1 0.25
I'\ Licpilja (Latvia)
..
.•
1737
173
0.1
1

1

i.

i

1

1

i,l.

·

1

I'

::::::::::I

.......... !

:::::::: ::j

------~

NOTE. Since

the puulication of the prcYious u,t .altcraliuns have been made to the putkulars of the follu\\illg station:

E:iildi~a (Lill'io).

1

I
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SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
(N.B.-Times of Transmission given in parentheses arc approximate only and .-epresent G.M.T.)

Metres.
75.0

I_:~- s~:~~- ----~-~-------8-ta_t_io_n_.
'

-LOOO

oJ..: DlPT
H.\T

52.7

FLQ.\

0~.00.)
~\ut n 11;11w ri\·o

50.26

11 \'.1

50.0
50.0

;), 1-l.)
:'>.IilO

( .:\Lt.fla.Q,';t.-.;ca r ).
( 1 ht ily cr.
,..,'lln. tl~.00 too~.~;,, t.-,,oo to lfi.OO, Sat.
17 .:W lo l ~.1111, Nu.11. ll7 .:!11 to IIK.IIII.)
Vatiean ('i()~. (l!aily 1U.OO lv HI.];,, Sun.
10.00 alsu.J

li.llllll

(),11110

49.96
49.96
49.85

!i.Oil.)

n.on.;

li.ll1

s

\' E9D7"
H.l :1.\HII
/\HI

G.o~o

l!JC

49.67

li.l!lll

W1~.u~

li.lllll
li.0:-,0
li.IH:ill

-k-~~- _};~. --------~-at_i_o~-------~-ji_P_~_~:;_:_
-

•._

31.45

O,.jJO

LKJl

.Jl'lii~T

31.45

U,:)!O

lJJ:\

z,..,,,.ll

Bn('hHl'l'~t. (Uomnnia)
...
...
n·.s.~.IL).
(Jfdays ..\'u. 1 Sin.)
(l!ail!t ~II.OIIto ~:l.OO.)
~lontreal (('ana.da.).
(Daily OJ.:lO to 05.00)

YllB
<:~.\
W1i~.\L

49.5

(i,ll(:il)

w:l~_\lJ

49.5

H.l)()ll

VQ7LO

Bngot<l (('olotnllia) ...
...
.............
(i\lnlaya.). (.lion .. IJ'nl., Thurs.
:t:LOO to Ol.:W, Sun. 0:1.10 to 0.¥,.10.)
Zl'l'Sl'Il il:ermnn)·). (liailu ~~.30 tu O;J.:lO, ...............
17.00 to il.:W.)
Bo~ton,
7\Ia.~.-.;.
(l~.~.L\.).
(Sun. ~~.00 to
~1.(!0, 11~1'11., Fri. IIO.:lO to 0~.00.)
:-:ournhnyn. (.lanl). (liai/y o:l.:lo to 116.30)
Empin• Broadcasting
Cinr·illiHl(i, Ohio (t:.S.~\.). (Vaily 1~.00 to
111.00. 111.00 to llli.IIO.)
Philadelphia..
l'n.
(1'.::' .. \.)
(l!clays
JJ'f'.lf ·.) (liail!l 00.1!11 to 111.00.)
Xnirohi (h:Pn)~a ('olt~n)~). (lJail!l 16.00 to
1!l.OII. Sal. to ~11.011, Alon .. H'nl .. Fri.
10.1:1 to 11.1;, also, 'J'nes. 011.1111 to II!J.IJII
~ing·aporu

O~Y

~ktunlehaek

49.43

ll.OG9

VE9C:-l

YaH<·oun·r. Jl.(', (Cilll(l.<la). (Sal. O!.:lO to
IJ;i,l.!, Su.n. lli.OII tu 111.00.)

n..)GO

lJJA

31.36

U,GU.J

VVU

HoutbtJ.~-

31.35

!1,570

\\'1 ~.\11

Jlon.).
:-;J>L'ing-li<·ld. ~~"'"'·

31.32
31.32

!),.-,~o

U:--lC

Entpir•~

U.cw•SO

Yl\..3Llt

Hroa(lcnsting
Lindhla·.-.,t (.\u~tralia).

31.28

9,590

\\':l~.\U

l'hiladelphia.,

31.28

H,;JDO

Yl{:!~IE

:::lydnPy (.\n:-:tr·;dia).
l!LOO to I li.OO.)

31.27

UJ,~LJ

IIBL

ltatlio .:\ati(m~. Prangin~ (Svi'itzcrlanll).
(Sui. ~~.:lll/o ~:U.).)
Li.-.;hon (f>ortuga.l).
(1'1U'8.,
Thurs., Sot.
~I.:W to:! LOO.)
Lisholl (l'ortug-al). (Thurs. 21.00 to 23.011,
.'inn. 1~.1111 to 11.1111.)
I:o1ne (ltalr). (Tues .• Tluu·s., Sut. 00.-f.-,

:!:!.1.) tu O:!.L-1.)
((ndia). (Sun. 12.:10 to 1.¥,,;:o ............... .
JJ · t'f/.., 1'/nrrs., Sui. Hi. :10 to 17. :w, irrt'(JUlnr

49.4

6.072

IIH.l

Pt>nnng- (;\IularH). (Ut/ay.-; ]f.'mpirc Brood-

fi.07i

OEll~

Yieuna

49.34

<i.OsO

"'!I~.\.\

Chiea.g-o. lll. (l'.C' .. \.).

1

Experitnent.:d.

(})a ily

1--1-.00 to

(Uflays

H'C:I.F.)

(Sun. 1!1.1111 tu

C'L'lA:\

CT1l'T

30.67

!l,7SO

21:0

30.43

n,:-lGO

E.HJ

29.04

10,:l30

OHK

:llarlri<l (:-:pa.iu).
(/!ail!! 22.U to 00.30.
Sui. lS.IIIJ to 211.011 a/su.)
Hu)·sseledc (Belgium).
(]Juily 1S.30 /v

28.98

lO,:l.!O

LSX

Buent~s

25.6

11,720

FYA

25.6

11,720

('Jl~~

25.57

11,7:l0

Pill

(.llon .. ll'etl., Fri. 23.110)~..
(liail!l UO.OU tu Ol.:lO) .................

H.O~.I

~no

YEDB.J

:-:t ..John (:\.ll.).

49.22

li OH,)

49.2

(i.ll97

ZT.l

Bo>YI!Hln\·ilfe, Ont. (('a.na.<la).
(Jlon.,
'J'ae.~ .. ll'ed. 20.00 to 0.).00, 'J'h.urs .. b'ri.,
Nat. 12.1111 to 11,!.1111. Sun. 1~.00 to 11~.00.)
J ohanue~hnrg (~ . ..-\. frica). (LJuilu t: ..r. Sun.

11,7 JO
11.7711
11,790

Uf4 D
lUll
\\'IXAL

F.mpire Br·oa.dca.st iJ1g..
(Jioil!!17.0fllo21.:lll1
Boston . .\la,s. (1'.:-:.c\.). (}}ail!! ~:~.00 tu

11,~10

21:0

ll,SJO

\\'~XE

\\'a)~lll' •

25.29
25.27

11.S(i(J

<-t::-:E

25.23

11 ,8t'i0

25.0

1~.ooo

24.83

12,082

R.tnpin• Jlr1mdt'a.sting
Pittshurg, l'a. (t·.:-: .. \.). (Udays J{]}J\.1.)
(}Jail!! ~1.:lll to II:LIIII.)
Paris, Jladio ('olouia.Ie ( FraJH'l'). (l'olonial
Sin . .\-S.) (liai/y 11i.1;, to 1U.1:!, 20.1111
to 2:1.1111.)
.:\Joscow ( 1· .~.~-H.). ( Uduys .Yn. 2 Sin.)
(Sun. 11:1.1111 to O<.UII, 11.00 tu U.llll.
1o.llll lo 11i.llll.)
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1. (1·.:-: ..\.).
(llrlays W.IJU'.)
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Pick- up Design

CLUB NEWS

}{c~t'<ll

eh work int() pick-up d(·sign is being
carri<·d out ll\· tlw Cil\' ol London Phonograph
and Hadio ::;oci<·l \'.
fl'!re!ns World rl'a<lr·rs
who arl' intf'rl'sl<·d art' invited to atknd the
Jll('l'tings at thl' Food Ht·lonn Hl"staurant, Furnival ::;tn ... t, l!oli>orn, E~C.j, on th'-' third
Thursda,~ of l'ach lllllnth at 7 p.m.
lion.
S<·cr('(arv: :\Jr. J<.. !I. Clark<·, 5, Tyn('moulh
T<·rracl', Tott<-nham, :\.rj.

l!H· Th:unes.
tht~

wa.-.;

opp()si1{' angle and tht' ·vo1r· was tak('n an
overwhdming m<>jorin' consiclc·n·d that' car
r<lllio wets \\·orth whik.
Jlon. St·cn·tan': ~Ir.
(' C:ll!w, 4"· \\'<'st Driv<', H('a(hfil'l,( Park,
Handsworth, BirmiiJgh:l!n.

Forbidden Radio

Pros and Cons of Car Radio

Coh('rn d:l\·s wn<~ n·callt'd lJ\· J\Tr Hivl'rs:\loon·. Pn·sid;·nt of till' l'r<>\·don ~]{adio Socidv,

"Ts Car Haclio \\'orlh \\'hill'! " was li<·rcdy
dl'i"lll'<l at a n·Ct·nt ml'l'iing of Slali<- Hadio
(Birmingham)
Thl' tidl' of opinion \\~as <klinitl'h· ag<>in·;t in tht' l'arly pari ol lh<· clt-bat<-.
\\'hl'n, lwwl'n·r, othn !llt'Illlx·rs pr,.scuted the

.An alP. using early exp{'ri('ncc ~\Yith wireh·s~ \vas \\'h<'n ht· fixed a H>-inch spark cc.'il on
a Post <Jilin· cablP ship and gut in touch witl1
1\'orth Foreland when anchored to a buoy ia

iu a n·c(·nt lvctur('
lt·.ss.

()Jl

th{' -t:arlv dav.:-; uf \\·ir~t'

:\l!

{ 'nh<>ppil\', the spark coil upset
skipper'o..; con1pass, so 1\·in·kss apparatus
tPrhiddt·n ht-·nct:·forth.
l-1(,11. ~t·cn·Ltr\r:
E. L. Cunilwrs, r ), Canrpden HtJTl<i, Sot;til

('rr.J_:\'(l(Jll.

1935 Valves
Th(' lli'\\. ~e;t:..;()n'."i \·;dvcs and their U~t'S \\·ere
<1<-sni!wd In· \lr. I'· L. !Jl'al, of tlu· :\lulhrcl
\\rin·lt:~s St·n·ict· C(l. Ltd., at a ft'C(·llt nH·etlug
of tlrl' :-,m.-th\\'ick \\'in·lt·so; ::;ocidv. Tlw !t·ctun·r tnt·ntioned that tht· llt'('d -fur a C(Jllll'''ct chassis \\'as th(' prim(' n·ason for lhl' inlrudnction ol rhl' mo<il'rn multiple \'al\1·.
.\,·w
nlt·nliwrs et n· \\'t·konlh i zt t 1ht' ~ocit ·tv' s nHTtiugs. !Ion. Si'cn·tan·: Mr. E. Fish;·r, l\l.A.,
JJ, Fn·t:t h ~lrcet, Uldlnrry, nl'ar Birminglnm.

